
FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 65 9

AGREEMENT No T 1768TERMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

Decided January 10 1966

Agreement No T 1768 a Preferential Assignment Agreement of marine terminal

property from the Oity of Oakland to Sea Land providing for the payment
of an annual minimum and maximum compensation based upon the Port of
Oakland Tariff is subject to section 15 of the Act As such it has not been

shown to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair or otherwise violative of sec

tion 15 if modified as ordered by the Oommission Agreement No T 1768
is approved and Agreement No T 5 covering part of the area covered by

Agreement N9 T 1768 iscancelled

J Kerwin Rooney attorney for the City of Oakland acting by
and through its Board of Port Commissioners O H Wheeler and

Stelling Stoudenmire Jr attorneys for Sea Land of California Inc

Respondents
Miriam E Wolff and Thomas O Lynch attorneys for San Fran

cisco Port Authority Arthwr W Nordstrom and Walter O Foster

attorneys for City of Los Angeles Edward D Ransom and Robert
Fremlin attorneys for EncinalTerminals Leslie E Sffill Jr attorney
for City ofLong Beach Interveners

Donald J Brwnner Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson
Vice Ohairman Oommissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day
George H Hearn

By order of investigation served April 9 1965 the Commission
instituted these proceedings to determine whether Agreement No

T 1768 between the City of Oakland Oakland and Sea Land of

California Inc Sea Land should be approved disapproved or mod
ified pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act

Oakland and Sea Land appeared as Respondents favoring approval
The San Francisco Port Authority San Francisco City of Los
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AGREEMENT NO T 1768 TERMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT 203

Angeles LoAngeles and Encinal Terminals Encinal intervened

in opposition to approval The City of Long Beach Long Beach

intervened in favor ofapproval Ahearing and oral argument in lieu
ofbriefs wereheld An Initial Decision was issued by Examiner Ben

jamin A Theeman to which exceptions and replies have been filed

We have heard argument on these exceptions and replies

THE BACKGROUND OF THIS PROCEEDING

On June 18 1965 the Commission issued its Report and Order in

its Docket Nos 1128 Agreement No T 4 Terminal Lease Agreement
at Long Beach Oaliforniaj 1129 Agreement No T5 Lease Agree
ment at Oakland Oalifornia In those cases the Commission held that

agreements between Long Beach and Sea Land and Oakland and Sea

Land were subject to section 15 of the Act The agreements there

under consideration granted to Sea Land exclusive use of piers and

adjacent areas at yearly rentals of 147 000 in lieu of otherwise appli
cable tariff charges As such they were considered as granting to

Sea Land special rates and unlawful unless approved under seotion
15 The Commission approved the agreements over the exceptions
of Encinal Los Angeles and San Francisco that the agreements were

unjustly discriminatory becLuse based qn other than tariff rates

and noncompensatory rentals and contrary to the public in rest

and detrimental to the commerce of the United States because their

implementation would disrupt the traditional Pacific coast system
of assessment of terminal charges in accord with published tariffs
The Commission found that the agreements were not unjustly dis

criminatory as the rentals prescribed therein provided adequate re

turns on theports investments andno adv rse effects of the agreements
were shown upon other carriers other ports or other terminals the

record failing to show the requisite competition between other ter

minals within the ports of Oakland and Long Beach Furthermore

the Commission was unable to find that approval of the agreerrients
was likely to cause disruption of the traditional uniformity of terminal

charges on thePacific coast

THE PRESENT AGREEMENT

The agreement which is the subject of this proceeding No T 1768

covers not only the area covered by Agreement T 5 which was the

subject of Docket No 1129 namely berth 9 and the adjacent marshal

ing and storage yards but also another berth berth 8 and some addi
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tional storage area 1 The term is 20 years Oakland reserves sec

ondary rights to the use of the premises Sea Land agrees that if it
should publish a tariff of terminal charges it shall be identical to

Oakland s tariff for like services 2 Use of the facility by Sea Land

is to be at tariff charges but minimum and maximum yearly figures
are fixed at 450 000 apd 550 000 respectively subject to adjustment
because of cost of improvements including the installation of two

cranes to be made by Oakland which was estimated at 2 238 000 3

Paragraph 6 of Agreement No T 1768 provides that in the event

Agreement No T 5 is approved the area covered by it should be
withdrawn from Agreement No T 1768 and the maximum and mini
mum yearly compensation reduced by 147 000

THE INITIAL DECISION

The examiner in his Initial Decision approved Agreement No
T 1768 He found the rental to be fair and reasonable inasmuch as

Oakland would more than recover its investment even under the mini
mum rental of 450 000 He further found that the agreement was

not unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers none of
which protested it shippers who testified in favor of Sea Land s

service or ports which were not able to show injury because of the

agreement or tlutt similar agreements would not be available to them
1Ie finally found no likelihood of the destruction of the Pacific coast

terminal system and thus did not find the agreement detrimental to

the commerce of the lTnited States or contrary to the public interest
The Examiner recommended however that paragraph 6 should be

clarified He stated Sea Land could conceivably avoid paying more

than the minimum amount of compensation to the port if it exclusively
uses berth 9 after the volume of business passes the 450 000 mark

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The vast majority of the issues raised by way of exceptions to the
Initial Decision in this proceeding by San Francisco Encinal and Los

Angeles were also raised by these parties in excepting to the Initial
Decision in Docket No 1129 and wereexplicitly rejected by us Spe

1 Oakland grants a use in common by Sea Land and Encinal of the apron area running
parallel to berth 8 between the extreme westerly boundary line of the assigned premises
and berth 7

2 Hearing Counsel suggested and Oakland and Sea Land agreed to modify this provision
to include tariffs published by any business entity affiliated as to ownership or control
with Sea Land

8 Hearing Counsel suggested and Oakland and Sea Land agreed to modify the words of
this provision which originally read twelve month period to read year
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cifically San Francisco and EnCinal argue that agreements for com

pensation in lieu of tariff charges are unjustly discriminatory or

unfair As we have stated in our report in Docket No 1129 and in

Agreement No 8905 Port of Seattle and Alaska S S 00 7 FMC
792 800 1964

An agreement for the use of public terminal facilities at a rental which deviates

from the terminals regular tariff provisions may run afoul of the Shipping
Act s proscriptions and is deserving of our scrutiny for any illegal discrimina

tion or prejudice that may result Such an agreement however is notunlawful
or unreasonable merely because it does not follow the terminal s tariff charges

There is nothing in the record in this proceeding to indicate opera
tions under the agreement will take place in an unlawful manner

The record discloses no unlawful discrimination or prejudice against
any carrier shipper port or terminal No carrier testified against
approval of the agreement and the port ofOakland in fact has openly
stated its willingness to assign other terminal properties in the same

mannerand under the same conditions offered to Sea Land

Shipper witnesses without exception testified in favor of Sea Land s

operationsThere is no showing that terminals or ports will be in anyway
injured by approval of T 1768 The record is barren of proof that

any cargo will be diverted from any port or terminal or that any
carrier aside from Sea Land will shift his operations to a different

port or terminal

San Francisco Encinal and Los Angeles all contend that the

method utilized for determining the reasonableness and fairness of

the compensation is not proper This method is designed to assign all

costs and expenses of the specific terminal property here involved

including allocations of all general terminal expensesto the specific
area covered by T 1768 This method has been utilized by us in both

Docket No 1129 and Agreement No 89J5 Port of Seattle and Alaska

S S 00 supra Ve adopt it here as the proper method of determin

ing the reasonableness and fairness of the compensation to Oakland
for the use of its facility by Sea Land

San Francisco Encinal and Los Angeles in addition reiterate the

allegations made in Docket 1129 that agreements for compensation
in lieu of tariff charges are contrary to the public interest and detri

mental to the commerce of theUnited States Many dire consequences
are foreseen by interveners if T 1768 is approved including the dis

integration of the tariff method of compensation for provision of

terminal facilities and the collapse of the stability of Pacific coast
term nal operations There is no evidence in the record that such will

take place As we said in Docket No 1129 p 15 of mimeographed
9 F M C
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decision we will not disapprove the agreements on the basis of

speculation alone

The contention that Agreement T 1768 in fact gives an exclusive

rather than the preferential use provided for by its terms is without

merit The record shows that Sea Land s sailing schedule and the
short in port time of Sea Land s vessels will allow for a secondary
berthing and Oakland officials have stated that every endeavor will

be made to use the secondary berthing rights
San Francisco and Encinal reraised the arguments made in 1129

that Oakland may act in an unlawful manner under the agreement
and that the Commission should not wait to disapprove aA subject agree
ment but should do so on presently available information We once

again reject these arguments There is no showing on the record in

this proceeding that Oakland will act in other than a lawful manner

nor will we disapprove the agreement on the basis ofspeculation alone
T 1768 has much to recommend it Oakland has acted to develop
and improve its port and Sea Land as well as members of theshipping
public wi l benefit from T 1768

Interveners argue that approval of Agreement T 1768 would be

contrary to our holding in Docket 1084 Investigation of Wharfage
Oharges on Bulk Grain at Pacific Ooast Ports served August 18 1965
This contention is without merit In Docket 1084 we merely held
that the Department ofAgriculture was required to pay wharfage for
its cargo which was transported over Respondents wharves because
such cargo used the wharves The level of the wharfage charge was

not in issue and in fact the wharfage charged on the bulk grain 45
to 50 cents was different from that assessed other cargo 80 cents

There is nothing inconsistent with that holding in our position here
In fact in Docket 1084 the Commission explicitly noted that grain
terminals are special facilities costs of such operations should be sep

arately determine and a like course should be followed in connection
with the handling of any other commodity that moves in large quan
tities under circumstances which are unique This is the sit
uation present at the facility covered by Agreement T 1768 contain
erized cargo moves in large quantities over special facilities under

unique circumstances Sea Land does pay all charges including
wharfage up to the minimum and as we have stated in Dockets 1128
1129 supra there is no requirement in the absence of a showing of

illegality that all users must pay wh rfage computed upon the same

basis The minimum maximum rental method of paying wharfage
has been approved in Agreement No 8905 Port of Seattle Alaska

S S 00 7 F MC 792 1964 as well as in Dockets 1128 and 1129 and
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we see nothing present in this proceeding to show why it cannot law

fully be applied here

Interveners allege that the Examiner erred in holding that injury
need be shown for a violation of sections 16 or 17 of the Act It is

true that no injury in the sense of monetary loss must be shown

for a violation of these sections as is necessary when reparations are

sought for such violation However since compensation for the use

of terminal facilities in a minimum maximum rather than straight
tariff form is not in itself unlawful there must be some showing of an

unreasonable disadvantage among the users of the facilities on these

different bases before a minimum maximum compensation can be

declared contrary to section 17 and 16 itself requires a showing of
such unreasonable disadvantage Injury as used by the Examiner
is to be considered as synonymous with adverse effect

There are ony two issues in this proceding not considered in Docket

No 1129 1 the reasonableness and fairness of the compensation
for the larger area here involved and 2 the proper method of relat

ing T 5 to T 1768 ie by modification of the latter andlor cancella

tion of the former

The Examiner found the compensation for the area covered by
T 1768 to be fair and reasonable upon the basis approved by the Com

mission in Docket No 1129 The cost and expenses of the specific
terminal property here involved including allocations of all general
terminal expenses to the areas covered by T 1768 were considered

It was shown that under the 450 000 minimum compensation Oak
land would more than recover its investment and would receive a rate

of return of about 4 6 percent on the value of the land and improve
ments The maximum figure 550 000 wasshown to yield Oakland
a 7 percent return on the value of the land and on the depreciated
reconstruction cost of the terminal facility and a 6 percent capital
recovery on the cranes during the 20 year period 4 Both minimum

and maximum compensations are fair and reasonable As we observed
in Agreement N 8905 supra at 802 this is not a rate case where

we have a direct interest in the level of the Port s return on its ter

minal facilities Beyond this the Port of course is a public body
experienced in terminal management We have no grounds for dis

puting its judgment
Although T 1768 does not appear to be in anyway unlawful because

it covers in part the same area which is the subject ofT 5 it is possible
for the parties to operate under T 1768 in a manner inconsistent with

The cranes were considered differently being movable equipment with a salvage value
the end of the 20 year period
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their express intent to conduct their operations at berths 8 and 9 as

if the premises constitutedone indivisible unit

Agreement T 1768 provides for both a minimum and a maximum

level of compensation However as intervener protestants observe

it is possible for the parties to operate under T 1768 so that only the
minimum level of compensation will be paid Paragraph 6 ofT 1768
states that if T 5 is approved the area covered by it i e berth 9
will be removed frOlu the scope of T 1768 and will be subject to the
flat annual rental of 147 000 Thus Sea Land could use the area as

n whol until the 450 000 minimum had been reached thereafter

restricting its activities to berth 9 where the flat rental there applica
ble would protect Sea Land from paying any more for the use of the

facility
There is no indication that the parties to T 1768 will operate in this

manner However because they realize that such a possibility exists

they have agreed to cancel T 5 and modify T 1768 by deleting para
graph 6 We feel that this cancellation andmodification must be made
because the failure to make them would leave on file with the Com
mission agreements which do not truly embody the intent of the

parties 5

An appropriate order will be entered approving Agreement T 1768
with the deletion of paragraph 6 and the inclusion of the modifica

tions agreed to by the parties noted above and cancelling Agreement
1 5

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
IS Section 15 requires inter alia that a true copy orIf oral a true and complete memo

randum of every agreement subject to It be filed with the COmmlssion
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No 65 9

AGREEMENT NO T 1768TERMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

ORDER

The Cammissian has this date entered its Repart in this praceeding
which is hereby made a part hereaf by reference and has faund inter
alia that Agreement Na 1768 between the City Of Oakland and Sea
Land Of Califarnia Inc as madified by the parties is nat unjustly
discriminat ary Or unfair as between carriers shippers exparters im

parters parts Or between expOrters fram the United States and their

foreign campetitars nar detrimental ta the cOmmerce Of the United
States cantrary ta the public nterest Or vialative Of the Shipping
Act 1916 if madified by the deletian Of paragraph 6 and that sectian

15 requires the cancellatian Of Agreement Na T 5 between the same

parties
ThM efore it i ordered That
1 Agreement T 1768 is approved with the fallawing madificatians

a On page 5 paragraph 4 a in the 9th line fram the battam

Of the page eliminatian Of the ards twelve manth periad
and substitutian Of the wOrd year therefar

b On page 6 paragraph 4 d insertian between the ward it

and the ward shauld the fallawing Or any business entity
affiliated as ta Ownership Or cantral with assignee

c Deletian Of paragraph 6

By the Cammissian

Amended order of Jan 26 1966 follows

9 F M C 200
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No 659

AGREEMENT No T 1768ThRMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

AMENDED ORDER

JANUARY 26 1966

The Commission issued its Report and Order in the captioned pro

ceeding on January 10 1966 approving Agreement No T 1768 be

tween the City of Oakland and Sea Land of California Inc as

modified and canceling Agreement T 5 covering a part of the same

terminal area

Itnow appears that Agreement T 1768 may not become operative
because of the problem involved in the purchase erection and instal
lation of a crane until April 1966 Because of this situation the

parties could be left witho t an approved agreement under which they
can operate

Therefore it is ordered That ordering paragraphs 2 and 3 of the

orderofJanuary 10 1966 are deleted

It is further ordered That the orderofJanuary 10 1966 is amended

to read as follows

2 Agreement T 5 shall remain in effect until the commencement
ofAgreement T 1768 and

3 The parties shall submit to the Commission on or before the ef

fective date ofAgreement T 1768 a modification ofAgreement T 1768

complying with this order and a cancellation of Agreement T 5

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LIBI

Secretary
9 F M C210
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No 1185

OCEAN FREIGHT CONSULTANTS INC

I
V

THE BANK LINE LIMITED

Decided January 11 1966

The Bank Line Limited a common carrier by water violated section 18 b 3

of the Shipping Act 1916 by charging a higher rate for a shipment in

foreign commerce than the rate on file in its tariff properly applicable
at the time

Pursuant to section 22 of the Act Ocean Freight Consultants Inc an assignee
and holder of legal title to the claim is entitled to payment of reparation
in the amount of 140

Henry Wegner for Ocean Freight Consultants Inc

Paul F McGuire and John M Linsenmeyer of Kirlin Campbell
Keating for respondent The Bank Line Limited

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION
Ohairman lIARLLEE Oommissioner BARRETT and OO11lR11JissWner DAY

concluded that on this record The Bank Line Limited Bank Line

inust pay to Ocean Freight Consultants Inc OFC the sum of 140

Their respective views are set forth below

John Harllee Ohair11UJn

This proceeding arises out of a complaint filed by OFC as assignee
of Mead Johnson International a division of Mead Johnson Com

pany Mead Johnson alleging that Bank Line violated section

18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act in assessing and re

ceiving payment from Mead Johnson of a higher freight rate on

certain exported commodities n foreign commerce than the rate

9 F MC
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properly applicable at the time and seeking reparation in the amount

of 140 pursuant to section 22 of the Act

OFC is aNew York corporation engaged in the business ofauditing
ocean freight charges Where the audit shows overpayments OFC

attempts to collect the same on behalf of the shipper which may in
clude proceedings before this Commission Services are performed
on a percentage of collection basis In the agreement between Mead

Johnson and OFC in evidence herein it is provided that each claim

must be submitted to Mead Johnson for approval before any action on

the claim is taken

On May 20 1965 OFC filed its complaint on behalf of Mead John

son the shipper herein setting forth three causes of action based on

overcharges 1 In addition to Bank Line Strachan Shipping Com
pany and U S Atlantic and Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference
were named as respondents On June 10 1964 respondents moved to

dismiss alleging among other grounds 2 that OFC had no legal
capacity to sue absent an assignment from Mead Johnson By letter

dated June 12 19 4 received by the Commission on June 15 1964
Mead Johnson assigned the claims to OFC for collection of repara
tion on our behalf The Commission denied this part of

respondent s motion following the practice established by the Inter

state Commerce Commission The Interstate Commerce Commission
has long allowed the assignment of claims for reparation for viola
tions of the statute it administers The Supreme Court has held
that an assignment may vest legal title in the assignee without passing
to him beneficial or equitable title and such assignee may recover

damages in an action brought in his own name but for the benefit of

equitable owners of the claims The Court further held that claims
for reparation are an assignable property right in the absence of

express legislative mandate to the contrary Finding no such lan

guage in the Interstate Commerce Act the Court allowed the action

by an assignee of the legal tide but not the beneficial interest in a

reparation claim before the IC C 3 In its order dated December 22
1964 the Commission stated

In ccordance with the stated purpose of our Rules of Practice and Proce
dure to secure the just speedy and inexpensive determination of every pro

1 The two other claims in the amounts of 103 66 and 38 87 respectively were dis
missed by the Commission prior to hearing by order served June 8 1965 because they
were barred by the 2 year llmltation contained in section 22

s The motion also asked that the complaint be dismissed as against Strachan and the

Conference for fillling to state a cause of action against either This part of themotlon

wJlSgra tedby order served December 22 10964
s See Spiller v Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 00 2503 U S 117 133135
1920

9 F M C
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ceeding this assignment will be accepted as the filing of a new or

supplemental complaint as of June 15 1964
4

On January 7 1965 respondents moved for reconsideration of the
above denial alleging among other things a the Commission s order

was based on an assignment to OFC of a claim which is in violation

of New York State penal law and therefore illegal and b the com

plainant being a corporation may not bring an action on behalf of

others under the Commission s rules By order dated February 19
1965 the Commission denied respondent s motion stating

The validity of an assignment under the New York State penal law may well

affect the conduct of the complainant s business in that State but cannot be

determinative of our practice We are required by sectipn 22 of the Shipping
Act 1916 to permit the filing of claims for reparations by any person who may
have suffered because of an alleged violation of the act or his successor in

interest The practice before the Commission by firms and corporations on

behalf of others prohibited by Rule 12 g sic of our Rules of Practice and

Procedure does not affect the ability of complainant to bring this action Prac

tice in this context refers to the gamut of activities performed by lawyers on

behalf of others it does notqualify thestatutory right of any entity corporate
or otherwise to seek redress to some legal grievance under section 22 of the Act

Hearings wereheld before and briefs submitted to Examiner Benja
min A Theeman The examiner issued an initial decision in which
he found a violation of section 18 b 3 and awarded reparation

No exceptions to the initial decision were filed We have reviewed
the initial decision on our own initiative

FACTS

1 At all times herein mentioned Bank Line published maintained
and had on file with the Commission Freight Tariff No 9 U S
Atlantic and GulflAustralia New Zealand Conference F MC No 1

containing item 450 reading as follows

Description Beuia Rate

Canned goods N O S foods including beverages non

alcoholic and canned shrimp W M 50 00

2 The details concerning the shipment are as follows
a The shipment was transported by Bank Line on the

MV Nessbank pursuant to Bill of Lading No 77 dated at New

Orleans November 20 1962
b The shipper was Mead Johnson The consignee was

Charles McDonald Mead Johnson PTY Ltd the Australian
branch of Mead Johnson

The I C C also treats assignments made subsequent to the flUng of a complaint as the
flUng of a new or supplemental cOlJplalnt See Carolina Cotton Woolen Mill 00 v

Southern Railway 195 I C C 654 659

9 FM C
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c There were three items 1 300 cartons ofcanned infants

food known as Sobee powder 24 one pound cans per carton

measuring 350 cu ft 2 5 cartons of tube feeding sets measur

ing 25 cu ft and 3 1 carton of literature measuring 1 cu ft

All three items measured 376 cu ft

d Freight for the 376 cu ft was charged at the rate of 66

per 40 cu ft and totalled 62040

e The sales by Mead Johnson to its branch were on a CIF
basis However full freight was prepaid by Mead Johnson

3 OFC on behalf of Mead Johnson advised Bank Line that the

rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the 300 cartons of canned food was im

proper that the proper applicable rate was 50 per 40 cu ft as set
forth in item 450 and that an overpayment of 140 had been made

OFC demanded a refund of the 140 which Bank Line refused to

make This proceeding resulted 5

4 The record contains no evidence to show how or from where
the rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the 300 cartons was obtained Bank
Line does not contend nor did it offer any evidence to show that item

450 of Tariff No 9 does not apply to the 300 cartons as contended

by OFC Evidence was introduced to show that on May 3 1962 a

similar shipment of 100 cartons of Sobee powder and 3 cartons of
tube feeding were shipped via Bank Line at a rate of 50 per 40 cu

ft for the powder and 66 per cu ft for the tube sets

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As early as 1915 the Supreme Court in Louisville 3N R R 00 v

Maxwell 237 U S 94 was called upon to interpret section 6 of the
Interstate Commerce Actnot unlike our section 18 b 3 which
then read in part

Nor shall any carrier charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less

or different compensation for such transportation of passengers or property or

for any service n connection therewith except such as are specified in

such tariffs e

Justice Hughes speaking for the majority wrote

Ignorance or misquotation of rates is not an exCuse for paying or charging
either less or more than the rate filed This rule is undeniably strict and it

obviously may work hardship in some cases but it embodies the policy which

II OFC s claim is limited to the freight for the SOO cartons of So bee powder
6 ctlon 18 b 3 in pertinent part reads as follows

No common carrier by water in foreign commerce or conference of such carriers
shall charge or demand or collect orreceive a greater orless or different compensation
for the transportation of property or for any service in connection therewith than
the rates and charges which are specified in its tariffs on file with the Commission
and duly published and in effect at the time

9 F M C
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has been adopted by Congress inthe regulation of interstate commerce in order

to prevent unjust discrimination

The Maxwell pronouncement has been followed recently in Silent

Sioux Oorp v Ohicago North Western Ry 00 262 F 2d 414
1959

I
the principle is firmly established that the rate of the carrier as duly

filed is the only lawful charge

and in Johnson Machine Works Inc v Ohicago B Q R 00 297 F

2d 793 1962

It is well established when the shipper designates the routing the rate set

out in the published tariff covering such route is the only lawful charge that

can be properly made

While it is true that the Mamwell Silent Siouw and Johnson cases

and the many that follow them relate to the Interstate Commerce

Act provision requiring the exaction by carriers of the filed tariff rate

section 18 b 3 is similar to that provision and should be similarly
construed U S Nav 00 v Ounard SS 00 284 U S 474 1932

It is clear that the collection by Bank Line of the rate of 66 per
cu ft for the 300 cartons is not in accord with the tariff on file with

the Commission Thus this action in the light of the above consti

tutes a violation of section 18 b 3 of the Act

Section 22 of the Act provides for the payment of Full reparation to

the complainant for the injuries caused by said violation In this
instance full reparation represents the difference between the rate that

Mead Johnson should have paid on the 300 cartons and the rate it

actually paid or the sum of 140 It is SO found
Bank Line contends that OFC is not entitled to reparation because

the freight charges were not paid by OFC nor were they ulti

mately paid by Mead Johnson the shipper and OFC s assignor
that the freight charges will ultimately be paid by the consignee in
Australia Thus neither OFC nor Mead Johnson as OFC s sole

assignor will have suffered any damage from the alleged overcharge
There is no merit to this contention Similar contentions have been
made to the predecessor to this Commission and the ICC and have
been rejected Oakland Motor Oar 00 v Great Lakes Transit Oorp
1 U S S B 308 311 1934 The problem of reparation in overcharge
cases before the ICC was finally adjudicated by the Supreme Court
in Southern PMifW Oompany et al v Darnell Taenzer Lumber Oom

pany et al 245 U S 531 1918 Justice Holmes on page 533534
stated

The only question before us is that at which we have hinted Whether the

fact that the plaintitIs were able to pass on the damage that they sustained

9 F M C
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in the first instance by paying the unreasonable charge and to collect that

amount from the purchaser prevents their recovering the overpayment from the

carriers The answer is not difficult The plaintiffs suffered losses to the

amount of theverdict when they paid Their claim accrued at once in the theory
of thelaw and it dOes notinquire into later events

Respondent repeatson brief to the examinerthe contention formerly
made in its motion tor reconsideration that OFC should be barred

from the collection of this claim because the nature of its business

violates the criminal code of the State of New York wherein it was

incorporated As shown above the Commission rejected this con

tention in its order of February 19 1965 There is nothing in the

record that constitutes new facts or a new question of law that war

rants altering the Commission s decision The Act establishes the

Commission as the agency entrusted with the duty to protect the pub
lic interest in connection with ocean transportation There is no

showing in this reCord that the holding of this proceeding is detri
mental to the public interest nor that consequences contrary to the

public interest are anticipated
On the record as a whole it is found and concluded

a The applicable rate in the tariff on file with the Commis
sion affecting the shipment of300 cartons of Sobee powder is 50

per 40 cu ft

b BankLine violated section 18 b 3 of the Act by charg
ing a rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the shipment

c OFC as assignee of Mead Johnson has legal title to the
claim herein arising out of the overcharge and is entitled to file

prosecute and receive payment of reparation thereunder
An appropriate order will be entered directing Bank Line to pay

to OFC the sum of 140 representing the difference between the rate

charged and the applicable tariff rate

Oommissioners Ja1lU3s V Day and Ashton O Barrett

Itwas not contended that any other rate than that on file with the
Commission should be applied and evidence was absent to show how
or from where the rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the shipment of 300
cartons was obtained We hold on this record that BankLine must

pay to OFC the su of 140 representing the difference between the
rate charged and the applicable tariff r te

Oommissioner Hearn Dissenting
An important question is presented in this proceeding and in my

view that question transcends both the merits and statutory obliga
tions in the premises That question which the majority answered
in the affirmative is whether the Federal Maritime Commission as

9 F M C
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a quasi judicial agency is going to countenance and entertain this type
of champertous practice

A simple perusal of the record reveals a shocking example of

champerty Ocean Freight Consultants OFC has been permitted
to sue in its own name to recover reparation for harm which it never

sustained grounded on a shipping transaction to which it was never

a party The actual shipper Mead Johnson which obviously had a

legitimate claim against respondentt elected rather than pursue that

claim in its own name pro se or through an attorney or practitioner
approved by the Commission to enter into an agreement with OFC

whereby proceeds realized through OFC s efforts would be divided
between Mead Johnson and OFC

When OFC s legal competence to bring this suit first was raised
Mead Johnson executed what has been accepted by the majority as an

assignment of its claim to OFC Evidence of this assigIlllient
is contained in Exhibit 8 A mere reading of the so called assign
ment readily establishes that it is nothing more than an agency

agreement between Mead Johnson and OFC whereby the agent OFC
is authorized to pursue the collection of theprincipals claim Exhibit

8 reads

In matters before the Federal Maritime Commission Docket 1185 Ocean

Freight Consultants Inc versus the Bank Line Ltd Strachan Shipping Com

pany and U S Atlantic and Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference we hereby
assign claims 453 455 and 460 to Ocean Freight Consultants Inc for collection

of reparation sought by Ocean Freight Consultants Inc on our behalf under

section 22 of the Shipping Act of 1916 Italics added

Quite obviously nothing was assigned to OFC hy M ad Johnson
except the right to represent it in litigation and consequently OFC
had no claim properly to pursue before the Commission For the

majority to read Exhibit 8 as an assignment sufficient to support a

suit for reparation renders a long standing and recently repromul
gated rule a nullity That rule Rule 2 h provides
Practice before the Commission by firms or corporations on behalf of others

shall notbe permitted 46 CFR 502 28

If Rule 2 h has any merit then quite apart from the laws of the

State of New York which absolutely prohibit OFC s suits in that

State and a traditional public policy decrying the type of suit here
in issue our own rules bar this proceeding

2

1 I agree that reparation in this record could have been awarded to a proper complainant
II During the pendency of this litigation our own Rules of Practice and Procedure were

under review In accordance with law the proposed Rules were pUbllshelin the Federal
Register and otherwise made avallable to interested parties Comments were invited and

received Rule 2 h was included Neither OFC nor any other person complained of
Rule 2 h
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In this regard Iwould like to note that the horrendous po ture of

the record bears out the Commission s wisdom in adopting Rule 2 g
of our Rules of Practice and Procedure which provides that a person

not an attorney at law shall be permitted to practice befo the Com
mission upon s ific admission after demonstrating that he

possesses the necessary legal technical or other qualitlcattons to e ble him to

render valuable service before the C mi8sion and is otherwjse competent to

advise and aB8pJt iD t4 presentation of matte rs before the Co ission 46

CFR li02 27

In support of its decision t e majority has placed nwarranted
reliance on Spiller v Atc ison T S F Ry 00 253 U S 117

1920 But while Spiller does countenance assi ents o freight
claims that case must be construed in light of its peculiar facts and

those facts make all th difference There the real parties in inte

were members of a Cattle Raisers Association and the assignee was

Secretary of that association In fact the Cattle Raisers Associa

ti9n was prosecuting the claims for the owners thereof 253 U S 117
at 133 and they were represented by counsel at the he ring 253
U S 117 at 125 Here the claim was prosecuted by a complete
stranger to the transaction and it may be said fairly prosecuting the
claim in the hope of reward for itself

Cert iply all in government particularly an Independ nt Regula
tory Agencyattempt to provide a forum wherein procedures are sim

plified in order to allow an aggrieved party an opportu ity to present
his case and if successful to be made whole That is the spirit of the
Administrative Procedure Act and in my opinion the way this agency
attempts to act in the public interest However allowing this type
of claim would in my mind encourage bounty hunting which would
have an injurious effect on the entire industry

Therefore I would not permit as our Rules do not permit this

type of practice before the Federal Maritime Commission

Oommissioner John S Patterson Dissenting
An examination of the record discloses that complainants were

retained by a shipper to audit and review copies of bills of lading for
the purpose of discovering erroneous freight charges For purposes
of the present claims complainants are shown by the record to be

agents not assignees They are Rot in fact appearing in person
Complainants are appearing in a representative capacity Rule 2 g
ofour Rules of Practice and Procedure General Order 16 prohibits
such appearance before the Commission 46 CFR 502 27 F R Oc
tober 26 1965 Vol 30 No 207
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No 1185

OCEAN FREIGHT CONSULTANTS INC

V

THE BANK LINE LIMITED

ORDER OF REPARATION

The Commission on this date made and entered a report in this pro

ceeding which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in which

it found inter alia that respondent The Bank Line Limited had

violated section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 in assessing and

receiving payment from Mead Johnson International the assignor of

complaint Oc n Freight Consultants Inc of a higher freight rate

than the rate properly applicable and that complainant is entitled

to reparation for such violation

Therefore it is ordered That respondent The Bank Line Limited

pay to complainant Ocean Freight Consultants Inc 140

By the Commission

SEAL

9 F M C

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 1066

ALcoA STEAMSHIP CO INC GENERAL INCREASE IN RATES IN THE

ATLANTIO GULF PuERTo RICO T1wE

Decided January 13 1966

Proposed general iIicreases in rates of respondent Alcoa inthe regulated Atlantic

and Gulf to Puerto Rico trade found to be unjust and unreasonable to the

extent t eyprovide a rate of return exceeding 10 percent on the rate base of

1 293 936 computed utilizing ton mile method of allocation of vessel expenses
and depreciation Alcoa ordered to adjust its rates accordingly

Elimer o Maddy and Russel T Weil for respondent Alcoa St am

ship Co I c

J000 T Rigby and Seymour IBerdon for p rty complainant the

CommonwealthofPuerto Rico
Donald J Brunner N1JlULn D Kline and Robert J Blackwell as

H ring Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee 0hairmanj Oorrvrnissioners Ashton

C Barrett James V Day andGeorge H Hearn

The Commission ordered this investigation concerning the lawful

ness under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping Act

1933 of the rates fares charges rules classifications regulations and

practices contained in respondent Alooa Steamship Co Inc s tariff

schedules in Outward Freight Tariff No 3 FMCF No 4 naming
numerous increases in commodity rates from Atlantic and Gulf ports
in the continental United States to ports in the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico The Commission s order of investigation suspended
these schedules to and including Novemoor 25 1962 The rates be
came effective on Novemoor 26 1962

The Commonwealth or Puerto Rico by virtue of its protest to the
increases became a party complainant under rules 3 a and 5 h of

9 F IC
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our Rules of Practice and Procedure Hearings were held before

Examiner C E Morgan who issued an Initial Decision to which ex

ceptions and replies have been filed We have heard oral argument
Alcoa published increases in r8ltes in vary ing amounts on about 1 400

of the 1 500 commodities in its tariff R8Ites werenot increased on self

propelled vehicles vehicle accessories bulk commodities or explosives
The individual rates generally were increased about 20 percent with a

resulting overall increase of about 19 percent This was the first gen
eral increase in rates by Alcoa since 1958 in spite of substantially
increased costs since then

There was some doubt whether Alcoa would experience as much as a

19 percent increase in its freight revenues in view of its competition
and other factors but a 19 percent increase in revenues for the pro
jected year was accepted by the parities as abasis of their computations
ofnet profits or net losses

The leading commodities carried by Alcoa in the Puerto Rican trade

in revenue tons for the year and for the half year listed below were

1961 1st half
of 1962

Canned Goods Groceries 00

Dry Goods
Electrical Materials Equipmentm n

n n

Grain Products Bagged
Iron Steel Products n

Machines Machinery n n 00

Packing House Productsn 00

Vehides

Totalrevenue tons n
u h

15 125
9 669

16 097
24 784
18 065

3 943
15 518
67 118

170 319

6 085
3 692
4 102

10 785
10 289

4 782
5 280

34 103

79 118

The total revenue tons carried from U S ports to Puerto Rico by Alcoa
in 1961 were 343 378 Of this 1961 total tonnage vehicles constituted
about 19 5 percent and the rates on self propelled vehicles were not

increased
Before briefs were filed Alcoa reduced its rate on canned goods and

groceries and adding the 1961 tonnage for these commodities to the
vehicle tonnage makes a total of 24 percent for cargoes on which
there were no increases or on which the increases later were dropped

1The Co monweaUh of Puerto JU o by letter asked the Commission to accept its brief
before the Examiner in lieu of exceptions Such a letter does not comport with the re

quirements of Rul 13 of tlie Co mi8Sion s Rul s of Practice and Procedure which
requires that exceptions shall indicate with particularity alleged errors and is accord
ingly rejected as an exception to the Initial Decision The position of Puerto Rico as

expressed in its brief before the Examiner has however been considered by us in thr
determina tion of this proceeding
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In the first half of 1962 Alcoa carried a total of 238 510 revenue

tons from U s ports to Puerl9 Rico The rates as held down Qr later

reduced on vehicles 34 103 tons canned gQods and groceries 6 085

tons as well as all iron and steel products 10 289 tons amount to

a percentage of only 21 percent ofthe total tonnage carried by Alcoa

in the United States Puerto Rican trade Moreover inclusion of all

iron and steel products tonnage overstates the above percentage since

of these products only the rate on iron and steel plates one of many
items under the generic heading was held down or later reduced

The rate on dry goods was increased from 54 cents to 65 cents a cubic

foot and this rate was not held down Other increases in the rates

on the above listed commodities were 69 cents to 83 cents a cubic foot

on electrical materials and equipment 90 cents to 108 cents per 100

pounds on wheat in bags 93 cents to 112 cents per 100 pounds on iron

and steel billets 60 cents to 72 cents a cubic foot on household washing
machines and 104 c nts to 125 cents per 100 pounds on packinghouse
products As seen these particular increases amount to 20 percent
each

No increase was proposed by Alcoa on certain liquids such as lubri
eating oil in bulk in vessels tanks and on certain acids These rates

were held down to develop the business and because Alcoa had added

deck tanks to its vessels and was using its deep tanks Also there

wasan absence of increased cargo handling costs for these commodities

The rate on merchandise variety store in carrier s containers also

was held down but here again Alcoa s cargo handling expenses were

much less than in the case of ordinary package freight received in

numerous small packages
In a general revenue case such as this one we are concerned with

revenues and expenses in general but not with any analyses of costs

for specific individual commodities
Alcoa a wholly owned subsidiary of the Aluminum Company of

America has operated a common carrier service since 1951 southbound
from United States Atlantic and Gulf ports to ports in Puerto Rico

the Virgin Islands West Indies Venezuela and the Guianas It

began a northbound common carrier service from ports in Pue oRico

to New York Philadelphia and Baltimore in August 1962 Alcoa

also is a contract carrier and proprietary carrier northbound of conl

modities such as bauxite sugar and phosphate Bauxite transported
mainly for its parent company is the principal northbound cargo of
Alcoa
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In its southbound trade to Puerto Rico Alcoa used seven vessels

Four of these were OIs which were approximately 20 years old and
three were02 s about 18 years old Generally the OI s were used

in and out of the Atlantic ports and the02 s in and out ofGulf ports
but occasionally there were variations Alcoa owned a total of 13

vessels and chartered others for use in the other trades

In 1961 Alcoa offered a weekly service to Puerto Rico from New

York and a weekly service from Baltimore generally via New York

From the Gulf in 1961 it provided a weekly service out ofMobile and

New Orleans No northbound common carrier service from Puerto

Rico to the United States was provided in 1961 or in the first haIt
of 1962

Since August 1962 Alcoa has offered a weekly service from Balti

more and Philadelphia and fortnightly service out of New York via

Philadelphia and Baltimore and has continued its weekly Gulf service

from Mobjle and New Orleans The change in scheduling out of

the Atlantic ports reduced Alcoa s transit time from Baltimore to

Puerto Rico by three to four days One of the reasons leading to the

change in service of Alcoa out of Baltimore was the withdrawal

of the Bull Lines from the Puerto Rican service Alcoa presently
faces the competition of Sea Land Service Inc American Union

Transport and Motorships Inc and other carriers out of the port
of New York Out of Baltimore Sea Land provides direct sailings
to Puerto Rico The competitive picture is quite flexible since carriers

may enter and leave this trade at will There is no conference in the

trade and Alcoa s competition would restrain it somewhat from ex

cessive increases in its rates

In September 1962 Alcoa commenced weekly northbound service to

Baltimore and Philadelphia and a fortnightly service to New York

Alcoa also provided a weekly service northbound to Mobile and New

Orleans The northbound common carrier service of Alcoa has been

very insignificant tonnagewise compared with its southbound service

Operating southbound from Atlantic and Gulf ports Alcoa gen
erally also oper8lted as acommon carrier to the Virgin Islands with the

same vessels on the same voyages as were used to serve Puerto Rico
Alcoa has provided oommon or contract carrier service toor from the
Atlantic ports of Searsport Maine New York N Y Philadelphia
Pa Wilmington Del Baltimore Md Norfolk Va and Charleston
S C and toor from the Gulf ports ofGalveston Tex Baton Rouge
New Orleans and Braithwaite La Gulfport Miss Mobile Ala
and Pensacola Panama City Jacksonville and Tampa Fla To a
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relatively minor extent Alcoa in some instances with the same vessel

as used to serve Puerto Rico and on a same voyage has served other

foreign portsand has provided way to way service

Operating as a contract carrier northbound Alcoa has transported
1 bauxite from Trinidad to Mobile 2 sugar from ports in Puerto

Rico to New yo k Philadelphia Wilmington Baltimore Norfolk
Jacksonville Tampa New Orleans and Galveston and 3 phosphate
coastwise from Tampa to Baltimore Norfolk and Searsport using the

same vessels used in the southbound common carrier service to Puerto
Rico on the same individual round trip voyages The bulk commodi
ties transported in the contract trade besides loading more heavily
were more quickly handled required less port time and encountered
less delay than thegeneral cargo

For the entire year 1961 for its Puerto Rican service Alcoa had a

small net profit before Federal income taxes of 69 919 or anet income
after such taxes of 39 061 both as calculated by Hearing Counsel or

a net loss before Federal income taxes of 1 128 217 or 1 308 873 or

1 501 951 as calculated undervariousmethods by Alcoa
For the entire year of 1962 for its Puerto Rican service Alcoa had

a net loss before Federal income taxes of 72 243 as calculated by Hear

ing Counsel and which loss was 908 690 or 1 081 122 or 1 435 599
as calculatedunder various methodsby Alcoa

On the basis ofAlcoa s small profit or its loss in 1961 and its loss in
1962 regardless of which figures of record are selected as the most

accurate for that year it is clear that Alcoa is entitled to some general
increase over its prior rates which were in existence in 1961 and for
about 11 months in 1962 Alcoa is entitled to such an increase because
it should not be compelled to op rate at a loss as it did in 1962 or at a

minimum profit or loss as it did in 1961
Forthe projected year based upon the proposed increased rates both

Alcoa and Hearing Counsel offered projected income figures The

respondent showed a net loss before Federal income taxes under its
various calculations of 227 242 or 338 376 or 654 848 whereas

Hearing Counsel showed a net profit before Federal income taxes of
771 393 and a net income after such taxesof 375 769
The largest differences between Alco apd Headng Counsel were in

their calculations of vessel expeIlses 2 which differ because of their

2Vessel expenses herein are intended to include wages payroll taxes contributions
welfare plans subsistence stores SUpplies equipment fuel repairs performei do
mestic insurancehull and machinery insuranc P L insuranceother and other
vessel expense Vessel expenses herein are intended to exclude port and cargo expenses
otherwise sometimes called voyage expenses The total of all expenses hown by th
parties exciusive of overhead depreciation and Us income tax w11l referred to as

vessel operRiting expenses
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different methods ot allocating Alcoa s overall vessel expenses to its

Puerto Rican service Other differences were in the calculations ot

overhead and of depreciation as well as differences in the valuation of

Alcoa s assets as allocated to the Puerto Rican service

Since the overhead figure for the projected year used by Hearing
Counsel and the overhead figures for that year used by Alcoa under

two of the three results shown by it are based upon total vessel and

voyage expense ratios the calculation of vessel expenses becomes

doubly important
Alcoa and Hearing Oounsel substantially 1Lgree in their calculations

of revenues and ofport and cargo expense and other voyage expenses

Since the expenses of Alcoa s Puerto Rican common carri r service

are commingled with the expenses of Alcoa s contract carrier services

and its Virgin Island and foreign service a principal problem in this

proceeding is the determination of a just and reasonable allocation

of vessel expenses to the Puerto Rican common carrier service of

Alcoa

In general the respondent has allocated vessel expenses as between

its southbound common carrier service on the one hand and on the

other hand its northbound contract carrier service on the basis ofdays

operated in each service whereas Hearing Counsel supports aton mile

allocation fter the initial daily basis allocation above by respond
ent it initially made a further allocation of southbound expenses be

tween Puerto Rico the Virgin Islands and other foreign ports on the

basis ofa rervenue prorate While Alcoasupports this revenue prorate
as reasonaJble ithowever does not oppose a ton mile prorate as between

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands after its initialbreakdown of ex

penses on a daily basis as between southbound common carrier service

and northbound contract carrier service The ton mile method of

allocating vessel expenses adds together the costs Qf all voyages for a

year s time including in ballast costs and idle and strike time costs

and then allocates the total costs of the year to the various common

carrier and contract carrier services on the basis of tonnage times dis

tance carried in each service

In fact on brief Alcoa makes a computation based upon such a

ton mile prorate Alcoa allocates total southbound vessel expenses
on the daily basis but separate southbound Puerto Rico expenses

from Virgin Island southbound expenses on a ton mile basis The

total for the Puerto Rican and Virgin Island tonnage for 1961 is 573

106 000 tOImiles The Puerto Rican ton miles of 504 988 000 are 88 1
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percent and Alcoa takes 88 1 percent of total southbound vessel ex

penses which it calculates at 2 958 987 to obtain the revised Puerto

Ricanvessel expenses for 1961 of 2 606 868

For the year 1961 Hearing Counsel calculate vessel expenses to be

1 305 994 as compared with Alcoa s calculations of 2 434 999 daily
basis between southbound and northbound then revenue prorate on

southbound between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands and 2 606 868

daily basis between southbound and northbound then ton mile pro
rate between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands Hearing Counsel cal

culated for 1961 a ton mile ratio for theAtlantic of 27 927 percent and

applied this to Alcoa vessel expenses and fuel of 2 724 780 to obtain
Puerto Rican Atlantic vessel expenses and fuel of 760 949 The same

process for the Gulf used figures of23 778 percent and 2 292 223 with

resulting Puerto Rican Gulf vessel expenses and fuel of 545 045 or

atotal for theAtlan ic and Gulfof 1 305 994

Hearjng Connsel for 1961 used the figure of 5 515 913 as atoml

of port expenses cargo expense and other Voyage expense making a

total of vessel and voyage expenses of 6 821 907 or of 6 487 074 if

net passenger and mail revenue of 334 833 is deducted Alcoa s figure
of 5 534 856 for the total of port expense cargo expenses and other

voyage expenses is not much different from Hearing Counsels figure
of 5 515 913 and the relatively small difference is explainable from

the handlings of passenger expense mainly and from changes in

figures resulting from adjustments of the number of voyages and

voyage days from 98 to 96 voyages and from 1221 to 1 208 days
Throughout their calculations Alcoa and Hearing Counsel generally
agree to the allocations of port cargo and other vOY1age eXPenses in

asmuch as both allocate these expenses directly where possible or on a

ton basis Alcoa thus obtains its total of vessel and voyage expenses
for 1961 of 7 969 855 using the dailyIrevenue prorate of vessel ex

penses or asimilar total of 8 141 724 using the dailyloon mile prorate
Qf vessel expenses

Hearing Counsel used the total Puerto Rican vessel and voyag ex

pense figure above of 6 821 907 and a company wide Alcoa vessel and

voyage expense for 1961 of 39 483 207 to obtain a ratio of 17 27799

percent applicable to Atlantic and Gulf This percent times 5 184

587 the Alooa net overhead company wide results in an overhead for

1961 for the Puerto Rican service ofAlcoa of 895 792

Surprisingly AlGoa first calculated alesser overhead than did Hear

ing Counsel The overhead for 1961 as calculated first by Alcoa is
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802 824 on the revenue prorate basis On brief Alcoa states it will

accept Hearing Counsel s method of calculating overhead and using
its own figures of vessel and voyage expenses Alooa obtains by the
vessel and voyage expense ratio method an overhead figure for 1961 of

983 480 Additionally Alcoa calculates a third figure for 1961 for

overhead of 1 004 689 using its still higher vessel and voyage expenses
based on the dailyjton mile prorate instead of the daily revenue

prorate
Alcoa s depreciation for 1961 is computed by it as 234 085 and by

Hearing Counsel as 142 442 adifference of about 92 000 The dif

ference results from the methods of allocating depreciation on vessels

equipment structures and spare parts to the Puerto Rican trade
The principal difference of the parties in computing depreciation

was in the allocation of depreciation to the 02 vessels one using a

daily or time basis and the other a ton mile basis On 02 vessels

Alcoa allocates depreciation of about 126 400 and Hearing Counsel
about 55 400 a difference of about 71 000 On the total deprecia
tion on four 02 vessels of 233 223 in 1961 Alcoa takes 54 2 percent
for the Gulf Puerto Rican trade which percent is determined from a

ratio based on 593 days in the Gulf Puerto Ricantradeof these vessels

compared with 1 095 optimum days of these vessels in all trades Hear

ing Counsel rtJake 23 778 percent of the 233223 depreci8tion figure de

termining this percentage from a ton mile ratio of 263 642 000 ton

miles in the Gulf Puerto Rican trade compared with 1 108 756 000 ton

miles in all trades in which these vessels were used This difference is
another illustration of the fact that the daily basis used by Alcoa in

allocating expenses to the Puerto Rican trade produces a higher
expense thandoes the ton mileprorate ofHearing Counsel

On 1961 depreciation of 14 116 on the 01 vessels Alcoa using a

daily ratio of 615 days over 1 460 days or a42 1 percentage obtains an

alloc8ltion ofdepreciation to the Atlantic Puerto Rican trade of about
5 900 compared with Hearing Counsels allocation of about 3 900

which is based on a ton mile prorate of 27 927 percent for the Atlantic
Puerto Rican trade

For 1961 depreciation on struotures in Puerto Rico both Hearing
Counsel and Alcoa allocate the same 100 percent or about 53 500
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and for depreciation on equipment in Puerto Rico bath allocate the

same 100 percent or about 14 400

Of total depreciation on spare parts of 9 378 Alcoa allocates 1 208

days in the Puerto Rican service over 4 745 optimum days or 25 5 per
cent orabout 2 400 depreciation to the Puerto Rican trade Hearing
Counsel use vessel and voyage expense ratios of 948932 percent for the
Atlantic and 7 78867 percent for theGulf to obtain a total depreciation
on spare parts for the Puerto Rican service of 1 620 Hearing Coun
sels percentages are derived from Atlantic vessel and voyage expenses
of 3 746 690 a corresponding figure for the Gulf of 3 075 217 and a

total for all trades in which the vessels were used of 39 483 207

Hearing Counsel use the same vessel and voyage expense ratio per
centages as above in computing depreciation allocable to the Puerto
Ric n trade on structures outside of Puerto Rico and on equipment
outside Puerto Rico Out of total depreciation on structures outside
of Puerto Rico of 27 527 and out of total depreciation on equipment
outside of Puerto Rico of 50 797 Hearing Counsel obtain deprecia
tions for the Puerto Rican service respectively of about 4 800 and

about 8 800 Alcoa obtains corr sponding depreciation figures on

structuresand equipment outside ofPuertoRico allocable to thePuerto
Rico trade of about 10 800 and about 21 200 Alcoa for these figures
uses 418 percent which is the prorate ofthe revenue on Puerto Rican

cargo of 7 586 785 overthe revenues ofall general cargo of 18 150 850
For the projected year both Alcoa and Hearing Counsel project

freight revenues in the Puerto Rican trade of 12 395 842 and pas
senger and mail revenues in the trade of 261 437 Both also make
allowances for passenger and mail expenses of44 616 as part of ather

voyage expenses Besides the difference in theprojections ofdeprecia
tion for that year the other differences in the income account are in
the projections for overhead andfor vessel expenses

The EwaminA3r 8 decision

The Examiner found that the general increases in rates proposed by
Alcoa are just and reasonable and will not result in an unlawful rate
of return but rather in a small net loss

The following table illustrates the differences in the parties projec
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tions of Alcoa s income account for its Puerto Rican service and in

cludes anotherprojeotion by the Examiner

TABLE I Alcoa income account PuertoRican service projected year

Alcoa s Hearing Examiners

estimate Counsel s estimate

estimate

Revenues

Freight revenues u 12 395 842 12 395 842 12 395 842

Passenger and mail revenue 1 261 437 1261 437

TotaL 12 657 279 12 395 842 12 657 279

Expenses
Vessel expense 2 3 487 546 2 342 202 32 914 874

Less passenger and mail
revenues

1 261 437

Gross profit after vessel expense but before voyage

expense 9 169 733 10 315 077 9 742 405

Port cargo and other voyageexpenses including passenger
and mail expensesn n

4 8 275 108 4 8 275 108 48 275 108

Gross profit from vessel operations
6 894 625 6 2 039 969 61 467 297

Overhead n

e I 315 065 e 1 097 966 e 1 251 040

Depreciation 7 234 442 7 170 610 7 234 442

Total overhead and depreciation I 549 507 1 268 576 1 485 482

Net profit or loss before Federal income taxes 8 654 882 8771 393 8 18 185

Federal incometax 395 624
Net profit after taxes 375 769

1 All revenues arc the same except thatin one projection passenger and mail revenues are deducted from

vessel expenses whereas in the other projections they are added to revenues

2 TheAlcoa vessel expense figure in this table isbased on the daily allocation of southbound and north
bound expenses first and thena ton mile allocation between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands

8 TheExaminer s vessel expense figure isthe arithmetical average of the above figures of Alcoa and Hear

ing Counsel
4 There isno dispute as to the allocation of voyage expenses
a The differences in gross profit from vessel operations result from the different allocations of vessel ex

pensps Alcoa allocated vessel expenses largely upon daily basis Hearing Counsel on a ton mile basis and

the Examiner on an average of these two bases
e TlJe overhead figures herein are allocated on substantially the same methods but are related to the

three different totals of vessel and voyage expenses The Examiner took his vessel expense above of

2 914 874 plus agreed voyageIlxpenses of SS 275 108 or atotal of 11 189 982 times 11 18 percent to obtain his

overhead figure of 1 251 040 The 1118 percent is the 1962 ratio of Alcoa s net overhead to its total vessel
and voyage expenses for all of its operations or4 734 178 over42 360 117

7 Depreciation differences are composed largely of depreciation on 0 2 vessels The Examiner accepted
thetime basis here rather than the ton mile basis

8 Alcoa shows asubstantial net loss before taxes Hearing Counsel anet profit and the Examiner anet

loss of 18 185

Because ofhis determination that the proposed rates would be non

compensatory it was unnecessary for the Examiner to find the rate

base on which a rate of return should be allowed or what such rate of

return should be He did however make a finding as to the proper
rate base The table below shows the rate base as determined by
Alcoa Hearing Counsel andtheExaminer

Column Iis Alcoa s computation including the listing of its vessels

at market value other assets at book value prudent investment stand

ard and the computation of working capital on the basis of a buffer

fund of 1 month s average expenses plus the difference between

average monthly expense and average collections on current bills
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Alco s tariff provides for an extension of credit privileges up to 15

days Working capital in column Iis computed by taking the total

vessel andvoyages expenses for the first 6 months of 1962 of 5 334 217

plus overhead of 496 356 making a total of 5 830 573 not including
depreciation One sixth or this total is 971 762 or 1 month s average

expenses and average monthly collections were 815 800 The differ

ence between the last two figures is 155 962 and this added to the

971 762 makes the work g capital figure below 1 127 724 In

column II of the table below is Alcoa s computation of its rate base

using both vessels and other assets at book value prudent investment

standard and working capital of an amount equal to one round voy

age expense for each ship in the service In column III in the table

below are the computations of Hearing Counsel which also utilize

prudent investment and working capital of an amount equal to one

round voyage expense for each ship in the service The differences

between columns IIand III are the result of the differing methods of

allocating values to the Puerto Rican service as well as or allocating
vessel expenses which result in the different computations of the com

ponents ofworking capital Alcoa allocates the book value of vessels

to the Puerto Rican trade based upon the number ofdays spent in that

trade whereas Hearing Counsel allocates vessels on a ton mile prorate
Structures and equipment located in Puerto Rico were directly as

signed by both parties Those located elsewhere were allocated on a

revenue basis by Alcoa and on the vessel operating expense ratio by
Hearjng Counsel Spare parts were allocated on a day basis by Alcoa

while Hearing Counsel used the vessel operating expense ratio

Column IV in the table below is theExaminer s conclusion as to a fair

and reasonable rate base

TABLE II AZcoa rate blUe

I II III IV

Alcoa Alcoa Hearing Examiner

Counsel

Vessels n
1 551 250 280 983 206 450 243 717

Other property and equipmentm 315 128 315 128 253 769 284 449

Working capitaL n
1 127 724 861 200 833 717 847 459

TotaL n
2 994 102 1 457 311 1 293 936 1 375 625

Cols Iand II are as of June 30 1962 co1 III isas of Dec 31 1961

In general the Emminer rejected IDarket value as the means of

evaluating vesseJl assets and rejected the buffer fund hasis of working
capital in favor of the amoUIlJt about equal to the proper share al

located to the Puerto Rican service of one round voyage expense for
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each ship used in that service He then gave weight to both the daily
and the ton mile methods of allocating to the Puerto Rican service
the expenses of working capital and value of vessels and other assets

by averaging the different figures in columns II and III above

DISOUSSION AND CONOLUSIONS

Allocation of vessel operating eropenses vessel depreciation and

overhead

As will be seen from the above a finding as to whether or not

Alcoa will make a profit at its proposed increased rates depends upon
what method is used to determine the amount ofexpenses which should

be allocated to the Puerto Rican service It is not surprising there

fore that the principal isslie upon exceptions in this proceeding is

whether the Commission should adopt the vessel day method of al

locating vessel expense and vessel depreciation which Alcoa advocates

or the ton mile method advocated by Hearing Counsel Neither party
is willing to accept the Examiner s use of an average of the figures
derived by the two methods each maintaining that its position is more

accurate
It is axiomatic in proceedings to determine the reasonableness of

rates that the concomitant cost finding is not an exact science and

that all that is required is thatthe results obtained represent a reason

ably close approximation of the assignable cost s Increased Rates on

Sugar 196 7 F M C 404 411 1962

Having considered all the arguments in favor of the alternative

methods it is our opinjon that the ton mile method more nearly
approximates the assign8Jble oosts of Alcoa to its regul8Jted Puerto

Rico service
The v66l day basis although superficially appealing suffers from

many built in faults

The benefit derived from a transportation service is that cargo

tonnage is transported over distance miles to its receiver As

struted in a recent and definitive study The product which the trans

portation industry sells is the ton mille in freight service and the

passenger mile orpassenger journey in passenger service Study
Of Cost Structures And Cost Finding Procedures In The Regulated
Transportation Industries R L Banks Associates Prepared for

U S Department of Commerce dated November 1959 at page 218

6 While this study does criticize the ton mile method for certain deficiencies It does
not even mention the vessel day theory fIo the same effect see Explanation of The
Development Of Motor Carrier Costs With Statement As To Their Meaning And Signif
icance IC C Bureau of Accounts Cost Finding and Valuation Prepared by Cost FtndlnfSection Statement No 459 dated Aug 1959 at pages 1213 Tons and ton mUes oil

are thegenerally accepted sales unit In transportation service
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This has often been recognized by this Commission and its predeces
sors As we noted in AtlanticGulf Puerto Rico General Increase

7 F M C 87 98 1962 The basic factors contributing to vessel

operating expenses are the tonnage and the distance carried

The nature of ocean transportat ion is furthermore such that these

costs of operating vessels between points are nlainly joint costs or

costs which should be borneproportionately by the users of theservices

in both directions Although the joint cost concept may be less ac

curate when applied to an operation like that of Alcoa where th

two services differ as to types of cargo port time and vessel utilization

it is still true that if Alcoa did not operate its common carrier service

to Puerto Rico its vessels would not be available there to haul its

contract cargo back to the mainland The burdens of expenses such

as strikes and idle days should in the absence of a showing that they
should be otherwise borne be allocated on the basis of tonnages times

miles carried i e the basic components of the service for which the

users pay The same is true of dry dock and repair days particularly
in light of the fact that testimony of record indicates that the contract

bauxite is cargo which necessitates maintenance of vessels because of

the manner in which it is loaded

Ballast leg and positioning leg days also should be allocated on the

ton mile basis An attempt to allocate such days on i1 vessel day basis

shows another basic flaw in that method the great possibility for

arbitrariness an inconsistent posit ions Alcoa originally allocated

nearly all of these costs to the regulated trade arguing that unem

ployed legs should be charged against the cargo to be loaded at the

end of such movements However in many cases if not all such

movements are the result of having diverted the vessel from a direct

return for the purpose of carrying contract cargo The argument
could well be made that costs of ballast and positioning legs should

be charged against the cargo which caused the diversion in the first

place rather than against the cargo to be loaded after the diversion

from the direct route of return had taken place The fact that Alcoa

later revised its allocations to eliminate some ballast expenses origi
nally allocated to the regulated trade merely serves to underscore the

danger inherent in the vessel day method Inthe light of the possibil
ity of arbitrary and inconsistent allocation and the strong argument
that such expenses should always be allocated to the use which has

caused the diversion we cannot accept the vessel day method The

ton mile method is proper not only because it avoids the difficulties
noted but because we believe it fairly allocates expenses which like
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those discussed above shouldbeborne by users in proportion to amount

oftheir tonnage carried

VOyage expenses have been alloc3lted by Alcaa either direotly Or by
cargo tonnage by ports The allocations by Alcoa ot these items has
been accepted by all participants

All parties agree that overhead administrative and general ex

pense is appropriately allocated in the relatianship the vessel operat
ing expense of the service bears to that of the company as a whole

The differences in results are caused by the different methods of al

locating vessel expense Having adopted the ton mile method for
the vessel e pense partian Of vessel oper3lting expense we accordingly
also apply it ta overhead

All parties agree that in this proceeding depreci ation shauld fallow
vessel expense and be alloo3Jted in the sameproportions

Depreciation is an accounting means Of reflecting the wearing out

Of the fixed assets employed and therefore wherever possible should

be spread over the units produced or in the case of water transporta
tion the ton miles produced The reasonableness of allocating these
casts on a ton mile basis is manifest These costs are truly joint
ships depreci3lte all the time nOt Only during the days when ships are

nsed in aparticular segment ofthe trade 4

Alcoa asserts that the vessel day allocation method more nearly
approximates assignable costs than the ton mile method because 1
same of its expenses primarily seamen s wages insurance and fuel

vary directly with time and not ton miles 2 the ton mile method
fails to distinguish between port days and sea days and allocate their

expenses to theProper services 3 the ton mile metho9 has overstated
the expense of the contract northbound leg which requires less port
time than the common carriage due to the fact that general cargo re

quires more time in loading than bulk proprietary cargo and 4 the
ton mile method destroys the venture theory of accounting

We cannat agree that these criticisms Of the application Of the ton
mile method of allocating costs to the common carrier operation of
Alcoa are sufficient to justify the use of the vessel day method with all
of its inequities as pointed outherein

Although it is true that expenses like seamen s wages do vary with
time it is nat necessarily true that allocatian should be made whally
on a time basis The difficulties with such a methad have been noted
above Itis sufficient here to note that the mile portion of the ton

Although originally computing overhead and depreciation on a revenue prorate Alcoa
now accepts an expense prorate method of computing these expenses admitting this
latter method Isproper
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mile formula does take cognizance of the fact that there are time

related expenses and gives weight to them for the simple reason that

distance is traveledin time

While it is recognized that there is some difference in vessel expense
at sea and in port due primarily to the reduced fuel consumption in

port an accurate allocation ofport time to cargo carried is practically
impossible due to the presence in port ofa considerable amount of in

active time which as noted supra lends itself to arbitrary and incon

sistent allocation The various vessel expenses in port are such as

shouldbe borne in relation to tonnage carried

In this proceeding the justness of such an approach is highlighted
by the fact that as noted above repair time is something obviously
necessitated by the contract bauxite and thus is directly related to the

type oftonnage carried

As the general overhead expenses affect all users of a service all of

the time they should be apportione4 on the basis of directly incurred

costs in relationship to vessel operating expenses

Finally far from destroying ttilie venture theory ofaooounting the

ton mile method gives it full effect it is r3lther the vessel day method

which destroys this theory The venture theory of accounting at

tempts to reflect the fact that many costs of steamship operations are

joint costs borne for thebenefit ofusers of the transportation in both

directions and which should thus be allocated to apply to both direc

tions As has been observed by an experienced steamship operator
It is axiomatic in steamship operations that the entire voyage is the

yenture This concept stems from the days of the Phoenicians and is

equally true today Voyages are scheduled and services extended or

contracted on thebasis of theresults of the round voyage To separate
the results by voyage legs produces misleading results II

The ton mile formula and formulae similar to it are supported by
considerable precedent both of other transportation agencies and the

courts 6

IIStatement of Frank A Nemee Executive Vice President of Lykes Brothers Steamship
Co Inc on behalll of the Committee of ADlerican Steamship Lines before the Joint
Economic Committee of the 88th Cong 1st sess Hearings o Nov 19 1963 p 23

e C A B American AirUnes Inc et al Domestic Trunk IAnes Ser1JiceMail Rates
21 C A B 8 7 19515 Amerkan Air IAnes Inc Mail Rates 14 C A B 5158 570 571

5721 195l1
I C C Western Passenger Fares 87 I C C 1 22 1915 New York S W RR 00

Reorganization 236 I C C 425 432 1939
CourtOentral 01 Georgia R 00 v Railroad OommissWn oj Alabama 2Q9 Fed 75

79 M P Ala 1Q18 Boyl6v St Louis S F R 00 222 Fed 539 541 En Ark 1915

affirmed 244 U S 100 1917
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Although as Alcoa points out consistency in allocation methods

applied should not be maintained if its result is inequitable in the

absence of a showing of unfair treatment it is indeed a goal to be
sought The application of the ton mile method is therefore proper
here where we have shown it to be the fairer of the methods con

sidered Indeed the Commissionhas adopted the ton mile method for

use by the carriers in the domestic offshore trades and these carriers

including Alcoa have submitted reports purporting to use it1

Although the ton mile method has not always been used in proceed
ings before this Commission and its predecessors it has never been

rejected and has been used more often than any other allocation
method s The only case in which the vessel day method was used
for vessel operating and related expenses was Pacific Ooast Puerto
Rico Rate Increase 7 F M C 525 529 1963 It is significant to note

the language employed by the Commission in adopting that method
which wasemployed by Waterman Steamship Corporation No party
to the proceeding objected to the allocation methodslitilized by Water
man and they are found to be reasonable for the purposes of this

proceeding In other words the vessel day method was accepted
because no one attempted to show there was anything wrong with it
That is hardly the case here where many flaws of this method have
been indicated

We therefore adopt as proper in this proceeding the ton mile method
of computing vessel expenses and vessel depreciation

The rate base

Having determined unlike the Examiner that the ton mile method
should be employed for allocating expenses we find that Alcoa will
earn a net profit after taxes at its increased rates of approximately

375
769 See Table I Hearing Counsels Estimate page 12

It therefore becomes necessary for us to determine the rate base

upon which such earnings are predicated Specifically we must find
the proper amounts to be assigned for the value of vessels and other
assets and the amount to be allotted to working capital

Alcoa maintains that vessels should be valued at market value while

Hearing Qounsel maintain that book va ue prudent investment
standard should be used We agree with Hearing Counsel As de

TSee F M C GerieralOrder H Fed Reg June 7 19G
8 See e g A lJ tlc a l1P ertR o fje eral Ratti InQrealfe8 6 F M B 1 26 1

PamftoAtlaidk Guam Increaaes In Rates 7 F M C 428 1 2
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fined by our decisions prudent investment means amounts which

have been invested prudently as of the time they are first de

voted to the particular trade plus amounts prudently invested in bet

terments all depreciated to the period for which the rates are being
tested Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General IncreMe 7
F M C 87 107 1962 Such a standard prevents an undue inflation

of the rate base predicated upon monies which Alcoa has not spent
Valuations based upon market value moreover are subject to the

opinion and predictions upon which such value is based which may be

totally unrelated to the utilization of the property involved the basis

upon which assets must be valued The evil of the use of a market

value standard is brought forcibly home when it is realized that logi
cally these non utilization related factors would learl to an increase or

decrease in rates as market values rise or fall thus placing the general
public at the mercy of these unpredictable fluctuations This cannot
be allowed to happen

The prudent investment standard has been used by this agency

consistently since the above quoted case and is the traditional rate base

approach for all Federal regulatory agencies It has moreover been

approved by the courts as the standard offering the needed protection
to consumers from exorbitant rates which should be followed unless

justification appears for inflating the rate base None appears here 9

We adopt the prudent investment method of assigning asset values

As noted above Hearing Counsel maintain that the amount allo

cated to working capital should be equal to one round voyage expense
for each ship in the service while Alcoaargues that its amounts should

be equal to a buffer fund of 1 month s average expense plus the dif

ference between average monthly expense and average collections on

current bills The Commission has consistently followed the round

voyage expense measure ofworking capitalIo believing that it is suffi

cient for meeting current operating costs the purpose of working
capital Itwas in fact the measure used in Atlantic Gulf Puerto

Rico General InareMe supra the last Puerto Rican case involVing a

general rate increase In that case the Commission s predecessor ex

plicitly disapproved working capital based on a buffer fund theory

9 lhe fad that some of Alcoa s vessels have been fully depreciated does not justify the

use of market vaiue The choice of using these vessels is Alcoa s it should certainly not
be rewarded because it ha11 refused to replace 20yearold vessels

10 See Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General Increase supra at 109 General Increases
In Rates 1961 7 F M C 260 289 1962 General Increases In Alaskan Rates and

Oharges 7 F M G 56 582 1963docket 969 Alaska Steams ip Opmpanll Ge erGZ

Increase in Rates in the PeninsuZa an Bering Sea Areas 01 AZaska decided Mar 5 1964
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Alcoa attempts to distinguish this case from the earlier one by
noting that in the prior case freight wasprepaid under the tariff while
a 15 day credit is allowed in this case We think this distinction is
without validity Though the tariff allows 15 day s credit there is no

showing here that payments are actually deferred for that length of
time Even if they are it is not unlikely that Alcoa is receiving credit
on the expense side The most persuasive answer however is that in
the earlier case the Board did consider the possibility of lag between

expenses and revenues and held To the extent that there is any such

lag the working capital all wed by the Board an amount approxi
mately equal to one round voyage expense of each vessel in the serv

i is ample to take care of the carriers needs at Page 109 No
reason has been shown to depart from the measure which our experi
encehas shown to be proper for working capital and we adopt it here

Alcoa s computations of working capital and valuation of assets
made under the round voyage and prudent investment Standard see

column IIof table II are also faulty They are made on the basis of
vessel days and fail to reflect the proper nature of the expenses which
are their components We accordingly adopt Hearing Counsels rate
base computations embodied in column IIIof table IIwhich properly
computeasset values and w rkingcapital
The rate of retwrn

We must now determine the proper rate of return on the above rate
base 1 293 936

Alcoa asserts that it should be 15 percent after rederal income tax
and in any event should be sufficient to provide and maintain a prudent
operating ratio ratio of expenses to gross revenues of from 88 to 90
percent after taxes

Hearing Counsel maintain that such a high rate of return js not

justified and that the operating ratio theory of rate of return should
be rej ected

At theoutset we reject the operating ratio theory of rate of return
for use in this proceeding Its application here as supported by
Alcoa s witness would result in a return to the carrier of 800 000 or

some 62 percent of its rate base of 1 293 936
There are in addition other factors militating against the use of

the operating ratio formula here It fails to take into consideration
the fact that th real test of adequacy of investment is the return on

capital commitment in light of all risks The operating ratio ap
proach conrerning its lf sole y with revenues and expenses gjyes no
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clue to the supply price ofcapital Because of its failure to consider

the investment factor operating ratio encourages constant rate in

creases There is no incentive to hold down expenses when their very
increase would justify increased revenues

Alcoa argues that other regulatory agencies have applied operating
ratio where the rate base wassmall as in the instant case ll This may
well be true but it should not be applied where as here the low rate

base is due to the carrier s choice of continuing to use its vessels with

out replacement To apply operating ratio in such a case might have

the deleterious effect of discouraging carriers from replacing aged
assets

12

Consistent with all of our precedents we adopt as the measure of a

reasonable rate of return that amount which is required to meet all

allowruble expenses ofproviding service including the cost of acquiring
or retaining the capital needed to provide service The level ofearn

ings needed to pay interest on respondent s notes and to pay dividends
adequate to give stockholders a return comparable with other

investments having a comparable risk should be allowed

In the light of this measure Alcoa s requested 15 percent rate of

return seems unreasonably high The Commission has never approved
such a high rate of return and there appears to be no reason for ap

proving it here Alcoa s argument in support of this rate of return is

based upon the testimony of its witness Mr Erdahl who in turn based

his opinion as to its necessity in part upon the operating ratio theory
we have rejected Even to the extent Mr Erduhl s opinion is based

upon factors other thanoperating ratio we feel that it will not support
t15 percent rate of return An attempt was made to justify this per

centage by showing that it was in line with the returns of thre sub

sidized American flag lines American Export Moore McCormack
and United States Lines However the collective average rate of

return for the three carriers over the 15 year period chosen by Alcoa

1947 1961 is considerably below 15 percent on net book value of

assets 8 26 percent and somewhat below on a market value basis

14 2 percent Moreover rates of return for the period are not of

persuasive force because the period includes several periods following
the war in which profits were unusually high because of shortages
crises and special programs eg Truman Dootrine Marshall Plan
Berlin Blockade and Korean War

U Operating ratio has never been used by this agency See eg AtkJntic Gull Puerto

Rico General IncreGBe 8upra at 1J04lS
ul At least 1 regulatory agency has expUcltly rejected operating ratio cause ot this

deleterious effect Re Bait Lake Oity Line8 30 P U R a19 Utah Public Service Com

mission 9
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We feel that considering all of the circumstances a rate of return

not in excess of10 percent is reasonable on this record and rates allow

ing for a greater return are unreasonable A rate of return is to be

based in large partupon the type ofrisk attendant to an enterprise It

therefore appears reasonable to approve a rate of return for Alcoa no

higher than those we have approved for other carriers in other trades

withsimilar risks Is

It is true that the risks of the carriers in these trades are not identical
to those of Alcoa The number of recent cases involving instability
in the Puerto Eican trade convinces us that the rate of return for Alcoa

shouldbe somewhathigher than in the Guam trade where a more stable

situation exists and consequently risks of operation are lowerY

The risks attendant to the Puerto Rico trade seem more akin to those

of the Hawaii and Alaska trades Although it could be argued that

Alcoa should be granted a greater rate of return than the carriers in

the Alaska and Hawaii trades because the greater number of carriers

in the Puerto Rican trade may increase Alcoa s risk in comparison with

the risks borne by carriers in the Hawaii and Alaska trades at the time

of our decisions relating to those trades cited Alcoa s risk is reduced

because of its ability to carry its own cargo inbound
An order will be entered requiring Alcoa to file tariffs adjusting its

rates to allow it a rate of return for its regulated Puerto Rican service

not to exceed 10 percent ofa 1 293 935 rate base

CoMMISSIONER JOHN S PATrERSON CoNCURRING AND DISSENTING

Iagree with most of what my fellow Commissioners have said about

the standards to be applied in adjudicating reasonableness and lawful

ness of respondent s rates for the period following N ovember 26 1962

excepting the rate of return discussion

The facts as Ihave evaluated them in this record even though they
are considered meager in some respects do in my opinion tip the scales

between reasonableness and unreasonableness in favor of the former

Therefore Iconclude that a 15 percent rate is reasonable and hence

allowable Without discussing detailed factors Iconsider the record

showing the competitive conditions in the Puerto Rico and Virgin

18 We have approved the following rates of return for carriers In other domestic offshore
trades

1 Pacific Coast HawaU 8 82 and 10 59 percent General Increases in Rates 1961
7 F M C 260 1962

2 Paclfic AtlanUc Guam642 percent Paoiftc Atlantic Guam IncretJ8es in Rate8
7 F M C 423 1002

3 Pacific Coast Alaska 9 07 percent General Increases in Alaskan Rates and

Oharge8 7 F M C 563 1963
U Respondents APL and PFEL are the only common carriers providing service bftween

the United States and Guam Pacific Atlantic Guam InCt etJ8e8 In Rates 7 F lIC

UB 424 1962
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Islands trade and the capital attraction and retention needs of Alcoa

Steamship Company fully justifies a rate of return in excess of that

allowed by the Commission s order herein if this company under

present conditions is to have the ability to command capital Cer

tainly such capital will come from investors only if a fair and satis

factory return on their money is realized

In my opinion rate of return decisions should not be based on

comparisons with other carriers results at other times and places I

believe that such comparisons are not entirely irrelevant but that gen

erally financial needs are only accidentally similar To me a pre

requisite for decisions in this category is that decisions should be based

primarily on a review of each carrier s financial requirements in the

context of the historic forces ofa free market place for capital as close

as possible to thetime ofdecision

ORDER

No 1066

ALCOA STEAMSHIP Co INC GENERAL INCREASES

IN RATES IN THE ATLANTIC GULF PUERTO RICO TRADE

The Commission having on this date issued a report in the cap
tioned proceeding which report is herein incorporated by reference
which found interalia

1 That the rate base of respondent Alcoa Steamship Co Inc for

its operation in the regulated Puerto Rican service should he 1293
936 computed by utilization of the methods approved herein and

2 That its rates in such service should he adjusted to allow it a

rate of returnnot toexceed 10 percentofsuch rate base

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That respondent file with the Commission
within 30 days of the service of this order revised tariffs for its regu
lated Puerto Rican service adjusting its rates for such service as to

allow it a rate of return not to exceed 10 percent of its 1 293 936 rate

base as related to revenuesand expensesofthe projected year
By the CommiSsion

Sl1AL Signed THOMAS 14s1
SeC1etmry
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No 6528

AnMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIPPACIFIC COAST
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE

Decided January 11 1966

Agreement No 5200 found not to comply with requirements of section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 and General Order No 9 Pacific Coast European
Conference and its member lines ordered to amend Agreement No 5200 to so

comply otherwise the Commission will withdraw approval of their basic
conference agreement

General Order NQ 9 is a reasonable and valid promulgation of rules pursuant to
sections 15 and 43 of the Shipping Act 1916 and the Commission is author

ized to disapprove Agreement No 5200 for noncompliance therewith

Leonard G James and F Oonger Fawcett for Pacific Coast Euro

pean Conference respondent
Richard S Harsh and Donald J Brunner Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohail1nanj Ashton C Barrett
James V Day and George H Hearn Oommissioners

PROCEEDINGS

By order served August 9 1965 we directed the Pacific Coast Euro

pean Conference C mference and its member lines to show cause why
their agreement FMC No 5200 should not be disapproved pursuant
to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act because of the Con
ference s failure to comply with the requirements of thaJt section and
of our General Order No 9 General Order The respondents have
filed their opening memorandum Hearing Counsel have answered
and respondents ha e replied thereto We heard oral argument

FACTS

The Pacific Coast European Conference is an association of common

carriers by water operating from ports on the Pacific Coast of the

Denial of petition to reopen decided March22 1966
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United States to ports in Europe Iceland North Africa the Atlantic

islands of the Azores Madeira Canary and Cape Verde and by trans

shipment at the aforementioned ports to ports in West South and

East Africa The operations and actiyities of the Conference are

conducted pursuant to its basic conference agreement No 52001 which

was originally approved under section 5 of the Act in 1937

Section 2 of Public Law 87 346 amended section 15 of the Act to

provide that no conference agreement shall be approved nor shall

continued approvaloe peIlUitted for any conference agreement which

fails to provide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admis

sion and readmission to conference membership of other qualified
carriers in the trade orfails to provide that any member may with

draw from membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for

such withdraw l

General Order No 9 46 C F R 523 et seq was adopted in imple
mentatio of section 15 and contains the Commjssion s guidelines
concerning admissionstto and withdrawalsand expulsions from confer

ence membership 2 Conferences subject to the Commission s jurisdic
tion were given until July 20 1964 to file any amendments to their

agreements which were made necessary by General Order No 9

On November 5 1964 the Commission wrote the Conference chair
man Mr David Lindstedt advising him that as yet no amendments to

Agreement No 5200 pursuant to General Order No 9 had been re

ceived and further advising him of the requirement of section 523 10

a of General Order No 9 that all existing conference agreements be

modified to comply with the General Order and filed with the

Commission by July 20 1964 The letter requested thechairman s clar

ification ofthe Conference s position regarding its agreement and Gen
eral Order No 9 In his response dated November 16 1964 Mr Lind

stedt advised that he had studied the conference agreement in the

light of General Order No 9 and helieve d that every substantive

provision of the General Order was fully set forth in the conference

agreement He further stated that if in the Commission s opinion
the conference agreement did not fully comply with the General Order
and he was advised in what respect this is so the matter could be pre
sented to the members of the Conference for appropriate action

By letter of April 30 1965 the Bureau of Foreign Regulation ad

vised that Clauses 4 10 and 15 of the conference agreement did not

comply with the requirements ofsubsections 523 2 a b c d

e and i of the General Order The Bureau s letters con

1 Agreement No 5200 provides inter aHa for the establishment regulation and mainte

nance of agreed rates charges and practices on cargo moving in the trade covered by thefagreemen

t2
For the complete textof General Order No 9 see Appendixo
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tained detailed discussion of the specific changes which would be

necessary to effect compliance with theGeneral Order
The Conference made no attempt to amend Agreement No 5200

to comply with the changes recommended by the Commission s staff
Instead Mr Lindstedt by letter dated May 20 1965 informed the
Commission in relevant partas follows

The five different reporting requirements appear to us to be indirect

efforts of the Commission to demand reports from t e members of theConference
that arenotauthorized by any provision of theShipping Act In ouropinion the
Commission is attempting to obtain reports from the Conference that it cannot
lawfully obtain otherwise and is attempting to do this by forcing us to agree to
furnish the reports Section 15 of the Shipping Act does not require steamship
lines to agree on any thing Lt only requires thesteamship lines to file whatever

agreements they may roluntarily enter into
Ifyou can show us anything in section 15 of the Shipping Act which requires

that the lines shall adopt agreements that are preseribed in a General Order
then of course we will reconsider Otherwise the members of this Conference
believe that their present Agreement is lawful in every respect and that it con

tinues lawful unless and until it can tbe disapproved upon proper specific findings
as set forth insection 15 of theShipping Act

Following receipt of this explanation of the Conference s position
the Commission served the Order to Show Cause The order stated
that it appeared that Agreement No 5200 did not comport with the

provisions of General Order No 9 in the following respects
a There is no provision for furnishing a detailed statement of the reasons

forexpulsion to theparty expelled section523 2 i

b There is no provision that applications for membership shall be acted

upon promptly section 523 2 b

c Just and reasonable cause for denial of admission to membership does
not comply with the requirements of General Order No 9 section 523 2 a

d There is no provision for prompt notific8tion to the Commission of the
admission of new members section 523 2 d

e There is no provision for advice to the Commission of the conference
denial of membemhip to any line section 523 2 e

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Respondents contend that while their agreement comports with
General Order No 9 and section 15 ofthe Act General Order No 9 is
invalid administrative legislation 3 which is completely without

statutory support and as such cannot provide the basis for disapproval
of respondents agreement They argue that General Order No 9
by prescribing mandatory preconditions for approval or continued
approval of conference agreements effectively reverses the pre

8 In the words of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals IlRulemaklng is legislation on the
administrative level Willapoint Oysters v Ewing 174 F 2d 676 693 cert denied 338
U 8 49
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sumption in favor of conference agreements found in the Shipping
Act and is thereby in direct conflict with the statutory scheme and

is as a consequence void a mere nullity In short respondents
contend that we may make no rules implementing explaining inter

preting of clarifying the statutory requirement that conference

agreements provide reasonable and equal terms and conditions of
admission and readmission to conference memhership of other quali
fied carriers in the trade and that any member may withdraw from

membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for such

withdrawal 4

A short review of the body of case law regarding conference admis
sions in existence when section 15 was amended to include the reason

able and equal provision will demonstrate that General Order No 9

was indeed necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act and was

intended toeffectively insure that the Congressional intent behind the

reaso able and equal provision was realized While an early deci
sion of the U S Maritime Commission approved the rejection of an

applicant for admission on the ground that at the time of the request
for membership it did not have an established operation in the trade

Hind Rolph 1 00 v Oompagnu Generale Transatlantique 2

U S MC 138 1939 somewhat later the U S Maritime Commission

rejected denial based on an agreement which permitted admission only
of an applicant engaged in operating vessels regularly in the trade

Black Diamond S S Oorp v Oompagnie Mariti7l1te Belge 2 U S MC

755 1946 The Commission said in the Blaek Dia11Wnd case

a proper clause would be somewhat as follows

ADy common carrier by water as defined in section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916

as amended who has been regularly engaged as suchcommon carrier inthe trade

covered by theagreement or who furnishes evidence of ability and intention in

good faith to institute and maintain a regular service between ports within the

scope of this agreement may hereafter become a party to this agreement

Thus in 1962 the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee

on the Judiciary in its Report Monopoly Practices in the Ocean

Freight Industry said

Since 1940 the Commission FMC and its predecessors have committed them

selves to an affirmative policy of assuring relatively easy access to conference

membership fornewcomers It is safe to generalize by saying that today as

a matter of law a line must be admitted to any steamship conference provided
it has the ability to maintain and has the good faith intention of instituting a

regular service within theambit of the conference agreement Such membership
of course must be granted upon equal terms with existing participants inthe

conference eo converso a carrier willing to paxticipate in any given conference

Our authority to promUlgate such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry

out the provisions of the Act is found in section 43

9 F M C
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must be willing to abide by the terms and conditions of the conference agreement
Footnotes omitted II

Since the declaration of this open door policy conferences have

sought to deny admission on many grounds and to impose a variety of

conditions upon admission to conference membership some of which

our predecessors found were in fact exclusionary and designed to pro
hibit or at least deter admissions The cases on admissions are many
and the repetitious citation here would accomplish little 6 It is suffi

cient to say however that securing free and open admission to con

ferences has in the past proved aconstant problem Nor has it ceased

to be a problem today for when the Antitrust Subcommittee issued its

report in 1962 it said at page99 thereof

Various reasons have been ffered over the course of years for excluding appli
o

cants from conferences Since it is by now recognized by conferences that few

if any of these alleged justifications would be considered valid today in view of

the Board s open door policy with respect to membership current efforts to

exclude new members from steamship conferences have had to assume more

subtle guises These have taken theform of a tempting to persuade applicants
to remain outside the trade because of the thinness of traffic delay and pro
crastination inthe processing Qf applications foradmission or exacting as condi

tions of membership agreement with respect to rate practices in areas beyond the

scope of the conference Footnotes omitted

It was against this background that section 15 was amended to

include the reasonable and equal provision 7 We think it clear that

Congress in so a ending section 15 was in fact but statutorily formal

izing what had already been the declared policy for over two decades
and that the reasonable and equal language was merely convenient

legislative shorthand for the moroe particularized requirements found
in the many decisions ofour predecessors under section 15

Experience under section 15 demonstrated that the problem pre
sented by conference admissions to membership was twofold On the

6 Report of the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary on

Monopoly Problems in the Ocean Freight Industry March 1 1962 pages 96 98
6 For example however the fOllowing bases for dental or conditions on admission were

found unlawful trade already adequately t onnaged 8igfried Olsen v Blue 8tar Line
lMnited U S M C 529 532 requirement that applicant join additional conference
Gosmopolitan Line v BZack Diamond Lines Inc 2 U S M C 321 329 admission would
bring about unnecessary and excessive competition Waterman 88 Gorp v Arnold

Bernstein Line 2 US M C 238 24344 possib1l1ty of appllcant ceasing operation in future
8prague 8 8 Agency Inc v A 8 Ivaran8 Redm 2 U S M C 72 76 agreement to impose
condition on admission to members41p that applicant withdraw from litigation before
the Federal Maritime Board in which applicant s position was adverse to conference s

Pacifio Goad European OonferencLimitation on Member8hip 5 F M B 247
7 Although the Antitrust Subcommittee s Report was not issued until after H R 6775

the bill which ultimately became P L 87 346 was passed by the House the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee which reported the bill bad the benefit of the Antitrust
Subcommittee s find lngs and conclusions since the blll itself was the product of careful
and harmonious work between the two standing committees of the House Bearings
BeforC3 the Merchant Marine Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce June 16
l art page 7

9 E M C
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one hand it concerned the validity of the various substantive criteria
established by conferences for the determination ofwhether an appli
cant was qualified for membership and on the other hand it con

OOrned the more subtle guises of attempted exclusion such as persua
sion procrastination and the exaction of conditions Thus General
Order No 9 itself seeks to achieve a twofold purpose It seeks to in

sure that invalid substantive criteria established by conferences do

not work to exclude qualified carriers from membership
s It further

seeks to insure that conferences do not practice the more subtle
methods of exclusion by requiring that all applications be acted upon
promptly section 523 2 b and by requiring that all conditions of

membership be specified in the agreement and approved by the Com
mission Note to section 523 2 a Yet other provisions are designed
to insure that all actions taken with regard to admissions withdrawals

and expulsions are promptly reported to the Commission so that we

may insure that the requirements ofsection 15 are met the reporting
requirements ofsections 523 2 d g i

Notwithstanding all this itis apparently respondents view that each

Conference action must be reviewed on an ad hoc basis because they
variously state that congress clearly intended that each case be deter

mined on its own merits with reference to the statutory standard
and that we cannot categorize in advance across the board terms

for automatic termination or disapproval and that to the extent

that General Order No 9 requires disapproval of Agreement 5200

for nonconformance to its terms it is inconsistent with the statutory
scheme and is therefore necessarily invalid and of no legal
force Respondents offer many citations in support of their conten

tions most ofwhich deal with regulations found by thecourts to exceed

the statutory grant of power upon which the regulations were based

We find these cases inapposite The reduction of almost 30 years of

agency case law to a rule of future application is merely the substitu
tion of administrative legislation for administrative staTe decisis

and can hardlybeconsidered in excess ofour statutoryauthority par

ticularly in view of the fact that thevastly predominant portion ofthe

agency case law was made prior to the statutory amendment giving
recognition to the policy established in that case law Moreover to

take each conference action on an ad hoc basis would through time

consuming litigation result in just that delay in theadmission ofquali

8Thus section 523 2 a requires that all conference agreemen ts contain a provision
substantially as follows

Any common carrier by water which has been regularly engaged as a common carrier

in the trade covered by this agreement orwho furnishes evidence of ability and intention

in good faith to institute and maintain such a common carrier service between ports
within the scope of this agreement and who evidences an ability and intention in good
faith to abide by all the terms and conditions of this agreement may hereafter become a

party to this agreement by affixing his signature thereto

l 1 LC
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tied applicants that the General Order seeks to prevent Respond
ents content themselves with repeated assertions that General Order
No 9 is in direct conflict with section 15 but they do not state how
this is so

9 Wethink the foregoing clearly demonstrates thatfar from

being in conflict with section 15 General Order No 9 is in complete
harmony therewith and simply seeks to realizethe Congressional intent
behind that section

Respondents in addition to arguing in invalidity of General Order
No 9 also contend that their agreement comports with the General
Order anyway The relevant provisions of respondents agreement
dealing with admissions withdrawals and expulsions are Article 4

dealing with maintenance of service as a prerequisite to common car

rier status and readmission fee Article 8 prescribing the majority
necessary to admit new members Article 10 setting forth thequalifica
tions necessary for admission Article 11 providing for the admission
fee Article 12 providing for withdrawal from membership on 30 days
notice and Article 13 providing that a resigning member shall be

bound to the terms of the agreement for the 30 day notice period but

will not be entitled to vote We shall deal with the alleged instances

of noncompliance in slightly different order than they appear in the

show cause order instituting this proceeding
As approved to date Article 10 ofAgreement 5200 which establishes

the basic criteria for admission tothe conferenceprovides
10 Membership Any person firm or corporation regularly operating or giv

ing substantialand reliahle evidence of intention to operate regularly as a com

mon carrier by water in the trade covered by this agreement may become a

member of the Conference upon the agreement of the parties as provided in

Article 8 and by affixing his their or its signature hereto or to a counterpart
hereof No eligible applicant shall be denied membership except for just and

reasonable cause and no membership shall become effective until notice thereof

has been sent to the government agency charged with the administration of Sec
tion 15 of the U S Shipping Act 1916 as amended

This provision fails to comply with General Order No 9 in two

respects On one hand it fails to provide that all applications shall be
acted upon promptly as required by section 523 2 b and the inclusion
of the proviso that no application shall be denied except for just and

reasonable cause is in conflict with section 523 2 c which provides
that no carrier which has complied with the condition in paragraph

a of this section shall be denied membership 10 As to the former

respondents state that if the word prompt is the difference between

9 Unless the assertion that an agreement may not be disapproved for noncompliance
with General Order No 9 but only for noncompliance with section 15 is intended to

illustrate this conflict If this be the case the clear answer Is that the agreement is or

would be disapproved for failure to meet the standards of section 15 as explained and

clarified in General Order No 9
10 See 8upra footnote 8
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compliance and noncompliance then the word substantially is with

out meaning l1 Respondents misconceive th issue here While

Article 10 provides that no membership shall become effective until

notice thereof has been sent to the Commission the article is devoid
of any statement requiring prompt conference action upon an appli
cation As we have already noted procrastination in acting upon

applications for admission is one of the ways in which conferences

may seek to discourage new members So long as the basic agree
ment contains no requirement that prompt action be taken and so long
as that agreement continues to enjoy our approval conferences may
at least argue that no such requirement is applicable To avoid any
such misunderstanding as to the obligations under the agreement we

shall insist on the inclusion of a clause which specifically requires
prompt action on all applications for membership This is not as

respondent implies an attempt to achieve a definitive Platonically
essential conference document Rather it is an effort to avoid the

recurrence of the same sort of problem that has plagued regulatory
efforts under the Shipping Act almost from the instant of its enact

ment that of conflicting interpretations of conference agreements
The majority ofproceedings under the Shipping Act concerned in one

way or another the meaning of provisions of section 15 agreements
and the authority duties and responsibilities ofparties to them Re

spondents themselves have been involved in several such proceedings
over the years

12 In promulgating General Order No 9 we sought
nothing more than the prevention of futurecontroversy over the mem

bership practices of conferences in our foreign commerce by the estab

lishment of uniform guidelines As we have already noted so long
as respondents agreement fails to contain the obligation to act

pro ptly on applications for membership they are free to argue that

by continuing our approval of the agreement we have somehow waived

the requirement as to them But respondents argue that substantial

compliance cannot hinge upon anything so minute as the absence of

the word prompt thus their agreement is in substantial compliance
with the General Order

We think our authority clearly extends to the prescribing of uni

form admission withdrawal and expulsion clauses which must be

included verbatim in all conference agreements and we could have

adopted this course However our experience has been that confer

ences operating in our foreign commerce have experienced some diffi

uSection 523 1 requires that all conference agreements contain provisions substan

tially as set f rth in the General Order
12 See for example Pacific Ooast European OonferencerPayment of Brokerage 5 F M B

225 1967 Pacific Ooast European OonferencerLimitation on Membership 5 F M n 247

1957 In Re Pacific Ooast European Oonference 7 FM C 27 1961 and Pacific Ooas

European Oon fWence Port Equalization RuZ 7 F M C 623 1963
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culty in translating uniform clauses into the languages of the various
countries operating vessels in our commerce Thus where consistent
with the purpose of the Act and our responsibilities under it we allow

individuals to use their own language so long as the required result

is achieved Respondents agreement does not of course achieve the

required result and unless amended to do so it will be disapproved
The second issue raised by Article 10 of respondents agreement is

concerned with that portion of the Article which states that Noeligi
ble applicant shall be denied membership except for just and reason

ableca The inclusion of just and reasonable cause as aground
for denying membership runs directly counter to section 523 2 b

which states that no carrier which has complied with therequirements
of paragraph a of section 523 2 shall be denied membership 13

Respondents Article 10 is otherwise in compliance with section
523 2 a and carriers meeting the requirements of 523 2 a should be

admitted to membership without more But respondents have added

a further condition or proviso upon which admission can be denied
that of just and reasonable cause

14 We will recognize no such fur

ther conditions Respondents must delete the objectionable language
Section 523 2 d provides

Prompt notice of admission to membership shall be furnished to the Federal
Maritime Commission and no admission shall be effective prior to thepostmark
date of such notice

Article 10 of Respondents agreement provides in relevant part
no membership shall be effective until notice thereof has been sent to the

governmental agency charged with the administration of section 15 of the u s

Shippipg Act 1916 as amended

H r agai there is no requirement of prompt action and sin the

effectiveness of any admission is contingent on the dispatch of the

required notice the reason for requiring prompt notice is obvious
Procrastination in sending the required notice is just as harmful to

the prospective member as delay in action upon hisapplication For

the reasons ted 8upra we will require that the provision be amended

to require prompt notice

Section 523 2 e provides
Advice of any denial of admission to membership together with a statement

of the reasons therefor shall be furnilhed promptly to the Federal Maritime

Commission

18 See footnote 8 8upra

l For an instance in which respondents sought to use the proviso as a means of forcing
an appllcant for membership to withdraw from litigation before the Federal Maritime

BOard as the price of admission to the conference see Paclfto Ootist 1i1twOPema Oonferenc
L4mitatlOn on Member8Mpj IS F M B 2471 195c7
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Although respondents concede that there is no express provision in

its agreement which explicitly provides that advice of any denial of

admission to membership shall be furnished to this Commission they
argue that denial ofmembership to any line would appear in the con

ference minutes which must be filed with the Commission pursuant
to Article 16 of their agreement

15 Respondents argue that this pro
vision is perfectly adequate and that minutes are the logical vehicle
for the conveyance ofadvice to the Commission

Minutes may be one vehicle for submitting advice to the Commission
but their possible use as a means ofcommunication in no way commits
or directs anyone to provide anything Our experience has been that
minutes generally contain no more than a simple statement of the
action taken and contain no explanation of the reasons underlying the
action Moreover nothing in respondents agreement requires that
the advice of denial be furnished promptly As we have already
stated the matter of conference membership was deemed of sufficient

importance to warrant a specific statutory amendment and we con

sider it sufficiently important to require a separate report on all actions
taken by conferences regarding admissions to and withdrawals and

expulsions from conference membership Respondents agreement is

not in substantial compliance with section 523 2 e and must be

modified

Section 523 2 i provides
No expulsion shall become effective until a detailed statement setting forth the

reason or reasons therefor has been furnished the expelled member and a copy

of such notification submitted to the Federal Maritime Commission

Article 15 of respondents agreement provides in pertinent part that

No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with a

detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor and the record vote of the

member lines thereon shall have been mailed to the governmental agency charged
with the administration of section 15 of the United States Shipping Act 1916
as amended

The Conference admits that Article 15 does not expressly provide
that an expelled member will be furnished astatement setting forth the

reasons for expulsion Respondents contend however that Article 4
which stipulates in part that

Any member failing to make a sailing for a period of eighteen 18 con

secutive months after July 1 1961 shall be deemed to have abandoned common

carrier status in the trade covered by this Agreement and shall forthwith cease

to bea member of this Conference

15Article 16 provides

Copies of Minutes of all Meetings rates charges classifications rules and or regula
tions and additions and amendments thereto and changes therein adopted pursuant to
the provisions of this agreement shall be sent to the United States Maritime Commission

Washington Dc
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contains the single most important reason for expulsion and also

contains within itself its own detailed statement of the reason s

therefor

Respondents very assertion that Article 4 contains the most im

portant reason for expulsion impl ies that theremay be other gro1lds

for which expulsion would be justified These other grounds may not

be found in the conference agreement Neither does the agreement
provide that a statement of the reasons for eXpulsion whatever they
might be shall be furnished to the expelled member The furnishing
of such a statement is required by section 523 2 i ahd the effective

date of expulsion is conditioned thereupon In the absence of 3 pro
vision requiring that a statement of the reasons for expulsion shall be

given to the expelled member there can be no compliance with sec

tion 523 2 i
There remains one final argument of respondents which is not di

rected to the merits but to the show cause procedure itself First re

spondents object to the show cause procedure if it is construed as

shifting the ultimate hurden of proof to respondents The simple
answer to this is that theCommission may nothy choice of aparticular
form of proceeding shift the burden of proof to one upon whom the

law does not place it The hurden ofproof in a show cause proceed
ing the same as in any other proceeding before us is upon the propo

nent of the order Administrative ProcedurAct 7 c 5 U S C

1006 Secondly respondents seriously question whether this show

cause procedure is proper without consent of the parties Re

spondents argument is that 1 under our rules of Practice and Pro

cedure shortened procedure under Rule 1116 may not be had without

consent of the parties 2 this proceeding is a shortened procedure
and 3 respondents have not consented to the proceduretherefore

the proceeding is invalid
We had thought the procedural validity of show cause proceedings

was laid to rest in American Ewport Isbrandtsen Lines Inc v Fed

eral Mmritime Ollf1lni8sion 334 F 2d 185 9th Cir 1964 Inthat case

these same respondents attacked the procedure on grounds such as

1 failure to furnish the reSpondents with a copy of a complaint
2 the Commission acted as both prosecutor and j dge by allowing

its own counsel to appear in the case 3 the Commission permitted
intervention in violation of its own rules and the Administrative Pro

cedure Act 4 failure to hold an evidentiary hearing in violation

of the Commission s own rules and the Admi istrative Procedure

Act 5 failure to afford adequate notice of all matters of fact and

1e All references to Rules of Practice and Procedure are to the 1953 Revision which was

in effect at the time of thisproceeding
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law asserted in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act and

6 failure to make findings required by the Adrriinistrative P ocedure

Act In each instance the Court sustained the show cause procedure
and stated

We are not impressed by the criticiSms multiplicitous as they are made by
petitioners respondents here to the procedures adopted by the Commission
in this case From our review CYf the record we are satisfied that no substantial
right of due process was denied to them and no prejudice was sufferetl by
them j 334 F 2d191

Respondentsdo not here allege that the show cause procedure denies

them due process or works any prejudice They merely assert that we

needed their consent to the procedure and that such consent wasnever

given Respondents reliance upon Rule 11 is misplaced It reads in
relevantpart

a By consent of the parties and with approval of the Commission by
nQtice a complaint proceedilngmay be conducted under shortened notice

Emphasis ours

Thus from a simple reading of the first paragraph of Rule 11 it
is patently clear that so called shortened procedure is restricted to

complaint proceedings and is in no way applicable to proceedings in
stituted on the Commission s own motion be it by order of investiga
tion or by order to show cause As was made clear in the American

Ewp01t Isbranatsen case supra show caUse proceedings are gov
ernedby Rule 5 g whichprovides

The Board may institute a proceeding against a person subject to its jurisdic
tion by order to show cause The order shall be served upon all persons named
therein shall include the information specified in rule 10 c may require the

person named therein to answer and shall require such person to appear 8Jt a

specified time and place and present evidence upon the matters specified

Clearly no consent of respondents is contemplated or required 1y
Rule 5 g

On the basis ofall the foregoing we find and conclude that the con

ference agreement does not contain provisions literally or substantially
in conformance with the five specific provisions of General Order
No 9 set forth in the Show Cause Order An appropriate order will

beentered

Commissioner JOHN S PATrERBON concurring separately
For the purposes of this adjudication General Order No 9 46

CFR Part 523 is valid and must be obeyed by the regulated plihiic
rAccordingly Iconcur in theconclusions herein

The rules in General Order No 9 may not be collaterally challenged
in a proceeding to determine whether an gre ment ought to be dis

approved for noncompliance therewith Considering myfellow Com
9 F M C
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missioners have elected to reply to the cpallenge Ideem it necessary
to disassociate myself from the reply and to call attention to my dis

sent in the statement accompanying adoption of General Order No 9

served May 4 1964 Briefly I believe the regulations are not au

thorized by law and in my opinion constitute overregulation The

variance from law is that section 15 of the Act authorizes more than

one way of providing reasonable and equal terms and conditions for

admission and readmission to conference membership ofotherqualified
carriers in the trade hut the rules allow only one way to conform

namely by the use ofall nine provisions which must be substantially
as written in the rules To the extent other ways are forbidde the

rule is not authorized and the carrierS by policy are regulated more

than is necessary

9 F M C



APPENDIX GENERAL ORDER 9REPRINT FROM FEDERAL REGISTER Issue of May 11964 29FR5797 TrrLE 46SHIPPING Chapter IVFederal Maritime Commission SUBCHAPTER BREGULATlONS AFFECTING MARITIME CARRIERS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES General Order 9PART 523 ADMISSION WITHDRAWAL AND EXPULSION PROVISIONS OF STEAMSHIP CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS On March 211962 the Commission published inthe Federal Regis ter 27FR2646 anotice of proposed rule making Docket No 981 with respect torules governing procedures for admission toand with drawal and expulsion from conferences and invited comments thereon After consideration of the comments received the Commission revised certain of the proposed rules republished the revised proposed rules inthe Federal Register Dmber 101963 28FR13369 13370 received comments and heard oral argument thereon The Commission has carefully considered the comments submitted and arguments onthe proposed revised rules and inlight thereof here with adopts and promulgates itsfinal rules Comments and argu ments not discussed or reflected herein have been considered and found not justified or not material Many conferences object to523 2awhich sets forth the basic cri teria for conference membership These objecti nscalled for either greaJter generality or more specificity inspelling out the criteria for admission into aconference Some conferences seek the right todeny admission for just and reasonable cause thus allowing hroad dis cretion over the essential elements required for admission Other conferences want included ihthe rules clear well defined standards of what constitutes evidence of aJbility tomaintain common carriage Particularly these conferences would require that the coinmon carrier 2M



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 255 IIIwould have togive the conference precise data onitsfinancial sound nessand the types and speeds of itsvessels The rule asdrafted isneither extremely general nor overly specific but rather itattempts tostrike abalance giving the conferences some discretion insubmitting for approval other conditions onadmission tomembership Itisalso contended that the requirements for readmission should not bethe same asthose for admission Although there may besome distinction between the applicant which isapplying for membership inaconference for the first time and anapplicant which isapplying for readmission tothe conference we are of the opinion that the rule covering initial admission toconference membership issufficiently broad toallow conferences the necessary degree of discretion insub mitting for approval specific proposals dealing with readmission tomembership aswell aswhen acting onapplications for readmission Some conferences object tothe provision making admission tocon ference membership effective asof the postmark date of notice tousof the admission 523 2dThey contend that acarrier sstatus should not beindefinite pending postmarking of anotice and that the risks of oversight or delay inthe conference office or postal service may result inpostponing the effectiveness of itsadmission toconference membership Historically the postmark form of notice has been used and isthe minimum necessary toinsure usof prompt apprisal or all actions with respect toadmissions toconference mem bership Objection ismade toour requirement that we befurnished with anadvice or any denial of admission tomembership together with astatement of the reasons therefor 523 2cThe conrerences urge that asapractical matter itisurmecessary torequire the advice because anapplicant which has been denied admission would probably com plain tothe Commission The requirements of this section are almost self explanatory Itisbynomeans acertainty that the denied appli cant would complain tothe Commission and inorder tosee that the conferences are operating under their agreements and inaccordance with the Shipping Act 1916 itisnecessary that we bekept informed of conference actions asthey relate toadmission tomembershi pWe must bepprised oiany discrimination real or potential regardless or whether the aggrieved party desires or isinaposition tocomplain tousSeve ral attacks have been leveled at 523 2fregulating with dra wals from conferences Some conferences object toallowing aparty towithdraw without apenalty They contend that apenalty provision for withdrawal from aconference may bejust and reasonable The contention iswithout 9lMC



256 FEDERAL MA RlTIME COMMISSION meritand directly contrary tothe explicit words of testatute which requires that conference agreements provide that any member may withdraw from members ipupon resse nahle notice without penalty for such withdrawal Further objections wereiaised toaprovision requiring aminimUm period of 60days written notice of anintention towithdraw from 000ferences employing dual rate systems Section 523 2fhaS boon modified torequire Qnly a30day notice period for withdrawalrirom aHconferences Several conferences obj eted toour provision in523 2hmaking expulsion from aconference contingent upon ashowing of Hcon tinued failure toabide bythe terms of the oonfe rence agreement Certain single breaches of aconference agreement are said tojustify expulsion We have removed the continued failure provision toallow conferences tosophrase their agreements topoyide fOI expulsion for single offens of certain provisions of tl1e baSic agree ment and will determine the reaso ableness oi these expulsion criteria wbe nthe modified agreementfi are submitted tousfor approval Several conferences object edtolur tequireIilent conditi onin geffectiveness of epulsioJ upon our approv aLWe have eliminated this requirement substituting therefor provi ioI 523 2iwhi chcon ditionsthe effectiyene Sof expulsion upon ipthy P4expell rnem her anq the CommissiQl Qf astatement setting forth t4area sQt l41reasons or expulsion Tomake the tfeytiveness of epulsiQl1 Cltingent upon oUr approval would perb aPunfaidy allow the expen dmem er tooll pete saconfereJ lcql ember while at pting topostpone our approval of his explll ionslQng 4tS posf ible WEdohot however byremoving approvpJ asaconqition preqepep tfor expulsion inndtoimpJy assome poQfere Iesbave suggested tha twe have noautl10rity over expul onWe haveapdwill xercise the authority todisapprove every agreem nt submitted tolJSFh chdoes not contain reasonable expulsion pro isions sweU asetsonabJecon ditions fQr admi sion Lnd withdraw tlThe C9 J111Q ission sportoprescdbe the conditions unde rwhich xpulsion way beperrni sEibeisiIl lplic tinthe statutory ltI1guage governing issiQn and with drawal The Commission srules governing a4mi ton designed toimplement the statutory rpadate of PbHq Law e73f6 eQuId qeepdered completely void byconference expulsion procedures ifthe rqlirentent for reasonable and equala ission conditiol sisnot interpreted toinclude reasonable expulsion provisiol1S Tohold ot Jler wise would enable any conference toftdmit acarrier pllrsU1 ntothe rules and sho rtlythereafter expel that mel llbonthe slightest provocation 9FMC



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 257 Some conferences allege th3Jt itisunnecessary for ustobesupplied with detailed explanations for expulsion of acarrier The reasons behind the requirement that the Commission beinformed of the reasons for any denial of admission tomembership apply with equal force here Therefore pursuant tosections 15and 43of the Shipping Act 1916 75Stat 763 4and 766 46CFR ishereby amended byinserting anew Part Part 523 reading asset forth below following Commissioner Patterson sdissent 1SUBPART ACONFERENCE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS ADMISSIONS WITHDRAWALS EXPULSION See 523 1Statement of policy 523 2Provisions of conference agreements SUBPART BCUBBENT CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 523 10Resubmission of current agreements 523 11Notice of filing SUBPART CPROPOSED NEW CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 523 20Agreement provisions AUTHORITY The provisions of this Part 523 issued under sees 15and 43of the Shipping Act 1916 75Stat 763 4and 766 SUBPART ACONFERENCE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS ADMISSION WlTH DRAW ALEXPULSION 523 1Statement of policy aSection 2of Public Law 87346 effective onOctober 31961 amends section 15of the Shipping Act 1916 toprovide that nocon ference agreement shall beapproved nor shall continued approval bepermitted for any agreement which fails toprovide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and readmission toconfer ence membership of other qualified carriers inthe trade or fails topro vide that any member may withdraw from membership upon reason able notice without penalty for such withd rawal bItisthe responsibility of the Federal Maritime Commission under the Shipping Act 1916 todetermine that all conference agree ments contain reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admis sion and readmission toconference membership of qualified carriers according tothe requirements set forth inparagraph aof this section 523 2Provisions of conference agreements Ineffectuation of the policy set forth in523 1conference agree ments whether ineffect onOctober 31961 or initiated after thll tdate shall contain provisions substantially asfollows 1Filed 88part of original document II



258 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION aAny common carrier bywater which has been regularly engaged asacommon carrier inthe trade covered bythis agreement or who furnishes evidence of ability and intention ingood faith tointitute and maintain such acommon carrier service between ports within the scope of this agreement and who evidences anability and intention ingood faith toabide byall the terms and conditions of this agreement may hereafter become aparty tothis agreement byaffixing itssignature thereto NOTE The above Provision will not preclude the conference from imposing legitimate conditions onmembership including but not necessarily limited tothe payment of anadmission fee payment of any outstanding financial obligations rising from prior membership or the posting of asecurity bond or deposit iAllsuch conditions mlUst bemade expressed terms of the conference agreement filed with and approved bythe Commission pursuant tosection 15of the Shipping Act 1916 bEvery application for membership shall beacted upon promptly cNo carrier which has complied with the conditions set forth inparagraph aof this section shall bedenied admission or readmission tomembership dProm pt notice of admission tomembership shall befurnished totheFederal Maritime Commission and noadmission shall beeffective prior tothe postmark date of such notice eAdvice of any denial of admission tomembership together with astatement of the reasons therefor shall befurnished promptly tothe Federal Maritime Commission fAny party may withdraw from the conference without penalty bygiving at least 30days written notice of intention towithdraw tothe conference Provided however That action taken bythe confer ence tocompel the payment of outstanding financial obligations bythe resigning member shall not beconstrued asapenalty for withdrawal gNotice of withdrawal of any party shall befurnished promptly tothe Federal Maritime Commission hNo party may beexpelled aga inst itswill frothis conference except for failure tomaintain acommon carrier service tween the ports within the scope of this agreement said failure tobedetermined according tothe minimum sailing requirements set forth inthis agree ment or for failure toabide byall the terms and conditions of this agreement iNo expulsion shall become effective until adetailed statement setting forth the reason or reasons therefor has been furnished the expelled member and acopy of such notification submitted tothe Federal Maritime Commission 9FMC



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 259 SUBPART BcuRRENT CONFERENCE AGREEMElffS 523 10Re81ibmission of current agreements aAll conference agreements which are lawful onthe effective date of these rules and which are amended tocomply with these rules and filed with the Commission within 60days after aqoption of these rules bythe Commission shall remain lawful unless disapproved cancelled or modified bythe Commission bFiling under this section may beaccomplished bymailing tothe Secretary Federal Maritime Commission Washington DC20573 asigned original and fifteen 15copies of the agreed modifica tion together with anoriginal and fifteen 15copies of aletter of transmittal and request for approval of the matter submitted 523 11Notwe of filing All modipcations of conference agreements filed with the Commis sion pursuant tothese rules shall beavailable for inspection at the offices of the Commission Anotice of such fil ing shall bepublished inthe Federal Register assoon aspracticable and interested persons may within twenty 20days after such publication lecomments relating tosuch modification Comments shall include astatement of position with respect toapproval disapproval cancellation or modi fication together with reasons therefor SUBPART CPROPOSED NEW CONF ENCE AGREEMENTS 523 20Agreement provisions All new conference agreements entered into subsequent tothe date of adoption of these rules shall contain provisions insubstantially the form set forth in523 2before approval bythe Commission under section 15of the Shipping Act 1916 By the Commission April 211964 THOMAS Lrsr Secretary FRDoc 644258 Filed Apr 301964 849amBy amendment dated June 261964 the time for compliance with General Order 9was extended toJuly 201964 9Fl10



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 6528

ADMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP PACIFIC COAST
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by an Order to Show Cause
issued by the Federal Maritime Commission upon its own motion and
the Commission having fully considered the matter and having this

day made and entered of record a Report containing its findings and
conclusions which Report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof
Itis ordered That pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Agreement No 5200 be disapproved effective 60 days from the date

of this Order unless within that time the Pacific Coast European
Conference and its member lines shall have amended their conference

agreement to comply with the requirements of section 15 of the

ShippingAct 1916 and the requirements of the Commission s General
OrderNo 9 in the following respects

a to provide for furnishing a detailed statement of thereasons for

expulsion tothe party expelled 523 2 i
b to provide that applications for membership shall be acted upon

promptly 523 2 e

c by deleting the phrase just and reasonable cause in the sixth

line in Article 10 of the agreement and substituting the phrase failure

to meet the above requirements therefor i 523 2 c

d to provide for prompt notification to the Commission of the

dmission ofnew members 523 2 d and

e to provide for prompt advice to the Commission of the Confer
ence s denial ofmembership to any line 523 2 e

By the Commission
SEAL S THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C260
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No 6528

06tnMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIPPACIFIO COAST EUROPEAN

CONFERENCE

DENIAL OF PETlIION FOR REOPENING

Respondents Pacific Coast European Conference and its member

lines have petitioned to reopen this proceeding for rehearing re

argument and reconsideration The sole basis for the petition is

respondents contention that The final report does not at any point
hold that Agreement 5200 contravenes any of the statutory proscrip
tions of Section 15 of the Shipping Act Respondents quote from

the opinion of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit in Aktiebolaget Svenska Arnerika L v Federal Maritime

Oom n 351 F 2d 756 1965 at page761

The statutor language authorizes disapproval only when the Commission finds

as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out in the

section 15 by Congress

The particular portion of section 15 referred above by the Court

provides that we shall after notice and hearing disapprove any

agreement which we find to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as

between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between

exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors or

to operate Jo the detriment of the commerce of the United States
or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in violation of this Act

Citing our failure to find that their agreement operated in one of

the above four ways respondents take us to task because we ap

parently overlooked the lesson learned from the Svenska case supra
and that Svenska should not as it has been simply be ignored
Additionally respondents renew their objection to the validity of our

9 F M C 261
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General Order No 9 and urge that it too necessarily comes into

conflict with Svenska 1

Our failure to deal with Svenska was based on simple ground that

the decision in that case has no bearing whatsoever on the issues at

hand Indeed less attention to Svensk a and more careful scrutiny of
the full text ofsection 15 would it seems to us have rendered readily
apparent the inapplicability of the limited portion of section 15 at

issue in Svenska and upon which respondents place their sole reliance

now For in the sentence immediately succeeding the portion of

section 15 now relied upon by respondents the precise provision

controlling the issues here appears That respondents had no mis

givings concerning the precise portion of section 15 is clear from

the following statement appearing in their Opening Memorandum

in this proceeding
The relevant cl8use of Section 15 of the Shipping Act from which the General

Order is said to derive was added to the statute in the 1961 amendments and

states as follows

No conference agreement shall be approved nor shall continued approval be

permitted fOT any agreement which jails Ito provide reasonable and equal
terms and conditions for admission and readmission to conference membership
of other qualified carriers in the trade or fails to provide thatl8l1Y member may

withdraw from membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for such

wjlthdrawal

Notwithstanding rtihe Show Oause Order s conclusionary recital of the Con
ference s failure toO comply with the requirements of Section 15 it must be

abundiBntly apPiflrent that Section 15 has nothing whatever to do withit Indeed

Uhe charging allegllltions of the Order make specific reference solely to various

provisions of Geneval Order No 9none of which can be found in the relevant

portion of Section 15

In our report we went to great lengths to clearly show that General
Order NO 9 was necessary to carry out the provisions of the Ship
ping Act and wasintended to effectively insure thatthe Congressional
intent behind the reasonable and equal provision Of section 15 was

realized No more need here be said about the validity of General
Order No 9 In our report and Order On this proceeding we found
that resPOndents agreement failed tO meet the requirements of General
Order No 9 Therefore since General Order No 9 was as we took
care to point Out in explanation and effectuation of the reasonable
and equal provision ofsection 15 we found that the agreement failed
to meet the requirements Of sectiOn 15 Nothing more was

required
1 In this regard respondents are but restating their Objection to a prior motion of

Hearing Counsel to strike those portions of respondents memoranda attacking the va

lidity of General Order 9 In an order dated October 26 1965 we served notice that llny
ruling on the motion would be withheld pending conclusion of oral argument thereby
allowing the parties an opportunity to argue the motion The discussion contained in our

report of the issue of the validity of General Order 9 should have disposed of any doubt
as to our disposition of the motion However it is hereby expressly denied

9 F l1C
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certainly not a further finding of detriment to commerce or one of the
other alternative grounds for disapproval of aconference agreement
Section 15 could not be morespecific when it states nor shall continued
approval be permitted for any agreement which fails to provide
reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and readmis
sion to conference membership We found that respondents
agreement did not so provide This disposes of the issues presented

Respondents motion to reopen the proceeding is hereby denied
March 22 1966

THOMAS LISI

Searetary

9 F M C
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No 1212

MEDITERRANEAN POOLS INVESTIGATION

Decided JanuOlrY 19 1966

i The ItalyjU K North Atlantic Freiglit Pool Agreement No 8680 as amended

to date and if further modified not found to be unjustly discriminatory or

unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors
detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to thepublic
interest or otherwise in violation Qf tle Shipping Act 1916

2 The Medchi Freight Pool Agreement o 9020 as amended to date and if

further modified not found to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as

between carriers shippers xporter importers or ports or between ex

porters from the United States and their foreign comPetitors detrimental

to thecommerce of theUnited States or contrary to the public interest or

otherwise inviolation of the Shipping Act 1916

The Adriatic North Atlantic Range Freight Pool AgreemeIt No 9060 as

amended to date and if further modified not found to be u njustly discrimi

natory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or

ports or between exporters from the United States and their foreign com

petitors detrimental to the commerce of theUnited States or contrary to

the public interest or otherwise in violation of the Shipping Act 1916
4 The Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Pool Agreement No 9233 as

amended toodate and if further modified not found to be unjustly discrimina

tory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports
or between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors
detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to the public
interest or otherwise in violation of the Shipping Act 1916

5 The Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight Pool Agreement No 9361

as amended to date and if further modified not found to be unjustly dis

criminatory or unfair as between carriers shippers e porters importers or

ports or between exporters from the United States and th ir foreign com

petitors detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to

the public interest or otherwise inviolation of the Shipping Act 1916

Warner W Gardner Richard W KI1rrUs James N Jacobi Ben

jamin W Boley Edwin Longcope and David I Gilchrist Tor re

spondents
264 9 F M C
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Stamey Sherfor Constellation Lines

C Brooke Armat for the Department ofJustice intervenor

Robert J Blaclcwell Howard A Levy and J Scot Provan as Hear

ing Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and

JamesV Day Oommissioners

This proceeding was instituted on our own motion and is now be

fore us upon the exceptions ofHearihK Counsel to the Initial Decision

of Examiner Paul D Page Jr The investigation is concerne with

the initial or continued approval under section 5 of five separat
tgreements providing for the pooling or apportionIng of earnings
within the meaning of that section The Examiner would approve
the agreements 1 Hearing Counsel takes exception to the initial De

cision on four broad grounds
1 The Examiner erred in approving the agreements and amend

ments thereto on the grounds that there was no evidence

weighing against pproval
2 The Examiner erred in rejecting every proposed finding of

fact offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that said

facts were irrelevant or unsupported or unnecessary
3 The Examiner erred in failing to require that the agreements

and amendments thereto be modified as urged by Hearing
Counsel

4 The Examiner erred in approving the heretofore unapproved
Isra l and Marseilles 2 agreements retroactively The Exam
Iner further erred in approving various new amendments to

the previously approved WINAC Adriatic aI1d Medchi II

agreements retroactively

THE AGREEME T8

The agreements under consideration here are substantially similar
in their operative provisons Among the obvious differences are those

1 Unless the context requires otherwise agreements as used herein iilciudes the various

amendments or modifications to the basic pooling agreements which are in issue Also
approval means both initial approval In the case of agreements not yet ap proved under

section 15 Rnd contlnued approval in the case of those agreements already approved
2 Israel and Marseilles are respectively the short form designations for the

Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Pool and the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight
Pool

3 WINAC Adriatic and Medchi are respectively the short form designations for

the ItalyIU S Nortb Atlantic Freight Pool the Adriatic North Athintlc Range Freight
Pool andthe Medcbi Freight Pool

9 F M C
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of geographical area covered 4 percentage shares of revenue allotted
the various participating lines and the memberships of the various

agreementsWith the exception of the Malseilles pool which is a

gross revenue pool each of the agreement s has as its purpoSe the pool
ing of net freight revenue in accordance with certain percentage
shares allotted each member line 6 Net freight is arrived at by deduct

ing a specified amount of carrying money Generally speaking
memhership in the pool is conditioned upon membership in the con

ference covering the trade in which the pool operates Each agree
ment provides for the admission of new lines and upon specified
notice the withdrawal ofmembers The members of each pool under
take to maintain specified minimum sailing requirements and in some

specified port calls penalties are provided for overcarriage and under

carriage and for failure to live up to theterms of the agreements The

pools are administered by secretariats to whom the lines submit mani
fests for accounting purposes The secretary prepares provisional
and final statements of the carryingg of the members and the revenue

accruing to them Revenue is divided on the basis of these state

ments Each agreement provides for bank guarantees and a system of

penalties for breaches of the agreement as well as for overcarriage
and undercarriage Each agreement provides for a governing or

pool committee composed of representatives of the members These
committees are the governing bodies of the pools and upon stated

majorities can among other thingg change theprovisions of the agree
ments admit new members and extend the life of the pool During
the hearing an amendment to each agreement was proposed which
would allow certain interstitial amendments to the agreements to

be made effective without securing Commission approval Under
these proposed amendments changes in such things as carrying money
bank guarantees and memberships would be effected by resolution of
the members without prior Commission approval although a copy of

every such resolution would be promptly filed with the Commission
for its information and records Further details of the particular
agreements are discussed below where necessary and pertinent

4 Thus WINAC pool covers cargo destined for U S Atlantic ports north of Hatteras
from ports on the West Coast of Italy between Ventimiglia and Reggio Calabria both

inCluded Medchi covers cargo to U S Great Lakes ports on the West Coast of Italy
between Ventimiglia and Santa Maria di Leuca all Sic1l1an and Sardinian ports and

Marseilles Barcelona Valencia Seville Lisbon and Leixoes the Adriatic pool covers cargo
from Venice to U S North Atlantic ports the Israeli pool covers cargo moving between

U S ports north of Hatteras and Israeli ports and the Marseilles pool covers cargo moving
from Marseilles to U S North Atlantic ports

5 For a listing of the various memberships and the short form designations used in this
opinion see appendix

6Various Ingredients went into the formula for determining indivld ual shares such as

past performance future potential etc
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Before setting forth the findings uponwhich webase our conclusions
in this proceeding it is necessary to dispose of a threshold exception
of Hearing Counsel The second exception of Hearing Counsel is
that the Examiner erred in rejecting every proposed finding of fact

offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that said facts were irrele

vant or unsupported or unnecessary The objection appears not so

much directed to the rejection of Iany specific proposed finding as it is

to the rejection of all proposed findings with only what Hearing
Counsel calls boilerplate language Hearing Counsel contends that

the AdministrativeProcedure Act AP A requires more

We presume that Hearing Counsel refers to section 8 b of the

AP A which requires that the record decision shall show the ruling
on each proposed finding and conclusion submittedby theparties with

reasons in support thereof Inthepresent proceeding the tespondents
proposed 152 numbered findings and Hearing Counsel accepted some

as proposed others if revised and rejected still others 7 As already
noted Hearing Counsel then proposed his additional findings The

Examiner rejected these and other proposed revisions of Hearing
Counsel stating To the extent that they are not substantially included

herein all proposed findings and conclusions are rejected as irrelevant

not supported by substantial evidence or not required for fullconsider

ation and complete disposition of the case The courts have made it

clear that section 8 b does not require that a separate finding need

be made on each exc ption to the Examiner s decision where the

agency s decision unmistakably informs respondent of its rulings on all

exceptions NLRB v State Oenter Warehouse Oold Storage 00

193 F 2d 156 9th Cir 1951 By the same token an Examiner need

not make a separate finding on each proposed finding submitted by a

party See NLRB v Sharpless Ohemwals Inc 209 F 2d 645 6th

Cir 1954

We have set forth below our findings They are based upon a care

ful analysis of all the proposals of the parties and the Examiner s

findings We do not comment seriatim on each proposed finding sub

mitted by the parties or made by the Examiner which we have altered

or rejected for in our opinion to do so might well make it more difficult

to ascertain the basic findings and the reasons underlying our con

clusions See The Oommonwealth Southern Oorp Holding Act of
1935 Securities Exchange Commission Release No 7357 1947

T In doing this Hearing Counsel adopted the same method employed by the Examiner

Thus Hearing Counsel merely states that Proposed facts not adopted aJ eobjected to as

conclusionary argumentative not supported by substantial evidence or too broad

9 F MC
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The WINAO Tr7ule
c

The WINAC trade is the cornerstone of Mediterranean U S com

merce Of all the Mediterrane8Jn areas Italy generates themost liner

traffic to the United States Using the range of ports covered by
Trade Route 108 the westbound liner cargo from Italy represented 40

percent ofthe total westbound cargo in theMediterranean U S trades
for the years 1960 63 The next largest loading areas are Spain and

Yugoslavia each averaging about 11 percent of the Mediterranean
total This dominance of the Italian trade is even greater in terms of
value than in terms of tonnage In addition the trade is heavily
unbalanced in that the liner cargo movement on Trade Route 10 is

predominantly outbound by a ratio of approximately 2 to 1
The result of this imbalance is that westbound free space is high

In the first 10months of 1963 only 35 percentof the space offered by the
conference vessels in the WINAC trade was occupied and heavy west

bound free space is fairly typical
All of the witnesses were iin general agreement that the westbound

WINAC trade was heavily overtonnaged About 15 lines have in
the postwar period entered the trade only to leave it because of insuf
ficient cargo Conference vessels have averaged about 750 L T of
westbound cargo on each voyage

The carriers in the WINAC trade are in some degree differently
situate in their dependence upon the Italian loadings Thus the

conference members may be divided between

Linea serving onlllltalian
ports

Linea servinq other Mediterranean ports
besidea Italianports

AEIL passenger
Fabre
Fassio
Concordia Mediterranean
Hellenic

Jugolinija
Prudential
Torm
Zim

The difference in each line s dependence on Italian cargo is however
rather less than might be supposed from the above tabulation Italy
is much the most important loading area in the Mediterranean For
example APL one of the transit services has on the average about

550 000 cu ft of space available in its Mariners after discharging in

AEIL

Cota
Italia

Linea serving Mediterranean poru
after pasagefrom the Far ElJ8t

AEIL T R 18
APL
Concordia PG
Hansa

Maersk

8Trade Route 10 covers inter alia Mediterranean ports in France Spain Gibraltar
Malta Italy Trieste Yugoslavia Greece Turkey Cyprus Syria Lebanon Israel Morocco
Algeria Tunisia and Egypt
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the Mediterranean or about the equivalent of a full ship s space for

smaller vessels

The WINAC trade gradually increased from a volume of 293 000

LIT in 1952 to one of386 000 LIT in 1960 followed by a 3 year decline

to 343 OQO L T in 1963

The Italian forwarder has played a most significant role in the his

tory of the WINAC trade In Italy the forwarder is known as a

caricatore which literally translated means loader Although
sometimes the word is translated as shipper and the actual shipper
or owner of the cargo is designated as the exporter Congested
facilities at Italian ports require that considerable care be exercised

in scheduling cargo for loading into vessels Goods are transported
from inland points by such various means as rail truck and even

horse cart and itis imperative that their arrival be coordinated prop

erly with vessel schedules For these reasons the Italian exporter
relies almost completely on the forwarder to expedite shipment ofhis

merchandise The forwarder performs a variety of services including
reserving space aboard ship arranging for transportation from ship
per s warehouse to vessel arranging custom clearance preparing
shipping documents and providing weighing and marking Shippers
customarily make single lump sum payments to forwarders known as

forfait which include payment for the above services as well as

ocean freight The forwarder generally assumes responsibility for

thehandling of the goods from point oforigin to ultimate destination
and usually selects the carrier This authority to select the carrier

of course places the forwarder in an advantageous bargaining posi
tion vis avis the carrier with respeot to exaction of brokerage and

rebates

Competition among the forwarders in Italy is intense The number

of forwarders servicing the WINAC trade is greatly in excess of the

needs of the market Several hundred of them service the Italian

export trade In 1952 the WINAC Conference listed 152 forwarders

for the ports of Genoa Leghorn and Naples Approximately 10 per
cent of these accounted for about 50 percent of the business At in

dividual ports a small minority of forwarders handle the bulk of

the business forcing many small firms to compete intensively for the

residue This intense competition induces forwarders to seek re

ductions and concessions from carriers on the ground that such meas

ures are necessary in order to stay in business There is evidence that

forwarders have played lines off against each other by alleging fic

titious concessions which has in turn fomented unrest and suspicion
among the lines

9 F M C
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The West Coastof Italy Sicilian andAdriatic Ports North Atlantic

Range Conference wasestablished pursuant to Agreement 2846 which

was approved by a Commission predecessor on March 23 1934

Originally there werenine member lines Membership has
fluctuated

however ranging from a low of five members before World War II
to 24 in 1960 The headquarters of the conference is and has been

located in Genoa except during the war when it was transferred to

New York After 1952 a slight increase in traffic already noted in

duced additional carriers to join the conference At the present time

the conference consists of the 11 respondent pool members and in

addition Hellenic Prudential and Constellation There is no signifi
cant nonconference competition now that Admiralty Line has been

admitted to the conference The conference employs a dual rate sys
tem but in the opinion of Dr Piacentini director of liner activity
for Costa Line it has been easily evaded by forwar ders using a differ

ent name

The trade has in recent years proved unattractive to a number of

lines The 24 conference members in 1960 have been reduced to 14

in 1965 About 15 lines have since the war entered the trade and the

conference only to withdraw Since 1962 Mitsui O S K Line Fresco

Line Kulukundis Line Waterman and Torm Line have left the trade

and the conference

The WINAC trade has a long tradition of special concessions to the

shipper Prior to World War II a standard 4 percent brokerage was

paid to Italian freight forwarders by conference members also addi
tional special commissions werepaid by the lines to certain forwarders
However the percentage amounts varied and not all forwarders re

ceived these special commissions In addition to these commissions a

deferred rebate system was in operation
Since World War II rebates and special concessions have in the

opinion of the witnesses been perpetuated by the seriously overton

naged state of the WINAC trade 9 With every line seriously short of
sufficient cargo to fill the available space the pressures toward rebates

and other concessions were formidable These pressures toward mal

practice weremade almost irresistibleby the power of the Italian for

warder who through his control over the booking ofcargo sought and

often obtained rate concessions from the carriers in his efforts to re

main competitive with other forwarders An added impetus toward

malpractice was the la k of confidence among the lines The witnesses

9In addition to Dr Piacentini Dr Alto Mordlglia attorney for the WINAC pool and
conference and Mr A Theodore DeSmedt preSident of AEIL also test11led on the WINACnpooling
agreement9
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testified that when a forwarder undertook to play one line off against
another his statement of concessions offered would ordinarily be ac

cepted as substantially true

The economic pressures to malpractices are not inhibited in Italy
by any legal proscription Special discounts and rebates are both

customarily and lawful in Italy Art 1739 par 3 of the Italian

Civil Code In addition the forwarders and many of the lines are

active in trades other than those to the United States Despite the fact
that the WINAC Conference agreement forbids discounts paymentsor

returns to shippers without unanimous consent of all parties and pro
vides that tariffs shall be strictly observed concessions and rebates of

one type or anotherhave consistently plagued theWINAC trade Ef
fective curtailment of such practices in the WINAC trade is hindered
because of their existence elsewhere since forwarders can be rewarded
for WINAC cargo by large rebates concessions and commissions in
Italian trades other than those involving the United States

The WINAC Conference has undertaken a Vari13ty of efforts to
eliminate malpractices These have ranged from the appointment of

a controller of cargo to investigate malpractices at Italian ports to a

neutral body system of self policing All of the various attempts
failed either because they failed to win the necessary support of the

conference membership or because the task proved too large for the

particular device employed
One such device rather clearly demonstrated the actual existence

ofmalpractices The AtlanticCargo Inspection Corporation ACrC
engaged by the conference to conduct spot checks on weights meas

urements and classifications reported that 325 misdeclarations out of

923 spot checks wereuncovered The ACIO also discovered instances
of mismeasuremnt at Italian ports of loading although the conference
had supposedly engaged sworn measurers at Leghorn and Genoa

The most ambitious effort of the conference was represented by the
neutral body program On October 20 1960 the conference ap
pointed the accounting firm of Price Waterhouse Co as a neutral

body to police and enforce its regulations The neutral body system
did not work as well as expected and in fact proved ineffective This
was not due to the deficiencies of Price Waterhouse Co which was

considerably thebest and most qualified appointee available but rather
to the impossibility of obtaining actual evidence of the malpractices
which everyone knew to be prevalent All witnesses testified that

every conference effort to control malpractices prior to 1961 was a

complete failure

By the fall of 1960 conditions in the WINAC trade had become
so bad that AEIL APL and Concordia gave notice of their resigna
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tion from the conference five additional lines shortly followed suit

They withdrew their notice only upon the assurance that rates would

be opened on the principal commodities It was the opinion of Dr

Piacentini that the conference could not have survived these

resignations
In December 1960 rates were opened on about 40 of the principal

commodities moving in the WINAC trade This action greatly
minimized theincentiveto offer rebates and special concessions in order

to obtain cargo Itwas however disastrous to the financial position
of the carriers Rates fell to half or less of their prior level and

Dr Piacentini testified that they were shortly hovering just above

the level of out of pocket cargo handling charges Open rates made

it extremely difficult for shippers to predict future rates for purposes
of advance sales Both Mordiglia and Piacentini stated that there is

an inevitable tendency during an open rate period to favor the large
shippers

Rates remained open throughout 1961 It was the opinion of the
witnesses that had the open rate period continued much longer there
would most probably have been a heavy migration from the trade
failure of some of thecompanies anddissolution of the conferen In

May 1961 the conference voted to extend the open rates until a pool
should be formed among carriers in the trade

The primary purpose of the lines in forming the WINAC pool was

to bring the malpractices in the trade under control All concerned

were agreed that this could be done in no other way A secondary
purpose was to open at least the possibility of some rationalization of
service by reducing the largely excessive number of loading calls at
theItalian ports

There were pool agreements operating in at least 10 other export
trades from Italy to destinations other than the United States In
the opinion of the witnesses they had worked well and were a natural
road for WINAC to follow when all their other attempts to restrain

malpractices had failed The WINAC trade itself had operated under

approved pooling agreements during part of the prewar life of the
conference eg agreement 6220 filed on June 10 1938 and approved
on July 14 1938

Almost the entire year of 1961 was devoted to negotiations over the

formation of a pool in the WINAC trade A drafting committee on

which the witnesses Piacentini and Dr Amund Svendsen Director of

Mediterranean Operations for Concoldia served prepared drafts of

the agreement The major negotiating problem was the fixing of per

centage participation for each line
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A great many factors including past services vessel types ship
capacity and vessel speeds were considered but each line s historical

participation in the trade was considered the most important Itwas

recognized by the parties thatthe larger carriers such as AEIL APL

Costa and Fassio would have to yield some of their share as indicated

by historical carriage in order to gain the adherence of the smaller

carriers by increasing their minimal share Agreement was finally
reached by the device of having each line schedule the share to which

others than itself wereentitled averaging the results and scaling down

to 100 percent
Hellenic Torm Maersk and Zim though in favor of the pool were

dissatisfied with the share offered and did not join Torm Maersk
and Zim were quite small carriers in the trade and their failure to

join the pool at the outset wasnot ofmajor importance Hellenic on

the other hand was a significant carrier with about 4 percent of the

total and its failure to participate wasof concern to the pool members

the pool can however operate with substantial success without

Hellenic It could not if a major carrier had refused to join Torm

Maersk and Zim subsequently joined the pool though Torm has

recently left the trade and resigned from the pool and the conference

The conference members except for Hellenic Torm Maersk and

Zim finally reached agreement upon a pool on December 19 1961

and as a result thereof the conference rates were closed effective

December 23 1961 The agreement was approved by the Commission
on March 6 1962

The agreement carried an effective date of January 1 1962 and

was approved to be effective from that date Dr Piacentini testified

that the January 1 effective date was probably indispensable to for

mation of the pool as at least one member and probably others would

not have agreed if their agreement were to be effective only from an

uncertain date in the future This was because the condition of the

trade and the position of the carriers at that upknown date could

not have been foretold by thesignatories in December and because the

malpractices would otherwise have continued unab9 tedfor the indefi
nite period awaiting approval Pending approval the lines sent their

manifests to the Secretary and statistics were maintained and Dr
Piacentini testified that no other action was taken and no payments
were made Even with the comparatively short interval of 21h
months awaiting approval some of the lines became restive and wished
to reexamine their pool participation
It is advantageous for a line to remain outside a pool which can

function effectively without its participation By doing so it gets
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the benefit of a stabilized trade without contributing and without any
restriction upon its service or its carriage

The pool when formed consisted of 12 of the 16 WINAC Confer
ence lines Since then Torm Maersk Hansa and Zim have joined the

pool while Fresco Mitsui and recently Torm have withdrawn from
the trade Hellenic has always been outside the pool Prudential re

signed from the pool on June 30 1964 Constellation has entered the
trade and joined the conference but not the pool In consequence 11
of the 14conference members are now members of the pool The mem

bers of the pool would be very glad to see the three nonmembers join
since in their view some pool objectives ofstability of rates and serv

ice and of mutual confidence of all lines in the trade may not be fully
attained without the membership ofall

Hellenic s share of the trade has increased since the formation
of the pool as has that of the nonpoollines generally In 1962 they
carried 17 percent of the Range Icargo and 21 percent of thaJt from

Range II Constellation for its part has no objection to the pool
and remained outside only because ofa difference overits proper share
Even Admiralty Line while complaining ofnonadmission to the con

ference did not object to the pool
Prudential by letter of April 6 1964 explained to the Commission

its reasons for resignation from the pool It said We know of no

conditions which would adversely affect the general desirability of

continuing the pool in this trade It nevertheless eXplained its res

ignation on the ground that We consider it essential for Prudential
as a small operator to mak every effort possible to improve its carry
ings and provide better service to shippers The restrictions of the

pool would hamper us in accomplishing these goals Pru
dentials pool history shows

a Prudential overcarried in one range and undercarried in the
other in 1962 it undercarried in hoth ranges in 1963 and in both

ranges in the first half of 1964
b In 1962 it carried only 254 FIT to Boston in 1963 none and

in one half of 1964 only 19 tons Its pool payments for undercarry
ing to Boston in these periods aggregated 14 000 as compared to its
1962 overcarriage penalty of4 540

c In 1963 and one half of 1964 its Italian sailings and American
calls were all at or about the minimum requirements of the pool
agreement

d Even with its payments for not serving Boston Prudential in
the three periods received because ofundercarriage in the netbalance
ofpool accounts some 50 624more than it paid
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Anticipation of the pools approval by the Commission in the

view of the witnesses curtailed malpractices and it will continue to

operate to this end by the simple mechanism of self interest Ifa line

pays a rebate to obtain cargo it loses money because the net freight
must be paid into the common fund out of which the line derives a

previously fixed percentage
The effect was apparent from January 1 1962 onward because the

possibility of gaining nothing by malpractice if the pool were eventu

ally approved wasa sanction against improper concessions
The witnesses could not speak as to thelines which were not members

of the pools They recognized that agents might out of their commis

sions make allowances which they would keep secret from their prin
cipals or that shippers might on their own cheat as to description or

measures of cargo But insofar as the pool lines themselves are con

cerned It is the judgment of all the witnesses testifying that malprac
tices have by virtue of the pool been reduced almost to the vanishing
point Witnesses for two nonpool lines agreed Itwas further the

judgment of the pool members that the beneficial results achieved were

possible only through the operation of the pool and if the pool were

disapproved they felt that the full tide of malpractice would at once

recur

In the opinion of the witnesses the WINAC trade is heavily over

tonnaged and its nearly 500 westbound sailings a year in 1961 were

a great deal too many for the volume of cargo One objective of the

pool was to permit some reduction of duplicating calls by pool mem

bers with a consequent effort to rationalize the service offered and to

reduce the costs of operation
The objective has been realized in varying degrees by the pool mem

bers The differences arise out of the nature of their services The

results for the lines the representatives of which testified in these pro

ceedings have been

a The quantity ofCosta s service confined to the Italy U S North

Atlantic trade is fixed by the heavier eastbound carriage As an

Italian line it feels obliged to serve each of the three major ports on

each voyage In result it has achieved no reduction in service because

of the pool
b Concordia on the otherh nd has by virtue o the pool been able

to reduce the number of Italian calls made by its vessels It schedules

only one or two calls for each of its two westbound services going
through the Mediterranean instead of the three which woutd be

required without the pool
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c APL is more nearly in the position of Costa Its round the
world vessels move on aSTegular a fortnightly schedule as possible and

its interport carriage ordinarily requires calls at all three of the major
ports It has however been 3Jble to reduce the time spent at Naples
where by virtue of its subsequent itinerary its service is the least
attractive

d AEIL like Concordia has by virtue of the pool been able to
make a substantial reduction ofabout 20 percent in the number of its
Italian port calls

Overall there has been a significant reduction in calls by conference
members at the three major WINAC ports so that the 1963 calls were

about 20 percent less than in 1961
It is the opinion of the witnesses that the reduction in calls has not

impaired the adequacy of the service offered the shippers There are

about six sailings a week out of Genoa and Naples and four a week out

of Leghorn which it is contended is much more than ample for the
trade

Insofar as the lines serving the trade are concerned there is no port
of consequence to the Italy United States trade on the mainland West
Coast of Italy other than Genoa Leghorn and Naples The small

port of Marina de Carrara can only accommodate vessels of shallow
draft and short length

The witnesses stated that they did ildt think that the pool has elimi
nated all competition among its members Intheir view every line is
anxious to maintain and improve its position in the trade to retain its

present customers and to attract new ones this is because none can

expect a pool to last forever and there is in any case need for a strong
bargaining position in view of the yearly opportunity for renegotia
tion Costa as one example referred to has only recently moved at
considerable expense to a new pier in New York in order to offer better
service to its consignees There is no evidence that the operation of the

pool would discourage the entry into the trade ofnonpool competition
The pool by curtailing rebates has largely been responsible for a

much more stabilized and in the opinion of the witnesses nondiscrim

inatory level of freight rates As compared to 1960 the last year
before the rates were opened the WINAC tariff rate l vel has by 1965
increased by only about 10 percent some have not yet regained their
1960 level The rates on the commodities selected for study in these
2 vears have been
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1960 1965 Increase

Percent
48 00 10

55 00 57
24 00 31
55 00 57
57 75 5
28 00 6

28 00 6
63 00 12

Marble blocks 43 50

Cotton textiles 35 00

Silk textiles n n 35 00

Wine n 55 00
Tomato sauce n

n
26 50

Tomatoes 26 50
Pistachio nuts 57 00

Testimony in the record indicates that steamship costs in general have

increased over the 5 year period a great deal more than 10 percent
There have to the knowledge of the witnesses been no complaints

at the formation or the operation of the pool by shippers or ports

The Medchi Trade

This trade covers rgo moving either directly or by transshipment
to the U S Great Lakes from West Coast of Italy ports between Ven

timiglia and Santa Maria di Leuca Sicily and Sardinia Marseilles

Barcelona Valencia and Seville and Lisbon and Leixoes

The Medchi trade is seasonal because of the closure of the St Law

rence Seaway during the winter monthsofDecember through approxi
mately mid April when ice conditions on the seaway prevent its use by
ocean going vessels The seaway was opened on May 1 1959 and it

has since been opened for navigation ach season beginning April 8

to 15 and closing officially on November 30 with navigation by ocean

going vessels continuing for a few additional days depending on the

weather conditions

The westbound trade from Mediterranean ports to U S Great Lakes

ports is in a sense a byproduct of the eastbound trade which is con

siderably larger and also of the trade from Mediterranean ports to

Canadian ports All pool members operating in the Medchi trade

necessarily operate via Canadian ports and most of them were doing
so before the St Lawrence Seaway was opened In terms of tonnage
and revenue the westbound trade from Mediterranean ports to Cana
dian ports Med Can trade is about twice as large as the Medchi
trade A pooling agreement presently exists in the Mad Can trade

Approximately 51 percent of the tonnage carried by the pool mem

bers in the Meqchi trade originates at Italian ports and the Italian
cargo represents approximately 62 percent of the total pool revenue

Total cargo moving from pool ports for the years 196264 was as

follows
Metric tons

1962 5 200
1963 45 12
1964 57 010
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There are approximately 90 sailings during each shipping season by
pool members The trade is overtonnaged with free space on the in

bound sailings averaging something in the magnitude of 50 percent
or more

The members of the ledchi pooling agreement are members of the

Medchi Conference
The Medchi trade covers a broad range of Mediterranean ports

10

and the seven pool members are of relatively equal size Several of

the members operate ships specially designed and constructed for this

trade and all the members operate both inbound and outbound These

features tend to distinguish the Medchi pool from the WINAC agree
ment Thus WINAC covers primarily three major loading ports and

a relativelysmall selection ofdischarging ports and theWINAC mem

bership varies from some small lines to some e tremely large lines with

a resulting divergence of views The relative equality in size of the
Medchi Pool members creates a tendency toward unanimity of agree
ment in dealing with pool problems and this in the view ofthe witnesses

i the major factor in the success of the pool It is also the stated
reason for allotting each member one vote on pool matters as opposed
to the weighted vote in WINAC

At the present time there are no nonconference operators in the
trade although in previous shipping seasons there has been competi
tion from nonpool operators particular the Yugoslav Line which is
now a member of the pool The Medchi lines however face competi
tion both with respect to rates and with respect to the solicitation of

cargo from lines operating from the Mediterranean to the U S North
Atlantic from the Mediterranean to the U S Gulf and from operators
offering services from Continental European ports to the North
Atlantic andto the Great Lakes

The Medchi pooling agreement was approved by the Federal Mari
time Commission on July 1 1963 and became effective for the 1963

shipping season which began in mid April 1963 There were origi
nally six members of the pooling agreement AEIL Fabre Concordia
Montship Watts Watts and Zim Watts Watts subsequently left the
trade and withdrew from thepOOling agreement Oanada Orient Line

entered the pooling agreement effective with the 1963 shipping season

10 The Mediterranean American Great Lakes Westbound Freight Conference Agreement
8260 covers all ports served on the Mediterranean Sea from Gibraltar to Port Said
inCluding MarmarllJ Black Sea and Adriatic ports and from Iberian Peninsula ports
North African ports including Morocco all inclusive to U S Great Lakes ports In the

opinion of the witnesses it would be impractical for the pool to cover all conference ports
because it would be impossible to fix sailing obligations of the members Thus the pool
only covers 10 of the major Mediteranean ports Prior to the pooling agreement almost
every swillDg of each lineincluded calls at each of these ports
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pursuant to an amendment filed with the Federal Maritime Commis
sion on April 20 1964 Neither the amendment to the podliilg agree
ment reflecting the withdrawal ofWatts Watts Line nor the amend

ment setting forth the new membership of Canada Orient Lines has

yet been approved by the Commission

Although there is a substantial difference between the WINAC trade

and the Medchi trade the witnesses consider stability in the WINAC
trade as of vital importan e to stability in the Medchi trade This

casual interrelation is accounted for by the fact that the heart of the

Medchi trade is the trade from Italy and the major commodity move

ment in the Medchi trade is controlled by the same people who ship in

the WINAC trade mostly Italian forwarders Add itionally the wit

nesses testified that if the Medchi Conference s effective rates on any

specific commodity are too much above the rate to North Atlanticports
or to U S Gulf ports the cargo will be lost to carriers in these other

trades

The witnesses testified that each of the factors relating to rate insta

bility and suspicion of rebates and malpractices existing in the trade

from Italy apply equally to Italian cargo moving in the Medchi trade

The reasons underlying the formation of the Medchi pooling agree
ment were explained by Mr Amund B Svendsen the director of Con

cordia Line in charge of all of its Mediterranean operations and Mr

Jacques Penaud the manager of MontshipjCapo Lines combined

operations These men drafted the Medchi pooling agreement and

were knowledgeable and informed as to all of the factors underlying
the negotiations and drafting ofthe agreement

The Medchli pool was formed in order to avoid the deterioration Of

the trade as had occurred in WINNC There was at the time negotia
tions on the agreement began considerable fear and apprehension that

factors which had disrupted the WINAC trade would also cause insta

bility in the Medchi trade Furthermore when the St Lawrence Sea

way opened in 1959 a new group of reliable lines entered the trade

viz Concordia AEIL and Zim To those already in the trade these

lines appeared determined to remain in the trade each had substantial

investments in the services whichthey wereoperating and each offered

services comparable to those of the existing operators The pool was

therefore a response of the parties thereto to the economic and com

petitive faotors which existed in the tpade and was thought necessary
to avoid a useless and destructive rate war and a situation of ra1te

instability which in their opinion would benefit neither carriers nor

shippers Although the condition of the Medchi trade prior to the

pool was never as serious as in WINAC the lines were most anxious
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to prevent this happening and no one wanted to take the chance of

awaiting developments At the time when negotiations began for

the formation of the Medchi poolin agreement durinlg 1962 the situa

tion in the Medchi trade was tending toward instabUity although there

was no opening ofrates
The witnesses testified that the pool has assisted in reduction of

port calls by the indiyidual lines and consequently a more direct

service from particular Mediterranean ports to U S Great Lakes

ports than would have been achieved without the pooling agreement
Mr Svendsen explained that without the pooling agreement his

vessels would have to spend more time in port seeking cargo and

would have to call at more Mediterranean ports on each sailing For

example without the pool Concordia would have to serve 12 or 15

Mediterranean ports whereas under the pool it can eliminate at least

4 ports poer voyage As a result Concordia has been able to operate
its service in the Medchi trade with 5 vessels instead of the previous
6 by cutting out uneconomic and unjustified port calls since it has

the assurance that all ports will be more than adequately served by
all of the pool members collectively Similarly Mr Penaud testified

that Montship Capo has also been ahle to reduce for thesame reason

its fleet from 6 vessels to 5 and at the s me time has been able to pro
vide a more direct and better service If each line were to call at

each Mediterranean port on every sailing schedules would be difficult

to maintain and the transit time from the first port of call to the first

port of disc arge would be inordinately long Furthermore vessels

would at tim be compelled to wait in port several days in order to

obtain sufficient cargo These undesirable circumstances are mini

mized under the pooling agreement For example with the pooling
agreement cooperation among the lines in makiIJ g port calls and in

arranging sailing schedules results in a more efficient service and eco

nomic operation Inthe opinion ofwitness Svendsen such cooperation
would be impossible without a pooling agreement Witness Penaud

testified that under the pooling agreement by providing service to

fewer ports on each sailting his oompany has been ahle to shorten

transit time by 4or 5days
Under article 16 of the agreement the administration of the pool

is primarily the task of the secretary Rationalization of sailings is

accomplished through the secretariat which acts as a clearing house

for the dissemination of information supplied to him by the pool
members The members of the pooling agreement furnish to the

pool secretary a 2 month schedule corrected weekly The secretary
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can then determine if a particular port requires additional service

and suggest in his advisory capacity th tan undercarrying line should

provide it The same type of suggestion is made by the secretary in

the case where two lines might provide service to the same port at the

same time

Tariff rates have risen only slightly since the Medchi pooling agree
ment became effective in the 1963 shipping season which slight in

crease has been a partial reflection of increased operating costs Even

though there has been a slight increase in home rates in the Medchi

trade Mr Penaud testified that the average rate for cargo moving
in the trade has actually decreased In this respect the average rate

per set ton of 1 000 kilos in 1963 was 4930 and after 1 year ofpool
operations it became 491 20

The witnesses testified that the Medchi pool secretary maintains a

close check on the cargo movement at the various pool pOlts and as

an example Messina shippers requests for reefer space which the
lines have not always been able to grant are now being taken care of

by the agreement of Concordia to call with reefer facilities at Messina

six times during the shipping season

Carriage under the agreement displays considerable fluctuation in

the position of the lines Only AEIL s position of moderate over

carriage remained constant Fabre went from a slight overcarrier to

a substantial undercarrier Capo nearly doubled its undercarriage
Concordia went from modest undercarriage to substantial overcar

riage and Zim reduced its moderate overcarriage to slight under

carnage

The Adriatw Trade

The Adriatic Pool covers cargo moving either direotly or by trans

shipment from the Port of Venice to U S North Atlantic ports
Venice is served by AEIL and Jugolinija which constitute the mem

bership of the pool They operate roughly equivalent services each

making approximately 22 sailings a year although AEIL s vessels

are of a much larger capacity The remoteness of the major Adriatic

ports Venice Trieste and Rijeka renders the trade generally un

attractive to shipping
Cargo originating in the industrialized interior of northern Italy

Milan and Turin and normally shipped out ofGenoa may be routed
via Venice Inland transportation to Venice is excellent and while

the land haul to Venice may be more expensive than to Genoa cargo
would be diverted when higher inland costs are offset by lower ocean

freight rates

The Adriatic Pool was instituted at the request of the members of
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the VINAC Pool to prevent diversion of WINAC pool cargo to

Venice which port is not within the scope of the WINAC poolll

The WINAC membership is fully informed of the movement under

the Adriatic pool through the use of a common secretary The terms

and provisions of the Adriatic agreement are most similar to those
of WINAC

Prior to the negotiation of the Adriatic pool AEIL held about 45

percent of the Venice traffic and Jugolinija 55 percent Under the

original agreement AEIL achieved a 55 percent share due to its demon

stration that while its prepool cargo originated in Venice and its

natural hinterland a portion of Jugolinija s cargo was being attracted

from the Vest Coast of Italy Experience under the agreement how

ever demonstrated that not as nluch of Jugolinija s traffic originated
outside the Venice area as was originally thought and the pool shares

were adjusted giving 52 5 percent to AEIL and 47 5 percent to

Jugolinija Operations under the pool show that both lines are ex

ceeding their minimum sailing requirements and there has been no

substantial overcarriage or undercarriage
The Israeli Trade

The service between U S Atlantic ports and Israel is peculiar in

that for various reasons the only regularly scheduled service is pro
vided by the twb national flag lines AEIL and Zim each of which

has approximately the same involvement in the trade AEIL s total

capacity is slightly greater however because of the larger size of its

vessels

Due to the political problem that exists between Israel and the Arab

States ships serving the Eastern Mediterranean have the election

of serving either Israel or the Arab countries but not both on the same

voyage AEIL is able to operate a service between U S North At

lantic ports and Israel because its operations to the Mediterranean are

extensive thereby enabling it to offer a separate Israeli service A

vessel serving Israel cannot serve Syria Lebanon North Africa

Egypt Tunisia Algeria or Libya nor can it transit the Suez Canal

Cargo from the Arab States to the United States is from I1h to 2 times

greater than that from Israel to the United States not counting the

citrus fruit movements

The proposed pool covers U S North Atlantic traffic moving to

Israel U S exports andtraffic moving from Israel U S imports to

U S North Atlantic ports
11 Venice is within the scope of the WINAC Conference but it was excluded from the

WINAC pool because in the view of the WINAC members its inclusion would render

accounting problems unwieldy and difficult
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The pool trade is covered by two separate conferences one outbound

and one inbound Zim and AEIL are the only members of these

conferences

Zim and AEIL each enjoy substantial national flag preference by
shippers although initially early 1950 s there was a strong shipper
sentiment in favor of Zim

Revenue earned by Zim and AEIL in the trade from Israel to the

United States westbound is only 10 percent of revenue earned in

the tradeto Israel from the United States eastbound although the

number ofsailings in each trade is substantially identical

To some extent but not substantially the traffic disparity between

the eastbound and westbound Israeli trades is mitigated by thebroader

scope of other trades served on westbound voyages This leads to the

conclusion that the westbound Israeli trade is overtonnaged relative

to t e eastbound Israeli trade posing a threat to stability of rates nd

serVIce

The threat to the stability in the Israeli trades became imminent

during the period 196263 when Zim determined to increase its par

ticipation and AEIL determined to maintain its position Unlike

the WINAC trade which was beset by rebates and malpractices
Zim enjoyed a better position than AEIL in the Israeli trades because

of its ability to grant favors to Israeli merchants who also used Zim

in trades not in U S foreign commerce

At least as early as October 1962 AEIL and Zim believed that a

pool would be desirable in order to prevent the outbreak of destructive

competition between them AEIL and Zim met in Rome on January
29 1963 to lay thegroundwork for negotiating apool

AEIL believed that based on future capability the shares should

be 6040 in favor ofAEIL eastbound and 6040 in favor ofZim west

bound However AEIL proposed a 5545 division Zim felt that

past performance last 3 years should be the major factor in deter

mining pool shares During the negotiations AEIL urged that the

pool be on a 5050 basis but receded to a 47 50 percent share eastbound

and a 42 50 percent share westbound Eventually AEIL finally
greed to that westbound share and a 45 percent eastbound share

Subsequent to April 5 1963 Zim and AEIL worked out and agreed
to further revisions in thepool draft and filed the final agreement with

the Federal Maritime Commission for approval on August 2 1963
to beeffective August 1 1963

Full acounting records of the pool have been kept since August 1
1963 but no financial settlements have been made
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It would have very little practical effect in the Israeli trades if

the Federal Maritime Commission approved the pool effective as from

the date ofapproval and not as ofAugust 1 1963

Zim contends that the pool is not and has not been in operation
since August 1 1963

There have been no serious problems between Zim and AEIL in

the pool trades since August 1 1963

Agreement 9233 provides for 17 minimum sailings annually by
both Zim and AEIL in each direction art 8 However the present
service of each line exceeds the minimum 24 AEIL sailings 21 or

22 Zim sailings and AEIL has no present plans to reduce its calls

The service of AEIL and Zim in terms of number of sailings
shows no significant change between such service prior to the negotia
tionofthe pool andsubsequent thereto

The pool is expected to have the effect of improving service by
inducing Zim and AEIL to schedule sailings so that their respective
arrivals and departures do not coincide thereby providing more

comprehensive coverageoftheberth

There is nothing in the record to indicate that the successful negotia
tion of this pool in 1963 has led to increases in rates However that

negotiation did have the effect ofpreventing rate decreases a possible
rate war andthe breakup ofthe conferences

The Marseilles Trade

There are nearly 200 sailings a year from Marseilles to U S North

Atlanticports The liner cargo in thistrade has been
LIT

1960 49 686

1961 55 685

1962 57 132

1963 54 977

Average 54 370

The average loading is thus about 275 LIT per sailing In conse

quencethe trade is largely overtonnaged
The trade is served by eight conference members AEIL APL

Fresco Fabre Fassio Hansa Zim and since 1964 Constellation
It is also served by Concordia which because ofmalpractices resigned
from theconference in 1962 Concordia carries perhaps 10 12 percent
of the cargo Additional nonconference competition is provided by
a Norwegian tanker bulk service which operates at least monthly on

a round the world schedule taking parcel lots of bulk liquids APL

and AEIL are the largest carriers in the trade followed by Fresco

The conference in this trade was established in 1937 It covers the

trade from Marseilles to the U S Atlantic coast Marseilles is the
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only port of consequence in southern France Very little cargo moves

to the South Atlantic ports All of the lines in the trade serve Mar

seilles in conjunction with other trades A dual rate system has not

been employed but an agreement to that end is now pending Commis
sion approval

The forwarder is important in the Marseilles trade but to a much

lesser degree than in the VINAC trade Cargo is delivered to the

terminal rather than to ship s tackle and delivery is accomplished by
the exporter himself The forfait system is not employed

On cargo of local origin the shipper pays the cost of loading cargo
On that from areas to the north which might otherwise be diverted

to North Europe ports the handling costs are paid by the carrier

Since about 1960 or 1961 malpractices have been a severe problem
in the Marseilles trade They did not reach the level of the WINAC
trade prior to the pool but were a matter of major concern The

allegations wereof rebates impropermeasurements and absorption by
the carrier ofhandling costs on local cargo

The conference has no neutral body nor any self policing system
more elaborate than an inspection of the manifests Experience in

other trades has not led the members to believe that results would be

commensurate with the cost especially for a small trade Some form

of cargo inspection service preferably at discharge was considered

desirable even if the pool be approved to guard against shipper
misdeclarations

Because of malpractices rates were opened on some commodities

in 1962 The open rates were applied to aluminum rubber tires tan

ning extracts dried cherries and ferromanganese These commodi

ties were thought most subject to malpractice and made up about 60

percent of thetrade Except for wines they covered all of the heavy
moving commodities

Concordia resigned from the conference in 1962 owing to its im

patiencewith malpractices
The Marseilles lines by 1962 had the example of the success of the

WINAC pool in curbing malpractices In addition there was the

example of at least 4 pools in dther trades outbound from Marseilles

Efforts to conclude a pooling agreement were made in 1962 in

December 1963 and in the spring of 1964 The first two efforts broke

down over the usually divisive issue of percentage shares Concordia
did not participate in the negotiations but Contellation did Constel
lation did not join the pool because of its dissatisfaction with the share
offered

The pool agreement was reached because of the independent need
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of thetrade to curb malpractices andnot in response to any suggestion
from WINAC It would be theoretically possible to divert WINAC
cargo to Marseilles but this was not in the view of the lines a very
realpractical possibility

The Marseilles pool calls for division ofgross revenue not net reve

pue after carrying money There are unlike WINAC no regular
calls of passenger ships at Marseilles so itis not considered inequitable
to pool gross revenues Again there are no loading costs to the carrier
on most of the Marseilles cargo The cargo loading that is paid by
the carrier with respect to the traffic subject to diversion to North

Europe is a variant that would have made a net revenue pool very
complicated

As filed the agreement is to be effective from July 1 1964 to Decem
ber 31 1966 and thereafter to be extended for 1 year at a time sub

ject to 3 mooths notice of resignation This permits after the initial

period yearly renegotiation of shares
The minimum sailings and calls provided in article 10 are substan

tially below those usually made by the lines and represent in the

aggregate only about half of those now being made
Since July 1 1964 the lines have considered that the pool would

probably be approved This just as in the interim period pending the
WINAC approval has sharply reduced the malpractices in the trade

By paying a rebate the line would risk in the event of the pool s ap
proval loss ofthe rebate in order to contributethe tariff rate of freight
to the common fund Svendsen said that Concordia operating out
side the conference and the pool had noted a marked improvement in
the trade

In response to this improved situation and in the expectation that
the pool would be approved the conference in December 1964 closed the
rates that had been opened in 1962

The pool members have since July 1 1964 been submitting their
statistics to the secretary whohas been compiling the necessary records
No actual paymentshave however been made andthebank guarantees
are conditioned upon approval of the pool

Even though Concordia with iO 12 percent of the trade and Con
stellation with about 7 percent of the trade remain outside the pool
the witnesses were of the opinion it could probably operate though it
could more surely achieve its objectives if they were members The

pool could not function however if a major carrier such as APL or

AEIL or probably Fresco remained outside Concordia is consid

ering re entry into the conference and perhaps into the pool in view of
the probable curtailment of malpractices
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In the opinion of the witnesses the pool should be about as effective

as that of WINAC in eliminating malpractices and promoting confi

dence among the carriers but on the other hand if the pool were dis

approved the trade would deteriorate very rapidly malpractices would

immediately resume and APL at least would want to revert to open

rates

The lines feel that the formation of the pool may serve to reduce the

excessive and costly service from Marseilles Zim has already made a

marked reduction in its calls APL upon approval of the pool would

seek somewhat to rationalize its service perhaps on some voyages

calling only to discharge interport cargo
The pool could lead to a moderate increase in the rates in the Mar

seilles trade which are severely depressed for example owing to the

effect ofmalpractices upon the tariff the rates on aluminum sheets and

dried cherries are now lower than they were in 1960

Concordia though it had resigned from the conference and refused

to participate in the pool negotiations had no complaint and thought
the pool a necessary step to preserve the trade from collapse
Constellation was of a similar opinion

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Section 15 requires that every common carrier by water shall

file immediately with the Commission a true copy of every agree

ment with another such carrier or modification thereof

pooling or apportioning earnings lo es or traffic Once such

an agreement is filed section 15 further provides that

Tbe Commission shall by order after notice and hearing disapprove cancel or

modify any agreement or any modification or cancellation thereof whether or

pot previously approved by it that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair

as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters
from theUnited States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detri

ment of the commerce of the United States or tobe contrary to thepublic interest

or to be inviolation of this Act and shall approve all other s

In approving the agreements in issue the Examiner found that all

the evidence of re ord supported approval and that there was a com

plete lack ofan iota of evidence controverting approval of the pools
Consequently no finding could be made that the agreements in fact

operated in one ofthe four ways set out in section 15 In so concluding
the Examiner relied upon the recent decision of the Court of Appeals
for the District ofColumbia Circuit in Aktiebolaget Svewka Amerika

Linien Swedish AmerWan Line et al v F M O No 18 554 decided

June 10 1965 wherein the court stated that The statutory language
or section 15 authorizesdisapproval only when theCommission finds
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as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out
in the section by Congress

The first of Hearing Counsel s three remaining exceptions is that

the Examiner erred in approving the agreements and amendments

thereto on the grounds that there was no evidence weighing against
approval This excepnion contains two separable contentions First

Hearing Counsel argues that the record is replete with evidence that
thepools will permit less service and higher rates than would otherwise

prevail And secondly Hearing Counsel argues that the Examiner s

ground for approval is based upon an erroneous interpretation of
section 15 for in Hearing Counsels view the Examiner s failure to

recognize the existence ofany adverse facts at all results in his holding
that no derogation of section 15 standards is in anyway involved here

Hearing Counsel would have the Commission clearly announce that

pooling agreements which enable carriers to prevent rate and service

competition are prima fade detrimental to the commerce of the United
States and contrary to the public interest and may only be approved
upon the basis of a compelling demonstration that the detriments of
reduced service amd increased rates will be offset by clear and substan
tial economic benefits

Respondents find nothing in section 15 which gives rise to any prima
facie unlawfulness of pooling agreements and insofar as Hearing
Counsels contention seeks to shift the burden of proof to respond
ents they contend that the law is clear that the burden rests with the
Commission or anyone else seeking disapproval of the agreements
They urge that the Examiner was correct in restricting his decision to
the simple finding that no derogation of section 15 standards is in
volved and contend that because the evidence of record demonstrates
that the pools will establish stability of rates and effect a reduction
of excessive and duplicating calls in overtonnaged trades the agree
ments are in the public interest and not contrary to it

Itis readily apparent tthat the area ofdisagreement here is relativeJly
narrow and wereits resolution not ofsignificant importance for future
consideration of agreements under section 15 we would not be inclined
to deal with itat all in any great detail However the arguments l1ere
and those in some cases reveal a very real need for a clear statement of
the ground rules so to speak which apply to our consideration of

agreements filed for approval under section 15
Of prime importance at the outset is the clear recognition that sec

tion 15 represents a departure from our national policy the promotion
of competition and the fostering of market rivalry as a means of in

suring eoonomic freedom See port of the Attorney Generals Na

tional Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws March 31 1955 chap
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ter 1 The policy is one against undue limitations on competitive
conditions Standard Oil 00 of New Jersey v United States221 U S
1 1911 andis embodied in the Antitrust Laws 15 U S C sections 1

et seq Agreements approved under section 15 of the Shipping Act

are exempted from the provisions of the antitrust laws This exemp
tion was Igranted by Congress with clear recognition of the public
interest in the promotion of free and open competition and it was

granted only after an intensive investigation by a congressional com

mittee revealed that anticompetitive combination in the steamship
industry was a lesser evil than the destructive rate wars which seem

inevitably to result absent some anticompetitive agreement between

the contending lines Report on Steamship Agreements and Affilia

tions in the American Foreign and Domestic Trade House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee 63d Congress 1914 pages 415

421 12 The investigation made it clear that in the steamship industry
there was no happy medium between war and peace when several

lines engage in the same trade However in the view of the com

mittee to terminate existing agreements would necessarily bring
about one of two results the lines would either engage in rate wars

which would mean the elimination of the weak and the survival of

the strong or to avoid a costly struggle they would consolidate through
common ownership In the opinion of the committee neither result

could be prevented by legislation and either would mean a monopoly
fully as effective and it is believed more so than can exist by
agreement

Thus Congress legalized agreements otherwise in violation of the

antitrust laws primarily because it thought even stronger monopolies
would result weresuch agreements completely prohibited but in doing
so it accepted the committee s condition that the anticompetitive com

binations be subjected to effedtive government control with power in

the agency administering the law to disapprove or cancel agreements
which are detrimental to commerce of the United States or contrary
to the public interest We think it now beyond dispute that the

public interest within the meaning of section 15 includes the national

policy embodied in the antitrust laws For as the court said in Is
brandtsen 00 Inc v United States 211 F 2d 51 D C Gir 1954
cert denied b nom Japan Atkuntic Gulf OYl1f v U S 347 U S
990 1954

T he Shipping Act specifically provides machinery for legalizing that whiCh

would otherwise be illegal under antitrust laws The condition upon which

such authority is granted is that the agency entrusted with the duty to pro
tect the public interest scrutinize the agreement to make sure he conduct

12 Also knowllJ as the Alexander Report
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thus legalized does not invade the prohibitions of the antitrust laws any more

than is necessary to serve the purposes of the regulatory s tatute

Thus the question of approval under section 15 requires 1 con

sideration of the public interest in the preservation of the competi
tive philosophy embodied in the antitrust laws insofar as consistent
with the regulatory purpose of the Shipping Act and 2 a considera

tion of the circumstances and conditions existing in the particular
trade involved which the anticompetitive agreement seeks to remedy or

prevent The weighing of these two factors determines whether the

agreement is to be approved The essential ingredient in this process
is of course information or data for without it no intelligent judg
ment as to the probable future impact of the particular agreement
upon our commerce would be possible Almost uniformly the kind

of information necessary to this judgment is in the hands of those

seeking approval of the agreement and the resultant exemption of the

proposed antioompetitive comhinaJtion from the operation of the

antitrust laws and it is incumbent upon those in possession of such

information to come forward with it Thus in this sense it can be

said that pooling agreements are prima facie contrary to the public
interest and if this is the intent of Hearing Counsels proposition we

agree For presumptively all anticompetitive combinations run

counter to the public interest in free and open competition and it is

incumbent upon those who seek exemption of anticompetitive com

binations under section 15 to demonstrate that the combination seeks

to eliminate or remedy conditions which preclude or hinder the

aehievement of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act This

is but a restatement of what has already been said most recently in

our decision Oalif01nia Stevedore Ballast 00 v Stockton Port Dis

triet 7 F M C 75 1962 where we denounced a monopolistic prac
tice notwithstanding the lack of actual proof that the anticompeti
tive evils alluded to actuaJlly existed because healthy competition
for business which is the best insurance against such evils has been

destroyed We wenton to say

Respondents failed to advance evidence of economic or other advantages flow

ing from monopolistic arrangements sufficient 10 justify them notwithstanding
the evils and detriment to thepublic interest inherent inmonopoly Our national

policy makes free competition the rule and monopoly the exception Which must

be justified and here respondents have failed to justify the desired monopoly

This construction of section 15 is not novel with the Commission
The Civil Aeronautics Board the agency dealing with transportation
problems most closely akin to our own has said 13

13 Section 412 of the Federal Aviation Act under which antlcompetitive agreements
between air carrIers are filed was modeled after sec 15 See McManus v O A B 286
F 2d 414 2d Cir 1961
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Where an agreement has among its significant aspects elements which are

plainly repugnant to esta blished antitrust principles approval shoUld not be

granted unless there is a clear showing that the agreement is required by a

serious transportation need or in order to secure important publie benefits

LocalOartage Agreement Oase 15 CA B 850 852 1952

And again in disapproving a traffic routing provision of a mutual aid

pact between air carriers in cases of labor strike the Board said in Six

OarrierMutual Aid Pact 29 C A B 168 at 175

In weighing the objections to the traffic routing provisions of the agreement
we must recognize that our order of approval would grant immunity from the

antitrust laws We have therefore scrutinized the agreement to insure that the

conduct thus legalized does nat inhibit competition to any significant extent or

if it does that the restraint is necessary to serve the pUlOse of the regulatory
statute Local Oartage Agreement 15 C A B 815 1952 North Atlantic

Tourist Oommission Oase 15 C A B 225 1952

Since the record fails to show any sound public justification for the restrictive

provision we eannot let it stand

Respondents reject Hearing Counsels contention of prima facie
unlawfulness but they do so only upon the basis of the record in this

proceeding Respondents contend that the record here does not sup

port the conclusion that pools lead to reduced service and higher rates

To the contrary assert respondents all the evidence demonstrates that

the pools have led and will lead to the elimination of malpractices
as well as to a reduction in excessive and duplicating loading calls in

painfully overtonnaged trades This is but another way of saying
that competition will be restricted Itmatters not at this stage of the

approval process that such competition takes the form of malprac
ices or duplicating loading calls in painfully overtonnaged trades

The fact that the competition restricted is wasteful destructive or even

constitutes a breach of conference obligllitions is precisely that counter

balancing factor which would outweigh the public interest in competi
tion which is free open and above board as envisioned by the antitrust

laws But we think it paJtently clear that agreements within the pur
view of section 15 are specificaIly intended by the parties to eliminate

competition and in fact do so And the evidence in the record beforeus

unequivocally demonstrates that this is the case with the pools here

under consideration

Virtually all of the evidence in the record was voluntarily supplied
by the respondents in an effort to justify approval of the agreements
and in our opinion they have succeeded in th ir attempt For by
demonstrating that conditions in the trades involved have deteriorated

to the point where malpractices flourish rate instability exists andcom

petition is wasteful and destructive they have also demonstrated that

enpproval ot the agreements will among other things achieve the
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regulatory 6bjectives of restoring rate stability and eliminating mal

practices Moreover while rationalization of sailings with a con

sequent diminution in service is one of the admitted goals of the pools
it does not appear that the shipper will be harmed through service

being reduced to apoint of inadequacy On the basis of the foregoing
we concluded that conditions in the Mediterranean trades as demon
strated by respondents are such that approval of the agreements under

consideration here if modified as set out below will be consonant with
the public interest in thatwhilethey run counter to that interestin the

preservation and fostering of competition they are in furtherance of
the regulatory purposes of the ShippingAct in that the competition to
be eliminated by the agreements is destructive and wasteful and in

itself tends to work hardship on shippers through discriminatory re

bates and the creation of rate instability Moreover that the circum

stances in the trades are inimical to the best interests of the carriers

operating in them is clear from the record Thus we think respond
ents have clearly justified approval of the agreements by their demon
stration that they are necessary to produce important public benefits
and are based on aserious transportation need

Aword ofcaution seems appropriate however espondents admit
that most if not all of the competitive activity which the pools are

designed to curtail constitutes a breach of the respective conference

obligations This is particularly true of the WINAC trade where it
is also admitted that all efforts by the WINAC Conference at self

policing have proved inadequate Section 15 requires that the Com
mission disapprove any agreement which after notice and hearing on

a findingof inadequate policing of the obligationsunder it We view
this as a requirement which cannot be permanently satisfied by the
substitution of further competitive restrictions in the form of pooling
revenue for an adequate system of self policing of conference obliga
tions We fully expect respondents to continue their efforts to estab
lish an effective system ofself policing Inexercising our TeSponsibil
ity of continuing surveillance over section 15 agreements we shall

keep this in mind

Hearing Counsel also contends that the Examiner erred in failing
to require that the agreements and amendments thereto be modified as

urged by Hearing Counsel

Hearing Counsel proposed a considerable number of amendments
which the Examiner rejected apparently because he could not find

upon their faces that without them the agreements would be unlaw
ful under section 15 Respondents of course urge that the Examiner
was correct in rejecting all of the modifications for the reason that he
did Again there seems to be some misunderstanding as to the Com
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mission s responsibilities under section 15 The Examiner seems to

imply that unless an agreement on its face is contrary to section 15 the
Commission is without power to require modification of the agreement
as a condition to its approval Hefurther states

There is sound reason for the rule First the law authorizes disapproval or

modification only where theagreement is found to operate Le that it really
will operate to thedetriment of commerce not thwt itmay thefuture pOJJaib ly
so operate or where tit isfound that theagreement is contrary to thepublic inter

st notwhere some aot that couU possibly occur inthefuture might make ttso

Second the Commission has a ready remedy if under an approved agreement
the parties engage in activities the Commission did notexpect when it approved
and willnotsanction

As we understand the Examiner he concludes that unless we can find

as a fact that an agreement willopeIiate rin away which is detrimental
to the commerce of theUnited States etc we cannot order itmodified

Again this confusion seems to stem from the court s decision in the
Swedish American Line case supra particularly the statement that
section 15 authorizes disapproval or modification only if the Com
mission finds as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four

ways set out in the section by Congress The Examiner found that
some of the proposed amendments were grounded on fears foolish on

their faces and others required respondents to do that which the

statute already required of them He concluded that the latter were

better suited to the general rule rather than on the basis of agreement
by agreement modification He then concluded that it was unneces

sary to set out in haec verba the proposed amenmnents or to discuss

their merits or demerits

Aword about theSwedish Al1U3riomn Line case supra is appropriate
here The court s conclusion that before the Commission could dis

approve a portion of the agreement before it it must find as a fact that
the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out by Congress in
section 15 must be considered in the light ofcircumstancesof that case

Signifi antly theagreement underconsideration had been approved by
a predecessor of the Commission and operations had been conducted

under it for a good many years Thus the particular language of the
court whatever its validity as an abstract proposition becomes mean

ingful when it is applied to an already approved agroement of long
standing Thus in theSwedish American LiIne case it could be found

as a fact that the agreement either had operated to the detriment of
the commerce of the United States etc or ithad not But this cannot

mean that in passing on future agreements we must find as a fact
that the agreement really will operate to the detriment of our com

merce or really will be contrary to the public interest SucR a find
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ing is without the realm of the possible The most that can be done

in such cases is to draw upon past experience and expertise and make a

reasoned judgment or perhaps pred iction is a betterword as to the

probable future impact of the agreement This is far from findIng as

a fact that an agreement really will operate to the detriment of our

eommerce or be contrary to the public interest After a careful

analysis of the proposed modifications we find that we disagree with

the Examiner s disposition of certain of them and for the reasons set

forth below our approval herein is conditioned upon the filing of

appropriate modifications

The modifications urged fall into two general categories 1 those

which Hearing Counsel urges are necessary to clear up ambiguities in

the language of and inconsistencies within the agreements and 2

those which Hearing Counsel urges are necessary to prevent operations
underthepool from being detrimental to ourcommerce etc As to the

former these are termed drafting amendments by the respondents
They contend that draftmanship is their responsibility and even though
they admit to many instances of ambiguity or inconsistency they con

tend that the Commission is powerless to require a modification to

remove them An example of this kind of modification is the one

which would replace the term Neutral Body which appears in article

13 of the WINAC agreement with the term Control Committee
Hearing Counsel points out that the VINAC Conference agreement no

longer provides for a neutral body but the WINAC pool does provide
for a Control Committee Respondents concede the error in draft

manship and take the position that section 15 cannot be directed to

this sort of minutia and further that different agreements even though
filed by the same parties in the same trade etc need not be consistent

with each other We disagree
On several occasions our predecessors have pointed out that All

agreements should be eomplete and the language used should be so clear

as to eliminate all necessity for interpretation as to the intent of the

parties In thelllatter of Agreement No 6510 1 U S MC 775 778

2 U S M C 22 see also Beaum ornt Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines
Inc 3 F MB 556 581 Moreover To sanction two agreements under
section 15 in conflict with one another would be contr ry to the public
interest Application of Red Star Line for Oonference Membership
1 U S S B B 504 The modifications upon which we eondition our

approval and a brief discussion of our reasons for requiring them are

set out below Proposed modifications of Hearing Counsel which are

not required or otherwise specifically discussed are rejected as being
unnecessary to the approvability of the agreements under section 15
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Article 2 of the WINAC Pool and article 9 of the Marseilles Pool

provide in part
it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its

share is boundto regulate its carryings as near as possible to its share so that the

amount to be paid or to be received from the pool shall be as small as possible
In He ring Counsels view this provision is contrary to thepublic inter

est and detrimental to commerce because it binds carriers to adhere to

the negotiated share thereby deterring the growth and expansion of the

better services while perpetuating the poorer and it is completely
unnecessary to carry out the proper objectives of the pool Respond
ents simply take the position that while there may be no need for the

provision there is equally noneed for its elimination Ve will require
the deletion of these provisions They are inconsistent with respond
ent s contention that service competition is not completely eliminated

by the pools because each line is free to overcarry and pay the penalty
therefor in order to be in a better bargaining position and increase its

percentage when thepool shares are renegotiated at the end of the pool
year Our approval here is conditioned upon the removal of the objec
tionable language not upon a restatement of the intent of the parties
for the purported preservation of this modicum of competition was

considered in reaching our decision to approve the agreements Should
the parties to these two agrements now state that they intend the lines

to regulate carryings so as not to exceed their allotted shares thus

eliminaingthis vestige of competition we would have to reconsider our

decision to approve

Hearing Counsel would amend the title and the first sentence of

article 4 of the WINAC pool to reflect the fact that the article not

only excludes certain commodities from the coverage of the agree
ment but certain charges as well Respondents contend that this is
trivia and again that the Commission lacks authority to improve
drafting Ve have already answered the latter and as to the former
it is from just such trivia that future disputes over the coverage of

agreements and the parties authority thereunderarise Itis of course

in the public interest to insofar as possible prevent such future dis

putes The modification will be required 14

Article 13 of the WINAC pool eroneously refers to a Neutral

Body rather than a Controlling Committee We have already
discussed this modification and it will be required

Article 15 of the WINAC pool and article 17 of the Marseilles

pool refer to the term as per previous paragraph However the

14 Hearing Counsel would aJ so add to each agreement a provision which provides f r

the filing of all modifications to the agreements for approva under section 15 Since
the statute itself already requires this we see no need for an explicit statement of the

requirement in the agreements Respondents are presumed to know the law
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term indicated is not in the previous paragraph but the immediate

one These modifications will be required for the sake of clarity and

ease of future handling of the agreements
Article 15 of the WINAC pool article 17 of the Marseilles pool

and article 19 of the Adriatic pool all require that resolutions effect

ing changes in the membership of the respective pools shall be filed

for approval under section 15 of the Shipping Act However in each

of these agreements other articles provide that such resolutions shall

be filed with the Commission only for the information and records

of the agency It is not difficult to imagine the dispute which would

arise if this inconsistency were allowed to stand Respondents were

clear in their desire to secure our approval of amendments to all the

pools which would allow them to make so called interstitial ad

justments or changes in their agreements without the need for secur

ing prior approval under section 15 Among the interstitial changes
respondents would make without thenecessity of approval are changes
in membership Yet they were unwilling to agree to Hearing Coun
sels modification which was designed to remove an inconsistency
which could possibly defeat the very purpose they sought to achieve

Such an unyielding stand for whatever reason taken does not square
with respondents later assertionofawil lingness to cooperate in volun

tarily modifying their agreements should we informally request them
to do so which of course is the only way respondents think the modi

fications may be accomplished Here again respondents apparently
misconceive section 15 and the nature of agreements approved there
under As we have previously stated a section 15 agreement is not a

sacrosanct private arrangement with which only the parties thereto
have rights It is rather a public contract impressed with the public
interest and permitted to exist only so long as it serves that interest

Pacific Ooast European Oonfere7We 7 F MC 27 1961 The so

alled interstitial amendments are more fully discussed below and
the modifications here under discussion will be required

Hearing Counsel would modify article 12 of the Adriatic pool arti
cle 10 of the Israel pool and article 12 of the Medchi pool to provide
for the filing of the provisional accounting statements drawn up by the

secretary as well as the final statements 15 These modifications will be

required to insure the filing of the statements in aid of our responsi
bility of continuing surveillance of operations under the agreements

5 These modifications are unl1ke those proposed by Hearing Counsel to WINAC amd
Marsellles for in those agreements the requirement that the provisional statements be

filed is al ready provided for in another article therein and to adopt Hearing Counsel s

proposals would be to redundantly state the requirement twice
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Hearing Counsel would modify all five agreements so as to exclude
from their coverage all pool cargo on which open rates apply
Hearing Counsel Giting the statement of one vit ss tha pooling of
revenue on open rated cargo would be impossible says that it was

not the parties intent to include such cargo within the scope of the

agreements Respondents however state that the testimony was

purely speculative since there are at this time no open rates in effect
and that they should be allowed todeal with the problem of open rates
if and when it arises

There is nothing in the record which would preclude respondents
from pooling open rated cargo if the means for doing so could be
found However our failure to require the proposed modifications
is in no way to be construed by respondents as any form of implied
authority to fix rates under the pooling agreement when theconference
has declared them open Respondents themselves agreed to the de
letion during the hearing ofa provision which would have authorized
them to fix rates under the pooling agreements in the event of the
dissolution of the respective conferences The modification will not
be required 16

In a similar vein Hearing Counsel would modify the agreements
to provide for the automatic termination ofthe pool concurrently with
the termination of the conference within the scope of which the par
ticular pool operates Hearing Counsel states that this merely makes
it clear that the pool terminates when the rate fixing authority of the
conference ends We will not require these modifications because if
the pool members desire to apply for rate fixing authority under
their pooling agreements if and when the conference governing the
trade dissolves they should in our opinion be allowed to do so

Other proposed amendments ofHearing Counsel fall into the oper
ational category Thus Hearing Counsel would alter the mini
mum tonnage and range of ports provisions of the WINAC and
Medchi pools the minimum contribution provisions of the WINAC
Adriatic and Israel pools and the credit for calls provision of
Marseilles All of these modifications are necessary in Hearing
Counsels view to prevent operations under the agreements from

being detrimental to commerce and contrary to the public interest
We are of the opinion that Hearing Counsel has failed to muster
enough record evidence to support his proposals No detriment past
or future has been shown We will not require the modifications

18 Of a somewhat similar thrust Is Hearing Counsel s proposed deletion of references to

the Inspection Service In article 8 of the Marseilles pool Hearing Counsel points out
that the pool does not yet have an inspection service Respondents however point out
that it is in the prOCess of establishing one We will allow them to provide for this con

tingency In the agreement
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Paragraph 2 of article 17 of the Marseilles pool provides
Members who want to resign from the Pool before December 31 1966 shall

be allowed to do so giving three months notice subject however that such

Member undertakes not to take any part whatsoever in the traffic covered by

the Pool before December 31 1966

Hearing Counsel would delete thiprovision on the ground that it

unnecessarily stifles competition by conditioning withdrawal upon
cessation of all participation in the trade Respondents on the other

hand explained the provision as necessary to prevent disruption of

the trade and the pool by reaping the benefits of the trade without any

of the restrictions i posed by the pool The purpose of the provi
sion is to prevent resignations for quick profit reaped from a

trade built up by pool members In respondents view there are

only two reasons for withdrawing from the pool either the line is

withdrawing from the trade completely or it thinks it can make

more money outside the pool It is the latter which respondents seek

to prevent The Marseilles pool is due to expire on December 31

1966

The question here is whether the restriction is a reasonable exaction

from a line desiring to reap the benefits Of the pool There is no

evidence that the provision has harmed shippers or ports In this

instance we think the restriction is reasonable However should

respondents seek approval of an extension of the pool we shall have

to reconsider the impact of this provision The modification will not

be required at this time

Hearing Counsel would modify article 2 of the Israeli pool which

conditions membership in the pool upon membership in both the in

bound and outbound conferences in the trade Hearing Counsel would

condition pool membership only upon membership in the conference

governing the particular trade be it inbound or outbound There are

at present no one way operators in the trade and in our opinion the

record does not justify adoption of the modification at this time

Should such an operator enter the trade and desire to pool we will of

course examine the condition afresh

Hearing Counsel would amend article 17 of the Israeli pool and

article 19 of the Medchi pool to make it clear that resolutions extend

ing the duration of the agreements must be approved by the Commis
sion before they become effective Then dealing with other provisions
of VINAC Marseilles and Medchi respondents themselves agree that

extensions of the duration of the agreements require approyal under

section 15 before taking effect However they refused to agree to these

modifications It is clear that extensions do require approval thus

the modifications will be required
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During the course o the hearing respondents proposed to amend
each agreement by the addition of n article w4ich would allow the

parties by resolution to make so called interstitialamendments to the

pooling agreements without securing prior approval under section 15

although copies of the resolutions would be filed with the Commission
for its information and records Article 16 of vVINAC which is

typical provides
The Governing Committee acting under Article 11 hereof is authorized by res

olution carried by unanimous vote of all member lines to admit new members

to this Pool Agreement to change the percentage division of net freight among
the members as provided inArticle 2 to change the minfmum number of sailings
and calls provided in Article 3 to add to or subtract from the list of commodities

excluded from this Agreement by Article 4 to change theamount of the carrying
money or theexceptions provided by Article 5 and to change the amount of the

bank guarantee provided by Article14 It is authorized by three quarters of the

voting power present at a meeting wIth a quorum to change thenumber of days
or the amount of the fine or penalty specified in Article 8 Article 9 and in the

6thand 7thparagraphs of Article 11 The text of any resolution adopted under

this Article 16 shall promptly be filed with the Federal Maritime Commission

or any agency succeeding to its function under the Shipping Act 1916 for the

information and records of such agency

Certain of the amendments placed in issue by the order of investigation
in this proceeding provide for such things as changes in membership
changes in thecarrying money etc These have not yet been approved
and as a result certain lines have withtrawn from thepools and others

have entered them in theoretical violation opsection 15

Behind these proposed amendments is the dispute between Hearing
counsel and respondents over our authority to approve section 15

agreements retroactively or as respondents and the Examiner would

have it agreements be ring earlier effective dates Whatever no

menclature is employed Hearing Counsel the respondents and the

Examiner are all talking about the same thing the authority of the

Commission to approve an agreement for a period prior to the effec

tivedate of that approval Hearing Counsel contends that section 15
forbids such an approval 17 while respondents and the Examiner find

nothing in section 15 which prohibits it For the sake of convenience
nd to avoid all possibility of an incorrect paraphrasing we set forth

in wtenso the Examiner s resolution of this issue

There remains for consideration the qu stion as to whether the Commission
would approve theIsrael agreement filed August 2 1963 effective date August
1 1963 or the Marseilles agreement filed July 23 1964 effective July 1 1964

and a number of amendments without requiring modification so as to provide
effective dates notearlier than thedate the Commission approves them Hearing

11 This i8 Hearing Counsel s fourth Mld final exception to the Initial Decision
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Counsel contend 1 that as a matter of law tJhe Commission CQlnnot approve

these agreements as they standand 2 that as a matter of discretion the Com

mission should not approve them as they stand In both contentions Hearing

Counsel isincorrect

The Commission s authority and all limitation thereon must be found in section

15 of the Act Section 15 does notexpressly or by implication forbid the Com
mission to approve an agreement use it bears a past effective date Such

an agreement may be disapproved by theCommission if but only if the Commis
sion finds that it violates one of thestandardsset out in section 15 either because

it bears a past effective date or because of something else Section 15 by saying
that the Commission shall disapprove agreements found to violate its

standards
but shall approve all other agreements instructs the Commission to approve

such other agreements regardless of what effective dates they bear

Itmay be stressed again that section 15 is unambiguous Even if it could be

considered ambiguous the Commission and its predecessor theFederal Maritime

Board have for more than ten years considered that it authorized approval of

agreements bearing effective dates prior to approval dates and hl1ve approved
such agreements This consistent administrative construction of section 15

is well known in the trade and respondents had a right to rely uPon it Such
long continued administrative construction of a statute is given great weight

by reviewing courts and has almost theeffect of law 18 Nevertheless the Com
mission if convinced that it had in this particular been violating the law since

the Commission was created would not hesitate to reverse its predecessor
and itself Itis not so convinced

Section 15 contains no prohibition against retroactive approval and even

if such prohibition existed elsewhere as it does not that Would not bar ap

proval in this case because approval of agreements bearing effective dates prior

to their approval dates is not retroactive It d6es not purport to authorize

legalize validate or exempt from the operation of the antitrust laws in the

past any agreement or action for this it cannot do in the face of the specifiC
provisi ons of section 15 that any agreement not approved shall be unlaw

ful that before approval it shall be unlawful to carry out such an

agreement and that only agreements lawful under this section shall be ex

cepted from the provisions of theantitrust laws As authorized it does all these

things for the future and qnly for the future Hearing Counsel s contenti on

that by approving such antedated agreements in the past the Commission ap

proved unlawful conduct after it transpired and thereby nullified violati ons

of theAct and the antitrust laws and Would again do these things by approving
here is unsupportable

Hearing Counsel concedes that the economic consequences of the Marseilles

Pool have already occurred and all that remains to be done is the settle

ment of accounts Those consequences may neither be done or undone by Com

mission approval disapproval or modification of the agreement emphasis sup

plied The same may be said of the Israel agreement It follows that all
that would be accomplished by refusing to approve except upon conditi on that

the effective dates be changed to the approval date Would be frustration of

18 Less than 100 days ago it was pointed out in Aktiebolaget quoted above that

Where the disapproval follows a history of prior approvals as here we think
that the findfng should be scrutinizedJby a reviewing court with greater care slip
opinion p 5 footnote 5
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equitable division of pool revenues a pointless punishment in favor of which
nothinghas been or can be said

No more has been or can be said against approval of the antedated amend
ments see exhibits 7 11 12 13 than has been said against approval of Mar
seilles and IsraeZ and this is stated on page 65 of Hearing Counsels brief to
be that section 15 tlatly precludes such approval As this contention which
disclaims any argument that these amendments violate any of the four section
15 standards and there exists no evidence to support a finding that either the
agreements or any of theamendments do in fact violate any of these standards
is incorrect as a matter of law the amendments as well as the IsraeZ and Mar
seiZZes pooling agreements should and will be approved AktieboZaget and pages
34 8Upra

Situations may conceivably arise in which the approval of an agreement
bearing an effective date in the past is shown to result in damage to some

body This has not been shown here because it could not be shown The one

thing Hearing Counsel seeks to preventdistribution of pool revenuewill

damage nobody and indeed it would be inequitable to prevent it under the cir
cumstances of this case The pooling agreements cannot be held contrary to

the pUblic interest because 8Ubjeat to theOommi88ioner 8 approvaZ they author
ize distribution to be effected after BUCh approvaZ Not even the act to be per
formed by theconference as distinguiShed from theCommission s act in approv

ing ie the division of pool revenue based on sailings made in the past can

be considered objectionably retroactive for the measurement of present pay
ments by past events as in tax statutes has many times come before the

courts and been approved
The mOst there is to be said for Hearing Counsel s position is that it sug

gests that a rule with respect to the dates of pooling agreements might be de
sirable as a matter of poZicy and could be considered ina rulemaking proceeding
in which all interested parties could thrashout thepros and cons Cf Haamam

Ba0t 8upra page 13

We disagree with this resolution of the issue

Section 15 actually renders unapproved agreements unlawful in two
situations First section 15 requires that agreements when reached
must be immediately filed with the Commission Thus an agree
ment which is made butnot filed for approval is unlawful even though
no action is taken by the parties under it Vnapp1lOVed Section 16

Agreement8 NorthAtlantic Spani8h Trade 7 F MC 337 Secondly
section 15 makes it unlawful to carry out in whole or in part directly
or indirectly an unapproved gree ent Thus where as here an

agreement has been filed and is pending approval it is only unlawful
for the parties to carry out the agreement the agreement itself is not
unlawful All the parties and the Examiner agree that the Commis
sion may not approve an agreement in such a way as to render lawfuI
that which the statute explicitly declares unlawfQl and therefore the
Commission may not approve an agreement so as to validate conduct
underthe agreement prior to its approval But while respondents and
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the Examiner agree to this they disclaim this effect as a result of the

approval of the agreements here Th basic contention is that approval
of the agreements with their present earlier effective dates is not offen

sively retroactive because it simply allows the parties to the pool to

measure their future conduct distribution of pool revenues by past
events the percentages previously agreed upon But if respondents
are correct there is no need whatsoever for approval back to the earlier

effective date For hy their own reasoning they have done nothing in

the past which requires our approval and theonly carrying out to be

approved the distribution of revenue willtake place in the future and

subsequent to our approval Respondents never successfully resolve

this dilemma nor in our opinion can they The settling ofaccounts or

the distribution of revenue under the pool is but theculmination or final

act in the total carrying out of a pooling agreement Prior to this the

parties agree to percentages minimum sailings and port call require
ments fix bank guarantees and amounts of penalties and carrying
money and agree to various other features of the pool A pool secre

tary is appointed the lines submit their manifeststo him and he draws

up pool statements and issues debits and credits and presumably the

parties meet and discuss pool matters It defies credibility to then

assume thatafter establishing thiselaborate plan for thecurtailment of

competition that the individual lines continue their operations in the

precise manner they were conducted prior to agreement particularly
when as here operations wereconducted underthe assumption that our

approval will allow them to distribute revenue on the basis of opera
tions begun immediately The record in this proceeding is filled with

evidence that this is not in fact the case Inevery trade here involved

the witnesses noted improvement due either to approval already
granted or more importantly to approval assumed to be forthcoming
The improvement cited is the return of rates upward from their previ
ously depressed levels and the reduction of port calls andturnaround

time But it is contended that this improvement consisted of the

elimination of malpractices and thus could not be found detrimental

to commerce or contrary to the public interest under section 15 and

thus under the Sweduh American Line case supra it is not grounds
for disapproval

Section 15 does not distinguish in anyway between conduct under an

agreement which is beneficial to commerce and conduct which is detri
mental to commerceit prohibits all conduct prior to approval of an

agreement The reason for this is eminently sound For to adopt the

ther philosophy would place the Commission in the impossible posi
tion of disapproving conduct which has already occurred and which
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may have worked irreparableharm to shippers other carriers or ports
Respondents themSelves seem to admit that retroactive approval of
rate fixing agreements would not be lawful under the statute hQwever
the reasonable and consistent result of their argument dictates that

they could be approved if it could later be shown that the agreement
was beneficial to ourcommerce We think it clear that Congress never

envisioned such a result The granting ofan exemption from the anti

trust laws on condition that the anticompetitive combinations be

brought under government contrql could not contemplate an erJJ post
facto control which from the standpoint of effectiveness is no control
at all On thebasis ofthe foregoing weconclude that section 15 clearly
prohibits approval of an agrement or any modification or extension
thereof which bears an effective date earlier than the date of our

approval
Respondents however offer a series of practical difficulties which

they contend will flow from a construction of section 15 which pre
cludes retroactive approval of pools It will they contend be well

nigh impossible to form an effective pool if its operative effect is tobe

from some indeterminate date in the distant future because the incen
tive to malpractice continues until approval Additionally respond
ents point out that certain lines have withdrawn from and others

have joined the various pools and that the amendments effecting these

changes have not yet received approval thus these lines are operating
in technical violation ofthe Act As to the former our own experi
ence has been that at least part ofthe delay has been attributable to the
failure of parties to section 15 agreements to accompany their filings
with any information or data eXplaining the purpose of the agreement
and the circumstances existing in the particular trade which warrant

its approval And in some instances when this information is infor

mally requested it is refused thus necessitating resort to formal process
As to the problem ofgetting quick approval for changes in member

ship and other interstitial amendments that has been rendered mootby
our action below on the proposed amendments dealing with intersti
tialchanges

We consider these propooed amendments lawful under section 15
It has long been recognized that very agreement within the literal

meaning ofsection 15 is not of necessity required to be filed for Com
mission approval and that some actions may be viewed as routine
Section 15 Inquiry 1 D S S B 121 125 1927 It is not necessary
here to set out seriatim those matters which have been found routine
and those which have not The relevant test is whether or not the

agreement as filed sets out in adequate detail the procedures to be
9 F M C
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followed under it Joint Agree11U3nt Between Member Lines of the

Far East Oonference and Member Lines of the Pacific Westbound

oonferenee Docket 872 decided July 28 1965 The matters covered

by the proposed amendments do not result in new anticom

petitive procedures or devices The filing requirement coupled
with our responsibility for continued scrutiny of operations
under the agreement should afford adequate protection against excesses

or abuses The modifications will be approved
There remain only a number of modifications urged by Hearing

Counsel as necessary to prevent approval of the agreements under

consideration retroactively While Hearing Counsel contends that we

are without power to approve these agreements so long as they bear

their present earlier effective dates he recognizes that this construction
of section 15 overrules at least a decade of consistent administrative

interpretation the other way It is evident that respondents relied on

this interpretation in filing their agreements The question is whether

it would be equitable to hold respondents liable for activity done in

reliance upon this prior construction of section 15 We think not

Nor would withholding our approval in this instance serve any regu

latory purpose under the Shipping Act The situation we find our

selves in here is somewhat akin to that of the National Labor Relations

Board when it reversed its long standing refusal to assert jurisdiction
over the building and construction industry When the assertion of

jurisdiction was made retroactively the court said

The inequity of such an impact of retroactive policy making upon a respondent
innocent of any conscious violation of the act and who was unable to know

when it acted that itwas guilty of any conduct of which theBoard would take

cognizance is manifest Itis thesort of thing the law abhors NLRB v Guy F

Atkinson 00 195 F 2d 141 9thCir 1952

Because of the circumstances present here we will approve the agree
ments bearing their earlier effective dates but we wish to stress that

future agreements filed with the Commission will not receive such

approval This action renders oot all but two of Hearing Counsels

proposed modifications dealing with retroactivity ie the deletion of

the phrase effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such

unanimous consent from article 15 of theWINAC pool and article 19

of the Adriatic pool which articles deal inter alia with extensions of

the duration of the pools We will require these amendments lest t

there be some confusion in the future over respondents right under

the language in question to extend a pool with a retroactive effective

date

The agreements as they were considered and approved by the Ex

aminer were t ose appearing in exhibit 93 of the record in this pro
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ceeding During the hearing a succession of amendments wereagreed
to by the parties and approved by the Examiner However due to an

oversight these amendments were not included in the agreements as

they appeared in exhibit 93 Respondents submitted revised pages to
the agreements incorporating the amendments The revised pages
have been inserted in exhibit 93 and are now part of the record The
Examiner s approval of these amendments with which we agree is set
forth below

1 Paragraph 1 of article 6 of theWINAC agreement to be amended by deleting
language which respondents concede would set up an improvised rate

making conference without some of theterms required by section 15 of the

Act and without having all of thenecessary terms of that agreement spelled
out Hearing Oounsels Brief 8 Respondents Answering Brief
3536

2 Article 10 of the WINAC agreement to be amended so as to require that

minutes and pool statements shall be filed promptly Hearing Counsel s

Brief page 92 Respondents AnsweringBrief page 37
3 The last paragraph of article 13 of the Medchi agreement to be deleted and

thefollowing substituted

The secretary shall submit immediately to the Federal Maritime Com

mission full and complete reports including all material facts relating
thereto of all complaints disputes and matter presented to and aU

actions taken by the parties andor thearbitrators
AWl records of th pool and that of the allbitrators with respect to the

provisions on theabove requirements shall be available for inspection by
the Commission or its representatives Nothing contained inthis agree
ment shall interfere with the rights of the parties hereto under theShip
ping Act 1916 as amended or the jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime

Commission undersaid Act
Thelast paragraph of article 13 presently provides

At the termination of each pool periol a report glvmg a general
description of every complaint or other matter dispOSed of during such

pool periol by thearbitrators pursuant to this article shall be promptly
furnished the governmental agency charged with theadministration of
section 15of theShipping Act 1916

The substitute language is taken from article 13 of the WlNiAC agreement
and as Hearing Counsel demonstrates it is obviously preferable from a

regulatory angle Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 100101 Respondents
Answering Brief page 40

4 Article 13 of the Adriatic agreement to be amended identically with the
amendment to article 13 of theMedchi agreement see 3 above and for

the same reasons Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 104105 Respondents
Answering Brief page 41

5 Paragraph 3 of article 2 of theIsrael agreement to be eliminated Hearing
Counsel s Brief pages 107 108 Respondents Answering Brief page 42

6 Article 11 of the Israel agreement to be amended identically withtheamend
mente to article 13 of theWINAC agreement and article 13 of the Adriatic
agreement see 3 and 4 above and for the same reason Hearing
Counsel s Brief page 112 Respondents Answering Brief page 43
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7 The last two sentences of paragraph 1 article 8 of the Marseilles agreement
to be deleted This is inline with the agreed amendment to article 6 of the

WINAC agreement indicated in 1 ab9ve Hearing Counsel s Brief pages

117 89 Respondents Answering Brief pages 46 3536

8 Articles 11 and 12 of the Marseilles agreement to be amended in line with

article 10 of theWINAC agreement see 2 above and for thesame reason

Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 120 92 Respondents Answering Brief

pages46 37
9 Article 15 of theMarseilles agreement to be amended inline with article 13

of theMedchi agreement and article 13 of the WINAC agreement see 3

above and for the same reasons Hearing counsel s Brief pages 121 100

Respondents Answering Brief pages46 40

For the foregoing reasons and if they are modified to conform with

our decision herein wewill approve the agreements An appropriate
order specifying the required modifications and conditioning our

approval thereon willbe issued

COMMISSIONER JOHN S P ATlERSON concurring and dissenting
I concur that Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361

together with amendments or modificaJtions by respondents of Agree
ments Nos 86803 86804 86805 90202 9020 3 90204 90205

and 90601 referred to in our Orders served December 16 1964

March 11 1965 April 2 1965 and May 28 1965 in Docket No 1212

titled Mediterranean Pools Investigation Discontinuance of Dock

ets 1169 and 1178 should be approved but dissent from requiring
modifications by the Commission as a condition of approval and from

the decision that the aforesaid agreements may be approved as lawful

from their effective dates instead of from the date of our approval
A As the preceding report has noted we have before us exceptions

to an Examiner s initial decision approving pursuant to section 15 of

the Shipping Act 1916 as amended Act pooling agreements filed

by respondent common carriers by water in foreign commerce as de

fined in the first section of the Act as follofs
1 Thirteen common carriers in trade between the West Coast

of Italy Sicily and Adriatic ports and United States North Atlantic

ports westbound service Agreement No 8680 and amendments 1

through 6 exhibit No 11

2 Eight common carriers in the trade between Mediterranean

and U S Great Lakes ports westbound service Agreement No 9020

and amendments 1 through 7 exhibit No 12

3 Two common carriers in the trade between Adriatic and U S
North American ports westbound service Agreement No 9060 and

amendments Ithrough 3 exhibit No 13
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4 Two common carriers in the trade between Israel and U S

ports both westbound and eastbound service Agreement No 9233

no amendments exhibit No 14

5 Seven common carriers in thetrade between Marseilles France

and U S North Atlantic ports westbound service Agreement No

9361 no amendments exhibit No 15 Each agreement and its

amendments are herein referred to as an agreement
B Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclu

sions are as follows

1 Each of the five agreements listed above should be approved
without requiring modifications not heretofore accepted by the

resp mdents

2 The Commission s approval should apply from the date of

the order of approval and should not relate to obligations or acts be

fore thedate ofour order

3 The Commission should expressly rule on all exceptions
presented

C lly conclusions in 1 and 2 above result from the following
proposed rulings on the four exceptions made herein

1 The exception that the Examiner erred in approving the sub

ject pooling agreements on the grounds that there was no evidence

weighing against such approval should be sustained

2 The exception that the Examiner erred in rejecting every pro

posed finding of fact offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that

the facts were irrelevant or unsupported should be sustained

3 The exception that the Examiner erred in failing to require
that all the agreements be modified as urged by Hearing Counsel

should be overruled
4 The exceptions that the Examiner erred in approving Agree

ment No 9233 and Agreement No 9361 items A4 and A 5 retro

actively and erred in approving various new amendments to the pre

viously approved Agreement No 8680 Agreement No 9020 and

Agreement No 9060 retroactively items A 1 A 2 andA 3 shouldbe

sustained

As regards my con lusions and proposed rulings the reasons in sup

port of them and of my decision are adv lnced as follows

1 A majority of the Commissioners reasons that the pools here

under consideration eliminate competition and are prima facie con

trary to the public interest in the sense that the burden of proving
otherwise is on respondents but these agreements are also in further

ance of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act in that the com

petition to be eliminated by the agreements is destructive and wasteful
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and in itself tends to work hardship on shippers through discrimina

tory rebates and the creation of rate instability These statements

are preceded by a description of prior agency decisions on these

subjects and of conditions thought to exist

My reasoning begins from another starting point namely that the

record proved after inspection ofevidence that the agreements either

have caused or will provide an incentive to make fewer calls at fewer

ports i e provide less service at higher freight rates than prevailed
beforethe agreements existed 19 As a matter of fact these consequences

were partof the acknowledged purposesof the agreements Itwasnot

proven however that service diminished and rates increased in two of

the five trading areas covered by the agreements but the evidence of

such conditions in three of the five areas coupled with expert opinion
regarding possibilities elsewhere and the agreement provisions au

thorizing service changes permits the conclusion that the conditions

may be realized Such evidence contradicts what theExaminer stated

and there is plenty of evidence warranting consideration against ap

proval The evidence supporting disapproval was responsive to the

initiating order therefore the evidence was relevant and required for

a rational determination of the issues created by the order For these

reasons the first exception should be sustained
2 Higher rates and less service without more are detrimental to

commerce and contrary to the public interest because increased costs

and diminished profitability to shippers tend to occur and inhibit the

maximum international exchange of goods in foreign commerce If

we stop at this point disapproval would be required The record

proved a great deal more however

Itwasproven
a The diminished service has not gone below the needs of shippers

and American consignees The diminished service provides more

efficient service for shippers and is less wasteful for carriers

b The agreements ended a threat of competition so severe as to

imperil the ability of competing carriers to provide any service from

the Italian and Marseilles areas to the United States

19 WINAC service exhibits 6 11 rates exhibit 45 Medchi service exhibits 12 25

39 rates no exhibits Adr1atic service exhibits 1 3 40 87 tonnage in relation t

calls shows good service rates no exhibits See West Coast of Italy North America

Conference tariff in FMC files Israel service exhibit 88 schedule B Tr 784 The

only two carriers are each subsidized or financed by governments and service is governed
by political geographical and economic factors not related to competition No change
of service before anell after pool Rates record refers to threatened ability t start a rate

Wlllr Exhibit 88 schedule A telex 3 2 63 rewison to DeSmedt Tr 7516 781 782 8115
No record agreement led to increases See exhibit 46 Marseilles service no exhibits
rates exhibit 47 wine and ahntlinum only
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c The tariff rates were not the effective rates because of actual

or threatened mralpraotices until the agreements came into effect

Thereafter the incentives for malpractices were removed and shippers
could trust the integrity ofposted rates The rates were made and the

practices existed in foreign countries not otherwise controllable from
the United States

d The agreements remove the incentives for service competition in

xcess of needs of ports causing the carriers wasteful costs in com

mercewith theUnited States
e There is an excess of carrier capacity over shipper demand west

bound compared to eastbound A lesser demand for capacity causes

an incentive to lower rates below economic levels to capture west

bound cargoes The agreements provide an incentive to maintain
fixed rate levels

All the 31bove factors were not proven as to all five areas nor any
factor as to any area to the same degree but were shown to exist to

some extent or potentially
The above factors offset and outweigh the detriment to commerce

and contrariety with public interest established by other evidence not

by presumption Increased costs and diminished profitability are

restraints on private commerce which have to be considered in a con

text ofmany other economic factors The result of the equation using
detrimental or contrary factors offset by substantiated economic bene
fits is an evaluation requiring approval of the agreements under
section 15

All the above factors on both sides were developed from the record
evidence and were summarized in proposed findings offered by Hear

ing CounseL They were substantiated by similar proposed findings
by respondents The findings were supported by evidence necessary
to the validity of arguments as to offsetting economic factors and
relevant to the Order of Investigatiun The Examiner was mistaken
in rejecting the proposed findings therefore the second exception
shouldbe sustained

3 Hearing Counsel asked that 19 subjects be covered by modifi
cations before approval of the agreements Some modifications of

agreements Yere agreed to by respondents and adopted by the Ex
aminer Ihave no disagreement as to approval of agreed to modifi
cations The third exception asserts the E aminer failed to rule

properly on the remaining modifications J would overrule the third

exception and approve the respondents agreements without requested
modifications dealing with the following subjects covered by the

designated agreements
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1 Objection is made to an obligation to limit carryings The

carrier whose carryings are in excess of its share is bound to regu

late its carryings as near as possible to its share No 8680

art 2 and No 9361 art 9 This obligation deters growth and

expansion of better services and perpetuates poor service To the
extent of a need to restrict overcarriage the penalties provide the

remedy A carrier should however be allowed to pay the penalties
if there is an advantage to do so and to expand service The un

modified agreement would normally be held a detriment to commerce

In oral argument it was stated the agreement had been translated
from Italian into English and in briefs the legal term bound was

said to have limited application or to be qualified to as near as

possibleand consistently with a carrier s own purpose and plans
Iassume we are dealing with honorable people and when they amplify
these terms to state the true meaning to be in effect that each carrier

will not be precluded from improving service taking more shipments
and paying penalties this interpretation and action will be put into

effect No breach ofcontract in addition to penalties will be asserted

The implications of the inconsistent penalty and other provisions will

be honored and there is no need to modify the language to eliminate

the obligation If we should ever find out such an interpretation is

1l0t being observed a far more serious situation will be presented
but there is no need to assume such actions

2 Objection is ma4e to a minimum tonnage provision at ports

Departures from other than specified ports are credited to designated
ports provided a minimum of 300 tons of weight cargo has been

loaded at the designated ports in the case of one agreement Other

specified places and minimums apply to the other agreement No

8680 art 3 and No 9020 art 9 The purpose of such customarily
used restrictions is to prevent competition from forcing uneconomic

calls on carriers Inmost cases the minor ports are located near major
ports and carrier service is provided to the area in any event The

limit alsopromotes regular service Modification is not required
3 Aprovision would be added to allow carriers to obtain credit

for outport departures from ports other than Naples No 8680 art 3

and No 9020 art 9 Testimony showed no port other than Naples
loaded cargo in the specified trade range We ought not to rewrite

agreements to develop unproven trade possibilities in foreign coun

tries nor should we compel once the principle of a pooling agreement
is accepted the uneconomic diversification of service A pooling
agreement purports to provide minimum adequate and regular service

to achieve greater efficiency There is no doubt there may be less
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service under a pooling agreement and the public at eliminated ports
loses direct service but this is thought to be necessary to achieve the
dominant consideration ofgreater economy and efficiency of ship oper
ation without sacrificing service to an entire area

4 Objection is made to a reference to exclusion of certain

charges in a section title and in an introductory sentence The text
of the obligating provision covers the subject adequately and the

proposed references merely serve to improve the drafting No 8680
art 4

5 A provision would be added to cover the subject of open
rated commodities i e commodities on which freight rates are fixed

by each carrier rather than by the conference Open rated cargo does
not have to be expressly excluded from the agreements obligations

Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361 The difficulties ofadminister

ing agreement provisions in such an eventuality are speculative and
do not now exist Ifcarriers use the absence of any obligation on the

subject together with existing provisions to distribute losses during
a rate war or to operate collectively as a fighting ship forbidden by
section 14 of the Act other facts and issues not now foreseeable will
arise which may be dealt with later

6 Objection is made to an obligation to make a minimum pool
contribution measured per 1 000 kilos carried regardless of rate basis
The purpose of the minimum contribution is to ensure that no member
carries cargo without pool accounting because the rate is less than the

handling charge and to avoid any effort by low cost lines to force a rate
down to the average handling costs or below The required minimum
contribution provides a cushion over 1961 handling costs to discourage
noncompensatory rates The purpose is legitimate and no modifica
tion should be required No 8680 art 5 No 9060 art 5 No 9233
art 5

7 A provision would be added to terminate the agreements
when conference rate fixing authority ends There is no doubt there
can be no rate fixing authority without express approval under section
15 but it does not follow that failure expressly to provide for termina
tion of the agreements when they become unworkable for lack of con

ference rates violates the tests of section 15 Agreements Nos 8680
9020 9060 9233 and 9361

8 Aprovision would be added to compel submission to theCom
mission of quarterly statements in addition to annual statements If
the Commission requires information it may be requested pursuant to
section 21 of the Act or required by rules applicable to all equally but
not compulsorily by creating obligations intruded into private con
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tracts The absence of the quarterly information obligation from the

agreements violates no section 15 standard No 8680 art 9 and No

9361 art 11

9 Objection is made to the reference to Neutral Body instead

of Controlling Committee because there is no Neutral Body pro
vision in the related conference agreement Respondents have con

ceded the error but challenged the authority to require modification

under section 15 Agreements should tell the truth and variances

creating false information ought to be eliminated regardless of au

thority to compel accuracy although public interest would be served

by greater accuracy Nevertheless respondents statement that the

parties can be trusted to modify clear up the agreement without

Commission action is acceptable No 8680 art 13 and No 9361

10 Objection is made to an erroneous reference to a term as per

previous paragraph instead of the immediate one Here too inac

curacy may be contrary to the public interest but the commitment to

correct is acceptable No 8680 art 15 No 9361 art 17

11 Modification would be required to reflect the consensus that

advance properly provided for changes ill membership obligations
require no further approval under section 1 Respondents agree but

challenge authority to compel the modification Respondents as

sumption of responsibility which is taken to be an honorable assump
tion of 11 duty to modify is acceptable No 8680 art 15 No 9060 art

19 and No 9361 art 17 In my opinion withdrawal and addition
of signatories to an agreement is not routine or interstitial and a duty
to file existsby virtue of section 15 regardless of any contract obliga
tion to the contrary

12 Objection is made to certain terms covering effective periods
of agreement In addition to the issue of whether agreements may be

performed before Commission approval the issue is made that agree
ments to ibe performed in the future may include phrases which make
the agreement effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such
unanimous consent No 8680 art 15 No 9060 art 15 or valid for

the period August 1 1963 through a specified date No 9233 art

17 or effective as from a specified prior time to a specified date

No 9361 art 17 all meaning that agreements may be performed
before approval dates The conclusions herein as to the invalidity of

any retroactive effect of Commission approval eliminate a need to re

quire modification because the provisions may not legallybeperformed
by the carriers no matter what terms are used The proposed lan

guag may not confer authority to disregard the law A retroactive

amendment of the annual extension provision by any vote would
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equally violate the prohibitions of section 15 I would agree that
amendment of the duration provision of agreements requires express
Commission approval but no modification of these agreements is
required

13 A provision would be added compelling modifications to

be filed with the Commission All agreements described in section
15 including modifications are required by law to be filed The com

pulsion of section 15 of the Act is all that is needed Compelling an

additional contract dbligation to do what the law requires is an un

authorized intrusion into carriers private contracting rights no

opinion is expressed here to what may be interstitial or routine as

distinguished from modifications requiring filing Nos 8680 9020
9060 9233 and 9361

14 Objection is made to provisions for setting aside money to

pay for an inspection service if one is established by the conference
No 9361 art 8 Questions are raised as to the wisdom or policy

of the provisions but detriments to commerce and the offense to the
other tests of section 15 are not shown The facts as to the inspection
service have not materialized to a point where any showing can Ibe
made The details have yet to be embodied in contract obligations
When the administering provisions are negotiated and subscribed to

there will be time enough to review the future filed agreement
15 Objection is made to a provision authorizing a committee to

gi ve credit i e waive penalties for a discharging call at ultimate port
of destination on request in special circumstances not described No
9361 art 10 It is not shown how the lack of standards for waiving
penalties or possible conflict with another article art 18 are dis

criminatory detrimental to commerce or otherwise in violation of
section 15 standards

16 Objection is made to a provision obligating a resigning car

rier not to take any part in the traffic covered hy the pool before
December 31 1966 but if the pool is disbanded before then prior re

signing lines shall not be precluded from serving No 9361 art 17
The object is to prohibit carriers from receiving thehenefits ofa stabi
lized trade without contributing to the condition and without accepting
any of the restraints The provision unquestionably stifles competi
tion but is one of the sacrifices for other benefits and therefore is not
an undue restraint of otherwise contrary to section 15 tests There
i not enough testimony to establish whether the penalty on the re

SIgner IS excesSIve

17 Carriers should be compelled to file with the Commission

provisional statements and divisions of accounts in addition to annual
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statements No 9020 art 12 No 9060 art 12 No 9233 art 10 For

the reasons given above under item 8 the agreement need not be

modified

18 Objection is made to the provision which denies carriers

freedom to enter into a pooling arrangement eastbound if they do not

desire to have one westbound or vice versa No 9233 art 2 and any
member of the eastbound orwestbound conferences in this trade should

have the right to become obligat d with respect to operations in one

direction only At the moment there are only two parties to this

agreement each to some extent government supported by the nations

at either end of the trading route the United States and Israel There

has been no other operator for the last 5 years and no new operations
appear contemplated as far as this record shows The present agree
ment has the unanimous support this type agreement requires for

success If any new carrier later chooses to become a party on the
terms of a one way participation and shows on facts developed at that
time that refusal to allow one way participation would violate the Act
the issue of one way versus two way participation rights may be ad

judicated The agreement before us on the present facts should not

be disapproved for lack of obligations dependent on abstract or

presently nonexisting factors

19 Modification of the termination or extension provisions by
requiring that new agreements on such subjects be filed with the Com

mission is requested No 9020 art 19 No 9233 art 17 For the
reasons given in items 7 and 13 above the modification is not

necessary to approval
For the reasons given in items 1 through 19 modifications

should not be required and the third exception that the Examiner

erred in failing to require all the modifications as urged by Hearing
Counsel should be overruled

4 One of the issues ordered in this proceeding is whether any
provisions of the agreements may be approved for any period of time

prior to such approval or can be made applicable to any period of time

prior to such approval pp 89 item 15 Order served December 16
1964 The Examiner decided after stating his reasons in favor of

pproval of antedated agreements the amendments of

Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 as well as the Israel Agreement
No 9233 and Marseilles Agreement No 9361 pooling agreements
should and will be approved The Examiner made retroactive ap
proval contingent on factual findings supporting or not supporting
detriments to commerce discrimination etc under section 15 My
colleagues by a majority say they disagree with this resolution of
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the issue and decide a where an agreement is pending
approval the agreement itself is not unlawrul but may not be

approved so as to validate conduct prior to its approval and

b to approve the agreements bearing their earlier effective dates

The results between a and h above conflict If the agreement is

approved the conduct is validated The distinction made between the

agreement itself and conduct under the agreement is conceptual
and has no practical basis When parties create obligations to do
certain things and to change power relations between them by agree
ment as or a certain date they do not engage in frivolous activity but

undertake serious responsibilities having practical effects It is im

possible to approve agreements bearing earlier effective dates without

also approving the parties conduct ror the period between the effective

date and the date of approval We are dealing with realities not

abstractions For the purpose ofmy reasoning there is no difference

between the words or agreement and the obligation to alter conduct

immediately after the effective date Agreements may be entered into

and be dated any time the parties choose but the effective date or

obligations to alter conduct may not be until the moment or the

Commission s order or approval and language does not change the

situation

Having concluded that my colleagues reasoning is on shirting sands

the next question is to decide why the date or the Commission s order

establishes the beginning or lawrulness ror all or the agreements berore

us The resolution or this question applies to hoth the amendments

and the agreements to be approved ror the first time It is decided

both law and policy require the above conclusion and section 15 may
not be qualified by equitable considerations

The other Commissioners hold that an interpretation or section 15

which overrules at least a decade or consistent administrative inter

pretation the other way would not be equitable and they say that

because or the circumstances present here we will approve the agree
ments bearing their earlier effective dates The reSult accom

plished must be that it is lawrul to carry out the agreements between

the effective date stated in the agreements and the date or the approv

ing order The effective date or the agreemenlts may be before the date

or the order Isee at least two objections to reasoning in support of

this result First the statute forbids the result by its terms and

second there is nothing equitable about the result

The applicable language ofsection 15 is as follows

Any agreement and any modification or cancellation or any agree
ment not approved or disapproved by the Commission shall beunlaw
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ful and agreements modifications and cancellakions shall be lawfuI

only when and as long as approved by the Commission before ap
proval or after disapproval it shall be unlawful to carry out in whole or

in part directly or indirectly any such agreement modification or

cancellation there follows nonapplicable provisions relative to
tariffs covered by section 18 b

The statute makes unlawful agreements not approved and makes

agreements lawful only when and as long as approved The when
and as long as language marks out the beginning and duration of
lawfulness ofall agreements whether filedor not that might otherwise
be unlawful because in violation of the Act of July 2 1890 An Act

to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monop
olies as amended and sections 73 through 77 of the Act approved
August 27 1894 as amended 15 U S C 1 11 and excepts the agree
ments frora the provisions of these laws generally regarded as the

granting of an exemption from the antitrust laws as the preceding
report states Unapproved agreemeruts are not only unlawful but
before approval it is unlawful to carry out i e perform any agree
ment in whole Or in part directly or indirectly Therefore before

the date of the Commission s order of approval and right up to the

moment of approval both theagreements and the performance thereof
are unlawful no matter what date or dates may he in the agree ents

The sole and only significant date is the date on our order which con

cludes adjudication under section 15 This interpretation is consistent
with the policy of the law which is to protect the public from the con

sequences of potentially anticompetitive activity until after the Com
mission has reviewed theprovisions of filed agreements andon the basis

of its analysis has concluded that the activity will not result in dis

crimination or detriments to commerce and will meet the tests of sec

tion 15 in spite of any anticompetitive effect There is no need to

assume anyone is going to be prosecuted for an unlawful agreement
between the date of filing and the date of approval and speculations
about a gap in the law ought to remain theoretical as long as no one

performs the agreement during this period As far as this reasoning is

concerned it does not matter whether respondents take out any effec

tive date language or not because the requirements of law are going
to be the same with or without the offending language The reasoning
ofmy colleagues report seems to agree when they state section 15 pro
hibits all conduct prior to approval of an agreement and Congress
never intended retroactive approval but the full meaning is

extracted only by examining the consequences to which the rhetoric

leads in action or by considering its full effect When they stat
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further after saying it would notbe equitable Because of the circum
stances here we will approve the agreements bearing their earlier

effective dates Ican only conclude that both the agreement and per
formance thereof before the date of our order is approved and the
consequences and effect of their decision are identical with the Exam
iner s resolution of the issue that the agreement and the actions
before the date of our order are lawful and section 15 has not been

violated The inconsistency is not removed by stressing that future

agreements filed with the Commission will not receive such approval
On the contrary the error becomes conviction by the prejudgment of

future adjudications or the announcement of a rule of future conduct
without going through rulemaking procedures prescribed by section 4
of the Administrative Procedure Act whichever is intended by the
decision

Idissent from reasoning which reaches one result by a correct in

terpretation of the law and the conclusion that puts the opposite
result into effect and that provides one decision for these respondents
and anotherfor everyone else

My reasoning on the equitable issue is that that 1 a balancing
of interests between respondents and the public will show there is

no equity in favor of respondents and 2 equity is served by making
respondents assume the consequences of their own interpretation of

the law

The quality ofbeing equitable is discovered after balancing oppos

ing advantages and disadvantages My colleagues refer only to the

disadvantages of holding respondents liable for activity done in

reliance on a prior construction of section 15 as though only dis

advantage to respondents is involved We should balance against
holding respondents liable the consequences to the public of not hold

ing respondents liable By not holding respondents liable the public
is deprived of protection from otherwise prohibited activities during
the period before approval From the effective date of agreements
obligations are created and actions follow For example 1 the
commodities moving in foreign commerce which are subject of the

agreement and thus affected by the tendency to higher rates are desig
nated 2 accounting and other pertinent information of the other
wise competing pool members is made available to the pool
administrator for the purpose of making decisions as to how much
each has earned is to he divided among them in accordance with the

percentages agreed upon 3 the minimum number of cargo loading
and discharging calls at assigned ports is specified affecting competi
tive service at such POrts 4 percentages of undercarriage and
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overcarriage are agreed upon for the purpose of measuring payments
among lines and tonnage limitations are observed 5 faithful per
formance guarantee money administrative expense money is fixed

and deposited subject to disbursement by the pool administrator 6

amounts allowed carriers as carrying money before credits to acom

mon fund i e percentages of gross manifested freight charges to

cover certain fixed expenses and 7 the carriers in the trade who

are to be included and excluded from the agreement are selected by
negotiation In short pool carriers operate in many respects as one

carrier with the concentrated competive power such an aggregation
would have The allocation by percentages ofmoney required by the

acts performed even though not finally distributed the service

required by the agreement and the acts controlling the allocations
were all accomplished without review of their effect on the section

15 standards of discrimination unfairness the public interest or detri

ments to foreign commerce before the date of an order adjudicating
the disapprovability of the agreement The public s interest in the
determination of whether statutory tests are met before anything
happens outweighs any possible equity in prot cting the applicants
for approval ofpooling agreements

Nevetherless it seems to be reasoned we will not allow retroactive

approval in the future for others thus protecting the public in the

future This reasoning is reflected in the statement that we will

require amendments deleting the phrase effective in the manner

and on the date agreed by such unanimous consent art 15 of Agree
ment 8680 and art 19 of Agreement 9060 lest there be some confu

sion in th future over respondents right under the language in

question to extend a pool with a retroactive effective date The rea

soning reflects the fallacious distinction between rhetoric and action

The decision applies only to this case because it overrules at least

a decade of consistent administrative interpretation the other way
It is not believed the consistent administrative interpretation exists

in the form of an express agency interpretation of the law one way
or the other The administrative interpretation exists only by infer

ence from the fact ofmany approved agreements having earlier dates

than the approval date but without any discussion of the real issue

of approving acts and obligations before a certain date nor of the

significance of the date and without any proven statement of agency

position on retroactive approval Applicants for approval may have

acted as though they interpret d approval to relate back to the dates

they chose and the agency may have failed to demur but this action

and failure is not an administrative interpretation This conduct is
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only risktaking by past applicants and silence and inaction by the

agency Silence and inaction ought not to be translated into consistent

administrative adoption of misinterpretation See H Kempner v
FMO 313 F 2d 586 1963 certi01aria denied October 14 1963 Ap
proval under section 15 of an exclusive patronage contract dual rate

system by silence was held unauthorized The discriminatory rates
here involved were not approved by the regulatory agency merely
because it wassilent concerning them

Assuming Iam mistaken about the meaning of past actions equity
is not served by departing from the rule that an interpretation of the
law by an adjudicating agency merely states what the law has always
been an speaks for the future only with regard to the same facts

Agencies are always free to change decisions even if to do so may
injure those taking action in reliance on earlier interpretations
Equity is not abused by adjudicated decisions changing earlier in

terpretations assuming my colleagues are changing their views A

great many court decisions invalidate past actions I have never

known misplaced reliance on legal interpretation to be a problem
either for these respondents or anyone else The man who trusts the
decision of an inferior court or trusts his own interpretation of

precedent takes a chance ofmiscalculation as one of life s risks His

misplaced trust is no different from any other misconception of duties
There is no reason for treating these respondents more favorably in

the name of equitable results We are always subject to suffering
for lack of ability to prophesy accurately The respondents no less
than anyone else are entitled to no insurance against being losers

See Commissioner Patterson s dissent in The Dual Rate Oases 8

FMC 16 and Merrill Circuit Judge decision in Pacific Ooast Euro

pean Oonference et al v Federal Maritime Oommission and United
States of America 350 F 2d 197 9th Cir 1965 My colleagues
willingness to add an equitable exception to section 15 to ease whait I

interpret as their rationalizing problem is not acceptable If prec
edent is needed to sustain these observations see 0entral L 0om

pany V Laidley 159 U S 103 1894 erroneous decision of a state
court construing a statute less favorably to validity of a deed than
earlier decisions does not involve a taking of property without due

process Helvering V Hallock 309 U S 106 1940 administrative

decisions may change to cause loss of former advantage
Equitable considerations aside it is believed the need for consistency

implied in a need to apply 10 years administrative interpretation
by silent consent to this case is far outweighed by a policy ofmaintain

ing correct legal principles by not adopting misinterpretation
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For reasons of either law equity or policy the fourth exception
regarding retroactive approval of agreements should be sustained

D Summary
For the reasons advanced above my ultimate conclusion requires

my concurrence in the other Commissioners decision in regard to ap
proval of Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361 and their

amendments in Nos 86803 86804 86805 90202 90203 90204

90205 and 90601 and my dissent in regard to 1 requiring as a

condition ofapproval modifications not acceptable to the respondents
2 failing to decide the date of any initial approval must be the

date of the Commission s order herein and 3 failing to rule ex

pressly on Hearing Counsels exceptions
The initiating order did not notify the respondents of any charge

they were carrying out agreements before approval consequently
no findings are made on this subj ect

The initiating order referred to 15 topics for determination of

issues To the extent these topics have not been expressly dealt with

herein they are no longer relevant or have been covered by the rea

soning or the conclusions required to be decided under the Act There

is a fully adequate response to these issues in the Reply Brief of Hear

ing Counsel pp 411

COMMISSIONER HEARN concurring and dissenting
Inmy opinion on this record the five separate agreements which are

the subject of this proceeding as amended to date and if further modi
fied in accordance with the majority s opinion are not contrary to

the Shipping Act 1916 and are approvable except that I disagree
with the majority and hold that the Israel and Marseilles pools or

any other agreements subject to section 15 of the Shipping Act may
not be approved nuncpro tunc My judgment in this regard is based

on the clear meaning of that section

Any agreement shall be lawful only when and as long as approved by
the Commission before approval or after disapproval it shall be unlawful to

carry out inwhole or inpart any such agreement

The contention that the agreements will not be carried out until

after Commission approval because the accounts of pool members
will be settled only then is a patently defective argument It is an

argument nevertheless which has mesmerizing qualities The central

point of this argument is that since accounts will not be settled until

after approval and in the event that approval is denied money or

credits will not be transferred among the parties then no agreement
within the purview of section 15 has been carried out But the settle

ment of accounts is only the final step in the total scheme and that
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step is the one with which the Commission is least concerned The

anticompetitive activities adopted by theparties are the principal con

cern of the Commission And in passing upon agreements tendered
for approval ours is the obligation to determine whether such re

strictions render the proposed conduct of the parties lawful or un

lawful under the Shipping Act before they are carried out

It is beyond doubt that the carrying out of an unfiled agreement is

a violation of section 15 And it is likewise well settled th3Jt the

failure promptly to file an agreement or present it for approval con

stitutes a violation of that section Unapproved Sect 15 Agree
ments S African Trade 7 F M O 159 1962 Unapproved Sect

15 Agt Ooal to Japan Korea 7F M O 95 1962
The authority of the Commission to approve anticompetirtive con

duct in futuro only is pointed to in Oranje Line et 01 V Anchor Line

Ltd et al 6 F MC 199 1961 where our predecessor stated

The purpose of Sec 15 was to place in Board custody information and proofs
which the Board could review and analyze and make up its mind about whether

the requirements of the second paragraph of Sec 15 public interest etc were

being followed

Clearly if the requirements of the second paragraph of section 15

unjustly discriminatory detrimental to the commerce of the

United States contrary to the public interest or in violation of the

Act being followed were to be determined after the agreement was

completely executed save inter carrier bookkeeping the Commis
sion would be without any meaningful power to protect the public
interest It is impossible to do this except in futuro and that to at

tempt it retroactively subjects the Cmmission to one more 1dded

pressure to approve an agreement Our obligations to measure pro

spective section 15 agreements against the standards enunciated in

that section are indeed grave Nwnc pro tunc cases by the very nature
of things are virtually impossible to overturn In such cases the only
alternatives are legitimization of otherwise unlawful conduct or a

declaration of unlawfulness with consequent jeopardy for penalties
Unfortunately neither alternative provides for the protection of the

public interest which is the principal concern of the Commission
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APPENDIX

rhe pools the respondents and their short form designations are

WINAC Italy U S North AtlanticFreight Pool Agree
ment No 8680

AEIL American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc

APL American PresidentLines Ltd

Concordia Concordia LineA S
Costa Giacomo Costa fuAndrea
Fabre Compagnie FabreSociete Generale de Trans

ports Maritime

Fassio Villain Fassio E Compagnia ternazional di

Genova
Ransa Deutsche Dempschifffahrts Gesellschaft Ransa
Italia Italia Societa per Azione di N avigazione
Jugolinija Jugoslavenska Linijska Plovidba

Maersk A P Moller MaerskLine

Zim Zim Israel Navigation Co Ltd
Medchi Medichi Freight Pool Agreement No 9020 AEIL

Concordia Niagara Concordia Line Great Lakes Serv
ice and Niagara Line Oranje Lijn N V Fabre

Jadranska Jadranska Slobodna Plovidba

Montship Capo Gestione Esercizio Novic G E N

Montship Lines Limited

Canada Orient United Arab Maritime Co
Zim

Adriatic Adriatic North Atlantic Range Freight Pool Agree
ment No 9060

AEIL

Jugolinija
lsrael Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Agreement No

9233

AEIL
Zim

Marseilles Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight Pool

AgreementNo 9361
AEIL

APL

Favre
Fassio
Fresco Stockholms Rederiaktiebolag Svea and Redereck

tienolag Frederika
Ransa
Zim
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DoCKETNo 1212

MEDITERRANEAN POOLS INVESTIGATION

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter

and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby referred
to andmade aparthereof
It is ordered That Agreements 8680 9361 9060 9233 and 9020 as

they appear in exhibit 93 be modified as herein set forth

1 Agreement 8680

a Article 2 Delete the following language from the last

paragraph
it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its

share is bound to regulate its carryings as near as possible to its share so that

the amount to be paid or to be received from the pool shall be as small as pos

sible Emphasis supplied

b Artiele 4 Amend thetitleof thearticle to read

Commodities and Charges Excluded From ThisAgreement

and amend the first sentenceofarticle 4to read

The following commodities and charges are excluded from this agreement

c Article 9 Modify the final sentence of paragraph 3 to read

Copies of quarterly provisional and final yearly statements shall be promptly
filed withtheFederal Maritime Commission

d Article 13 Delete in the first sentence of the first paragraph
the term Neutral Body and the reference to article 12 and sub
stitute in lieu thereof and respeetively the term Controlling Com
mittee and thereference article 17

e Article 15 Modify the last clause of the last sentence of para

graph 2 to read as follows
9 F M C
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4 if one or more other Members have meanwhile given due notice of with

drawal on or before March 31 1966 on March 31 of any subsequent year

f Article 15 Delete the phrase or change in Membership on

line 4 of paragraph 5 and insert the word or between the words

termination and extension

g Article 15 Delete the phrase effective in the mariner and on

the date agreed by such unanimous consent from paragraph 5 at

lines 2 and 3

2 Agreement 9361

a Article 9 Delete the provision immediately following the

enumeration of pool percentages which states

it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its
share is bound to regulate its carrying as near as possible to its share so that the

amount to be paid or to be received from thePool shall be as small as possible

b Article 17 Modify the final sentence of paragraph 4 to read as

follows

Irrespective of this term of notice any Member may present valid notice of

withdrawal within ten days prior to the date of expirationof the pool if one or

IDore other Members have meanwhile given due notice of withdrawal on or

before September 30th 1966 Or September 30th of any ubsequent year

c Article 17 Delete the phrase r change in membership on the

third line of paragraph 7 and insert the word or between the words

termination and extension

3 Agreernent 9060

a Article 12 Restate the final paragraph as follows

Copies of annual pool statements of settlements as between the parties under

this Agreement Division of Accounts and ovisional statements as provided
for by Article 10 shall be filed promptly with the Governmental agency charged
with the administration of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

b Article 19 Delete the phrases or change in Membership and
effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such unanimous

consent from the last paragraph at lines 3 4 and 5

4 Agreement 9233

a Article 10 Amend the final paragraph to include between the
words all and Pool on the first line the following

Provisional statemepts and

b Article 17 Modify the present final paragraph by inserting the
words as prescribed in the preced ing paragraph between the words

agre ment and shall on line 2 and add the fQllowing sentence to

theend of the paragraph
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This Freight Pool Agreement may however be terminated at an earlier date or

extended beyond the periods foreseen above by unanimous consent and notice of

such termination or extension shall be furnished promptlY to the aforementioned

ugency for approval

5 Agreement 9020

a Article 1 On the first line of the final paragr ph insert be

tween the words all and annual the following
provisional statements and

b Article 19 Delete the phrase unless otherwise resolved by
unanimous decision of all Members from the first sentence of the first

paragraph and modify the final paragraph to read as follows

This Freight Pool Agreement may however be terminated at an earlier date or

extended beyond the periods foreseen above by unanimous consent and notice of

such termination or extension shall be furnished promptly to the Federal Mari

time Commission for approval

It is further ordMed That Agreements 8680 9361 9060 9233 and

9020 as modified herein ar hereby approved provided however that

if respondents fail to submit the required modifications within 60 days
from the date ofservice ofthis order the approval granted herein shall

be null and void

By the Commission

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

S eJl etary
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No 1186

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED SUGAR RATE IN THE ATLANTIC GULF
PuERTo RIco ThAnE

Decided January 1966

Increased rate on re1lned bagged sugar from ports inPuerto Rico to ports inthe

United States mainly on the Gulf of Mexico found not to be unjust or un

reasonable Proceeding discontinued

William N Ruqua Edward M Shea and John Mason for Associ
ation ofSugar Producers ofPuerto Rico Central Aguirre Sugar Co
Central Roig Refining Co Puerto Rican American Sugar Refinery
Inc and Western Sugar Refining Co interveners

Mark P Schlefer and T 8 L Perlman for Lykes Bros Steamship
Co Inc respondent

Robert J Blackwell and NOlman D Kline as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohai11lULn John S Patter
son Vice Ohairmanj OOJ1llfnusiO 1le18Ashton C Barrett James V

Day George H Hearn

This is an 41vestigation to determine the lawfulness under the

ShippingAct 1916 the act and the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
the 1933 act of the increased rate of 85 cents on sugar refined or

turbinated in bags refined sugar from ports in Puerto Rico to

ports in the U S mainly on the Gulf oflJ ico of respondent Lykes
Bros Steamship Co Inc Lykes

The Association of Sugar Producers of Pu rto Rico and four of
the member refiners in rvened in opposition to theizcreased rate

Hearings were held before Examiner Charles E Morgan who is
sued an initial decision to which exceptions and replies have been filed

The prior rate of Lykes was 75 cents Respondent Lykes 85 cent

rate was protested by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico but was not
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suspended and it became effective on August 10 1963 1 Two of the

four refiner interveners do not ship to Gulf ports
Generally 1962 cost figures were accepted in the record as pertinent

to the issues because they had been available for detailed study
In 1962 and 1964 no bagged refined sugar was carried by Lykes

from Puerto Rico to U S Gulf ports In 1963 Lykes carried a total

of 2 445 long tons of this ugar on three voyages all at the 75 cent

rate

Respondent s rate previously was increased from 59 cents to 75

cents effective January 4 1963 The rate of Waterman Steamship
Corp ofPuerto Rico on refined sugar from Puerto Rico to U S Gulf
ports is 75 cents It became effective on April 14 1964 and also was

an increase from a rate of 59 cents American Union Transport and
Alcoa Steamship Co Inc two carriers providing service from Puerto
Rico to U S N ortlAtlantic ports both provide rates on refined sugar
of 75 cents in lots of less than 500 tons and 65 cents in lotsof 500 tons

or more

Lykes calls 8It Puerto Rico as part of its Line A service Its vessels
in this service also call at ports in the West Indies the Canal Zone
the Dominican Republic Haiti Colombia and Venezuela Two C 2
vessels have been used in the recent Line A service and the duration

of a round voyage is roughly 4 weeks
In 1962 Lykes made 26 sailings in this combined domestic foreign

service carrying 61 739 payable tons of foreign cargo Also in 1962
in addition to the above 26 sailings Lykes made 2 sailings which
served only foreign ports carrying 8 576 payable tons The total in

the foreign segment of the service was 70 315 payable tons for 28 sail

ings oran average of2 51125 revenue tons per sailing
The domestic Puerto Rican cargo on the 26 sailings in the com

bined domestic foreign service in 1962 totaled 156 280 payable tons

oranaverage of6 010 73 tons per sailing
These 26 sailings made 169 direct port calls at ports outside of the

continental United States of which 91 calls or almost 54 percent
were in the foreign trade and 78 calls or 46 percent were at ports in
Puerto Rico

A computation by interveners of straight line mileages to foreign
ports and to Puerto Rican ports times the number of calls at the

ports shows 54 2 percent of the mileage so computed to be to the for

eign ports and 45 8 percent to the Puerto Rican ports
Lykes prepared a statement of its vessel operating results for 1962

in the Puerto Rico trade in accordance with the Commission s General

1 The Commonwealth did not participate in the hearing and did not tile a brief
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Order No 11 promulgated June 2 1964 Total vessel operating reve

nue of 3 506 63147 was exceeded by total vessel operating expense
of 3 585 876 22 leaving a direct loss on vessel operations of 79 235 75

After allowances for depreciation inactive vessel expense and losses

from other shipping operations and related companies the total loss

for 1962 was 542 44175 in the Puerto Rico trade

The details of the perating results for 1962 shown by Lykes are

Total vessel operating revenue 3 506 631 47

Total vessel expense

Agency fees and commissions

VVharfage and dockage
Other port expense

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Other voyage expense

1 282 291 41

123 178 80

119 907 68
123 069 02

1 895 200 95

42 219 36

Total vessel operating expense 3 585 867 22

Direct 10ss from vessel operation
Overhead

Deprecia tion

Net loss from vessel operations
Inactive vessel expense
Loss from other shipping operations
Loss of related companies

79 235 75

322 100 00

79 664 00

480 999 75

485 00

9 240 00

51 717 00

Total new 10ss 542 441 7

The cost of moving a long ton 2240 pounds of sugar in the

Puerto Rico trade by Lykes in 1962 was computed by the respondent
to be 26 69 includes the following items

Vessel expense 9 28

Agency fees 89
VVharfage and dockage 87

Other port expense 89

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Loading
Iischarging

Other voyage expense

Overhead

Depreciation

5 23
6 31

31

2 33

58

Total 26 69

No cost elements are included above for inactive vessel expense or

losses on other shipping operations or related companies
Lykes long ton vessel expense other voyage expense overhead and

depreciation computations are based on the ton mile method of allo
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cating expenses to the Puerto Rico trade Lykes total of 156 280

revenue tons in the Puerto Rico trade in 1962 amounted to 138 205

long tons Dividing this tonnage into the total vessel expense of
1 282 29141 produced the figure above of 9 28 vessel expense per

long ton The other expenses per long ton above were computed simi

larly except that stevedoring and other cargo costs were based upon
actual costs on two voyages on which sugar was carried in 1963 being
voyage No 65 Gibbs Lykes and voyage No 77 William Lykes These

actual costs were 5 23 per long ton for loading and 6 31 per long
ton for discharging sugar

In contrast to the above total cost for sugar of 26 69 per long ton

the revenue at the 85 cent rate amounts to only 19 04 a long ton or a

loss of 7 65 a long ton

While interveners did not offer any specific figures or results in

accordance with their criticism of the figures of Lykes the latter made

such a calculation in the rough per long ton

Vessel expense 7 32
Agency fees 89

VVharfage and dockage 87
Other port expense 89

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Loading 5 23

ischarging 6 31

Other voyage expense 24

Overhead 1 82

epreciation 45

Total 24 02

Vessel expense as recomputed by Lykes using methods designed to

meet interveners criticism totals 1 011 274 26 or about 78 percent of
the 1 282 29141 of vessel expense as computed under respondent s

revenue tonmile prorate Lykes took the difference of 271 017 15
and divided it by 138 205 long tons to obtain a reduction of 196 a long
ton from 9 28 to obtain the recomputed vessel expense per long ton

of 7 32 shown above The other voyage expense of 31 per long ton

overhead of 2 33 per long ton and depreciation of 58 per long ton

were each reduced to 78 percent to obtain the respecttve figures ahove
of 0 24 182 and 0 45 The agency fees wharfage and dockage
other port expense and loading and discharging figures were not

changed As seen above the revised total cost per long ton of 24 02
still exceeds the revenue of 19 04
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THE INITIAL DECISION

The Examiner found in his initial decision that Lykes 85 cent rate

was not unlawful In so finding he placed some reliance upon a ton

lnile method or allocating expenses although he also maintaiIed that
the finding that the contested rate was not unlawful would have been

sustained under any allocation method of record in the proceeding

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We believe that interveners exceptions are without merit and that

the 85 cent rate ofLykes is lawful

Basically interveners except to the Examiner s use of the ton mile

formula in allocating certain costs of Lykes total vessel expense
other voyage expense overhead and depreciation to its domestic
service They contend that these costs are directly assignable and

that the ton mile method of allocation is further deficient in failing
to segregate vessel expense at sea and vesselexpense in port

As we have often said in proceedings to determine the reasonable

ness of rates cost finding is not an exact science See eg Docket
1066 AlcoaSteamship Oo General Increases inRates in the Atlantic

Gulf Puerto Rico Trade mimeo p 15 Increased Rates on Sugar 7
F MC 404 411 1962

We believe that the use of the ton mile formula for the allocation
of the above mentioned costs to Lykes domestic service is proper in
this proceeding The relative merits and faults of the ton mile for
mula were discussed at length in Docket 1066 supra in which that
formula wasapplied in the allocation of vessel expenses overhead and

depreciation The observations made in that case are applicable here
All voyages of Lykes are inseparably in both services and the costs

mentioned above are not directly assignable As Ly es operates
vessels would not be proceeding to or stopping at Puerto Rico unless

they were also carrying cargo in the foreign trade nor would they
move to or call at foreign ports unless they were carrying Puerto

Eican cargo Furthermore vessel depreciation and overhead occur

at all times not only during those periods in which vessels are used
in one pa icular service

The ton mile formula does in fact consider steaming expense and

port expense Steaming expense is closely correlated to distance How
ever for a very sound reason the ton mile formula limits the steam

ing miles used to those representing the shortest navigable distance
between the port of lift and the port of discharge Through this de
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vice excess steaming expenses due to circuitous routes storms at sea

ballast legs etc and all vessel expenses incurred while in port re

allocated on the basis of the most efficient transportation ie shortest
route possible for each specific ton of cargo

Although interveners challenged the use of the ton mile formula

in this proceeding they did not propose an alternative method of al

location It moreover appears that studies to determine expense at

sea and vessel expense in port would be economically prohibitive in
this case

Lykes in fact attempted to answer the objections of interveners

by recomputing the nondirectly assignable expenses along lines sug

gested by interveners The difference between Lykes directly as

signed costs 14 19 per ton and the revenue allowed at the 85 cent
rate 19 04 per ton is 4 85 It is not possible that the allocated

costs for total voyage expense other voyage expense overhead and

depreciation could be less than 4 85 under any reasonable allocation
method Interveners are not bound by Lykes recomputation purport
ing to show that the 85 cent rate is noncompensatory However even

if corrections of the ton mile formula suggested by interveners are

used a rough calculation shows that the 85 cent rate would be non

compensatory This would be true even if the costs assigned by Lykes
to the domestic trade were reduced by as much as 612 percent

Interveners also maintain that the initialdecision 1 was unfavor

ably influenced against them because of the small amount of the com

modity at issue which moves by respondent s service 2 holds er

roneously and irrelevently that interveners are not damaged by the

challenger rate and 3 fails to make proper expense and revenue al
locations for costs relating to vessel repair time time in preparation for
vessel redelivery to the Maritime Administration and passenger
revenue

The ton mile formula appears adequate for this proceeding for the
reasons stated above and no other formulas would have produced
substantially different results as far as the compensatoriness ofLykes
rate wasconcerned Itwould be highly unfair to require Lykes which
carries very little of the commodity involved to be put to the expense
of developing the detailed information for the use of alternative for
mulas resulting in the same conclusion A finding as to whether or

not interveners will not be damaged by the challenged rate in unnec

essary in the light of the fact that the 85 cent rate is noncompensatory
and there is no evidence showing it is unreasonably high or otherwise
unlawful
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Costs relating to vessel repair time time in preparation for vessel

redelivery to the Maritime Administration and passenger revenue are

insignificant Moreover the repair and redelivery expenses are offset

by similar expenses assigned to other services of respondent when

vessels were not operating in the ALine trades and passenger revenue

is offset by increased stevedoring expenses not considered in respond
ent s computations
It is concluded that the increased rate of respondent Lykes here

under investigation is not unjust or unreasonable An order dis

continuing the proceeding will be entered

No 1136

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED SUGAR RATE IN THE ATLANTIC GULF
PUERTO RICO TRADE

ORDER

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in these pro
ceedings having been had and the Commission on this date having
made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and deci
sion thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof in which it found that the increased rate of respondent Lykes
Bros Steamship Co Inc here under investigation is not unjust or

unreasonable
It is ordered That this proceeding is discontinued
By the Commission

SEAL THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C
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DOCKET No 6542

AGREEMENT 8765

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Decided February 7 1966

Where circumstances warranting approval of agreement under section 15 cease

to exist the agreement willbe cancelled Agreement 8765 disapproved

Donald J Brunner and Richard L Abbott as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION
John Harllee Ohai111UJnj John S Patterson Vice OhailJ1UlnjOom

mrissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day George H Hearn

This is a show cause proceeding 1 to determine whether we should

continue our approval ofAgreement 8765 or whether we should cancel

it As originally approved in Agreement 8765 01111 M editeflJflte Jffl

Trade 7 F MC 495 1963 the agreement was between five U S flag
carriers respondents all members of the Gulf Mediterranean Ports

Conference 2 and Kulukundis MaritilIle Industries Inc Levant Line

Joint Service and T J Stevenson Co Inc the U S flag carriers

operating in the Gulf Mediterranean trade as independents Under
the agreement the independents were obligated to adhere to the uni

form rates charges rules and regulations established in the conference

tariff on nine designated commodities s The three independent lines

1 The proceeding was instituted pursuant to Rule 5g of the 1953 revision of the Com

mission s Rules of Practice and Procedure General Order 16 46 FR 113604 effective

December 1 1191615 superseded the 11953revision
2The Conference llnes were and remain Central Gulf S S Corp Isthmian Lines Inc

Lykes Bros S S Co Inc States Marine Lines Inc Global Bulk Transport Inc as one

party and Waterman S S Co
8 These commodities were Cornmeal in Bags Cornmeal in Barrels Boxes or Cases

Wheat in Bags Flour Wheat in Bags Flour Wheat in Barrels Boxes or Cases Milk

Powdered Skimmed For Charitable Purposes OnlyNot for Resale Shollten1ng Rice

Clean in Bags Rice Clean in Bales orCartons
S3S
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have advised the Commission of their withdrawal from the agreement 4

There are presently no independent carri rs parties to the agreement
Subsequent to the withdrawal of the last of the independents T J

Stevenson Mr L M Paine Jr Secretary of the Conference was

requested to advise the Commission of the reasons for continuing the
agreement Mr Paine s reply stated simply that

The members of Agreement 8765 inview of the amount of time consumed and

money spent in e1fecting this agreement as well as the fact that it is quite possi
ble that the conditions responsible for this agreement could change definitely
desire and ask that this agreement be allowed to continue in full force If the

agreement is allowed to remain in force and should the condition s which war

ranted approval of the agreement return itwould enable themembers to readily
have the protection the agreement presently alIords without having to spend
additional time and expense in having another such agreement approved

Under the terms of the order to show cause respondents were directed
to show cause why their agreement remained subject to section 15 and

why the Commission should not order it cancelled Because there ap
peared to be no disputed issue of fact involved the proceeding was

limited to the filing of affidavits of fact and memoranda of law and
oral argument before the Commission Hearing Counsel filed a

memorandum of law and appeared for oral argument Respondents
neither filed an affidavit and memorandum nor appeared at oral argu
ment Mr Paine however did by letter dated December 15 1965
advise the Commission s Secretary Mr Thomas Lisi that respond
ents found nothing in sections 15 or 22 of the Shipping Act outlin

ing the requirement of showing the cause requested and remind
the Commission that Agreement 8765 is a duly approved agreement
continues to meet the requirements of law is not discriminatory and
is not detrimental to the commerce of the United States Mr Paine
then requested that the Commission inform respondents

under what section of theShipping Act 1916 as amended the members are

required to incur theaddttional expense that would be resultant as a result of
its request for thepurpose of jUstifying thecontinuance of this section 15 agree
IQent and also on what provision of the law the Commission feels it can arbi

trarily cancel this agreement

By letter dated December 22 1965 the Commission informed Mr
Paine that his letter of December 15 1965 did not meet the require
ments of the order to show cause nor did it conform to the Commis
sion s rules of Practice and Procedure and therefore it was not ac

cepted as a pleading in response to the show cause order Mr Paine
4 Advice of the resignation of Kulukundis was first received by the Commission on

November 24 11964 and repeated on May 14 1965 Advice of the resignation of Levant
Line and T J Stevenson was recelyed on November 8 L968 and July 16 1900
respeetively
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was further advised that the proceeding would be consummated in

accordance with the terms of the order to show cause

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Hearing Counsel urge disapproval of Agreement 8765 on two

grounds 1 that respondents have failed to make the showing re

quired in the Order to Show Cause instituting this proceeding and

2 section 15 requires the cancellation of any agreement no longer
operative

While on this record summary disapproval of the agreement for

failure to comply with our Order to Show Cause would not result

in a denial of due process and thus would be within our authority
under the Shipping Act our first duty not only to these respondents
but to the entire regulated industry is to wherever possible afford

guidelines for future conduct IS Therefore we shall set forth our

reasons for cancelling Agreement 8765 in the hope that we may fore

stall future disputes in similar cases

It is possible toview Agreement 8765 in two ways 1 as an agree
mentbetween two groups of carriers the conference lines and the inde

pendents and 2 as an agreement between the conference lines only to

offer in juflluro to enter into an agreement with unspecified carriers

entering the trade When viewed as the former it has ceased to exist

as an agreement and it may no longer enjoy approval under section

15 since that section only extends to agreements A somewhat dif

ferent problem is posed however if it is viewed as an agreement
between respondents As such it would be approvahle under section

15 since it is an agreement if it meets the standards of section 15

We think it clear that it cannot

Both initial and continued approval ofany agreement under section

15 are dependent upon a determination that the agreement approved
is not unjustly discriminatory as between carriers shippers exporters
importers or ports or between exporters from the United States and
their foreign competitors or contrary to thepublic interest or otherwise
in violation of the Act and that it does not operate to the detriment

of the commerce of the United States Thus one prerequisite for

approval of an agreement is the actual existence or immediate

probability of transportation circumstances in the trade covered by
S That the show cause procedure Is valid is now beyond dispute Section 22 empowers

the Commission within the limits of due process to conduct whatever type of proceeding
is best suited to the discharge of its responsibllltles under the Shipping Act Rule 5 g
now Rule 5 f of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure clearly outline the
requirements of the show cause procedure For the most recent Court decision upholc1ng
the show cause procedure see Americtm Ji orl 18brandtBen L v Federal MariUme

Com n 884 F Zcl1M 9tbctr 1964
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the agreement which warrant approval Mediterranean Pools

Investigation Docket 1212 served January 19 1966
When we approved Agreement 8765 we did so because we found that

a serious rate cutting situation existed in the trade and concluded
that the conference lines respondents here were justified in at

tempting within the ambit of section 15 of the Act to find a satisfac
tory solution with the carriers concerned the independentsOur
approval was granted because we concluded that the agreement was

a reasonable solution under the circumstances Agreement 8765

Gulf Mediterramean Trade 7 F MC 495 at pages 498 499 But with
the withdrawal ofthe independents these circumstances have ceased to
exist There can be no rate cutting since respondents as members of
the conference are bound to adhere to conference rates and there are

no U S flag independents presently in the trade Vhen the circum
stances warranting approval cease to exist so should the agreement
grounded upon them Respondents however urge that the circum
stances may recur and that they should not be forced to seek approval
of a new agreement in that event But who is to judge when they do
Respondents would have themselves be the judge for continued ap
proval if the agreement would permit respondents to invite each inde

pendent to become a signatory as it entered the trade without the

necessity of securing our approval Ve think it clear that the statute
will not permit this Continued approval of Agreement 8765 would
constitute nothing but a delegation of authority in derogation of our

responsibility under the Shipping Act to protect the public interest
by fostering competition insofar as conlpatible with the regulatory
purposes of that Act Isbrandtsen 00 Inc v United States 211 F 2d
51 D C Cir 1954 cert denied sub nom Japam Atlantic Gulf Oonf
v U S 347 U S 990 1954 The agreement will be canceHed
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This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime
Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter
and having this date made and entered of record a Report contain
ing its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby re
ferred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That Agreement 8765 is hereby cancelled
BY THE COMMISSION

SEAL Signed THOMAS LIs
Secretary
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No 1205

SEA LAND SERVICES INC

V

SOUTH ATLANTIC CARIBBEAN LINE INC

Decided February 7 1966

Tbe use of split bills of lading dock receipts and terminal stops at

Jacksonville Fla where respondent has a terminal but never calls

and the further practice of absorbing freight charges between Jackson

ville and Miami Fla where respondent s vessel loads or discharges all

cargo carried in its Puerto Rican service implementing a substituted

service rule in its tarift is unjustified as it diverts from a port provid
ing adequate directeall service traffic which is naturally tributary to it

and which would normally move through it unduly preferring the port
of Miami and unduly prejudicing the port of Jacksonville in violation

of section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

O H Wheeler H H Shull Jr substituted after hearing for

Sea Land Service Inc complainant
John Mason for South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc respondent
Edward T Oornell and John O Bradley for TMT Trailer Ferry

Inc intervener

F O Hillyer for Jacksonville Port Authority
Robert J Blackwell Donald J Brunner and Tlwrnas Ohristensen

as Hearing Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson
Vice Ohairman Oommissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day
This proceeding was instituted by the complaint of Sea Land Serv

ice Inc complainant a common carrier by water in the domestic
offshore trade alleging that South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc

respondent another common carrier by water in the domestic off
shore trade is engaged in port equalization rebating and absorp
tion of inland freight charges in violation of sections 14 16 and 17
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of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act and contrary to section 8 of the

Merchant Marine Act 1920 the 1920 Act

Specifically it is alleged that respondent has provided in its tariff

for substituted service whereby respondent ships cargo by railor truck

from Jacksonville Fla where it has a terminal but never calls ves

sels to Miami Fla where all oargo is loaded or discharged in its

Puerto Rican service This complainant says is not true substi

tuted service but rather an lllllawful diversion of traffic naturally
tributary to the port of Jacksonville As a result traffic from com

plainant s own service has been diverted to respondent and com

plainant seeks an order directing respondent to cease and desist from

such practice Reparation is not sought
Interveners were TMT Trailer Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson

trustee TMT a common carrier by water in the domestic offshore

trade providing a regular service by towed seagoing barge between

Jacksonville and Puerto Rico Jacksonville Port Authority a State

agency whose principal objective is promotion of world commerce

through the port of Jacksonville and which also operates certain

facilities in the port and Rearing Counsel

Hearings were held in Washington and Jacksonville before Exam

iner Walter T Southworth who found in his Initial Decision that

respondent s substituted rvice practices were in violation of section

16 First of the Act Respondent and Hearing Counsel except
Oral Argument was heard and the proceeding is now before us for

decision
FACTS

Respondent commenced operations in the South Atlantic Puerto

Rico trade in early 1962 with two vessels on a triangular service be

tween Miami Savannah and San Juan The Savannah service was

unprofitable and was abandoned late in 1962 when one of the ves

sels began to call at Jacksonville Thereafter direct weekly service

was maintained between Miami and San Juan and between Jackson

ville and San Juan by alternating the two vessels Losses continued

and in July 1963 one of the vessels was taken out of service

and returned to its owners For a short time thereafter respondent
attempted to maintain weekly service from both Jacksonville and

Miami with the remaining vessel but was unable to do so and direct

calls at the port of Jacksonville were discontinued in August 1963
While no direct call has been made at Jacksonville since that time

respondent continued to show Jacksonville Miami and San Juan

as its terminal ports with ocean freight rates between Jacksonville
and San Juan identical with those between Miami and San Juan

9 F M C
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although wharfage and handling charges remained slightly lower at

Jacksonville tQ anat Miami Respondent s single remaining vessel

now operates between Miami and San Juan only service from Jack

sonville is maintained by rail and truck between Jacksonville and

Miami purportedly in accordance with the substituted service provi
sion in respondent s tariff This provision designated Rule No 8 A is

as follows

VARGO DISOHARGED OR LOADED AT A PORT OTHER

THAN THE PORT NAMED IN THE BILL OF LADING

When the Carrier elects for reasons within his control to load or discharge
cargo at a port or terminal other than that named in the Qill of lading such

cargo shall be transported at the risk and expense of the Carrier to or from

the bill of lading port or terminal cargo to be received or delivered only at the

regular terJlinals used by the Carrier at the bill of lading port or terminal

except in accordance with applicable Tariff provisions

Respondent s service has been a roll on roll off container service

using truck trailers as containers Refrigerated cargo is carried in

reefer trailers equipped with self contained refrigerating units Re

spondent s tariff provides that it will spot trailers within the city
limits at port of loading or discharge for loading or unloading by
the shipper and return the loaded or empty traiier to the carrier s

terminal Less than trailer load LTL cargo may be d livered for

loading to carrier s terminal or at carrier s option to carrier s pallets
sheds containers or vans at theterminal subject to additional charges

Eagle Inc is the agent for respondent in Jacksonville and Miami

As such Eagle performs various functions including solicitation of

freight preparation of ocean bills of ladings manifests and export
declarations collections and disbursements and in certain instances

receiving and delivering freight Eagle s activities in respondent s

behalf will be treated as respondent s whether done in respondent s

or Eagle s name

Respondent s Jacksonville terminal is located on waterside prop

ertyof Southern Railway and it occupies the premises pursuant to an

oral agreement with the railroad subj ect to short notice to vacate

Respondents facility consists of an office in a house trailer adjacent
to a siding which could be used only for cargo arriving viaSouthern
A portable ramp which had been used to load the vessels remained

on the premises Respondent also maintains dry cargo trailers on

the premises for LTL cargo and overflow shipments
Eagle has only two regular employees at Jacksonville One em

ployee is available at any hour or the day or night to receive cargo
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and to issue dock receipts on cargo passing through Jacksonville

which is not actually unloaded at the terminal Temporary help is

used when required to load or unload trailers and boxcars

Except for nonperishable LTL shipments freight will not be booked

at Jacksonville without prior confirmation from Miami Respond
ent s procedures with respect to the handling of Jacksonville cargo

differ according to the nature and source of the cargo Dry cargo

shipped by rail to respondent at Jacksonville is unloaded from the

railroad cars into trailers at the Southern siding at respondent s

terminal orat the public team track the loaded trailer is then hauled

by a common carrier s tractor to Florida East Coast Railway s piggy
back ramp for trailer on flat car TOFC movement to Miami

Thus when the delivering rail carrier is other than Southern Rail

way the shipment does not physically pass through respondent s

Jacksonville terminal however arrangements for lOCal handling and

forwarding to Miami are made by respondent s Jacksonville manager

If the shipment originates at Jacksonville respondent s trailer is

spotted at the shipper s plant for loading pursuant to its tariff and

is hauled directly to the Jacksonville TOFC ramp of the Florida

East Coast Railway LTL cargo however may be assembled and
loaded into a trailer at respondent s Jacksonville terminal and then

taken to the TOFC ramp At Miami trailers are hauled by com

mon carrier from the TOFC ramp to respondent s Miami terminal

for loading aboard ship
Refrigerated or frozen cargo which has consisted only of eggs and

frozen poultry is received in reefer trailers which are loaded at the

shipper s place of business and hauled over the road to Miami via

Jacksonville by common or contract motor carrier At Miami the

refrigerated cargo is transferred to a reefer trailer of respondent
which is put aboard the vessel These reefer trailers are never for

warded from Jacksonville by rail because the gasoline fueled refriger
ating engines may require attention which is not feasible in TOFC
movement Moreover shipping by unregulated motor carrier per
mits some latitude in negotiation of rates Shipments of frozen
poultry from Canton Ga and Boaz Ala are hauled straight through
by an over the road motor carrier from point of origin to Miami
WIth a token stop at Jacksonville terminal under an arrangement by
which the shipper pays 50i per 100 lbs for the haul to Jacksonville
and respondent pays 25i per 100 lbs for the Jacksonville Miami part
of the run For a time respondent made this payment to the ship
per who in turn paid the motor carrier but respondent now pays the

carrier against his invoice
9 F M O
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It does not appear that any shipper ever retained any part of such

payments made by respondent The motor carrier s rate of 75tfrom

Canton Ga and Boaz Ala to Miami including the allocation of 25

thereof to the Jacksonville Miami portion of the haul was negotiated
by the shipper with respondent s approval as to its part or the rate

The agreed allocation did not give the shipper a lower rate than it

gtherwise would have obtained for shipment to Jacksonville The

saIne shipper has paid the same motor carrier a flat rate of 204 per
trailer when shipping frozen poultry to Jacksonville for carriage to

Puerto Rico by complainant At 50tper 100 lbs the amount paid by
the shipper for the movement to Jacksonville for transshipment by
respondent out of Miami has been less than 204 per trailer in some

instances but more than 204 in others depending of course on the

weight of the particular shipment It is 360 miles by road from

Jacksonville to Miami and about the same distance from Canton Ga
to Jacksonville

In the poultry operation the shipper prepares two bills of lading
one showing itself as a shipper from Canton Ga or Boaz Ala

deiivery to be made to respondent at its Jacksonville terminal the
other shows respondent as shipper from Jacksonville to itself at

Miami Both show the Puerto Rican customer as consignee The

truck driver stops at respondent s Jacksonville terminal where he is
given a dock receipt and instructed to deliver to respondent s Miami
terminal the driver then proceeds to iami where he delivers the
trailer load to respondent and receives another dock receipt On at

least one occasion the driver failed to check in at the Jacksonville
terminal An ocean bill of lading covering the shipment showing
the port of loading as Jacksonville and the port of discharge as San
Juan is made up at Miami after the shipment arrives there This is
the procedure with respect to all southbound substituted service

shipments
Another variation of respondent s substituted service is that ofmilk

trucks shipped by drive away from the plant ofMurphy Body Works
at Wilson N C The drivers are hired by Murphy and paid on a

mileage basis for the Wilson to Jacksonville haul Respondent pays
the drivers for the Jacksonville to Miami haul at the same rate of

Gompensation they received from Murphy They pay their own re

turn expenses At first respondent reimbursed Murphy for the
driver s mileage from Jacksonville to Miami now however respond
ent reimburses the driver by check to his order at Murphy s plant
When thedrivers leaveWilson they are instructed to go to respondent s

Jacksonville terminal and proceed from there to Miami At Jackson
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ville the driver is given a dock receipt and a form letter stating that

the cargo is to be delivered to respondent s Miami terminal On
one or two occasions drivers went through to Miami in error without

stopping at Jacksonville Murphy considers that it tenders the

vehicles to respondent at Jacksonville and that any damage there

after would be for respondent s account

Occasionally through clerical error shippers have been charged
wharfage and handling charges at the Miami rate on Jacksonville

cargo Miami rates area little higher than the Jacksonville rates

Since respondent stopped calling its vessel at Jacksonville it has

not generally solicited Jacksonville traffic Respondents substituted

service traffic is ttractive to it as long as it utilizes vessel space that

would not otherwise be used but it would result in an operating
loss if too much cargo were handled that way rather than by sending
a vessel to Jacksonville

Respondent s operations are now profitable Atthe time ofhearing
respondent was planning to close a contract for the construction of a

vessel for which designs had been developed to the tank testing stage
Respondent then expected thevessel to enter service within ten months

after which resumption of direct call service at Jacksonville was in

tended The completion ofthe vessel wasexpected to be in April 1966

Subsequently at oral argument the date was extended to July of that

year

OOmplainant s Service

Complainant inaugurated common carrier serv ce in the Puerto

Rican trade in 1958 In 1959 complainant began oarrying Jackson

ville to Puerto Rico cargo Until 1962 this was an indirect service

with transshipment to another vessel of complainant at the port of

New York In April 1963 complainant started a weekly service

direct from acksonville to San Juan but reverted to the weekly
service with transshipment at New York in July 1963 Direct weekly
service was resumed May 2 1964 and has since been continued Com

plainant s service has been a lift on lift off container service

Complainant carries eggs frozen poultry and general cargo between

Jacksonville and Puerto Rico Its rates on general cargo are higher
than respondent s by about 100 per trailer Complainant s rate on

eggs is identical with that of respondent s In the case of frozen

poultry complainant maintains a rate which is identical to respond
nt s subject however to a minimumof40 000 lbs

TMT s Service

Intervener TMT offers an ocean going barge service from Jackson

ville w Puerto Rico TMT uses non self propelled LST s which
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carry 60 trailers each It has operated its service since prior to 1963

TMT s transit time is greater than that of the vessels operated by

respondent andcomphl inant

The tariffs of both complainant and TMT contain substituted serv

ice rules similar to respondent s Rule 8A Complainant has shipped
overland between San Juan and Mayagliez or Ponce Puerto Rico

when emergency conditions required its vessel to bypass aport but no

other use ofthe rule wasshown

g

DLSCUSSION

The Examiner in his Initial Decision found that respondent
SACAL s substituted service at Jacksonville is violative of section 16

First of the Act The Examiner found that substituted service as a

species ofport equalization could not meet the conditions that section

16 First imposes upon portequalization
Section 16 provides in relevantpart

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or other perso

sUlbject tothis 4ct either alone or in Conjunction withany other person directly

or indirectly
irst To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage

to any partic ar person locality or descr ption of traffic in any respect what

soever or to subject any particular person locality or description of traffic to

any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever

SACAL s substituted service rule provides that SACAL may ship
or absorb the costofshipping cargoby rail or truck from Jacksonville

where SACAL has a tenpinalblit never calls a vessel to Miami where

a vessel loads cargo for Juerto Rico We agree with the Examin

that this is port equalization in the general sense and that it is there

fore appropriate to measure the substituted service rule under section

16 First in accord with standards previously announced regarding
port equalization

Port equalization means the allowance or absorption by the ocean

carrier of such amount as will make the shipper s cost of overland

transportation identical or substantially so from his inland point of

origin to anyone of two or more ports Its purpose is to nable the

ocean carrier to compete for cargo without calling at the port closest

to or enjoying the lowest inland transportation costs from the point
where the cargo originates The most recent decisions of the Com

mission hold that port equalization violate section 16 of the Act where

it 1 diverts traffic from a port to which the area oforigin is naturally
tributary to a port to which the area is not naturally tributary and

2 is not justified in the shipper s interest by lack of adequate serv

ice out of the port from which traffic is so diverted Oity of Mobue v
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Baltimore Insular Line Inc 2 U S MC 474 1941 Beal mont

Port Commusion v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S l1C 500 1941 and
2 U S MC 699 1943 Oity of Portland v Pacific Westbound Oon

ference 4 F MB 664 1955 and 5 F M B 118 1956 Proportiorw l

Ool11ll1Uidity Rat s on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 F M B 48 1960

Stockton Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonference Docket No

1086 Sept 24 1965

Port equalization is accomplished in various ways In its simplest
form sometimes called equalization in contradistinction to pro

portional rates or transshipment the carrier pays to the shipper
or sometimes to the inland carrier directly the amount by which the

cost to the shipper of overland transportation to the port of loading
exceeds the cost of overland transportation from the same point of

origin to the nearest port Oity of Portland cases supra S ockton

Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonference supra A more com

plicated method involves proportional rates accomplished through
the deduction of specified differentials from ocean tariffs where ship
ments originate at certain points defined in the tariff Oity of Mobile

supra A similar method although relatively limited in scope was

proposed in Proportional Commodity Rates on Oigarettes and To

bacco supra There the basic commodity rates on certain tobacco

products from New York to Puerto Rico were to be subject to deduc

tion of specified differentials according to the location of the Virginia
or North Carolina manufacturing plant at which the shipment
originated In each case the differential specified in the tariff would

have been equivalent to the exact amount by which the motor carrier

rate from point of origin to New York exceeded the motor carrier rate

from the same point to Baltimore By means of these so caned pro

portional rates the carrier would achieve precise equalization against
theport ofBaltimoreon the commodities

Port equalization may also be effected through transshipment 1

As used here transsshipment refers to the movement of cargo usually
by land carrier in the water carrier s name and at its expense from

a dock or terminal at the port where it is originally delivered by the

shipper to the water carrier to the dock or terminal at another port
where it is loaded aboard a vessel of the water carrier Although
sometimes employed when the water carrier for operating or other

reasons does not make a scheduled call at the port where the cargo
IS delivered transshipment is also recognized along with equaliza
tion as a method of meeting the competition of carriers who call

1 This is not to be confused with the ordinary transfer of cargo from one vessel to

another for on shipment beyond the limite of a ca rier s service or division thereof
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directly at a port where the equalizing or transshipping carrier does

not call Oity of Portland 4F M B 8It 665 footnote 1 Stockton Port

District 8UfYlaj Oity of Portland 5 F MB at 133 and footnote 3

In the latter Oity of Portland case the Commission s predecessor
warned that its condemnation of unjustified equalization could not be
thwarted by transshipment Thus diversion of cargo from a port
through which it would normally move would be unjustly discrimina

tory and unfair between ports if accomplished by transshipment to

the same extent as if accomplished by equalization 5 F MB at 134

It is evident that respondent s practice of receiving general cargo at

Jacksonville and shipping it by land carrier at its own expense to

its loading terminal at Miami is exactly the same in every material

detail as the transshipment practice described above Respondent s

practice with respect to poultry and eggs and milk trucks is more like

equalization as described in the Oity of Portland case and in Stock

ton Port District particularly where the driver fails to check in at

respondent s Jacksonville terminal to pick up his dock receipt before

proceeding to Miami Whether respondent converts such equalization
into transshipment by meticulously observing its prescribed ritual

of terminal calls dock receipts and split bills of lading is not impor
tant in view of the rationale of the port equalization cases in general
and particularly the warning of the Commission s predecessor in

the second Oity of Portland case
2

The record shows that the traffic accorded substituted service

originated in areas which geography and normal inland transit routes

make tributary to the port of Jacksonville and not tributary to the

port of Miami The record reveals with regard to the diversion of

traffic from Jacksonville that the refrigerated egg and poultry move

ment from Canton Ga and Boaz Ala and the milk truck trade

from Wilson N C to Puerto Rico are attracted by considerations of

time distance and cost factors to the port ofJacksonville From the

poultry shipping area ofCanton Ga which is near Atlanta to Jack

sonville is 360 miles From Jacksonville to Miami is 360 miles All

told from origin to distination under the respondent s substituted
service the distance is some 700 miles and time and cost necessarily
depend on distance This applies with equal force to the orginating
areas of Boaz Ala and Wilson N C The fact that the movement

2That admonition was While the record does not entirely bear out Public Counsels

statement that the Board s condemnation of unjustified equalization is presently being

thwarted by transshipment we teel that since this situation mllY arise it is advisable

to point out that the diversion of cargo from a port through which it would normally

move would be unjustly discriminatory and unfair between ports within the meaning of

section 15 of the Act if accomplished by transshipment to the same extent as if

accomplished by equalization 5 F M B at 134
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notwithstanding goes to Miami in pite of these logical inducements

to ship to Jacksonville attests to the diversion of traffic which would

otherwise move to Jacksonville

Consequently we hold that the record is adequate to support com

plainant s allegation of diversion of traffic from a naturally tributary
area This is because respondent s rates although lower in some in

stances arenot so when the cost of the Jacksonville Miami segment of

the haul is added Assuming arguendo there were savings to be

realized on the Canton Jacksonville portion of the haul under re

spondent s substituted service the additional cost of on carriage from

Jacksonville to Miami would more than cancel any savings and the

net result would be a higher rate notwithstanding for the overall

Canton Miami run We conclude that but for the free inland trans

portation provided by respondent under its substituted service the

refrigerated freight would not have moved via J1iami However

SACAL would probably have handled the milk truck traffic in any
event because Sea Land never solicited thebusiness and because TMT s

transit time was longer and its service exposed the trucks to a greater
risk ofwater damage Nevertheless we find that SACAL s substituted

service rule has permitted SACAL to lift substantial tonnage at Miami

which otherwise would have moved through the port of Jacksonyille
Finally regarding adequacy of service from J cksonville the evi

dence shows complainant has had ample capacity to transport addi

tional cargo from Jacksonville to Puerto Rico Sea Land s availahle

space per vessel ranges from 196 to 226 trailers The lift per sailing
from Jacksonville has varied from 49 to 150 containers While Sea

Land carried other loaded trailers on the voyage of record it does not

appear that they were a significant consideration insofar as extra

capacity at Jacksonville was concerned TMT also had additional

space for Jacksonville cargo
The application by respondent of Rule No 8A to service from

Jacksonville diverts from the port of Jacksonville traffic which is

naturally tributary to Jacksonville and not tributary to the port of

Miami and which would normally flow through the port ofJackson

ville The diversion of this traffic is not justified by inadequacy of

direct call service at the port of Jacksonville or by emergency or

exigent conditions affecting respondent s operations as a common

carrier by water Thus the diversion of traffic unduly prefers the

port of Miami and is unjustly prejudicial to the port of Jacksonville

in violation ofsection 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916

SACAL contends that the Examiner erred in considering this to be

a question of equalization In arguing that this is not an equalization
9 F M C
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case SACAL relies heavily upon Puget Sound Tug Barge 00 v

Alaska Freight Lines 7 F MC 550 1963 In this proceeding the

Commission found lawful under the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

a tariff rule which provided for the s bstitution of an overland haul

for a portion of water transportation offered but not presently served
by the watercarrier

The Examiner distinguished Puget Sownd because in that case the

question of the propriety of substit ted servic under section 16

simply was not an issue before the Oommission SACAL argues that

the issue was indeed before the COrnniission because it feU withiJl
the broad language of the order of investigation because the issue was

raised and argued by the complainant and because the issue was the

subject of questioning from the bench at oral argument But the

ritical question remains did the Commission deCide whether the sub

3titutecJ service rule diverted traffic unlawfully The Commission
neither diScussed nor decided the matter PugetBownd holds only that

such a rate could be filed under section 2 This does not include the

question of legality of the practice in operation under section 16

Consequently the port equalization decisions previously alluded to

are not overruled by Puget Sownd pOl are they made inapplicable to

questions ofsuhstituted service

Next
SAG
Largues that the Examiner erred in not finding that

Jacksonville is a point on SACAL s route However this finding is

appropriate to the controversy considered in the Puget Sound case

filing of rates under section 2 of the 1933 Act it is not controlling
here No matter whether Jacksonville isa point on SACAL s route

we find that substituted service in this case results in an unwarranted
diversion oftraffic Whether Jacksonville is apoint on SACAL s route

is immaterial to this finding We therefore overrule this exception
SACL would further distinguish the port equalization cases because

the c re and custody of the cargo under substituted service varies

greatly from equalization generally However we are concerned here

with unlawful diversion of traffic not niceties of documentation care

or custody We overrule theexception as immaterial

SACAL contends that the substituted service rule does not divert

revenue from Jacksonville because SACAL maintains an adequate
marine terminal there and pays wharfage and handling on cargo mov

ing under substituted service These facts may limit the impact upon
the port of Jacksonville of the diversion of cargo hut they do not

completely obviate this impact The port and the carriers that serve

the port have lost traffic which would have generated income to the

multiple services and labor at Jacksonville Certainly actually han

dling add tional cargo would contribute far more to the port ecolomy
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than handling and wharfage alone Furthermore there is an absolute

loss to the c rriers who provide service at Jacksonville InBeaumont

Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S MC at 505 we held

that a port and its transportation services are indissolubly linked

together are interdependent and a practice harmful to one injures
the other Thus here there is harm to Jacksonville obviously not re

couped by the charges paid by cargo moving under substituted servi e

SACAL argues that the record does not support the Examiner s

finding that service at Jacksonville excluding SACAL s substituted

service is adequate The fact remains however as we discussed

above that two carriers Sea Land and TMT offer regular service at

Jacksonville with ample capacity to carry additional cargo We find
this service to be adequate in general for shippers who use or may wish

to use Jacksonville This is so even though Sea Land s rates may be

higher generally than SACAL s or TMT s or TMT s service may be

less suited to the needs of some shippers The service is sufficiently
adequate so that the traffic naturally tributary to Jacksonville should

not be artificially diverted elsewhere Certainly Jacksonville could

handle some significant portion of the diverted traffic It should bo

given the opportunity to do so

SACAL argues that the service is inadequate at Jacksonville since

milk trucks in no event would move through Jacksonville However

we are here speaking ofadequacy ofservice generally The fact that a

particular shipper must or wishes to use a certain port does not justify
an across the board absorption practice for the rationale of our de
cision is that cargo should movein the direction determined by the

myriad costs and requirements facing shippers not by artificial tariff

concessIOns

According to SACAL the Examiner erred in finding that Sea
Land had ample capacity to carry additional cargo from Jackson
ville Again the record shows that there is space available at Jackson
ville The record does not show that Sea Land would be forced to

shut out cargo at other ports by booking more cargo at Jacksonville
The point is t at Jacksonville has adequate service and cargo that

normally would be induced to move there should not be diverted We
do not hold that cargo tributary to Jacksonville must move to this

port nor do we say that service must be adequate to accept all cargo
We hold simply that a carrier cannot utilize a suhstltuted serviee
rule to siphon off cargo some of which would otherwise move through
Jacksonville InStockton Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonfer
ence supra at 27 the carriers contended that equalization was proper
where service wa unsatisfactory in any respect vVe rejected this

9 F M C
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qualification in favor of our previous legal test of equalization if

the equalization destroys the right of a port to traffic naturally tribu

tary to the port the equalization is unduly prejudicial to the port
where service from the port is adequate We will not require more

SACAL argues that the Examiner failed to make the findings neces

sary for a violation of section 16 We have set forth above in some

detail the legal test to be applied to port equalization Our findings
have been made in accord with that legal test Consequently we

overrule this exception
The remainder of the execptions of SACAL are immaterial to the

result we reachhere

Hearing Counsels exceptions to the Initial Decision urge that Sea
Land has wholly failed to prove its case Hearing counsel argue
that it is necessary that complainant a carrier prove that a locality
Jacksonville has been unlawfully deprived of traffic to which it is

entitled Hearing Counsel urge that Sea Land has failed to meet

the necessary standards of proof in this respect in particular that

SACAL s substituted service has diverted cargo from Jacksonville

to Miami that would have moved through Jacksonville but for the

substituted service of SACAL And they argue that this finding
cannot be sustained 3

We have previously endorsed the Examiner s test to be applied in

qualization cases under section 16 First Hearing Counsel would

lefine diversion of traffic to mean traffic that would have moved

tllfough Jacksonvill instead of Miami but for the substituted service

rule They cite Phila Ocean TraffiC Bureau v Ewport SS Oorp
1 vS S B B 538 541 1936

We reject the hut for testadvocated by Hearing Counsel In

Phila Ocean Traffic Bureau our predecessor formulated an extreme

requirement for a finding of violation of section 16 First To the
extent that this language relates to port equalization or qualifies our

expression of the applicable standards for port equalization cases

Phila Ocean Tratfie Bureau is overruled

As we said in answer to SACAL s exceptions we do not hold that

cargo tribJItary to Jacksonville must move to this port nor do we say
that service must be adequate to accommodate all tributary cargo
Furthermore we have discussed above at pages 346347 the evidence
establishing that cargo moving in substituted service was naturally
tributary to Jacksonville notMiami substantial tonnage wasdiverted

3Hearing Counsel also claim the record Is defective since It does not show the excess

of revenue derived from direct call service over present expenditures at Jacksonville in

connection with 8ubstltutei service We disposed of this argument above at page 349 tn

dealing with SACALs exceptions
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and that this diversion is not justified by inadequacy of direct call

service at Jacksonville It is unnecessary to reiterate this discussion

For the reasons stated above we overrule Hearing Counsels excep

tion that Sea Land has failed to meet the necessary standards of

proof
We therefore hold that SACAL s Rllle No 8 A operates in a man

ner which is in violation of section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916

Anappropriate cease anddesist order will be entered

oommissioner Hearn s concurring opinion
Iconcur in this decision for the reasons stated by the majority as

well as those stared in my dissent Stockton Port District v Pacific
Westbound Oonference Docket 1086 served September 24 1965 I

find these cases legally indistinguishable

ORDER

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this pro

ceeding has been had and the Commission on February 17 1966 has

made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and deci

sion thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof The Commission found in said report inter cilia

The application by respondent South Atlantic Caribbean Line

Inc ofRule 8 Aof its tariff which provides for substituted service at

the port of Jacksonville diverts from the port of Jacksonville to the

port ofMiami traffic which is naturally tributary to Jacksonville and

not tributary to Miami This diversion of traffic is not justified by
inadequacy of direct call service at the port of Jacksonville or by
emergency or exigent conditions affecting respondent s operations as

a common carrier by water Therefore Rule 8 A of respondent s

tariff unduly prejudices the port of Jacksonville and unduly prefers
the port ofMiami in violation of section 16 First of the Shipping Act

1916 46 U S C 815

Therefore it is ordered That the respondent cease and desist from

the application of its Rule No 8 A to traffic between Jacksonville
Florida and Miami Florida within 30 days after the date of this

order

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
Stay of order page 352
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No 1205

STAY OF ORDER

Decided jJfarch 17 1966

The effective date of the Commission s order of February 17 1966
that respondent cease and desist from the application of its Rule 8A
to traffic between Jacksonville Florida and Miami Florida is hereby
stayed pending action by the Commission on Respondent s Petition to

Reopen for Reconsideration

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
Further order of stay granted to April 25 1966

Note The text changes referenced in the footnote on pages 347 and 349
is as follows

The sentence at page 347 reading
TMT also had additional space for Jacksonville argo is deleted

The sentence at page 349 reading
The fact remains however as we discussed above that two carriers Sea

Land and TMT offer regular service at Jacksonville with ample capacity to

carry additional cargo

is changed toread

The fact remains however as we discussed above that Sea Land offers

regular service at Jacksonville with ample capacity to carry additional

cargo

The above changes are contained in the Denial ofPetition for Reopen
ing decided by the Commission March 29 1966
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No 6538

ISRAEL U S NORTH ATLANTIC PORTS WESTBOUNP FREIGHT CONFER
ENCE EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

Permission granted repsondents under the authority of section 14b of the Ship
ping Act 1916 to institute an exclusive patronage dual rate system

Edwin Longcope for respondent Zim Israel Navigation Company
Ltd

James N Jacobi for respondent American Export Isbrandtsen
Lines Inc

Howard A Levy and Richard L Abbott Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF JOHN MARSHALL PRESIDING
EXAMINER 1

This proceeding was initiated hy the Commission pursuant to sec
tions 14b and 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended the Act
to determine whether

1 the proposed system and the form of the exclusive patronage dual rate
contract meet thE requirements of section 14b or will be detrimental to the
commerce of the United States contrary to the public interest or unjUstly dis

criminatory 01 unfair as between shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors and 2
the application for permission to institute the proposed contract noncontract

system and the use of the proposed form of exclusive patronage dual rate con

tract should be permitted pursuant to the requirements of section 14b of the

Shipping Act 1916

The conference is composed of American Export Isbrandtsen Lines
Inc an American national line and Zim Israel Navigation Co Ltd
an Israeli national line Both are engaged in the foreign commerce

of the United States and therefore are subject to the provisions of the
act Operating under F MC Approved Agreement No 8420 they
serve the trade moving from Mediterranean ports of Israel to U S
North Atlantic ports Hampton Roads Portland Maine range

The member lines have learned from experience in the trade that
a substantial amount of cargo which would normally be expected to
move via the conference lines moves through indirect and unnatural

1This dedsion became the decision of the Commission on March 9 1966 and it was

ordered thatthis proceeding be discontinued
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routings For the most part these routings have been through Euro

pean countriEs p incipally Turkey Greece and the Northern Euro

pean ports of Antwerp Rotterdam and Hamburg Such routings
result in an instability in the rate structure in the trade between Israel

and the United States and an uncertainty of service provided shippers
and U S importers Vhile no central control exists from which the

inember lines can estimate the tonnage diverted to these indirect rout

irigs traffic solicitati6ns disclose this diversion to be substantial It

has brought about al diminution of the service they provide and a

consequent loss of revenue

The proposed duall rate system is conceived as a means of relieving
this situation and ptoviding conference vessels with that nucleus of

cargo required to sustain the provision of regular and efficient service

The conference line believe that in the particular circumstances of

this trade the desire1 result can only be achieved by ut ilizing the full

15 percent spread a thorized by the act

Hearing COlinsel contend that the introduction of an effective and

fair dual rate systetrl in this trade will serve to foster efficient modern

a d econo lcal ocean transportation thereby promoting commerce

between Israel and the United States in the interest of both nations

that the r cord in this proceeding is full and adequate and that the

proposed dual rate contract form Exhibit 1 which was extensively
modified following the issuance of and in accordance with the Com
mission s order of investigation 1 meets the requirements ofsection

14b of the a t and 2 incorporates the uniform provisions prescribed
by the Commission s decision in The Dual Rate Oases 8 F MC 16

CONCLUSIONS

Itis found and concluded that the proposed dual rate contract form

conforms to the general standards enumerated in section 14b the ex

press requirements ofsection 14b 1 through 9 of the act and the

criteria established by the Commission in its decision in The Dual

Rate Oases supra There is no evidence that the institution of a dual
rate contract system by the conference will be detrimental to the com

merce of the United States or contrary to the public interest or un

justly discriminatory or unfair as between shippers exporters im

porters or ports or between exporters from the United States and

their foreign competitors
The application for permission to institute the proposed dual rate

system and employ the proposed form of dual rate contract is ap
proved and the proceeding is discontinued

FEBRUARY 25 1966 Signed JOHN MARSHALL

Presiding Examiner
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DOCKET No 1095

AGREEMENT No 15021 TRANS PACIFIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE OF

JAPAN AND AGREEMENT No 310317 JAPAN ATLANTIC AND GULF
FREIGHT CONFERENCE

Decided March 24 1966

Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 15029 and Agreement No 310317 as

modified by No 310326 approved pursuant to section 15 Shipping Act

1916

Section 15 does not require that modifications to conference basic agreements be

adopted by unanimous vote of the parties

Gemge F Gilland and Amy Saupi for protestants States Marine

Lines

Oharles F Warren andJonnP Meade for respondents
Robert J Blackwell and Roger A McShea IIIas Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett

James V Day 0Ol1l17lissioners

This proceeding which is before us upon exceptions to the Initial

Decision of Examiner John Marshall is concerned with the validity
of the self policing systems of respondents the Trans Pacific Freight
Conference of Japan and the Japan Atlantic Gulf Freight Con
ference 1

The proceeding wasoriginally instituted as a show cause proceeding
and on Octdber 30 1963 we issued a report and order upholding the

validity of respondents then proposed neutral body system States
Marine then appealed our decision to the Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit States Marine Lines Inc v Federal

Maritime OOl1l17lission No 18 227 In its brief to that Court States

lThe self policing systems of both respondents are identical and are embodied In arts
10 12 and 25 of the ba ic agreements Art 10 covers Breach of Agreement art 12
caUs for Faithful Performance and art 25 establishes the Neutral Body and its procedures
l or the full text of these provIsions as presently approved see app A

9 F M C
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Marine relied heavily on a recent Supreme Court decision in Silver v

New Yark Stock Exchange 373 U S 341 May 20 1963 a case

decided subsequent to oral argument in the original proceeding and

not cited to us by StatesMarine We nevertheless petitioned the Court

to remand the case to us in order that we might reconsider our decision
in the light ofSilver

In requesting the Court to remand the case to us we indicated our

intention to vacate the existing report and order and to reopen the

proceeding to afford the parties fullopportunity to offer evidence and

argument in the reopened proceeding
The order reopening the proceeding placed in issue the approvability

of proposed modifications to the respondents basic agreements
2 By

subsequent order we granted a motion of States Marine to specifically
include in the investigation the issue of the validity of articles 10 12

and 25 as they now stand approved in both agreements We further

amended the order reopening the proceeding to include the question of

whether unanimous vote of the parties was required for modifications

to agreements approved under section 15 notwithstanding that the

agreement might provide for modifications by vote of a lesser majority
Just before the close of the he1 rings conference counsel sought to

introduce further modifications to articles 10 and 25 which he urged
were responsive to a number of the objections made by States Marine

to the then proposed modifications These modifications adopted by
the conferences over the objection of States Marine had been filed

earlier and designated Agreement No 15029 and Agreement No

3103 26 States Marine opposed their inclusion in the proceeding
The Examiner ruled that the new agreements went beyond the scope
of the order of investigation insofar as the question of their approv

ability was concerned but admitted them solely for the purpose of

showing States Marine motivation in protesting approval of the

agreements The Examiner closed the record and respondents there

after moved the Commission to amend the order of investigation to

include the new agreements We denied the motion stating in our

order ofMarch 31 1965

Of course there is nothing to preclude counsel for the conference from setting
forth in their briefs any proposals formodification of thecontested clauses which

alleviate the dispute between the parties

Our decision in Docket 1095 willresolve the issues between States Marine and

the conferences as to what the conferences self policing provisions may and

should include and all proposals by counsel for the parties will be considered

II The Trans Pacific Conference operates pursuant to Agreement No 1510 The proposed

modification No 15o1 would amend art 10 12 and 25 The Japan Atlantic Gulf

Conference operates pursuant to Agreement No 31Q3 The proposed modfficatlon No

3103 17 would also amend art m 12 and 2 of the agreement
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The Examiner quite correctly interpreted the above to constitute

assurance to respondent conferences that any proposals for modifica

tion of contested provisions which alleviate the disputes between the

parties will be considered The Examiner accordingly considered the

proposed modifications inhis initial decision

FACTS

This proceeding is the outcome of several years of controversy be

tween protestant States Marine and the two respondent conferences

Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan Trans Pacific and J

pan Atlantic Gulf Freight Conference JAG States M rine is

a member ofboth conferences one of which serves Pacific Coast ports
and the other of which serves Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports of North

America inbound from Japan
3

It is helpful to review the events which led to the present proceeding
In the early 1950 s extreme competition in these trades resulted in a

rash of malpractices and caused instability in the trade To combat

this Trans Pacific in 1958 held a meeting in Hakone Japan to ini

tiate a neutral body self policing system to investigate complaints
alleging malpractices by member lines and to assess fines therefor

Article 25 of the conference s agreement was the result

Th3 international accounting firm of Lowe Bingham Thomsons

Lowe was retained to sefve as the original Neutral Body States
Marine subscribed to the conference s agreement with Lowe Lowe

was chosen because it possessed desired qualifications such as inter

national connections accounting expertise and professional character 4

Lowe in performance of its duties as Neutral Body sought in 1959

to investigate a complaint against States Marine The complaint
alleged that States Marine had granted Japanese mandarin orange

shippers free passage from San Francisco to Japan In January of

1959 Lowe representatives visited States Marine s Tokyo office to

investigate the complaint Evidence of a request for free passage
was found but there wasno indication that it had in fact been honored

Subsequently on three occasions in the course of its attempt to

investigate the complaint Lowe tried to obtain records from the

New York office of States Marine or its subsidiary Isthmian Lines

Inc Each time the party seeking the documents was Price Water
house and Co Price acting under the direction of Lowe Price

S The TransPacific conference with 20 members serves the trade from Japan Korea and

Okinawa to Untted States and Canadian Pacific Coast port s The Japan Atlantic and

Gulf conference with 15 members serves the trade llrom Japan Korea and Okinawa to

Atlantic and Gulf ports of North America
JAG also retained Lowe under an identical Neutral Body system
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is the New York correspondent of Lowe Later developments dis
closed that Price is alsothe regular auditor of United States Lines Co
which is a member ofTrans Pacific and a competitor ofStates Marine

and Isthmian in that trade
When Price first sought access to States Marine s records States

Marine proposed that its own regular auditors make the investigation
under the directions of Price Price rejected this offer and States
Marine thereupon refused to allow Price access to the records The
Neutral Body levied a fine of 10 000 maximum fine for first offense
on States Marine for refusing access a breach of the neutral body
agreement

States Marine objected to the fine and alleged that Lowe was not
qualified to serve under the Neutral Body agreement because of the
affiliation of its correspondent Price with United States Lines a

conference member States Marine filed a complaint with the Com
mission Docket 920

While the proceeding in Docket 920 was pending Price again
sought access to States Marine s records States Marine again refused
and was fined an additional 15 000 maximum fine for second offense

States arine again objected and filed a second complaint with the

Commission Docket 9201
Price made a thirdattempt to gain information ahout the mandarin

orange shipment this time seeking to investigate the records of
Isthmian a wholly owned subsidiary of States Marine Isthmian

refused and was fined 10 000 upon which it filed a complaint with
the Commission

The Commission in its Report and Order in Docket 920 and 9201
found Lowe s appointment as Neutral Body to violate the neutrality
requirements of the Neutral Body agreement insofar as the original
agreement had not provided for a Neutral Body which could be
affiliated with another conference line Although Trans Pacific sub

sequent to Lowe s appointment had deleted certain neutrality
requirements the Commission found such deletion illegal as a modi

fication of the agreement which was never approved by the Com
mission The fines were ordered cancelled States MariJne Lines Inc

v Trq nspac Freight Oonf 7F M C 204 1962

On appeal by Trans Pacific the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the Commission TrallUJ Pacijic Frgt Oonf of Japan v Fed
eral Maritime Oom n 314 F 2d 928 9th Cir 1963 Neither the

Commission nor the Court dealt with the question whether a Neutral

Body could be lawfully affiliated with a conference member Both

merely held that Trans Pacific had neither in its original Neutral

Body system nor hy approved modification provided for a Neutral
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Body which could be so affiliated and therefore the appointment of
Lowe was in contravention of the agreement as approved and thus

in violation of section 15 of the act

Before the Commission issued its decision in Docket 920 Trans
Pacific and JAG respectively filed presently pending modifications

Nos 150 21 and 310 17 which provided that a Neutral Body must

disclose any professional or financial affiliation which it has with

any member line Such affiliation however will not disqualify the

Neutral Body from serving unless the affiliation is with an accused
line In such a case the Neutral Body must appoint an unaffiliated

agent to conduct the investigation

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The Examiner would approve respondents self policing system
as it is set forth in Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 15029
and Agreement No 3103 17 as modified by No 3103 26 States Marine

took 18 numbered exceptions to the Examiner s decision many ofwhich
are but restatements of others and all of which can be reduced to
the following alleged errors of the Examiner insofar as he

1 Failed to properly apply the Supreme Court s decision in
Silver supra and concluded that respondents agreements are

unlawfuI thereunder specifically with respect to right ofappeal
from decisions of the Neutral Body

2 Failed to adopt States Marine s proposals regarding notice
confrontation ofwitnesses weight ofevidence hearing and notice
ofdecision

3 Failed to require the establishment of criteria for the
assessment of fines

4 Concluded that an accounting firm may senre as a Neutral

Body when it serves as the regular auditor for a conference

member

5 Failed to conclude that modifications adopted by less than
unanimous vote are contrary to the public interest and detrimental
to the commerce of the United States in violation of section 15 of

the ShippingAct 1916
6 Approved the present signature of the conference used in

submitting proposed modifications and failed to require that
conference minutes show by name the members opposed to any
proposed modification

7 Approved Agreement Nos 15029 and 310326 11

II Hearing Counsel also filed exceptions to the initial decision which will be discussed
where appropriate in our treatment of the exceptions of States Marine
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We shall deal first with the alleged error in considering the modi

fications embodied in Agreement Nos 150 29 and 3103 26

The proposed modifications which were included in respondents
brief in accordance with our action on respondents motion to amend

the order of investigation were designed to narrow the issues for final

decision by meeting certain ofStates Marine s objections to the Neutral

Body system as it appeared in Agreement Nos 15021 and 3103 17

For example a 2 year period of limitation was placed on investiga
tions in answer to States Marine s objection that the Neutral Body
was free to investigate any alleged violation no matter how stale

it has become through the passage of time States Marine s argu
ment against considering these modifications is simply that they
were not in evidence and not at issue All further discussion of the

amendments merely shows that as far as States Marine is concerned

the amendments do not go far enough in satisfying its objections to

the system hut this is no ground for excluding them from our

consideration

Exclusion of the proposed amendments would achieve nothing more

than a delay in their ultimate consideration They have been filed

with us for our approval They raise no new issues and they cannot

prejudice States Marine since they seek to remedy defects in the sys
tem alleged by States M rine itself Moreover our authority under

section 15 of the act is not simply the sterile power to accept or reject
that which parties to agreements file with us Section 15 expressly
grants us the power to modify agreements filed with us

6 Thus even

if respondents had not expressed their willingness to meet certain of
States Marine s objections to the system by voluntarily amending their

agreements we could order them to do so as a condition precedent to

our approval of the system The only difference between the two

courses of action is that the latter takes more time because we cannot

force parties to accept a particular agreement they always have the

option of no agreement at all Our situation here is much the same

as that of the Federal Power Commission in Florida Economw Advw
Ooun v Federal Power Oom n 251 F 2d 643 D C Cir 1957 when

it granted a certificate of public convenience subject to certain cura

tiveconditions imposed after close ofhearings The petitioner claimed

he would be adversely affected if not heard on these conditions In

6 Sec Hiprovides in relevantpart

The Commission sball by order after notice and bearing disapprove cancel or modify

any agreement or any modification or cancellation thereof whether or not previously
approved by it tbat it finds t be unjustly discriminatory orunfair as between carriers

sbippers exporters importers orports or between exporters from the United States and

their foreign competitors or to operate to tbe detriment of the commerce of the United
States or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in violation of this act and sball

approve all other agreements modifications or cancellations
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denying the petition the Court stated the conditions only resolved

issues raised argued and briefed in the hearing They involved no

surprises except insofar as they may have gone further or not so far as

petitioner would have wished This contention is plainly without
merit andis rejected

States Marine next excepts to the Examiner s application of the

Silmer case

SillVer involved a suit by a securities dealer against the New York

Stock Exchange under the antitrust laws for the concerted refusal of

the Exchange s members to continue private teletype and stock ticker

service to the plaintiff a nonmember of the Exchange The Exchange
had discontinued these s rvices and refused to tell the plaintiff the

reason in spite of numerous requests by plaintiff The Court found

that notwithstanding Silver s prompt and repeated requests he was

not informed of the charges underlying the decision to invoke the

Exchange rules and was not afforded an appropriate opportunity to

explain or refute the charges The Court stated that

Congress ineffecting a scheme of self regulation designed to insure fair dealing
cannot be thought to have sanctioned and protected self regulative activity when

carried outina fundamentally unfairmanner 373 U S 364

N o justification can be offered for self regulation conducted without provi
sion for some method of telling a protesting nonmember why a rule is being
invoked so as to harm him and allowing him to reply in explanation of his posi
tion No policy reflected inthe Securities Exchange Act is to begin with served

by denial of notice and anopportunity forhearin 373 U S 36l

The Examiner distinguished Silver on several factual and legal
grounds Hepointed out that

Silver was an antitrust case this is not States Marine is a member of both
conferences Silver was nota member of the Exchange the Shipping Act specifi
cally exempts agreements approved thereunder from the antitrust laws the

Securities Exchange Act does not the problems and considerations having to do

with stock exchange self regulation differ materially from those having to do

with steamship conference self regulations notice and hearing the only two

specific safeguards in issue in Silver are expressly provided for under the con

ferences proposed system and States arine chose to join the conferences

thereby surrendering some sovereignty
1

Notwithstanding the legal and factual distinctions quoted above and

noting that the term due process is nowhere to be found in the body
of the majority opinion the Examiner found the Silver case persua

7The Extllminer noted that a practical caveat was present in any consideration of States
Marine s true freedom of choice to operate outside the conference when and if the
respondents dual rate systems are approved and go into effect Nonconference lines
would then be largely preclubd from carrying cargo of shippers Signing dual rate

contrats
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sive insofar as it clearly supports a requirement for fundamental
fairness in industrial self policing systems but not for the so called

defensive safeguards and techniques historically identified with con

stitutional due process oflaw

We agree with the Examiner s treatment of Silver and think it

eminently sound The real thrust of States Marine s argument re

garding Silver is that the Neutral Body system is required to assure

a conference member accused of a breach of the conference agreement
virtually all the safeguards the criminal law affords aperson charged
with a crime Silver clearly will not support such a proposition and

to adopt anything like it here would in our view rend r any self

policing system totally ineffectual and thus defeat an express statutory
purpose of Congress s Moreover the only indication in Silver as to

what type of notice and hearing should be afforded in a self policing
system is contained in footnote 17 at page 364 of the Court s opinion

The basic nature of the rights which we hold to be required under the anti

trust laws in the circumstances of today s decision is indicated by thefact that

pUblic agencies labor unions clubs and other associations have under various

legal principles aU been required to afford notice a hearing and an opportunity
to answercharges to one who is about to be denied a valuable right

Thus the Court makes it clear that the kind of notice hearing and

opportunity to answer charges which should be afforded is that found

in public agencies labor unions clubs and other associations The

procedur l safeguards accorded in these institutions are not the same

as those accorded a criminally accused The association type enter

prise traditionally follows less rigid standards which as long as they
comport to the necessarily indefinite standard Of fundaIlental fair
ness can be almost anything to which the members agree to be bound

We think respondents self policing system as ultimately proposed
by them meets this standard of fundamental fairness 9

States Marine however takes specific exception to the Examiner s

conclusion regarding notice confrontation of witnesses weight ofevi

dence necessary to find a violation hearing and notice of decision

Right to Notwe The conference s latest proposal regarding notice
to a line accused of a violation provides in substance that upon receipt
of a complaint the Neutral Body would have authority to call upon
the members named in the complaint and without prior notice inspect
records correspondence documents and other materials deemed by
the Neutral Body in its sole discretion to be relevant to the complaint

8 Public Lww So7 34J6 amended sec W 80 as to empower U9 to disapprove aconference

agreement upon a finding of inadequate policing of the obligations of the members under it

The legislative history of this amendment Is replete with Ill8ta nces of total disregard of

conference obligatioDs by member lines and malpractices resulting from the disregard
eFor the full text of art 10 12 and 25 as proposed In Ag ents Nos 15021 as

modified by 10029 and s110317 as modified by 81os26 see app B
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After investigation the accused will be advised as to whether or not
there are reason ble grounds to believe that aviolation occurred If

so he will be informed of the nature of any alleged violation and of
the evidence concerning it which can be revealed without jeopardizing
theconfidentiality of the Neutral Body s source of information The

accused is then affordedahearing art 25 b 3
The Examiner found that since the proposal provides for notice and

hearing before final decision it is clearly in keeping with thestandards
of fairness prescribed by Silver since Silver imposed no requirement
of notice before investigation As the conference witnesses testified
notice prior to even the investigation would facilitate the concealment
of incriminating records and thus effectively frustrate the investiga
tion The primary purpose of notice is to inform the accused of the

charges against him and to afford him an opportunity to defend him

self This should not include the opportunity to hide or conceal evi
dence ofa malpractice The Neutral Body upon receipt ofa complaint
must find evidence to support the charges contained therein if such
evidence exists The only real possible source of such evidence is the

records of the accused Ifthere is to be any kind ofworkable Neutral

Body system the Neutral Body cannot be deprived access to its only
source of information Itcould be so deprived however ifthe Neutral

Body were required to give notice to an accused prior to investigation
Under the proposed provisions regarding notice an accused would

be afforded an adequate opportunity to defend itself not by concealing
incriminating evidence but in the more conventional manner ofoffer

ing rebutting evidence to known charges
The proposal on notice does provide the accused with information

concerning the nature ofthe alleged breach and theevidence concern

g it This is sufficient to inform theaccused of why a rule is being
invoked to harm him and allowing him to reply in explanation of his

position This satisfies the fundamental fairness requirements of
Silver

States Marine also obj ects to that portion of the notice provision
stating that evidence will not be disclosed if such disclosure will result
in the identifiation of the accuser We will deal with this infra in

conjunction with theissue ofconfrontation
Oonfrontation Article 25 e 1 as last proposed by the confer

ences reads The Neutral Body will under no circumstances disclose
the name of the complainant to the respondent unless specifi
cally authorized to do so by the complainant

Article 25 f 3 states In so advising the respondent ofthe nature

of the breach the Neutral Body shall disclose the actual evidence
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which it has at its disposal unless for reasons compelling to it such dis

closure would tend to reveal the identity of the complainant orother

wise jeopardize the confidentiality of the Neutral Body s sources of

information
On these points the Examiner found that fair play requires and

article 25 f 3 anticipates that the accused will be informed of the

factual basis of the Neutral Body s conclusions and will be afforded
an adequate opportunity to reply or explain He further found that

a requirement necessitating the disclsure of the identity of the com

plainant would seriously cripple the Neutral Body since few com
plaints would then be filed

States Marine relies on Silver and several other cases in excepting
to these findings of the Examiner The language of Silver quoted
by States Marine in support of its position that confrontation and

cross examinationof the accuser are required reads as follows

In addition to the general impetus to refrain from making unsupportable
accusations that is present when it is required that the basis of charges be laid

bare theexplanation orrebuttal offered by thenonmember willinmany instances

dissipate the force of the ea parte information upon which an exchange proposes

to act 373 U S 362

We do not understand this statement as requiring confrontation
and cross examination of the accuser Quite the contrary the Court

simply states thatby laying bare the basis of the charges and affording
the accused an apportunity of rebutting them the force of theew parte
information upon which the charge is made may be dissipated not

that the charge may not properly be made on the basis of ew pLrte
information Silver does not support States Marine s contention

The several other cases cited by States Marine involved either crim
inal rights or government action against an accused and are not appli
cable to thistype ofprivate voluntary association lO

States Marine s desire to know the identity of the accuser must be

balanced against the unwillingness of the member lines to file com

plaints if they are to be identified as the accuser Their very real
concern is that almost invariably the complaint will alienate a pre

ferred shipper should the identity of the complainant be known In

our view such a requirement would render the Neutral Body system
unworkable

Butboth States Marine and Hearing Counsel argue that an accused

will not be guaranteed that he will be confronted with all the evidence

against him in view of the discretion given the Neutral Body in reveal

10 States Marine relies primarily on G1e v McEZroy 360 U S 474 195 which in

volved security clearance revocation by the Department of Defense and Greene v U 8

where the same plaintUf sought damages for revocation of his security clearance
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ing confidential information The Examiner correctly observed that
in those instances where evidence relied upon f9r decision should not be

shown to the accused in its original form because of undesired disclo
sures it would certainly be within the basic precepts of fair play for
the Neutral Body to go as far as it reasonably can without disclosing
the identity of complainants or sources of confidential information tOl
inform the accused of thesubstaQce thereof as material to an adequate
understanding of the charges and findings The substance of the evi
dence relied upon in reaching a finding that a breach has been com
mitted must be disclosed to the accused in sufficient detail to giye him

an opportunity to show that it is untrue otherwise the elements of
fundamental fairness are missing

Investigation and Hearing The Examiner concluded that the con
ference proposals on these matters satisfied the requirements of SilVer

The proposals regarding investigation provide the Neutral Body
with authority to investigate written complaints and in doing so to
inspect and copy correspondence records documents signed written
statements or oral information and or other materials at the offices
of the member lines art 25 d

States Marine would have the investigation made by an accused line s

regular auditors under the Neutral Body s direction States Marine
seeks this as a matter of convenience and to avoid exposing its confi
dential business affairs Inherent in this position is the unstated and in
our view unwarranted assumption that the Neutral Body will make
unwarranted and unauthorized disclosures of States Marine s bllsiness
affairs We have difficulty imagining such conduct on the part of

accounting firms such as Price Waterhouse or Lowe There is no

basis here for predicting such conduct no matter who is ultimately
selected as the Neutral Body

The conference proposals regarding hearing which were approved
by the Examiner provide for notice and disclosure of evidence and
within fifteen 15 days or within such reasonable time thereafter

if the respondent so requests it may meet with the Neutral

Body with or without its own a countant and or attorney and offer
to the Neutral Body such explanation and or rebutting evidence as it

may deem proper and desirable At such hearing the Neutral Body
shall consider all of the av ailable evidence Art 25 f 3

In making its decision the Neutral Body will not be restricted by
legal rules of evidence or the burden of proof required to establish

criminality or even acivil claim Instead itwill employ rules ofcom

mon sense and the only standard required is that the informa
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tion developed is persuasive to the Neutral Body itself that the breach

occurred Art 25 f 2

States Marine s objections here are but a repeat of its objections to

the provisions for disclosure of evidence Again States Marine urges

that there can beno fair hearing oropportunity to explain when there

is no guarantee that an accused will be adequately informed of the

charges or of theevidence supporting such charges and again it is our

view if the accused is not sufficiently informed of the charges against
him and the evidence in support thereof so as to prepare his rebuttal

the elements of fundamental fairness are missing
Mitigating Oi1OlMn8tances The latest proposed modifications to

the agreements provide Notwithstanding the diffic lty in assessing
such damages precisely in determining the amount of liquidated dam

ages to beassessed the Neutral Body shall consider such mitigatingcir

cumstances as it may deem relevant Art 25 f 4 The Ex

aminer approved this language
States Marine argues that such a standard is inadequate that due

process requires specific criteria such as whether the violation was

purposely committ whether it is a first offense whether it is also a

violation of law etc to be followed in determining the nature of the

fine Hearing Counsel feel that the agreement should be amended to

provide a graduation of fines hased on gravity of offense The Exami

ner correctly concluded that there is no evident basis for anticipating
that the Neutral Body will not exercise fundamental fairness in deter

mining and considering such mitigating circumstances as may be

reasonably determinable and relevant in each case But as evidence

that theNautral Body does not exercise fairness in such matters States
Marine offers the fines assessed against it and subsequently invalidated

in Docket 920 In each instance the maximum fine was assessed To

begin with the fines were invalidated not because the amounts were

unreasonable but because the appointment of the Neutral Body itself

was not in conformity with the conference s basic agreement More

over we cannot saythat themaximum penalty allowed is unwarranted

for a refusal to allow the Neutral Body access to company records

We do not find the instances of other fines by other Neutral Bodies in

other conferences persuasive here

Neutlality Under the presently approved system the conferences

appoint a Neutral Body from responsible accountants or other per

sons The appointee may not be employed by nor financially inter

ested in any party to the basic agreement The conference s latest pro

posed system provides for the appointment of an impartial independ
ent person firm or organization subject to disclosure to the confer
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ence 6f y professional business or financial interest it may have then

or later with any member line In the event of a complaint against
a member with which it has any such interest the Neutral Body would
have to disqualify itself and appoint a substitute agent having no such
interest Any financial interest in any member line however will
defeat appointment and if acquired after appointment will be disqual
ifying art 25 a The Examiner approved the latest proposal
thereby authorizing the Neutral Body to be professionally affiliated
with any conference member including the complaining line other

than the accused

States Marine excepts to this finding It feels a Neutral Body which

has an affiliation with any member line espeCially with the complain
ing line cannot be neutral so as to be able to sit and judge objectively
and without bias States Marine urges the time honored proposition
that any person or body sitting in judgment be it called judge arhi
trator or referee etc must be free from all bias or interest in the out

come of the case Hearing Counsel feel that to be consistent any inter

est in eit er the accused or the complainant should be disqualifying
Be that as it may we do not agree that being under contract to per
form professional auditing services ofa member line of the conference

other than the accused gives the Neutral Body an interest such as

would disqualify it

Mr Ralph S Johns Chairman of the Ethics Committee of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants testified that pro
posed article 25 wasnot inconsistent or incompatible with the Code of

Ethics of the Institute and that amember s affiliation with a complain
ant would not impair its independence Johns pointed out by way of

emphasis that It is a common situation among the larger accounting
firms to serve two ormore competing enterprises and in my own per
sonal experience in Chicago not only do we as the same firm serve the

two largest farm implements corporations hut we serve them rightout

of the same office and we have done so for over 50 years We think

the Examiner was correct when after a summary of the testimony he

stated

In view of the fact that the Neutral Body functions are fact finding rather

than judicial that the conclusive facts are usually if not always obtained from

the books of account and records of the accused that accounting firms are

nniquely qualified both professionally and by pr ural and ethical standards

to perform this work that fees are paid on the basis of time devoted to a case

and without regard to whether the complaint of malpractice is sustained or dis

missed that there is no evidence of actual bias or nonneutrality relating to any
of the firms heretofore used and that the application of unduly broad exclusions
will disqualify or bring about the disinterest of most if not all of the otherwise

eligible firms thereby destroying this self policing system contrary to the public
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interest and to the detriDlent of COIDDlerce it is found that a Neutral Body
should not be disqualified leeause of a disclosed business relationship Le

independent contractor for professional or business services with a conference

member line other than theaccused

States Marine offers nothing on exceptions which would affect the
Examiner s findings with which we agree

Right to Appeal Neither the presently approved nor the latest

proposed modifications to the agreements contain any provision for

appeal from the Neutral Body s decision The latest proposal states

that the members agree to accept the decisions of the Neutral Body
as valid conclusive and unimpeachable art 25g

The Examiner found that provision for the right to appeal to

arbitration would not be necessary for approval of the self policing
systems

States Marine in exceptions contends that the Silver doctrine of

due process fairness requires provision for appeal from the Neutral

Body s decision to an arbitration panel the fees and expenses of the
arbitrators being paid by the conference They believe appeal is

necessary to prevent runaway decisions by a neutral body
Hearing Counsel consider the right to arbitration to be desirwble as

a double check on arbitrary action

An appeal is of course not required by law Where a federal

statute denied an appeal ofTax Court determination in renegotiation
cases the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in French v War0ontracts

PriceAdjustment Board 182 F 2d 560 at 565 1950 rejected a con

tention of unconstitutionality concluding that there is no

constitutional right ofappeal is well phrased inLuckenbach Steamship
00 v United States 1926 272 U S 533 at 536 the well settled

rule applies that an appellate review is not essential to due process

of law but is a matter of grace
The testimony of record demonstrates why appeal would render the

self policing system ineffective Itwould cause delays and is unneces

sary since the Neutral Body is better qualified to decide than a panel
of arbitrators Disclosure of the identity of the complaining line

would result from resort to arbitration Some of the candidates

for the Neutral Body position indicated they would not serve if their

decisions were to be subject to appeal
Since the law does not require appeal and since other reasons exist

for not requiring appeal we find that it is unnecessary to have such

a provision in this Neutral Body agreement
Knowledge of Acquittal States Marine opposed the original pro

posals because they contained no provision for notice of acquittal
to an accused The conferences latest proposal provides for notice
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in the event ofeither acquittal or conviction The Examiner approved
this latest proposal States Marine does not object to the substance

of the provision but has doubts as to whether it was properly hefore
the Examiner for consideration We have found that the Examiner s

consideration of these proposals was proper We also found the Ex

aminer s approval of the provision for notice of acquittal as well as

conviction was well founded and proper and it is upheld
Vnanimity The present voting requirements of the respondent

conferences are set forth in articles 18 and 19 of the basic agreements
They provide that four fifths of all parties entitled to vote constitute

a quorum when changes in the basic agreement are being considered
Once a four fifths quorum is present all parties agree to be bound

by changes made with the consent of two thirds of all parties entitled

to vote

Throughout this proceeding States Marine has contended that sec

tion 15 requires that such modifications to the conference agreement
can only be approved upon unanimous adoption by all members of

the conference Accordingly they contend that the Neutral Body
proposals in question here cannot be approved since States Marine

has not endorsed them

The Examiner found that a unanimous vote is not required and

States Marine takes exceptions thereto The contention is that a

nonunanimous amendment rule has been contraryto the public interest

and has operated to the detriment of the commerce of the United
States in violation of section 15 States Marine in support of this

contention maintains that the present rule has caused a high co

efficient of friction in the conferences that it makes it impossible
for States Marine to retain control over its own business and corporate
affairs and that it pledges the company to adhere to contracts never

formulated by its management
In our previous report we said

States Marine contends that notwithstanding the language of articles 18 and

19 a modification of the basic agreement without unanimous consent of the

parties alters thecontractual relations of the dissentient parties coptrary to the

principles of contr ct law and is thus invalid States Marine argues in an

attempt to avoid its obligations under articles 18 and 19 that because it was

not among the original organizers of the respective conferences and had no

part in the formulation of their basic agreements it remains free to attack

those portions of the agreements which it considers improper For States

Marine to prevail some provision of section 15 must render the voting require
ments of articles 18 and 19 invalid for if they are valid States Marine as a sub
scriber to the agreement is bownd thereby

In attempting to show that the voting requirements are invalid States Marine

attempts to draw analogies from the field of private contract law We think
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these analogies fiiiiroper Private contracts normally between two parties
cannot easonably be equated with agreements approved under section 15 An

agreement providing for the organizatjon of a conference to operate in our

foreign commerce is of necessity an agreemenf which attempts to reconcile a

number of divergent interests insofar as is consistent with Congressional policy
and the public interest in the free flow of our foreign commerce Such an

agreement must provide for thecontinuing commercial operations of a relatively
large number of conference members with as little friction and obstruction as

possible The very heart of such an agreement is that each individual line

relinquishes some of its freedom of action in exchange for thebenefits resulting
from participation inthe conference arrangement 2

This concept of majority rule is not uncommon in the ocean freight Industry
A good many agreements on file with theCommission provide for themodification

thereof by a stated majority We do not consider it unreasonable for a confer

ence to make such a provision in its basic agreement provided it is not applied
so as to contravene the standards of section 15 We find nothing in the concept
of majority rule as applied to the proposed modifications here under consideration

which renders it discriminatory as between carriers or shippers detrimental to

the commerce of the United States contrary to the public interest or otherwise

contrary to the requirements of section 15 States Marine inaccepting member

ship inthe respondent conferences has bounditself to the terms of the basic agree

ment and so long as it chooses to remain a member it must conform to all modifi

cations th reto which are regularly made and duly approved by the Commission

States Marine has offered nothing which causes us to change our

views as expressed above We would only add that in our view unan

imity could well work to increase rather tha decrease friction among
the members of the conferences The record here clearly demonstrates

that if the respondent conferences each had the unanimity rule there
would be no Neutral Body system presently before us for approval
Therefore the respondents attempts to satisfy their statutory obliga
tions to adequately police their obligations under the respective agree
ments would be frustrate Such a result would ofcourse be contrary
to public interest and detrimental to commerce within the meaning of

section 15
There remains States Marine s objection to the way in which modifi

cations to the agreements are sub cribed to by the conference chairman

The conference chairman executes a st ndard form of subscription in

submitting proposal agreement modifications to the Commission for

approval This form provides
2This is by no means a novel relationship Analogous situations pervade our political

economic 8nd social structure Just one eXllJmple in the economic sphere is found in

rporate organizations A corporation can make fundamental changes In its charter
changing the very nature of the corporate business and most States require only that

the consent of twothirdis or threefourths of the stockholders be given to this change
The dissenting stockholder must either bow to the will of the majority or sell his stock
The latter alternative is in effect resignation from the corporation
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the conference the members of which are all

hereinafter listed has authorized the foregoing amendmentsby resolution passed

at its regular conference meeting held 19 in Tokyo Japan

There follows a typed list of the membership and the signature of the

conference chair an as such States Marine contends that this creates

a record which on its face is misleading a half truth and may be

utterly false in that the signature of the conference chairman on be

half ofthe entire membership implies that the modification wascarried

unanimously
We agree with the Examiner s finding that this contention is without

merit

Re stated

Conference chairmen are merely accomplishing the ministerial function of

filing duly adopted modifications on behalf of the copference and in so doing
are listing the lines currently holding memberships all of whom are bound by

the modifications Such listing has nothing whatever to do with a vote tally or

representation of unanimity Both the Commission and the individual member

lines areon direct notice that under theprovisions of articles 18 and 19 8upra

resolltions referred to in thestandard form require theaffirmative vote of only
two thirds majOrity On this record it cannot be found that the form is actually
misleading or otherwise inviolation of theact

Since States Marine s objections to the proposed Neutral Body
systems here under scrutiny are based almost exclusively upon the

Supreme Court s decision in the Silmer Oase our discussion of them has

been primarily concerned with theapplicability of theSiJJver standards
to the systems What we have said makes it clear that the proposed
systems are fully in accord with thestandards ofSilmer insofar as they
can be said to be applicable to industry s self policing agreements
under the Shipping Act More importantly we think it equally clear

that the proposed systems are fully in accord with th standards and

requirements of section 15 and should enable respondent conferences
to satisfy their responsibility to police adequately their obligations
under their respective agreements There is nothing in this record

o show that the systems will in any way operate in a manner which

would he unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers ship
pers exporters importers or ports or between exporters from the

United States and their foreign counterparts or detrimental to the

commerce of the United States or contrary to the public interest or

in violation of the ShippingAct

VICE CHAIRMAN JOHN 8 PATrERSON dissenting
This case is before the Commission for the second time because the

United States Circuit Court ofAppeals for the District of Columbia
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g antea our petition to remand our first report andorder ofOctober 30

1963 shortly after the intervenors herein had appealed our order as

authorized by the Review Act of 1950 but before a final adjudication
by the Courtof Appeals Our petition acknowledged that our decision

was made without considering a recent Supreme Court precedent in

Silver v New York Stock Ewchange 373 U S 341 1963 herein

referred to as Silver and we expressed a desire to reopen and

reconsider this case in the light of Silver The Silver case held the

New York Stock Exchange did not have the power to deny private
teletype and stock quotation ticker service to a nonmember broker

without first according fair procedures pursuant to self regulation
rules of the Stock Exchange authorized under the Securities Exchange
Act

After the remand ordered March 16 1964 we vacated our first

report and order Additional hearings before an Examiner were

ordered and completed followed by a decision by an Examiner con

cluding that the agreements should be approved Exceptions were

filed

The purpose of the entire proceedings is to adjudicate whether the

two agreements which contain similar provisions should be disap
proved in response to the protests of the intervenors The protested
provisions relate to procedures for policing the obligations under the

agreements The purpose of this particular phase of the proceeding is

to rule on the exceptions and then to decide whether or not the Exami

ner was in error in approving the agreements
Dissent is made to the preceding decision and to its rulings on the

exceptions for thereasons

First there has been a failure to decide in conformity with

changed conditions in law requiring modified actions as we repre
sented to the court of appeals in our petition The agreements
shouldbe disapproved

Second the agreements considered by the Examiner and sub

ject of the rulings are not part of the record herein and are not

subjects ofthis proceeding
A Ve have before us 18 exceptions by intervenors and 2 exceptions

by Hearing Counsel to the Examiner s initial decision approving pur

suant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 Act Agreements Nos

15029 and 3103 26 instead of Nos 15021 and 3103 17 which were

before the court of appeals and which were approved in our first re

port Agreements Nos 15029 and 3103 26 were the subject of our

order titled Denial of Motion to Amend Order Reopening Proceed
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ing denying on March 31 1965 a motion to amend the order reopen

ing the proceeding after the record had been closed and the hearings
concluded on March 3 1965 The denIed motion was for the purpose
of making these revised self policing provisions in Agreements
Nos 150 29 and 3103 26 a part of the record Therefore my rulings
on the excEptions are confined to the question of approval or disap
proval for adequacy of self policing provisions of Agreements Nos

150 21 and 3103 17 which arepart of the record

B Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions

are that Agreements Nos 15021 and 3103 17 should be disapproved
because after notice and hearing it is found Agreements Nos 15021

and 3103 17 contain inadequate policing under the obligations of the

previously approved Agreem nts Nos 150 and 3103 contrary to the

requirements of the third paragraph ofsection 15 of the act

C My conclusions result from the following proposed rulings
These rulings apply to the numbered exceptions of each party as stated

by them and set forth in appendix C hereto Intervenors exceptions
1 through 7 and 12 through 17 should be sustained Intervenors

exceptions 8 through 11 and 18 and both of Hearing Counsel s excep
tions should be rejected

D As regards my conclusions and proposed rulings the reasons in

support of them and for my decision are advanced in the following
discussion

The facts consist entirely of the agreements subject to the applica
tions for approval in the first hearing and affidavits and memoranda

replies thereto and oral argument pursuant to the terms of our order

served March 14 1963 and in the second hearing t stimony and ex

hibits pursuant to the terms of our order served April 3 1964 as

amended to expand the issues to be resolved Agreements Nos 15029

and 310326 were never subject either to hearing or to cross

examination

The two agreements subject of this proceeding are between common

carriers by water in foreign commerce associated as the conferences

identified above and respondents herein The purpose of the agree
ments is to establish a procedure for policing the obligations under the

agreements The procedures for policing the obligations were in

amendments of the agreements Agreements Nos 15021 and 310317

whioh we are required to approve or disapprove pursuant to the direc

tive in the third paragraph ofsection 15 of the act pertinent portions
ofwhich have been underscored
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The Commission shall disapprove any such agreement after notice and hear

ing on a finding f inadequate policing of the obligations under it or failure

or refusal to adopt and maintain reasonable procedures for promptly and fairly

hearing and considering shippers requests and complaints

The issue underlying all others is the adequacy or inadequacy of the
provisions for policing of the obligations under the agreements pro
posed by the respondents Before this issue may be decided we have

to know which two out of the four agreements presented to the Com
mission one way or another are to be reviewed for adequacy The

Examiner considered he had Agreements Nos 15029 and 3103 26
before him for revi w On the other hand Iconsider Ihave Agree
ments Nos 15021 and 310317 before me The latter agreements
are located in exhibits 1 and 2 and consist of identical provisions in

article 10 titled Breach of Agreement article 12 titled Faithful

Performance and article 25 titled Neutral Body which amend

or modify the first approved agreements of respondent conferences

Only the provisions of article 25 are questioned or challenged as to

adequacy
Exclusion of the proposed a endments i e Agreements Nos 150

29 and 310326 it is stated would achieve nothing more than a delay
in their ultimate consideration and there is no ground for excluding
them the undeleted provisions of appendix B containing the provi
sions of Nos 15029 and 3103 26 from our consideration There

are to the contrary both reasons for delay and grounds for exclusion

The reasons for delay are that intervenors will be given their presently
denied opportun ty because the agreements were submitted after the

record wasclosed to furnish evidence crossexamine andargue against
adequacy and approval Such opportunity founded on rights to be

heard may not be denied for reasons of expediency The grounds
for exclusion are that we have already excluded Agreements Nos 150

29 and 310326 by our order served on March 31 1965 We have not

issued any order opening the record for their admission The latter

agreements may not at the same time be excluded by order and included

by considering and approving them anyway If adequacy is found

the agreements must have been reviewed and considered and to re

view the agreements must have bee l read We may only read and

pass on what is in the record The Examiner has obviously read and

passed on theexcluded nonrecord evidence No matter how justifiable
such reading may seem to avoid delay orhow unfair disregard of im

provements or compromises may seem on second t40ught we may only
make decisions upon material issues of fact presented on the record

if we are to obey section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act I

elec to obey this section
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Perhaps exclusion of the proposed amendments may be thought to

be precluded because we invited respondents to set forth in their
briefs any proposals for modifications of the contested clauses which
alleviate the disputes between the parties These agreements with

higher numbers however are being approved as new agreements in
the record not as modifications proposed and imposed by the Com
mission Any such invitation would a1so misconceive our objective
when we adjudicate approvability of agreements We are approving
and disapproving agreements and we are not alleviating disputes
Agreements come into the record because they are admitted by an

Examiner as evidence subject to cross examination and argument be
fore disapproval rather than as proposals to alleviate disputes
Neither are agreements automatically in the record by filing with the
staff The Commission is finding adequacy or inadequacy and there
after adjudicating approval or disapproval Any other objective de

prives intervenors of serious rights and we should delay as long as

necessary to accord them their rights
It should be clear that both the subject the Examiner and I are

reviewing and the objective the Examiner and Iare trying to accom

plish are entirely different For these reasons the first exception to

Examiner s approval of Agreements Nos 150 29 and 3103 26 when
the modifications therein were not in evidence as a result of a Com
mission denial of a motion to reopen the record to consider them
should be sustained

The next step is to find out whether the agreements in the record
have adequate or inadequate self policing provisions We must com

pare the standards for self regulation in the Silver case as we said we

would do in our representations to the court ofappeals in our remand

petition Our petition referred to our Rules of Practice and Proce
dure Rule 16 a stating the Commission might reopen and recon

sider and may modify a report or order if such action is found to be

required by changed conditions in fact or law The expression
self regulation in the Silver case applied to Stock Exchange regula

tions is the same as policing the obligations in section 15 of the act

applied to conference agreement provisions As a result changed con

ditions in law have been shown requiring a change iil my earlier con

clusions

The agreements herein have been approved in spite of the disclosure
that the Silver case changed conditions in law applicable to self regu
lation of the Stock Exchange which must now be applied as an inter

pretation of the act before a conclusion ofadequacy or inadequacy of

the policing provisions may be reached In discussion of later excep
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tions Ifind the agreements violate two of these new standards which

are now law in addition to the existing findings supporting lack of

fundamental fairness as stated in my dissent to the Commission s Re

port in this docket served October 30 1963 7 FMC 653 beginning
p 659 For these reasons the agreements are found to violate the new

laws for industry self regulation and the second exception should be

sustained

Correct consideration of this case in the light of the new standards

in the Silmel case requires more than a comparison and a finding of

nonapplicability based on distinctions and arguments alone

The Examiner s treatment of Silmel is thought to be eminently
sound My difficulty with the soundness of the treatment is that the

distinctions and arguments all existed at the time the earlier remanded

report was being reviewed by the court of appeals All the distinc

tions and arguments might have been presented to the judges at that

time without asking for the remand A representation serious enough
to induce a court to remand a case to us for more expensive and time

consuming adjudication ought to involve some new discoveries and a

shiftofposition rather than the preappeal decision reached once again
by now finding that the law of th precedent either does not apply or

to the extent the new law applies the respondents self policing system
meets the standard of fundamental fairness and is presumably ade

quate The reasons assigned to justify the remand for better or for

worse completely changed the comparisons to be made and it is too

late to act as though our representations about changed conditions in

law in Silmel do not change anything else The Commission is com

mitted to considering the changes seriously We could not foresee

what was to come nor prejudge but at the time Ibelieved we had the

serious purpose of applying the precedent Iam attempting to give
such consideration and application as I indicate herein because we

chose not to take up the opportunities to argue when we were subject
to the Court s judgment and elected to use the opportunities only when

we got the case back subject to our judgment One must now get on

with this assignment Accordingly it is believed Imust not only
disagree with the treatment of the Silmel case but must reconsider my

own position in my previous dissent

Section 15 as amended by Public Law 87 346 in 1961 to add the

third paragraph establishes as a principle that self policing is a gov

ernmentally recognized method of enforcing conference agreements
Given such aprinciple the consequences to government policing must

be that shortof displacing government enforcement of laws some dis

placement of Commission concern with enforcement of conference
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agreement obligations affecting conformity with the act is inevitable

Loss of protection to the public caused by any displacement may be

restored hy assurance of fair procedures in administering a self polic
ing plan Tome this is the lesson ofor the light cast hy the Silive1

precedent Stated in otherwords equally applicable to thethird para

graph ofsection 15 the Supreme Court wrote

Congress in effecting a scheme of self regulation designed to insure fair

dealing cannot be thought to have sanctioned and protected self regulative

activity when carried out in a fundamentally unfair manner 373 U S 341

1963 at p 364

Vhatever may have existed before a fundamentally unfair manner

is now equivalent to inadequacy We protect the public when we

assure adequate procedures
Ido not believe however that what is fundamentally fair for the

N ew York Stock Exchange operating in conformity with the Securi
ties Exchange Act for the purpose of protecting licensees and promot
ing fair dealings among Exchange members within the United States
is to be regarded as an imperative for ocean freight rate fixing con

ferences operating in conformity with the Shipping Act for the pur

pose of protecting shippers and carriers under the traditions of

international shipping Nevertheless some concessions to public pro
tection are necessary to achieve fundamental fairness For the reason

that the Examiner made no concession to public protection beyond
what existed before there has been a failure to apply standards and

the failure amounts to an incorrect consideration of this case in the

light ofSilver in hne with our petition and the third exception should

be sustained

Procedural safeguards established under Agreements Nos 15021

and 310317 for shipping conferences may differ from those for secu

ritiesexchanges and be less sophisticated and exacting because carriers

are dealing with each other Also procedural requirements derived

from our own jurisprudence need not guide impositions on conference

members most of whom are nationals of countries where traditions

are not the same as ours The jurisprudence of which official notice

may be taken in many conference member nations is inquisitorial
rather than adversary in nature and adequacy of self policing proce
dures may take this factor into account The possibility of interna

tional retaliatory regulation not present in national securities

exchange regulation also argues for restraint in imposing our tradi

tions The differing subjects of regulation the less sophisticated con

ference procedures differing traditions of jurisprudence among those

to be regulated and other international considerations dictating
F M C
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restraint are all factors which justify minimum procedural require
ments to achieve fundamental fairness as qualification of adequacy It

is concluded that to restore assurance of public protection and avoid

inadequacy at least some but not all of the argued for procedural
safeguards ofSilver are required For these reasons the fourth excep
tion to the Examiner s conclusion that Agreements Nos 150 21 and
3103 17 establish a fundamentally fairsystem of industry self regula
tion within the meaning of SlZver when Done of the procedural safe

guards specifically named are provided should be sustained
Without findings of fact and only with arguments the Examiner

approved agreements without procedures for giving an accused car

rier 1 notice of complaint 2 opportunity to confront 3 the
evidence used to reach decisions 4 a hearing including if essen

tialcross examination beforea decision and 5 notice of thedecision

including a specification of the charges found proved and those found

unproved as urged by the intervenors The agreements approved
were not in the record If the above five standards do not apply to

the record agreements we ought to know what facts or other argued
considerations cause the standards not to be applicable Intervenors

supplied quite a few facts which they argued showed inadequacy
detriments to commerce and absence of public interest if all the
standards were not found applicable Parties are ent itled to a refuta
tion based on factual findings If the findings are absent the conclu
sions may not be made The fifth exception as to conclusions despite
lack of findings of fact on the agreements in issue should be sustained

The sixth exception together with my ruling on the fourth excep
tion leads to a question of what standards must be applied to agree
ments as tests of adequacy It has already been decided above that
some but not all of the proposed procedural safeguards must be

applied and that it is error to apply none of them vVhich particular

ones apply depend on practicalities and circumstances of international

ocean shipping traditions

The essential basis for fundamentally fair procedures is to encourage
discovery of as mueh of the truth about a commercial transaction as

is possible so that a truly neutral judge may know most of what is

relevant for deciding who is right and who is wrong a fter a com

plaint ofmalpractiees Fair procedure is not a ritual for the benefit

of disputants nor an assurance of personal rights but is a practical
means for helping out a truly neutral adjudicator The ne V tests

need not have anything to do with due process observed by courts

nor with distinctions between criminal and civil jurisprudence If

they are simply practical aids to truth finding they are adequate for
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policing the obligations A system providing only for a power
referee would be inadequate Almost any procedures vaTying from

conference to conference that facilitate disclosure should meet the
Silrver standards of fairness as tests of adequacy

Applied to the five proposed tests these considerations lead to

choosing notice of complaint disclosure of evidence used to reach a

decision and a hearing of some sort before decision Neither con

frontation nor notice of decision are necessary although the latter
would seem to be reasonable and not be a controversial point Dis

closure of evidence and hearing yith cross examination might all

be at the same time Rnd place after preparation and might occur in
the presence of the adjudicator The notice and hearing including
disclosure of evidence are essential to provide an opportunity to

answer charges by one who is about to be c1fprived of valuable com

mercial privileges or fined

In the subject agreements article 25 contRins eight subarticles a

through h Of these none provides for notice and the closest they
get to notification is a power given the neutral body to call upon
a member or its agents at any of their offices during office hours and

inspect etc Subarticle f refers to a hearing for the re

spondent in the title but this phase occurs if it can be ca lled a

hearing on concluding its investigation and after the body decides

in its absolute discretion whether the facts c6nstitute a breach
but the promise of the title is barely kept because the respond

ent is allowed after arrival at a tentative decision if requested by
respondent to meet with the Neutral Body and offer explanations
The privileges offered are too late and too little The Neutral Body
is in effect the adjttdicator The purpose of a notice is to give the

accused the opportunity to bring in all the proof he has to support
whatever he has done or to refute what is claimed he did Obviously
the accused will be motivated by a desire to defend himself and will

I at least produce some fact s in his favor which would be useful to the

adjudicator It is equally to be assumed the complainer will already
have porduced what supports his case A hearing procedure will

assure that the adversaries will provide the adjudicator with a large
number of facts Notice is an essential practical move at least to start
the fact assembling process and the notice should be at the earliest

possible time to be useful and certainly before any decision is made

To the extent the agreements before us for approval contain no notice

provision or any agreement delays notice until after a decision they
should be disapproved as inadequate if the lessons of the Silver case

are to be taken seriously
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Confrontation does not seem essential because commercial trans

actions of the type involved in malpractices are largely documented
involve payments and measurements and tend to be imp rsonal

Secret unsupportable accusations and wrongs of a civil or criminal
nature where various states of mind are material are less apt to occur

in commercial transactions and malice vindictiveness intolerance

prejudice or jealousy are less apt to be present The fact that con

ference agreements are formulated by carriers of many nationalities
from a diversity of legal systems does not preclude application of
the lessons of the Silmer case even under a policy of restraint and
minimal standards The truth is discoverable without confronta
tion or even disclosure of the id ntity of the complainer consistently
with adequacy

Investigation and hearing are essential from the adjudicator s

point of view for the purposec of adding to or explaining the facts

previously supplied by the complainer and the accused During this

stage both sides may reply with other facts and the adjudicator as

an auditor or accountant may go out and asseInble business records
A procedure such as that in article 25 which does lot make explicit
where the evidence must come from in this regard is inadequate
The adjudicator may consistently with a hearing procedure as I
envision it simply meet with the parties to allow them to offer explana
tions or further answe g evidence which the adJudicator should
then consider and thereafter decide on whether it proves a malpractice
or not

A combination of adversary and inquisitorial procedures having
in rudimentary form and simple terms at least the above two elements
would satisfy adequacy requirements ofsection 15 of the Act qualified
by theSilmer decision

To the extent my dissent in the earlier proceeding approved use of

procedures without he elements of notice and hearing it has been
reconsidered and revised by the foregoing in response to what is

thought to be the Commission s commitment to the court ofappeals
To the extent the Examiner fails to find policing of the obligations

inadequate under the standards of the Silmer precedent as related to

notice and hearing the sixth exception should be sustained and to

the extent the Examiner fails to adopt proposals for modification to

include the n wstandards of adequacy in the subject agreements the
seventh exception should he sustained No need is found for passing on

that part of exception 6 questioning whether the self policing systems
operate to the detriment of the commerce or are contrary to the public
interest
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Exceptions 8 9 10 and 11 deal with failures to find consider or

recommend agreement provisions relating to criteria for assessment

of fines and appeal and review of neutral body decisions The facts
all deal with past abuses and oppressions by respondents such as the
imposition of maximum or disproportionate fines for refusal to reveal

company files to a suspected hostile auditor and situations potentially
resulting in virtual bankruptcy of defendants by excessive fines with

outappellate review The facts as to intervenors alone do not establish

the necessity of an appeal as a condition to adequacy modified by fun
damental fairness lessons Past histqry on the facts of this case

indicates some appellate restraint on a Neutral Body might be advis
able in these particular agreements but offsetting proposed procedural
safeguards shouldsupply the restraint Apart from procedures appel
late need is eliminated when added to the court supported principle
that appellate review is not an essential to due process but is a matter

of grace and to the consideration that appeal does not improve the

finding of truth but rather improves the application of law Absence
of a right to appeal or restraint on fines does not result in inadequacy
The 8th 9th 10th and 11th exceptions dealing with these subjects may
be rej ected

The 12th and 13th exceptions are to the Examiner s conclusions that

an accounting firm employed as an auditor by a conference member line

may serve as a Neutral Body and may consider a complaint of the
member which employs it as auditor subarticle a item 2 2d para

graph The issue in both exceptions is whether it is fundamentally
fair to use such a person as a neutral in any controversy and whether

procedures authorizing such use are inadequate The reasons for find

ing provisions of an agreement containing such procedures are inade

quate are stated in my dissent in this proceeding in our first report
referred to above Such provisions do not provide a system of true

neutrality In spite of the now reasserted reasons advanced at that
time there still seems to be a misconception of the issue when the

Examiner refers to professional accounting firms as being uniquely
qualified both professionally and by ethical standards to perform this

work There is no question that this finding or opinion is correct and

nothing stated earlier or here questions qualifications or ethical stand

ards The issue at least as I see it is not individual professional
ethics qualifications or conduct but the effect of an existing business

relationship on the purity of the system itself to assure true neutrality
and dangers to public interest without such assurance Any appear
ance ofbias or favoritism must be avoided Our concern ought to be

with the tendency to corruption of decision and with the consequent
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erosion of public confidence Suspicion about all decisions is the by
product of existing provisions and the respond nts no less than inter

venors have much to gain by strict adherence to assured neutrality
Whatever may be said about professional behavior the provisions
allow the policing agency to have a special or closer relation to one and
not to the other of two adversaries if he is the auditor of the com

plainer The relation with one sid unavoidably destroys assurance

of siding with neither of two adversaries an essential ingredient of

thetrue neutrality referred to in theearlier dissent

By missing the two points ofa need for provisions assuring 1 the

integrity ofthe system used and 2 the true neutrality of the policing
body the Examiner has not approved a fundamentally fair system of

policing the obligations For these reasons the 12th and 13th excep
tions to the Examiner s conclusions that an accounting firm may
serve as a Neutral Body even though it is the regular auditor of a

member line and may consider a complaint and render a decision on an

accused when serving as auditor of the complainant accuser ought to be
sustained

The l th through the 17th exceptions are to the failure of the Exam
iner to find facts related to the issue of approving agreements by less

than all conference members and that the facts create agreements
detrimental to commerce and to the conclusion of the Examiner that

such agreements may be approved when submitted in the name of all

members including those who oppose the agreement The exceptions
raise an issue as to what is an agreement within the meaning of

section 15 ofthe Act Such an issue ought to be resolved before getting
to any other issue as to inadequacy ofprovisions

The Examiner held in effect that agreements submitted to the Com
mission under section 15 may be accepted for filing and approved even

though they are not signed hy all of the parties to be obligated He

holds that if an earlier agreement provides that later agreements modi

fying the earlier one may be amended by less than unanimous consent
all ofthe parties are nevertheless obligated by the later modification

The error of his position is in assuming that a change of an agree
ment is within the scope of the agreement A change or amendment

is inevitably outside the scope but is nevertheless an agreement under

section 15 if properly accepted The Examiner fails to distinguish
between actions within the scope of an agreement accomplished after
vote and changesof the agreement itself which are to enlarge or restrict

the scope The latter require either unanimous consent or obligate at

the most only those who accept the terms offered and evidence their

acceptance by authorized ignatures The issue here is not one of
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inadequacy but whether there is any agreement at all as described in
section 15 The issue is legal involving the law of contracts and the

best advice available convinces that a reservation by some parties to a

contract of an unconditional future right to determine the nature of
I

performance by changing the scope of the agreement makes the prom
ise too indefinite to be enforced andthe contract is not complete Wil
liston Oontrcwts 3d ed sec 37 Ifagreements may be changed for
all parties by less than all parties they have no ascertainable meaning
for all the parties at the time they are entered into because a later

nonagreeing party has no way of knowing what his obligations are at

any time during the life of the contract The dissenter may be obli

gated in ways never assented to There is no meeting of minds no

accepted offer at the moment ofagreement about what is to happen if
less than all parties may change later the scope of performance I
would hold that a later agreement not accepted at the time of later

change by all the parties to be obligated is an agreement only of those
who accept and does not obligate those who do not accept notwith

standing any earlier agreements to be bound by votes ofother parties
because the earlier agreements create an indefinite and unenforceable

contract
The foregoing is based on legal advice and may not be subject to

final adjudication before this agency forum Agreements under sec

tion 15 may not be equated with contracts known to law but up to

now it has never been necessary to resolve this issue Accepting the

premise that the courts may prove my efforts at legal opinions poorly
advised Iwould nevertheless hold that agreements under section 15
must show unanimous consent before they may be approved We are

not dealing with any abstract concept ofmajority rule either as known
to political science or the management of internal association affairs
We are dealing with agreements first which only after approval are

lawful and wheillawful are excepted by the fifth paragraph ofsection
15 from the provisions of specified laws commonly known as the anti
trust laws and second which both enlarge and restrict commercial

relationships of all member carriers The first creates valuable priv
ileges to make pricing decisions free from competitive restraint and
the second substantially affects opportunities for profit by foregoing
comp titive opportunities The less than unanimity imposition ofob

ligations outside the scope of the initial conference agreement enables
less than all the associated carriers to force acarrier against managerial
judgment to engage in noncompetitive activity or to be exempt from
the otherwise applicable laws when a carrier s management wants to

resort to competition It is a paradoxical interpretation of section
9 F M C
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15 to say we must accept for filing and thereafter approve an agree
ment compelling rather thaI permitting noncompetitive activity
Considered abstractly I wholeheartedly endorse conference associa

tion but it should not be compelled in this manner The less than

unanimity rule affects opportunities as shown by testimony that inter

yenor s management because of its past difficulties was not going to

join orcontinue in a conference unless we absolutely as amatter

of staying in the trade have to do it Tr 414 Vhat this means is
the company found it impossible to retain control over its business and

corporate affairs by committing it to contracts not formulated by
management but formulated by its conlpetitors Conflict among busi

ness associates likewise may affect profits The unsupplied facts and

findings by the Examiner would have shown a long history of disputa
tion and resultant indecision Tr 355 412 with the less than unani

mous rule inducing nonreconciliation The rule has provoked friction

on this record

The generalized considerations of this discussion alone may not be

persuasive reasoning to support detriments to commerce and lack of

public initerest dictating disapproval even if a fileable agreement is

proven Combined with the facts of a long history of dissension a

conclusioin of disapproval is warranted If less than all parties may
not amend an agreementa statement at the end of an agreement that
all of the members of the conference have authorized the foregoing
amendments including in a list the names of carriers voting against
the amendment cannot be an entirely true statement 1isleading or

false statements are not in the public interest and agreements contain

ing them should be disapproved Amending agreements are the same

as an initial agreement under section 15 and ought to bear the signa
tures or otherwise evidence approval by all the parties to be obligated
and not be signed by the secretary or some other conference official

For these reasons exceptions 14 15 16 and 17 dealing with failure

of findings of fact relating t the issue of approval by less than unani

mous votes failure to find amendments adopted over a member s dis

sent operate to the detriment of the commerce and are contrary to

public interest the conclusion that amendments are approvable when

adopted by a less than unanimous vote and approval of a form of

agreement submitted in the name of all members should be sustained

The 18th exception to the Examiner s failure to find the minutes

of conference meetings should show by name which member lines voted

against the adoption of an amendment is rejected as not necessary to

a final decision in view of the prior rulings A ruling is not required
for a reasonable decision as to adequacy of policing of obligations
under the agreements nor to approvability of the agreements
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Hearing Counsel excepts 1 to the failure to find the agreements
should contain certain proposed provisions and 2 to the Examiner s

interpretation of a court precedent It is not considered we are pro

posing desirable agreements but are only disposing of applications
for approval of agreements that have been contested Absent any

showing of inadequacy or precedents compelling disapproval of what

we have before us the proposals are irrelevant to anything we are

doing Iagree with Hearing Counsel that the finding that the Exam
iner ought to make is related to adequacy of obligations but our order

of investigation raised the issue of whether the agreements before us

should be approved disapproved or modified on the premise that

we must disapprove inadequate agreements therefore the Exam
iner s choice of rhetoric was correct whatever he may have said about

court precedents FQr these reasons Hearing Counsels two excep
tions should be rejected

To sum 1tp
1 This report unlike thedecision of the Examiner

a reviews and disapproves the agreements in the record rather

than agreements as modified by agreements excluded from the

record and

b adjudicates approvability of agreements rather than at

tempts to reconcile disputes between respondents and intervenors

by accepting nonrecordmodifications

2 The agreements reviewed are inadequate and must be disapproved
because in the light of the changed conditions in law introduced by
the Silver case the provisions for policing obligations do not provide
for

a notice of complaints or

b a hearing including the production of evidence and oppor
tunity to argue and explain or

c fundamentally fair procedures th ough true neutrality
3 Changes in the scope of the agreements must be made by all of

the parties to the agreements i e by unanimous consent

a in order to be legallybinding agreements or

b to be approvable under section 15of the Act

4 The foregoing permit rulings as follows
a sustaining intervenors exceptions 1 through 7 and 12

through 17

b rejection of intervenors exceptions 8 through 11 and 18
and

c rejection ofHearing Counsels two exceptions
9 F M C
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To conclude

After notice and hearing herein Agreements Nos 15021 and 3103
17 for which respondents have applied for approval under section 15

of the Act should be disapproved on a finding of inadequate policing
of the obligations under the aforesaid contracts and a finding of non

unanimous consent thereto

COMMISSIONER GEORGE H HEARN duseJnting inpart
Ido not subscribeto the majority view in toto

A steamship conference of course is a voluntary association a

cooper tive venture and it must be grounded upon the good faith of
its members not only for the furtherance of the public good and the

protection of the shipper but for the efficient reasonahle practical
and harmonious day to day business and commercial betterment of its
members No one will deny that procedural safeguards are granted
to persons and corporate entities under the constitution or that many
fundamental rights are protected by the great body of common law
nevertheless when a steamship line elects through the exercise of its

managerial judgment to become a member of a conference for the

benefits inuring therefrom it may contract away some of its rights
and privileges for what it considers to be business expedience but it

cannot agree to an abrogation of obligations cast upon the group by
law Itis my opinion that certain rights and privileges which are not

essential to the public interest need not be observed on the other hand

some fundamentals which do not impair the reasonable and practical
day to day functions of the business need not be obviated Here an

erosion of fundamental rights while neither enhancing the self

policing duties nor perfecting the better flow of business of the con

ference may well set a precedent for future agreements wherein

important necessary and fundamental rights as well as practices are

omitted Therefore I would modify the proposed self policing
agreeinent in several respects

My proposed modifications however are not dictated by the deci
sion in the SilmeT 1

case which is clearly distinguishable from the

instant case the principal point being that Silver involved a nonmem

ber of the New York Stock Exchange while States Marine is a member

of theconferenceherein

First the Neutral Body should be neutral in all respects Iam not

convinced that the duties oftheNeutral Body could not be undertaken

by account nts attorneys or men schooled in the steamship business

Ido not subscribe to the theory that the calling to conference policing
is so specialized that there are only a handful of qualified men able to

1 Silver v New York Stock ll r chal1lge 3173 U S 341 1963
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perform the functions of a Neutral Body Moreover the access to the

private business operations of competitors requires in my mind that

the Neutral Body conducting the investigation of alleged wrongs have

no relationship with or interest in aITlIJof the activities of the members

of the conference To the extent therefore that the proposed amend

ments to these agreements permit the slightest affiliation between the

conference s Neutral Body and any of the members of the conference

for any reason whatsoever Iwould not approve them

Second Iwould not approve the agreements to the extent that they
permit a Neutral Body to investigate on its own motion the business

affairs of a conference member The better view I believe is to

permit investigation by the self policing organization only upon

receipt of a written complaint which asserts with some specificity
a breach of any of the obligations of the conference agreement by
one of the members A Neutral Body should be discouraged from

going on fishing expeditions thereby establishing the necessity for

its self perpetuation and possibly satisfying the majority of the con

ference members at the expense of one member Since one of the

reasons for a conference is the betterment businesswise of each

individual member as well as all of the members thereof it is pr
sumed in theory that they will each conduct themselves toward each

other in the highest ethical tradi tions of the business and commerciai
world

Third Ibelieve that reasonable notice of the gravaman of the com

plaint but not the identity of accuser should be given the accused

before the complaint is investigated at least before the Neutral

Body undertakes a visitation through the accused s papers books

files records etc for the alleged violation This restraint in my
view would limit odious harassments initiated by an unknown and

disgruntled accuser

Fourth while I agree that the investigation should be conducted

by the conference s Neutral Body the agreements should make it

clear that the accused has the right to have its own accountant attor

ney or other representative present during the visitation at whieh

time the accused members hooks documents files etc are reviewed
for thespecified breach ofviolation

Fifth the Neutral Body s investigation should be limited by the

gravaman of the complaint Fishing expeditions especially those

where the searcher stands to be financially rewarded should not be

encouraged Under the proposal of the conference concerning this

item if 1he accused is found guilty by the Neutral Body the cost of

the entire investigation is assessed against the accused In my view
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the conference as the employer of the Neutral Body should under

write all of its expenses Ifear this could at least be an involuntary
instruction to the Neutral Body to have its investigation result in

finding a violation or a breach based upon any minor technicality
In my opinion the cost of the investigation should be borne by the

conference since it is incumbent upon all members to see to it that

their particular conference at all times is acting in the public interest

An order approving the agreements will be issued By the

Commission

No 1095

AGREEMENT No 150 21 TRANS PACIFIC FREIGHT OONFERENCE OF JAPAN

AND AGREEMENT No 3103 17 JAPAN Al LANTIC AND GULF FREIGHT

CONFERENCE

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter

and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby referred

to and made apart hereof

ftu ordered That Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 150 29

and Agreement No 310317 as modified by No 3103 26 are hereby
approved

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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APPENDIX A

10 Breach of Agreement a In the event of any violation of this agree

ment by any of theparties hereto andor their respective agents except as pro
vided in articles 25 and 30 hereof and as otherwise agreed upon for specific
violation covered by conference resolution passed in conformity with the pro
visions of the basic agreement such party or parties shall be subject to the

payment of damages for each and every violation which shall be decided and

assessed to the satisfaction of all parties hereto except the party or parties
charged with the violation but if the party and or parties hereto committing
thealleged violation of this agreement aredissatisfied with thedecision come to

such party andor parties shall have the right to appeal in which event

the question of breach of agreement and damages shall be left to the determi

nation of three arbitrators to be nominated within 30 days from the day on

which the appeal of the party and or parties charged with the violation will

be received at the conference office

One of the arbitrators will be nominated by two thirds of the parties hereto

except the party or parties charged with the violation one by the party or

parties charged thethird shall be appointed in agreement of thetwo arbitrators

so nominated The arbitrators shall make their award friendly and the decision

of two or more of the arbitrators shall be final and binding on the partites
hereto There shall be no appeal against theaward of the arbitrators

Any fine assessed by the Neutral Body under this agreement shall be paid

to the conference AH conference members agree that the existing twenty five

thousand dollars 25 000 U S A currency faithful performance bond already
posted with the conference shaH also serve as a guarantee of the faithful per

formance of the foregoing and of prompt payment of any fine which may accrue

against any party for its acts or the acts of its agents subagents subsidiary
andor associate companies under this agreement Fines collected under this

agreement shall be used toward defraying the expenses of the Neutral Body
and other expenses which may be incurred in connection therewith The maxi

mum fines shall be

a First offense ten thousand dollars 10 000 U S A currency or

equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
b Second offense fifteen thousand dollars 15 000 U S A currency

or equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
c Third offense twenty thousand dollars 20 000 U S A currency

or equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
d Fourth offense and subsequent offenses thirty thousand dollars

30 000 U S A currency or equivalent in y n at the official ean rate of

exchange
b In addition to thepayment of damages the offending party at the option

of the conference shall be liable to expulsion from the conference or suspension
of voting rights forsuch period of time as the coDference may determine Deter

mination in the first instance as above as to a violation of this agreement andor

9 F M C
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of any rules regulations or tariff provisions of the conference and whether the

penalty shall be expulsion suspension of voting rights andor the payment of

damages and if the latter the amount thereof shall be made in accordance with

article 19
c In no case shall the party complained against have any vote in the deter

mination of any of the foregoing matters The party cOPlplained against shall

have the right to be heard and to offer a defense against the accusation even

though such party may notbe afforded the right to vote on his guilt or nnocence

d No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with a

detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor shall have been airmailed or

cabled to the governmental agency charged with the administration of section 15

of the United States Shipping Act 1916 as amended Notice of suspension of

voting rights pursuant to this art cle shall be furnished promptly by airmail or

cable to the aforementioned governmental agency

12 FaithfuZ performance a As a guarantee of faithful performance here

under and of prompt payment of any liquidated damages which may accrue

against them or of any award or judgment which maybe rendered against them

hereunder the parties hereto agree to deposit with the conference the sum of

twenty five thousand dollars 25 000 in United States Government bonds or

inthe United States currency or security bond of like amount sa tisfactory to the

conference which shall be deposited or invested as may be agreed by the parties
pursuant to article 19 Any interest accruing thereon shall be for the account

of the party making such deposit and shall be remitted promptly to such party
if received by theconference Each of theparties further agrees to deposit addi

tional cash or security upon demand so as at all times to maintain cash or securi

ties or any combination of both of a total mallket value equivalent inUnited S tates

currency to the amount hereinabove specified Such deposits or the proceedf3
thereof shall be applied to the payment of any damages imposed in accordance

with article 10 or elsewhere in this agreement unless otperwise fully paid or

previously satisfied

b In the event of the termination of this agreement or the termination of

membership or withdrawal of any of the parties hereto the deposits Inade by the

parties concerned shall be returned to them together with any accrued interest

in the possession of the conference butonly after any indebtedness to the confer

ence has been fully satisfied
25 Neutral Bodll There shall be a Neutral Body selected and appointed by

the conference from responsible accountants or other person or persons not a

partyto nor employed by or financially interested in any party to the agreement
upon such terms as are agreed between the conference and the Neutral Body
The Neutral Body shall have the fOllowing powers duties and responsibilities

1 To receive complaints in writing from members of the conference

pursuant to their obligations hereunder to reportmalpractices
2 To investigate said complaints and receive evidence thereon from

members of the conference or from the conference offices or otherwise

3 To engage agents lawyers or other experts inconnection with its inves

tigation and consideration of complaints and to pay on behalf of the confer

ence all costs incidental to engagement and use of such agents lawyers and

other experts
4 To have absolute discretion to decide whether or notan infringement has

taken place and theconference shall have no right to questions such decision

subject to the maximum fines set forth below
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The maxim ftnes assessed by theNeutr l Body shall be

a First offense upto a maximum of US 10jOOO
b Second oifense up to a maximum of U g 15 000
c Third offense up toamaximum of 0

8
20 000

d Fourth oifense and subsequent oifenses up to a maximum of

U S 30 000
5 To report to the extent appropriate the result of its investigation to

Ethics Committee but without disclosing the names of complainants The

Ethics Committee shall notify the member lines through the conference
Chairman

6 To give directions as to payment of fines after assessment and notifica

tion to the Ethics Committee
7 The undersigned lines promise to report immediately to the Neutral

Body directly any apparent or alleged deviation from the conference agree
ment of its rules and regulations of correct and ethical practices thereunder

which cometo their attention or knowledge
All lines agree to accept the decision s and any assessment s of fines

thereofby the Neutral Body as tinal and binding
8 To enable complaints to be investigated theconference shall make avail

able to theNeutral Body all records correspondence anq qocuments of every
kind wherever located and give all assistance and informat on whatsoever

verbal or otherwise which may be requir d by the Neutral Body at their

absolute discretion All the records of the freight conference at the secre

tary s office willalso beavailable to the Neutral Body
9 The conference members jointly and severally shall indemnify the Neu

tral Body against any liability to third parties including employees under any
libel or other action which might be brought against the Neutral Body
arising from the performances of its duties under this agreement The con

ference members jointly and severally shall hflve no right to claim against
theNeutral Body or their agents inany such libel o other action

10 The retainer fee and other compensation for services of the Neutral
Body shall be as agreed between the member lines and the Neutral Body

APPENDIX B

The original version is agreement 15021 Modifications proposed
by agreement 15029 are indicated by crossing out delete and under

lining add

Article10 Breach of Agreement
W ftS pre hied Ht tMtd 3G ftefeef tMtd ft5 etherVo ise gPee6

fflp ereaeaesevePeti eeBfereRee resehitieR Ht eeRfermit
wHfttfte 13re isieRs eftfte 9ftSte agreemeRt tfte ef ef tftie
agreemeRt fll Hlemeer He etteft memeer eftftH be t

J3a meRt ef damages fflp eflleft fllfltl eYePy etteft Jfte determiRatieR ef fll

tMtdtfte ef aamages therefer eftftH be EIeeitiee fllfltl assessed
1fflte ef hePeef J3re ided as e ler

memeer eftMge6 ehfllH IMwe fll
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a In the event of any breach of the terms of this a e entby a member
and or its agentst such member hall 8Ubj to the payment of damages for
each and every such breach The eterminatioi1 of a breach and the amount of

damages payable therefor shall be decided and assessed by vote of the confer
ence under article 19 hereof provided however that themember charged with a

breach shall nothav a vote and provided further that breaches of the terms
of articles 25 and 30 and breaches involving malpracti as defined under
a11ic e shall notbe det inedher under

If th ember cODllIittiJlg the Illeged breach of this agreement is di atisfied
with the decision such member aha l have the right to appeal in which event
the queStions of breach of the agreement and damages shall be left to the deter

Iq na n f tqr arbitrators to be IloJlinat d within thirty 30 day from the

date of receipt of said member s appeal at the confe n office
On e ar itrator shall be orp nated by twotpirds of the members excluding

the ember charged with breach one by the member charged and the third

fiJhall be appointed by agreement of the two arbitrators so nominated The
arbitrators shall make their award by decision of two or more of them and the
ward shall be finl aIld bind ng on all members There shali be no appeal

against the award of the arbitrators Nothing contained in this agreement shall
interfere withtherights of any member line under the provisions of the Shipping

ct 1916 a aDlended or the jurisdiction of the Federal Mari tine Commission
under aid Act or any other pertinent Federal laws

b I lie of or inaddition to the payment of damages the offending member
at theoptiop of the conference shall be subject to expl1lsion from the conference
or suspension of voting and other rights for such periOd of time as the Confer
e ce may determine The determination of breach and assessment of the penalty
of xpulsion or suspension and if suspension the duration thereof shall be in

accordance withparagraph a above

c In no case shall the member complained against have any vote in the
determination of any of the foregoing matters The member complained against
shall have the right to be heard and to 01ler a defense against the allegations
even though such member shall notbe afforded the right to vote on thematter

d No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with
a detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor shall have been fur
nished the expelled member and a copy airmailed or cabled to the governmental
agency charged wIth the administration of section 15 of the United States Ship
ping Act 1916 as amended Notice of suspension of voting rights pursuant It
this article shall be furnished promptly by air mail orcable to the aforementioned
governmental agency

Article 1 Faithful Performance
a As a guarantee of faithfulperformance hereunder and of prompt payment

of any liquidated damages which may accrue against them or any award of the
Neutral Body or any other award of judgment which may be rendered against
them hereunder themembers agree to post and maintain with the conference the
sum of twenty llve thousand dollars 25 000 in United States currency or

United States Government bonds which shall be deposited or invested as may be

agreed by thepartiespursuant to article 19

b In lieu of United States currency or United States Government bonds pro
vided for in thepreceding paragraph a member may post and maintain with the
conference one or more irrevocable letters of credit inthetotal sum of twenty five
thousand dollars 25 000 provided that those letters of credit create an abso
lute obligation for the bank to pay against drafts drawn by the conference chair
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man or the Neutral Body accompanied b a debit note bearing a date not later

than thirty 30 days prior to said nodce and in the case of a Neutral Body
assessment a copy of the Neutral BodyIreport and further provided that no

other conditions forpayment may be insetted in such letters of credit that they
are at all times maintained in the totaiJ sum of twenty five thousand dollars

25 000 and that they are inall other Irespects satisfactory 00 the conference

c The deposits and lette rsof credit provided for inparagraphs a and b

and the proceeds thereof if any shalllbe a plied to the payment of any dues dam

ages or Neutral Body assessments payablk under articles 10 and 25 or elSewhere
in the agreement unless fully paid or p eviouSlY satisfied before they become

I

delinquent in accordance with article 28 hereof In the event a letter of credit

is posted in lieu of United States currendy or United States Government bonds
theNeutral Body will have theauthority lo draw drafts under thecredit accom

panied by a copy of its report finding a breach and assessing damages and also

a copy of the delinquent debit note arid to receive payment of the amount

assessedfrom thebank on behalf of thecorlference
d In the event of the termination bf this agreement or termination of a

membership or withdrawal of any of th members the deposits made by the

members concerned shall be returned to tliem together withany accrued interest

in the possession of the coilference or inI the case of letters of credit they will

be revoked but only after any indebtedness to the conference has been fully
satisfied and three 3 months bave elabsed from the date of termination or

withdrawal or until a decision is made inalny Neutral Body cases pendingagainst
such member on the effective date of terzhination or withdrawal or in any case

filed within said subsequent 3 month periodl
Artwle 25 Neutral Body I
a Appointment and Qualifications of theNeutral Body

1 The conference shall SJppoint Jpon ternu to be fixed by separate con

tract an impartial independent person firm or organization to be designated
the Neutral Body which shall be authorized to receive written complaints
reporting pos8ible breaches of the donference agreement tariff rates or

rules and regulations involving malptaCtice and to investigate and decide

upon such alleged breaches and if suJh breaches are found to assess dam

ages and in addition to collect dama es assessed after payment thereof be

comes delinquent
2 Appointment of the Neutral Body hereafter will be by vote of the

conference membership under article 19 of the conference agreement The

appointment will be made from amongst candidates which are qualified and

willing to serve

Prior to such appointment a candidate will be required to divulge to the
conference any material professional or business relationships or financial
interests eP eeRRee eSBtraeta hereafter in this article simply ifnterests
which it may have with any of the members their employees agents
subagents or their subsidiaries or affiliates hereafter in this article simply

agents The candidate will also be required to agree in the event of

appointment to divulge any future proposals it might receive to create such

interests and promise to obtain conference approval thereof before accepting
any such proposal Such interests so divulged if any exclusive of financial
interests will notaffect the qualification of the Neutral Body when appointed
by the conference with knowledge thereof and the members will not raise an
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objection based on such grounds to an investigation or decision made or

damages assessedbythe Neutral Body or its agents provided however that
the Neutral Body will be required before appointment to agree to disqualify
itself in the event of a complaint against a member with which it may have
such an interest After disqualifying itself the Neutral Body is authorized
to appoint an agent without such interest in the respondent to conduct the
particular investigation and handle the complaint on behalf of the Neutral
Body and such appointee shall have all of the authority and duties of the
Neutral Body for that particular matter up through the date when the
appointee reports its decision to the Ethics Committee under this article
25 f 4

3 The Neutral Body will have the authority and responsibility to engage
agents lawyers and or experts including shipping experts who cap assist
with its investigation and consideration of complaints and to pay on bepalf
of the conference all costs incidental thereto Such agents or experts
appointed by the Neutral Body must not have any interest in the particular
member named in the particular complaint although they will not be
disqualified because they may have an interest exclusive of a financial
interest withany other member or its agents

4 For purposes of this paragraph a the words financial interests
do not include professional or business relationships whereby the Neutral
Body or its agents or experts are engaged as independent contractors for

professional or business services

b Jurisdiction of theNeutral Body
1 The Neutral Body shall have jurisdiction to handle inaccordance with

the procedures of this article all written complaints submitted to the Neutral
Body by the conference Chairman or a member alleging breach of the con

ference agreement tariff rates or rules and regulations involving malpractice
or on its own motion any breaches of the terms of this article 251 Fe iaea

fteteift ee aftftll eftBge tfte fllBetiefts eE tfte MisFatiBg
Cemmittee

2 Malpractice as used in this article shall mean any direct orindirect
favor benefit or rebate granted by a member orIts agents to a shipper con

signee buyer or other cargo interests or any of their agents or any other

act or practice resulting inunfair competitive advantage overother members

3 The Neutral Body shall have no authority to investigate any breach

involving a malpractice which occurred more than two years before the

filing of a written complaint pursuant to article 25 b 1 or more than

two years before thediscovery thereof under article 25 f 1

c Member Lines Responsibility to Report Breaches and Assist Investiga
tions

1 The members and or the conference Chnirman shall report promptly
to the Neutral Body in a written complaint any and all information ot
whatsoever kind or nature coming to their knowledge which in their opinion
indicates a breach of theconference agreement tariff rates or rules and regu
lations involving malpractice or any breach of this article 25 by a member

or its agents and failure to report such information by any member will be
a breach of this article

d Investigation
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1 The Neutral Body and or its agents shall have thepower authority
and responsibility to investigate written complaints and in investigating said

complaints to call upon a member or its agents at any of their offices during
office hours and inspect copy and or obtain correspondence records docu
ments signedwritten statements or oral informationand orother materials

hereinafter in this article materials which materials aredeemed by the

Neutral Body in its sole discretion to be relevant to the complaint Upon

making such a call the Neutral Body shall have the right to see and copy

such materials immediately and without prior screening by the member or

its agents
2 Correspondingly each of the members shall have theduty and respon

sibility to supply such materials and to cooperate in interviews promptly
upon demand made inperson by theNeutral Body or its agents and without

prior screening whether said materials or personnel are located inthe mem

bers own offices or inits agents offices Failure of a member or its agents
to supply the materials required by the Neutral Body or its agents promptly
will constitute a breach of this agreement by the member and the member

undertakes to thoroughly informits agents of themembers liability fortheir

conduct and obtain their commitment to comply with the conference agree

ment tariff rates or rules and regulations In addition themembers under

take an affirmative duty to cooperate and assist the Neutral Body in ob

taining other required information whenever possible
3 The records of theconfer nce will be made available to the Neutral

Body on request and the conference Chairman and staff will render all

assistance possible to theNeutral Body during investigations
e Confidential Information

1 The Neutral Body will under no circumstances disclose the name of

the complainant to the respondent or anyone else inCluding the Neutral

Body s agents unless specifically authorized to do so by the complainant
2 The Neutral Body will treat all information received during inves

tigations regardless of the sources as confidential and will not divulge
any such information to anyone except in reporting breaches found and

damages assessed to the Ethics Committee and then only to the extent

that the Neutral Body itself deems appropriate
f Hearing for the Respondent Neutral Body Decisions and Announcement

Thereof
1 On conCluding its investigation the neutral Body will consider the

information obtained and decide in its absolute discretion whether the facts

have been sufficiently esta1blished to constitute a breach of the agreement
tariff rates or rules and regulations involving a malpractice and if a

breach involving a malpractice is found which was not covered by the
complaint such breach may also be reported and damages may be assessed
thereon against any member liable

2 In deciding whether a breach exists based on theresults of its inves

tigation the Neutral Body will not be restricted by legal rules of evidence

or the burden of proof required to establish criminality or even a civil
claim Instead it will emplOY rules of commonsense indetermining breaches
and assessing damages and theonly standard required isthat the information

developed is persuasive to the Neutral Body itself that the breach occurred
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3 After the Neutral Body has completed its investigation it shall

advise the respondent either that a breach has not been found or that there

are reasonable grounds to believe that a breach occurred In the latter

event the respondent will be informed at this time of the nature of the

aJleged breach and the evidence concerning it which the Neutral Body in

its absolute discretion is able to disclose In 80 advising the respondent
the Neutral Body shall disclose tl1e actual evidence which it has at its

disposal unless for reasons compelling to it such disclosure would tend to

reveal the identity of the complainant or otherwise jeopardize the con

fidentiality of the Neutral Body s sources of information In all cases

however the Neutral Body will inform the respondent of the nature of

the alleged breach bearing in mind basic precepts of fairplay Within

fifteen 15 days or within such reasonable time thereafter as the Neutral

Body may in its sole discretion grant if the respondent so requests it may

meet with the Neutral Body with or without its own accountant andor

attorney aJld offer to the Neutral Body such explanations and or rebutting
evidence as it may deem proper and desirable At such hearing the Neutral

Body shall consider all of the available evidence and make its decision in

accordance with the standards set forth under article 25 f 2 hereof

4 wtiItfteft mMe aeeiaieR M EHaehPge
the re8 eBaeftt P ftSeeee liEil1iaatea aamages ftHB On the basis of
its decision the respondent shall either be advised that a breach has not

been found or should a breach be determined to have been committed
assessed liquidated damages In assessing said damages the members

recognize that breaches of theconference agreement tariff rates or rules and

regulations cause substantial damages not only in lost freight but in conse

quent instability of the conference rate structure The members further

recognize that the damages caused are cumulativ with the number of

breaches but the members further recognize that it is difficult to assess such

damages precisely Therefore the Neutral Body is authorized to assess

liquidated damages in accordance with the following schedule
a First breach maximum of ten thousand dollars 10 000 U S A

currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling rate

of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment
b Second breach maximum of fifteen thousand dollars 15 000

U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling
rate of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment
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c Third breach maximum of twenty thousand dollars 20 000
U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling
rate of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment

d Fourth breach and subsequent breaches maximum of thirty
thousand dollars 30 000 U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the

telegraphic transfer selling rate of exchange of exchange banks on the
dateof payment

Notwithstanding the difficulty in assessing such damages precisely in

determining the amount of liquidated damages to be assessed the Neutral

Body shall consider such mitigating circumstances as it may deem relevant

After its decision the Neutral Body will then report to the Ethics Com
mittee the decision and theamount of thedamage assessed if any In addi

tion theNeutral Body may report evidence or information discovered during
its investigation but the extent of such further reporting if any shall be

subject to absolute discretion of the Neutral Body and in no event will the
Neutral Body report thename of the complainant without consent or report
confidential information

5 The Ethics Committee willnotify the members through the Chairman
of the decision and damages if any and will also at the same time instruct
the Chairman to notify the respondent of the decision httt H ft Mefteft
is ftftd ffi eeee and in case of a breach the respondent will be
furnished with the Neutral Body report and a conference debit note covering
the liquidated damages assessed

g Unquestioned Recognition Of Decisions of the Neutral Body
1 The members agree to accept the decisionof the Neutral Body as

valid conclusive and unimpeachable but it is understood between the mem

bers that decisions of the Neutral Body are not admissions of proof or guilt
orliability underlaw

2 The members further agree that neither jointly or severally will they
bring any action whatsoever against the Neutral Body or its agents for

damages allegedly arising outof its acts omissions and or decisions as the

Neutral Body In addition each member agrees to hold theother members of

the conference and the Neutral Body and its agents harmless from any

claims which may be brought by its agents or employees against another

member the ronference or the Neutral Body or its agents for damages

allegedly arising out of the Neutral Body s acts or functions

h Paymentof Damages
1 The members will pay all damages duly assessed by the Neutral

Body upon receipt of a debit note from the Chairman and if not paid within

thirty 30 days of receipt of thedebit note thedamages will become delin

quent under article 28of the conference agreement
2 The Neutral Body willhave thepower and responsiblity immediately

without notice to or further authority from the conference to collect as

agent for the conference and by any measures recommended by legal counsel

any damages duly assessed as soon as they become delinquent from the

deposit or substitute security submitted and maintained by the members

under article 12 of this agreement The Neutral Body will pay over to the

conference immediately all damages collected
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APPENDIX 0

NUMBERED EXCEPTIONS OF STATES MARINE LINES INC

1 Approves Mo illcation 1 to Agreeplent 15021 and Modification 310326
to eemellt 10317 when these modifications were not in evidence and the
Co ssion denied a motion to reopen therecord to consider them

2 Approves Agreements 15021 asmodifted and 310017 as modified when these

agreements With or without the modifications violate the standards for industry
self regulation set forth by the Supreme Court inSilver v New York Stock Ea

change 3J3 U S 841 1963
8 Fails correctly to co ider this case in light of SiZver v New York Stock

liJt1Jchange although the Commission requested the court of appeals to remand the

proceeding to the Oomm ssion in order to reconsider it in the light of that case

4 Concludes that Agreements 1Q021 and 310317 establ sh a fundamentally
fair system of indUstry selfregulation within the meaning of SiZver when none of

the procedural safeguards specifically named in Silver are provided in such
agreements

5 Concludes despite the lack of findings of fact on the agreements in issue

that conferences m y establish a system of self regulation which authorizes the

assessment of fines upon a finding of breach of the conference obligations without
giving anaccused

a Notice of a complaint
b Opportunity to confront and cross examine adverse witnesses
c The evidence upon which the determination of guilt or innocence

will rest

d A hearing prior to a determination of guilt and

e Notice of the decision rendered including specifications of whicb
charges werefound proved and whichunproved

6 Fails to find that a system described in paragraph 5 above a is illegal
under Silver v New York Stock E1change and other applicable precedents b

operat s to tlle detriment of the commerce of the United States and c is

contrary to the public interest
7 Fails to recommend adoption of the States Marine proposals concerning

nQtice confrontation investigation hearing and posthearing procedure
8 Fails to find that the conference agreements should include criteria for the

assessment of fines inorder to prevent assessment by the Neutral Body of exces

sive unreasonable fines which in thepast have operated to thedetriment of the

commerce of the United States and have been contrary to the public interest

9 Fails to make any finding of fact on the necessity of allowing an appeal
from theNeutral Body s decision

10 Fails to consider and rejects the applicability of Silver v New York Stock

liJt1Joho4rge insofar as Silver held that there should be a review of industry
imposed selfdisci plinaryprocedures and penalties

11 Fai s to recommend approval of the States Marine proposal for ap al

of theNeutral Body s decision to arbitration
12 Concludes that an accounting firm may serve as Neutral Body even though

it is the regular auditor of a member line of the conference

13 Concludes that such an accounting firm serving as Neutral Body may
consider a complaint and render judgment on an accused when theNeutral Body
serves as the regular auditor tor the complainant accuser
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14 Fails to make any findings of fact with respect to the evidence adduced at

the hearing relating to the issue of whether amendments to conference agree

ments may be approved when adopted by a lessthan unanimous vote of the

conference members
15 Fails to find that amendatory agreements adopted over thedissent of any

conference member operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United

States and arecontrary to the public interest

16 Concludes that amendments to agreements are approvableunder section

15 of the Shipping Act 46 V S C sec 814 when adopted by a lesthan unani
mous vote of all parties to theagreement

17 Approves the form of submission of amendments to conference agree

ments which is submitted in the name of all member lines of the conference
including members who opposed the adoption of the amendment

18 Fails to find that theminutes of conferencemeetings should show by name

which member lines voted against the adoption of an amendment

NOTE The respondent did not ftle exceptions and the exceptions of Hearing
Counsel are not susceptible of framing in summary statement form
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No 65 27

MARsEILLEs NoRTH ATLANTIC U S A FREIGHT CoNFERENCE EXCLUSIVE

PATRONAGE DUAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

Decided March 31 1966

PWpu tddlIal ratesystem andrluai rate Conltractform of the Marsei tlestNorth
Atlantic U S A Jrr igbt ConferenG modifiedin accordan e with this deci

sion meet the requirements of seetion 14bof the Shipping Act 1916 and

arepermitted pursuant to that section

Benjamin W Boley and Warner W Gardner for respondent
Howard A Levy and Donald J Brwn r as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Ifarlloo OhailJ1UJnJohn So Fa son

Vice OhairmanAshton C Barrett James V Day George H
Hearn Oommissioners

This is a proceeding under section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916
for the approval of an exclusive patronage dual rate contract to

be used by respondent conference In his initial decision Examiner

Edward C Johnson approved the proposed dual rate system and the

dual rate contract form No exceptions to the Examiner s decision

have been filed The proceeding is before us upon our own motion

to review

After careful consideration of the record we are of the opinion
that the Examiner s findings and conclusions were proper and well

founded except insofar as he approved the use of the phrase or via

in article 1 a of respondent s contract
In The Dual Rate Oases 8 F M C 16 at page 33 we approved for

all dual rate contracts then before us the following clause

The Merchant undertakes to ship or cause to be shipped all of its ocean ship
ments moving in the trade on vessels of the Carriers unless otherwise provided
in this agreement
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Amicle 1 a Qf resPQndent s prQPQsed dual rate CQntract cQmplies
generally with the prQvisiQns Qf the abQve required clause It reads

as fQllQws

The Merchant undertakes to ship or cause to be shipped all of its ocean ship
ments for which contts ct and noncoltract rates are offered moving in the

trade from o vW the pOrt of Marseilles France to ports on the Atlantic Coast

of lthe United States in the range from Hampton Roads to Portland Maine on

vessels of the Carriers unless otherwise prvided in this agreement

After cQnceding that the inclusiQn Qf the phrase Qr via was a

deviatiQn the fQUQwing was Qffered by way Qf explanatiQn
The effect o f this language is to expr lY provide that cargo traIlSShipped at

Marseilles on a separate bill ofl8ding as distinguished from transShipped on a

through bill is subject to the contract This provision is notObjectionable and

merely expresses the implied intent of previously approved contracts

The explanation is insufficient and serves to raise mQre questiQns than

it resQlves In the first place the term Qr via does not accomplish
the distinction between through bills and separa biHs which is the

prime reason fr th deviatiQn frQm the tpprovei fQrm Qf Qther con

tracts We h ve indicat d before that we illallow departures from
the normally approv d a guage where circumstances peculi r tp the

trade warrant them Nothing of this SOrt h8been Offered her Ac
cQr glyand in order th t re POndent may utilize its dual rate Qn

tract in the interim we will permit the u e of the prOPOsed fQrm of

exclusive patrOnage cOntract subject to the deletiOn O the phra Qr

via in article 1 a

rhis pern1issipI l is withOut PI j udiqe to re POndent filing a future
m ific tiO to art cle 1 aJ O accorpplish the avowed purpose of th

phras or via acyompanied by state ent of he circnmst ces of

he rade w rranting the mOdificatiOn

An appropriate order win be issood by the Commission
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No 6527

MARSElLLESjNORTH ATLANTIC U S A FREIGHT CONFERENCE EXCLU

SIVE PATRONAGE DuAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the mat

ter and having this day made and entered of record a Report con

taining its findings and conclusions which Report is hereby referred

to and made apart hereof
It is ordered That the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight

Conference exclusive patronage dual rate contract be modified as

herein set forth

Delete the words or via on line 3 of article 1 a

It is further ordered That the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A

Freight Conference exclusivepatronage dual rate contract as modi
fied herein is hereby approved provided however that if respondent
fails to submit the required modification within 60 days from the
date of service of this order the approval granted herein filiall be null
and void

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 65 6

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CoNFERENCE
AMENDMENT To DuAL RATE CONTRACT

Decided April 4 1966

Petition of Pacific Westbound Conference to amend the charter exclusion clause

inits dual rate contract so as to exclude proprietary cargo not raised grown

manufactured orproduced by themerchant denied

Edward D Ransom and Gordon L Poole for respondents
Jerome H Heckman and Robert R Tiernan for Dow Chemioal Com

pany and Dow Chemical International S A DonA Boyd andFrancis

P Desmond for E IduPont de Nemours and Company Edwin long
cope for Mitsubishi International Corporation and Elkan Turk Jr

for Far East Conference intervenors

Thomas Ohristensen Donald J Brunner and Robert J Blackwell

Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C
Barrett James V Day Oomnnissioners

This proceeding arises out of a petition filed by the Pacific West

bound Conference Conference requesting permission to amend the

charter exclusion clause of its dual rate contract Protests to the

proposed amendment were filed and we instituted this investigation to

determine whether the proposed revision meets the requirements of
section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act and should be per
mitted or modified pursuant to that section

The Far East qonference E Idu Pont de N emours and Company
Dupont Dow Chemical Company and DowChemical International

S A Dow and Dow S A and Mitsubishi International Corp
Mitsubishi intervened in this proceeding Mitsubishi withd w

after the prehearmg conference Examiner C W Rdbinson issued

an Initial Decision denying the Conference petition to which excep

tions and ren1 ies have been fiIed
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FINDINGS OF FACT

1 The Pacific Westbound Conferenee is composed of nineteen com

mon carriers by water who serve the trade from United States and

Canadian Pacific Coast ports to ports in Japan and other Far East

countries

2 Cotton is one of the principal commodities moving in the trade
In the past the Conference has carried ahout 99 percent of all cotton

moving from Pacific Coast ports to Japan In 1960 cotton accounted
for 30 6 percent of the total revenue tons handled by Conference lines
to Japan The corresponding figures in 1963 and 1964 were 27 9 per
cent and 13 8 percent respectively through March 1965 cotton ac

counted for 15 7 percent of the total revenue tons Revenue from
cotton moving to Japan amounted to roughly 6 2 million in 1960 In
1963 this was approximately 4 3 million dropping to 3 6 million in
1964 and to 2 2million for the first four months of 1965

3 Cottonexport markets including Japan have dwindled in recent

years apparently due p imarily to the Federal Government s cotton

pricing and subsidy programs Despite this decline cotton remains
an important source of revenue to Conference carriers

4 The movement of cotton in the trade is seasonal moving most

heavily from October or November through May Shipments vary
between 100 and 500 bales and average about 4 bales to the short ton

5 Cotton shipped through Pacific Coast ports to Japancomes prin
cipally from California Arizona and New Mexico The raw baled
cotton is purchased by U S traders from growers grower cooperatives
or cotton ginners for sale to counterpart traders in Japan The Japa
nese traders in turn sell the raw cotton to spinners Thus cotton
traders neither grow nor gin cotton neither do they spin it nor manu

facture cotton products Vessel bookings are controlled and made

hy buyers in Osaka Japan the main cotton center
6 The Conference has been granted permission to utilize a dual rate

contract system in the trade pursuant to the Commission s Order in
The Dual Rate Oases 8 F M C 16 1004 As required by that Order
the Conference dual rgte contract contains the following exclusion for

shipments made on owned or chartered vessels

ARTICLE l d 2 This agreement shall not include any shipments by Mer

chant when carried in vessels Owned by IMercl1ant Or in vessels fully chartered
by Merchant for the exclusive use of the Merchant for a period of not less than
six months 1

7 M tsubishi a Conference dual rate contract signatory is an Amer
ican Rubsidiary ofMitsubishi S qji Kaisha Itvery l rge and diversified

1The agreement defines the term merchant as an exporter and or Importer of
merchandise
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Japanese trading company It procures in this country all the prod
ucts needed by the Nlitsubishi firms in Japan On October 21 1964

l1itsubishi relying on its right to charter under the terms of Article

l d 2 quoted above time chartered the Liberian vessel SS ON

SHUN for a period of seven to nine months The first sailing there

under was from San Diego Calif on December 24 1964 with a full

load of cotton 20 000 bales On orabout February 21 1965 Mitsu

bishi again employed the ONSHUN in the Conference trade for the

movement ofa partial shipload of cotton combined with other

commodities
8 Shortly after the ONSHUN sailed the first time Toyomenka

Ltd another large Japanese concern engaged in trading cotton and

numerous other commodities chartered the vessel MEllO MARU

for the movement of a full shipload of cotton approximately 16 000

bales to Japan Three other charter sailings carrying either full or

partial loads of cotton were made by that company in the Conference

trade between January 25 1965 and April 15 1965
2

9 Toyomenka has its head office in Osaka Japan It operates in

this country through an office in San Francisco and through the Toyo
Cotton Company of Dallas Upon inquiry the Conference learned

that the San Francisco office didn thave anything to do with cotton

they didn t ship cotton and that apparently only the San Francisco

office rather than the parent in Osaka or the Dallas subsidiary was

bound by the Conference contract Therefore although it is not clear

from the record it is quite possible that some of the shipments made

by Toyomenka may not have been made under the charter exclusion

clause 3

10 As a result of the six charter movements made by Toyomenka
and Mitsubishi the Conference lines estimate their losses as 16 847 net

tons 64 795 bales totaling 661 244 75 in revenue

2 The four charter sailings of Toyomenka were described in the record as follows
1 MElKO MARU sailing 1 20 65 full load of cotton

2 ROBERT KABELAC 1 26 5 cotton and other cargo

3 MElKO MARU 4 15 65 full load of cotton

4 BAYMASTER 41115 65 cotton and other cargo

8With reference to whether the Toyomenka s shipments were made under the charter

exclusion clause Mr William C Galloway Conference Chairman testified as follows

Q They Toyomenka were not contract signers at the time

A That s the
questionWe thought they were Our problem in the contract

isn t limited to the charter exclusion clause We had such a narrow definition of who

the merchant signed is and whose entity is covered We had apparently the U S or

San Francisco Company and not the parent company In Osaka

Q This saHing may not have been exclusively under the exemption for charter
vessels it may have been made partly under some other arrangement

A That is entirely possible
None of the chartered vessels involved are owned by member lines of the Conference
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11 After ascertaining the facts with respect to these sailings the

Conference concluded that such charters were technically not in breach

of the provisions of the existing charter exclusion dause of their dual

rate contract However in order to forestall occurrences similar to

those just described and to conform the language and the use of the
charter exclusion to the purpose and intention as expressed by the
Commission the Conference filed a petition requesting amendment
of its charter exclusion clause In its petition the Conference asserted
that the proposed revision wasnecessary as a means of furnishing ade
quate protection against spot raiding of its cargoes by nonproprietary
traders The proposed revision which is the subject of this proceed
ing reads as follows the additions are italicized

ARTICLE l d 2 This Agreement shall not include any shipment by Mer
chant of Merchant s proprietary cargo when carried in vessels owned ly Merchant
or invessels fully time or bareboat chaltered by Merchant for the exclusive use of
the Merchant fora period of nm less than six months As 1lsed herein proprie
tary cargo mean3 cargo which has been raised grown manufactured or pro
duced by Merchant and is marketed by Merchant in its name as its own lJroduct
Itdoes not incl1lde goods p1lrchased by Merchamt for resale or b01lght ana sold

by M erptant on behalf of others It eJJcluAles all goods of agents traders or

commission merchants

12 Whereas there are perhaps 10 traders in Japan as well as other
traders in the Far East generally who deal in a variety of products
andare potential charterers only a few American cotton traders are

large enough to charter a ship for full loads for any period of time

Probably the largest shipper is California Cotton Co operative Oal
cot a corporation which acts as agent or trader for cotton growers in
California The growers as members andstockholders in the corpora
tion consign their cotton and its title to the corporation which then
sells it Dividends are paid to the growers at the end of the year if
there has been a profit The proposed amendment would prevent
Calcot from taking advantage of the clause as the corporation is not a

manufacturer raiser or grower of cotton Some of the 66 trader
members of Western Cotton Shippers Association are large enough to
charter and most of the members ship regularly in the trade all of
them that ship to Japan are signatories to conference contracts

13 Two small cotton traders Conference contract signatories testi
fied that they supported the Conference s proposed amendment
Neither trader could say however that the charter movements had
prevented him from having a good year in exporting cotton to Japan

14 Although neither theConference nor the two cotton traders who
testified know of other cotton charters either in the past or contem

plated they are concerned lest the idea of chartering spread to other
commodities ora combination of commodities
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15 The record does not show that the freight cost to Mitsubishi or

Toyomenka when using chartered vessels wasany less than the cost of

transporting cotton to Japan by Conference carriers nor is there evi

dence of any recent history of instability in the Conference rates on

cotton as a result of the charters

16 Intervener Du Pont requests that the petition be denied Inter

vener Dow requests denial of the petition in its broad terms but does

not oppose limited relief if relief is deemed appropriate In that

connection Dow suggests that the existing Conference charter exclu
sion clause remain intact but that the following exception be added

Provided however That this right of exclusion shall not be available

for shipments of raw baled cotton

DISCUSSION AND CoNCLUSION

Inhis initialdecision the Examiner recommendeddenial of respond
ent s petition on the grounds that the proposed amendment wasnot in

conformity with the charter exclusion clause prescribed by the Com
mission in The Dual Rate Oases supra and that the Conference had
failed to make a showing sufficient to warrant a Commission approved
departure from the prescribed clause Except to the extent modified

herein we find the examiner s findings and conclusions to be proper
and well founded

The entire subject of dual rate contracts was extensively treated in

our report in The Dual Rate Oases supra In that single proceeding
we gave fin d approval to the dual rate contracts of some 60 steamship
conferences and one independent carrier In our report in The Dual

Rate Oases we took cognizance of the desire of Congress that insofar

as was possible dual rate contracts should be standard or uniform in

order to simplify the problem of shippers regarding the meaning and

application of contract provisions 5 The present form of charter

exclusion contained in the Conference s dual rate contract is that pre
scribed in The Dual Rate Oases Respondent would now have us

approve a different charter exclusion clause on the grounds that this

proposed amendment is dictated by ia change of circumstances in the

Ii The vaUdity of the procedures used by the Commission in cOllsolidating hearings upon

issues and of flUng a consolidated report was upheld except as to certain matters not

relevant herein which were remanded to the Commission b the United States Court of
Appeals Ninth Circuit in Pacific Ooast European Oonference v U1lIited States 3510 F 2d
197 1965 cert denied 382 U S 958 1965 The Circuit Court stated

In our judgment the terms and conditions under which dual rates might be charged
were the subject of rule making In this area the Commission was acting in imple
mentation of f 14 b its action was legiSlative rather than judicial in character It
was a prospective determination of the standards under which the conferences were

to be permitted to act in the future rather than an adjudication as to whether those

standards in a particular case had been met 350 F 2d at 205
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trade and by the facts of record in this proceeding Ve do not agree
For reasons stated below we find that the Examiner was entirely cor

rect when he concluded that the petition of the conference to amend

the charter exclusion clause in its dual rate contract has not been shown

to be justified and thatthe petition should therefore be denied
Section 14h requires that we permit dual rate agreements unless we

find that the contract or amendment will be detrimental to

the commerce oftheUnited Sta tes or contrary to the public interest or

unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between shippers exporters im

porters or ports orbetween exporters from the United Statesandtheir

foreign competitors and provided that the agreements meet the eight
specific requirements of section 14b 1 through 14b 8 In addition
section 14b 9 gives us lauthority to require or permit such other pro
visions as are not inconsistent with section 14b
It was under the other provisions section 14b 9 that we re

quired the charter exclusion clause to be included in all dual rate

contracts
The legisla ive history of section 14h demonstrates that a limited

exemption for merchant owned or chartered vessels was one of the
matters which Congress clearly intended that the Commission should
deal with in its approval ofdual rate systems Thus in its report on

the bill which ultimately became Public Law 87 346 the Senate Com
mittee on Commerce stated

A second matter which the Commission should resolve by rule or regulation
involves the extent to which if at all dual l ate contrads should exclude full

cargoes which move inshippers private or chartered vessels Obviously unless

this question 1s carefully considered it is quite possible that one of two things
might result First large shippers would be able to gain suboStantial competitive
advantage over their smaller competitors or second contract shippers could not
make fair and legi timate use under certain circumstances of their own or char
tered vessels S Rept No 860 87th Oong 1st sess 1961 p 15

Thus in The Dual Rate Oases supra we stated

Exclusion frJI1 contract coverage of a merchant s goods moving on the mer

chant s owned or chartered vesselswould primarily benefit largershippers How

ever neither the economic philooophy of the United States nor section 141b of the

Shipping Act require that a merchant be deprived of all normal economies which

go along with largeness An important purpose Of the Shipping Act is to facili

tate the flow of commerce and while it recognizes that a proper conference system
can contribute to this end it does notundertake to give theconferenceprior claim
on all cargoes nor a 1Iqrd the conferences protection from all possi1ble competi
tion We therefore are requiring that all contracts whether or not they pre

viOUSly did so shall permit merchants to transportcargoes on theirOwned vessels
or on vessels chartered by the merchant provided the term of the charter is 6

months or more By limiting this to charters for periods of some dUll8 tion the

conferences are accorded reasonable protection from spot raiding of cargoes and

mercllantsaccorded the right to engage in bona fide 1roplietary carriage under

reasonable conditions 8 F M C 16 alt 4243
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The clause as finally formulated by the Commission strikes what we

believe to be a fair balance between carrier and merchant interests

and to be in the best interest of the parties concerned the public and

the commerce of the United States It is now incumbent upon the

Conference to come forward withsuch facts and circumstances peculiar
to its trade as would warrant departure from the uniform clause As

we pointed out in The DLtal Rate Oases supra at page 21 departures
from the clauses prescribed therein will be allowed to suit the reason

able commercial needs of a particular trade 6

upon a showing by sub

stantial evidence that such a change is needed or warranted 7 Thus

the Examiner was correct when he found that the Conference must

justify any departure from its present clause and we find the Confer
ence s first four exceptions all ofwhich deal in one way or anotherwith

the requirement that it justify its proposed amendment not well
taken

But respondent further contends that tlie evidence in this proceed
ing is sufficient to support the approval of the proposed amendment

and that no barrier to approval thereof is posed by section 14 b of
the Shipping Act 1916 On this record we are compelled to find
to the contrary

As previously seen the only charters known to have been executed

in the Conference trade are those of Mitsubishi and Toyomenka In
its exceptions the Conference characterizes the alleged revenue loss
incurred as a result of these charter movements as sizeable and seri

8 Cf Per8ian Outward Freight OonferenceEaJclu8ive Patronage Dual Rate Oontract
Docket No 1079 served August 31 1964 Japan Atlantic Gulf OonferenceEaJclu8ive

Patronage Dual Rate Oontract Docket No 110781080 served October 30 1964
7The Conference argues that its proposed amendment does not work a departure from

the prescribed clause but rather it makes explicit the true Intent of the Commission in

The Dual Rate Oa8es In this regard it is respondent s pOSition that in our decision in

The Dual Rate Oa8es contemplated approval of an owned chartered vessel exclusion clause
which would be limited to cargoes raised produced orgrown by the merchant and marketed
In its own name as its own product In our view respondent is suffering from a miscon

ception of the intent and purpose of the owned chartered exclusion clause prescribed by us

in The Dual Rate Oa8e8
In drafting the clause at issue herein it was not our intention to exclude from the opera

tion of the contract such of the merchant s cargo as he merely 01011 8 as distinct from what

he grows manufactures or produces We did not directly or indirectly put a restriction
on the type of nonbulk cargo which the merchant might carry so long as it was of a pro

prietary nature And absent an agreement or statutory expression to the contrary owner

ship of or other appropriate legal interest in cargo is the basic test of what is proprietary
That there is no implied requirement that the cargo be raised grown manufactured or

produced by the merchant has been decided by us on at least one other occasion In
The Per8ian Gulf Outward Freight Oonference EJClU8ive Patronage Dual Rate Oontract

Docket No 11079 served August 3il 194 a case that involved Commission approval of a

proposed form of dual rate contract westated

In conformance with our Order on Reconsideration in North Atlantic We8tbound
Freight AS80ciationEa clu8ive Patronage Dual Rate Contract Docket No 1519

served August 3 1964 the exclusion has been worded so as to make it clear that
chartered vessels are limited to the carriage of the merchant s owned cargo Italic
supplied
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ous When the total volume of the three fulland three Partial char

ters is considered however it is found that such volume was only
approximately sixteen percent of the total cotton tonnage handled hy
the Conference in 1964 Expressed another way the alleged loss of

16 847 tons ofcotton because of the charter movements represents only
slightly over two percent of the total revenue tons carried by the Con
ference ofall commodities for 1964 Even these percentages are prob
ably less since it appears that some of the charter movements made hy
Toyomenka were not made under the Conference s owned chartered

vessel exclusion clause Be that as it may however we are of the

opinion that such a limited adverse effect on the interests of theConfer
ence carriers does not justify the sweeping change proposed by
respondent

Fears have been voiced by Conference representatives that other

commodities or combinations thereof are somehow likely to move on

chartered vessels in precisely the same manner as has cotton These

fears however are entirely unfounded on the hasis of the present rec

ord In sum whether or not therewill be further charter movements

in the Conference trade cannot be determined from the record and la

finding one way or the other would be the product of unallayed specu
lation This Commission has said that the mere possibility that a

conference agreement may result in a violation ofthe Act is insufficient

reason to disapprove the agreement Agreement 849 Alaskan

Trade 7 F MC 511 519 1963 Agreement 134 4 Gulf Mediter

ranean Ports Oonference Docket No 1158 served March 15 1965

Likewise the mere possibility that large traders may utilize the
charter exclusion clause would not justify the granting of the present
petition

Shipper and Conference witnesses agree that rate instahility has not

developed in the trade as a result of the charters but the Conference

expresses a fear that cotton traders win put a squeeze on its members
for a lower rate This fear is somewhat neutralized by the fact that
the Conference effective August 16 1965 instituted a general rate

increase of 1 per revenue ton although this increase occurred subse

quent to the hearing the Examiner took official notice thereof as do

we The Conference is also worried lest the continued use of char
tered vessels especially for commodities otherthan cotton weaken the

Conference and make it necessary for some of the member lines to con

sider withdrawing from the trade This record is also devoid ofany
evidence which would support this course of action Thus the Con
ference s exception to the Examiner s conclusion that departures
from the required clause cannot he made until serious adverse effects

are incurred by the conference is not well taken We do not

9 F M C
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read the Examiner s decision that way He simply found as do we

that the record here does not justify such departure Ifslightly over

two percent of all revenue tons carried is dbjectionable then pre

sumably the Conference would have a charter exclusion clause which

would in fact exclude nothing
On the other hand to tighten the charter exclusion clause in the

broad manner here sought would adversely affect the rights of omany

shippers whom the Conference admits have caused it no problem It

would effectively preclude merchant shippers such as Dow and Du

Pont from utilizing chartered vessels to transport those goods which

they own but which they have not grown produced or manufactured

Thus the restrictive clause proposed by the Conference would place
the merchant shippers who do not make or grow the product that they
sell at an obvious commercial disadvantage vis a vis those merchant

shippers who do The evidence in this record does not jU stify this

result Consequently we find that the imposition of a limitation on

the right of all shippers to utilize proprietary carriage is unjustly
discriminatory and unfair as between shippers in violation of the

standards set down in section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916

In the light of all the foregoing considerations we conclude that

the Conference has advanced neither facts nor arguments of sufficient

weight to establish that its proposed departure from the Commission

prescribed charter exclusion clause is justified or lawful The Con

ference s petition to amend is therefore denied
Finally respondent excepts to the Examiner s failure o consider

the more limited amendment proposed by Dow i e a clause which

would provide that the charter exclusion right shall not be a vailable

for shipments of raw baled cotton Inhis initial decision the Exam

iner determined that it was unnecessary to discuss the amendment

offered by Dow since it appeared that the Conference was unwilling
to consider alternatives to its proposed amendment We believe that

the Examiner has correctly interpreted the record and was perfectly
justified in questioning the willingness of respondent to accept an

alternative to its proposed clause Consequently respondent s excep
tion in this regard is not well taken The record demonstrates clearly
that at the hearing in this proceeding respondent was adverse to any

change or modification of the proposed amendment In light of the

Conf rences present posture in regards to Dow s proposed amend
ment however it remains for us to determine on the merits whether
Dow s proposal applicable to cotton only is supported by the factsand

arguments in this proceeding In this regard we find that the present
record no more supports the Dow proposal than it did the Conference s

and that our rationale denying approval to the Conference proposal
9 F M C
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applies with equal force here Respondent s exception to the contrary
is found to be without merit

Vice Ohairman JOHN S PATTERSON concurring

Consistency with the Commission s decision in The Dual Rate a8e8

8 F MC 16 1964 requires that the Commission overrule the excep
tions and sustain the Examiner s Initial Decision Ido not necessarily
agree with the reasoning used in the preceding report to reach this
conclusion lut would confine myself to finding that there has not been

a sufficient showing of special circumstances to warrant a departure
from a precedent

An appropriate order will be entered

No 65 6
PACIFIC WESTBOUND CONFERENCE

AMENDMENT To DuAL RATE CoNTRACT

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime Com
mission and the Commission having fully considered the matter and

having this date made and entered of record a Report containing its

findings and conclusion thereon which report is hereby referred to and

made a part hereof

It is ordered That the petition of the PacificWestbound Conference
to amend the owned chartered vessel exclusion clause in its exclusive

patronage dual rate contract so as to exclude proprietary cargo not

raised grown manufactured or produced by the merchant be and

hereby is denied

By the Commission 8

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

8 Commissioner Hearn did not participate
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